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ÀBSTRACT

The following pages are transcripts of each of the inter-
views that took pJ.ace during the course of this study.

Considerable difficulty exists when trying to translate onto

paper conversat ions between individuals. Àlthough these

transcripts are accurate representations of the words

exchanged, it was impossible to show such things as intona-

tion, duration of pausesr voice inflection, volume and other

indicators of peoples' feelings

It will be noted that the transcripts make no attempt at

editorializíng any of the conversations that took place.

Although this increases the difficulty for the reader, it
will be easier if he or she keeps in mind that these pages

were live conversations and never meant as Iiterary v¡orks.

References in Volume I are given in the form X.Y. These

numbers are used to facilitate the reader's reference to

this volume. In this type of notation, X represents the

transcript number and Y represents the page number within

that transcript.
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TRANSCRIPT # 1

I: Could you tell me just generally what is
pol icy?

R: I would say that policy is a broad outline of

the way a board wouLd like to see a certain aspect dealt

with guidelines more or less within which the administra-

tion that you've hired can then go ahead and implement any

types of programs etc. that may be wanted in the division
by the board.

I: Could you give me some examples?

R: WelI, one that comes to mind that's quite

frequently - a matter - is transportation policy A trans-
portation policy we didn't have one on the books when I

first came on the board. We've since established one in

which v¡e've established what types of students will be

transported and if they're beyond a certain distance from

school and what criteria will be acceptable to the board

for transportation. So that type of a policy the trans-
portation policy - has been established by the board, and

then it's up to the administration then to make sure that

it's implemented according to policy.



I: Ok. How is

tives or desires?
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policy different from goaIs, objec-

R: Well, I guess goals are sort of more global -
more general - generally policies are developed to meet a

specific need - in my mind at least. I think that transpor-

tation policies, policies on expelling students, policies on

corporal puni shment etc . - so that po1 ic ies are more

specific in my mind than generaL goals and objectives - and

they deal with a specific issue.

I: why do you hold this particular view of what

policy is?

R: I guess it sort of evolved being a school

board member. Prior to that I had never thought in terms of

who are the policy makers and who are the "doers" sort of

thing. When most trustees - at least when I was elected to
the board, I found it very difficult to see my role as being

a policy maker, rather than getting into the nitty-griLty
and getting it done the way I wanted it done. But, it has

I do see the meril - going into the sixth year now of this
way of operating in terms of the school board and the school

division generally.

I: When you say you've had difficulty
policy maker, what do you feel caused

seelng your

that diff i-role as a

culty?
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R: Just because you've - in my own instance

anyway - I'd never been involved at that }evel on the board.

I'd been on a board of directors of a nursery school, but

actually we vrere a founding board and therefore, âs well as

setting policy, we did all the work. You know, one of those

types of co-operatives. Ànd, I tend to be a - myself - a

"doer". You know, I like to do things and get them done.

So I found it difficult - you know, that you could argue for
three months, establishing policy and then that's where your

role more or Less ended. Other than, of course, monitoring

that in fact it v¡as being followed. So I guess that $¡as a

difficulty for me - not getting involved in the actual

implementat i on .

I: You mentioned that
from the time that you became a

perhaps why and how you changed?

your view

t rustee .

of poLicy

Can you

changed

telL me

R: One experience and discussions with other

trustees, both at a board leve1 and at various MÀST func-

tions. The Manitoba Association of School Trustees they

also hol-d a number of seminars that you can attend that
and they generally tatk very - at great length usually

about policy whenever you're dealing with any specific
it always comes back to policy. ÀIso we subscribe in our

school division to a manuscript from the States from the

National School Board Àssociation on policy and I get that



monthly

an idea

at

of

my home. That also was certainly
what's policy related.
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it gives you

Does your view of the nature of policy affect
to policymaking?

I:

your approach

R: Yes, I think so. I tend to see that if policy
is too broad that there is too much room stilL for things
not to done the way - for instance the board or myserf would

Iike them done. So in policymaking I would tend to be - I

tend to be quite specific so that there's no room for very

much interpretat ion.

I: Do you find this may be a little bit of a

confLict of an earrier statement in which you mentioned

policy as guideline? Do you find that there is a fine line
there? Do you have problems with that? Does this present

problems to trustees generally?

R: Yeah, I think there is. Sometimes it's diffi-
cult to know perhaps when a policy may be hamstringing - may

be too specific in terrns of being able to be implemented by

the administrative staff. On the other hand, I find that a

lot of the conflict that can sometimes arise between - say

the chief administrators and the board or even between the

board members themselves - but say if it's too wide open and

it's open to interpretation so to me you save a lot of

time if you make it as specific as possibLe. And, most



policies tend to have a loophole

cases. There's always room for
to the board and say "This would

vIe feel that in the besL interests
appropriate that we go beyond or

that door i s aJ.ways open.
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anyway in terms of special

the administration to come

be outside of policy, but

of everybody, it would be

break the policy. " Ànd

I: Do you think that policy is necessary?

R: Yes.

I: Ok, can you give me any particular reason why?

R: WeII, I guess first of all, from the school

board member's point of view, if you don't have policies,
particularly on those issues that frequently arise, you're
constantly making decisions in emotional situations where

there are people requiring transportation (if we go back to
that), or asking for transportation, or whatever. you tend

then to make decisions that you may regret rater or that
maybe aren't fair in tight of what's been done in the past

w i th other people . So I f eel that pol icy i s one v¡ay of

ensuring that peopre are treated justry and equal - more or

less. As well, I think it's extremely important for the

employees especially your administrators so that they

know what direction the board wants to go in any particular
area. If they don't even have that feeling if the board

hasn't discussed it among themselves and come up with some



sort of statement or guideline, I think it's
for them to be placed in a situation making

are perhaps beyond their responsibility and

some cases may end up getting flak for it.
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very difficult
decisions that

where they in

Has your opinion changed in this regard, and

why?

T.

i f so how and

R: In regards to the necessity of policy?

I: Yes.

R: Well, again, being on the school board has

been an eduational experience for me so when I was first on

the - the first year or two on the school board, I became

famíliar with the whole idea of poricy and poricymaking.

However, I wourd say that I don't think - r think that once

r rearized that policy Þras a way - I'm very f irm on treating
people equally so once I reaLized that policy is the best

way to ensure that this happens r think that I became a

firmer believer in it.

I: Ok.

policy affect your

Does your opinion about the necessity of

approach to policymaking?

R: WeIl yeah, I'rrì willing to spend time doing it
which you'11 find is difficult to find on the school

board. Ànd sometimes you're making decisions that right-
fully maybe should be - you shourdn't be making them at the
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time, until you've got po].icy. poricymaking in the school
board is a time consuming process and there's many, many

areas in which there isn't poJ-icy. As I said, there was no

transportation poricy in our school division five years ago.

I¡ Once you make a policy, what happens? Is it
written down?

R: Uh-huh.

I: Should policies be written down?

R: Yes.

I: AJ-ways?

R: Yes.

I : Àlri9ht, why?

R: WeII, first of aII, if it's not written down,

you know, it's onry in somebody's head. Ànd then it,s imme-

diately open to interpretation at any time that you want to
use it. secondry, I think that for new administrators or
the public or ner{ schoor board members it makes things much

clearer. Nobody has any faith in somebody saying 'I
remember last year when we said this."

I: The question of interpretation
not still arise even with the written format?

could Lhat



R: Yes, but it's
it's been worded properly.

lot of time on it.

from the

ultimate

R: The school board - often
administration and oflen from

people who make it - the school

on recommendations

suggestions of the

board members.

Iess of a problem

That's why vre have
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as long as

to spend a

I: If policy should be written down, how should

it be organízed?

R: In a policy manual. À manual that's coded for
easy reference so that school board members and administra-
tion can easi Iy f ind what they' re looking for. There' s a

number of r{ays to set i t up. ours i s set up - was set up by

our administration under a coding system.

I: Who makes school division policy?

I: But

people who have an

you're suggesting that there are other
i nput ?

R:' Oh yeah.

I: Who might they be?

R: WeII, depending on what your policy is on, it
courd be any number of peopre. you, of course, rery on your

chief executive officers - your superintendent and her staff
or his staff, and the same with the secretary-treasurer. r
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believe that whoever is being affected by poricy should have

at least some ínput into it at reast give feedback before

it is final. so if it is setting a transportation policy, I

feer that you give the people concerned which is the

parents - and if you're setting policy in regards to

teachers I think that you should invorve the teachers.

However - they can get a representative or two - it's up to
them. So whoever is being affected by it at reast should

have some input so you.should hear from them.

I : I 'm just wondering i f you could cl_ari f y how

much input these individuals should have?

R: Yeah. WeII, what I like to know is 1ike - how

is this going to affect people? Ok, what types of things do

v¡e have to consider when we're making it? ultimatery the

decision is still the schoor board's and it may in fact not

be to the complete liking of whoever is being affected by

it. But, at Jeast I think you need to know that prior to
doing it - and you need to know how it's going to affect
people and if your decision still the wisest one seems to
be that which may turn off some teachers but is better for
the students well, ât least you know.

I: What's the role of the individual trustee in
the policymaking process?



R: Simp).y ong of your board members who

or against and makes motions forming poJ.icy. you

any policymaking rights on your ov¡n. you only
pov¡er when you're a member of the school board.
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votes for

don't have

have the

taking it to yourself then, so

strictly that of voting for oryou see

against?

Now,

being

I: Righr.

your role as

you

You

know

know,

R: Or suggesting.

I: Another input then?

R: Right. And i f I f eel strongly enough I 'l_L

- get lots of materiar and talk to the trustees.
try and persuade peopte to my point of view.

me some exampJ-es of pol-icies that
people concerned?

I: Can you give

have been made through the input of

R: ok . r n the transportat i on pol icy v¡e herd - I
think - a series of three meetings. These $¡ere widely
publicized through our community - that we wourd be trying
to form a transportation policy - and we asked any groups
who wanted to make input to appear on one of those nights,
or erse send in written material. so that's one time when

we invorved the public in the transportation policy. Ànd

of course, we also heard from our transportation supervisor
and our teachers - our principals who had speciar programs



at their school - that
portat.ion. So we had a

they felt would

whole range of
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benefit from trans-

that's one example.

I: In that particular instance, the example that
you're giving, in your own mind, you had to make as board,

the decision about it - which input would you have fert to
carry the most weight, and how would you arrive at that?

R: In that particular instance?

how would you

valuable?

I:
makes policy
making?

WeII, it
arrive

doesn't have to

at which input

specific, but

be the most

T¡ be case

should

R: I guess on who's going to
affected. In this case it was the parents

or the students actually but the parents

sions for them.

who makes

t rustee?

I3 This may sound similar, but has your view of
poJ-icy changed from when you were a beginning

R: No.

be most directly
of the students -

making the deci-

viewpoint that you hold about who

way in which you approach policy-

Does

affect
the

the
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R: yes. Like I tend to be one that feers very

strongly about having input from the people who are
affected. My feering is that some trustees don't feel that
Í¡ay as strongly - ok? r t's easier to make a policy i f you

don't have to worry about everybody - you know - if you,re
making it from a strictly financial point of view, you know,

you wouldn't transport anybody.

I: How are policies made? By that I mean

processes or procedures are involved in making a policy?

what

R: I think that first of arr there has to be

agreement at the school board revel, and that often is
brought to the attention of the board by senior administra-
tors - that there is an area in which $¡e need policy,
because it's becoming just Loo difficult for them to make

day to day decisions or - the school board members them-
selves are guestioning the types of decisions that have been

made. so once you have agreement that we need poricy, and I
think you have to gather alr the facts in terms of different
situations that have occurred in any particular area - and

thenr âs r feer strongJ-y about - you contact people who wirl
be directry affected by it hear from them, and then after
that, put down on paper, âL least a draft and

the board can approve it - approve the policy. often it's
done with a notice of motion - I think that's preferable
because then that gives two weeks notice to people and they
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can come and make a last ditch effort if they want. They

know what's coming in the agenda two weeks hence and there-
fore can bring up further points if they want to, ,before

it's finally passed. Then, the one other thing that most of
us are remiss about, is once you do have the policy, it's in
written form, it's in the poricy manuar - being used by the

school board and everybody associated with the schoor divi-
sion and who are making decisions in that area - is that it
shourd still be reviewed. That is one area that - if you

want to review every year, every two years or whatever - it
seems that perhaps - if you're using it frequently it gets

reviewed guite often just inforrnarry because if it's not

working you're going to change it. But there's some of them

that - if it's not drawn to your attention - it courd sit
for five or ten years and occasionarry cause a problem for
somebody but not a big probrem - in fact it's never been

used and times change and things change so I think that
there should be built in some mechanism of review.

I: Just a point of clarification - you say that
you identify a need or a probrem and that you gather the

facts, contact the people for feedback, and then come up

with a draft poricy. r don't want to put words.into your

mouth. Am r right in hearing what you're saying to be that
between contacting the people for feedback and the draft,
that you evaLuate the information that you have at your

disposat first?
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R: Yeah. And in fact you'11 find in that period,
of course, school board members are the people who are
going to have to make the poricies - are arready thinking in
their own minds what l¡ay the thing should go you know

but they don't have anything down on paper as yet.
Individual trustees wourd probabty, depending on how inter-
ested they are, be gathering up information themselves or
recaj.ling past instances where what had happened...

I: What things influence how policy is made?

R: well first of arr r guess how knowredgeabre

with the whole procedure the schoor board are and if they
are willing to put in the time that's required. r think
it's an area that's rearry been stressed in trustee deverop-
ment, but it's still an area that needs a lot of improve-
ment. I've hêard the statement many times that - the less
you have down on paper the better you are - from school
board members. Because, you know, you don,t get nailed with
past practices and precedent and the whore business. you

can make decisions that seem appropriate at the time but
maybe in the long run they're not but they're the easiest
ones. so I think that that what affects it is that what

you asked?

I Yes. I.fhat influences how policy is made?
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R: So, the attitude of the school board members

administration of the school division definitelyand of the

af f ects it.

I: You talked to me earlier
revised - hor+ do you know when a poLicy

revised? Is there some signpost that
need a policy!" or "Àh, this has to be

about

needs

you can say

revised! "?

policy being

to be made or
ttÀh, we

R: Ok, it's usually when you get into a situation
where you can see if you make a decision that there are long

term ramifications, and that it's going to be necessary to
treat people fairly. That's the vray I see it anyrlay - I

guess maybe I'm zeroing in on the poricies that affect the
public or say our employees more so than some of the other
policies that can be made. That generally I guess

brings to the attention of the school board that vre need a

rong term sort of thing to weigh these guestions against
these individual questions. Ànd the same with revisions in
terms of if it's just not working the Ì{ay you had hoped, ot
if it's causing probrems somewhere else and it needs revi-
sion obviousry. rf you're breaking your poricy every

second week it's not a good policy.

I: How have you arrived at these conclusions
about the policymaking process?
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guess basically through experience

that are avaiLable to trustees.

1.16

andR: I

from the readings

affect your

I: Does your viewpoint about how policy is made

approach to poì-icymaking?

R: Oh yeah, I'm sure it does.

I: Do you ever think of how?

R: How it is made - ok - affect my approach to

policymaking...

I: Your understanding of the policymaking

process, and how it comes about and how it is actuaJ.Iy

formed, does that affect the way you approach policymaking?

R: I'm sure it does. As I said earlier, in terms

of I think that v¡e should have to talk to people who are

going to be affected. I believe very strongly in policy. I

don't like some people being - because the school board is
in a good mood one night you know, saying it's fine, and

then the next night because - all of a sudden you realize
how much it costs changing - you know - the next person who

comes they say no. That type of thing I think is extremely

unf air so that's vrhy I'm a f irm believer in policy and

I'II spend time doing it.

pol icy?

I: glhat are the attributes or elements of a good
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R: WeII, I believe that it's quite specific to

the particular area of concern that it's addressing. Ànd I

think that it should try and address atl of the ramifica-
tions that might evol-ve from it from that specific situ-
ation. And I think that it has to be clear that the admin-

istration who are implementing it do in fact have the right
and obligation to come back to the school board, if there

are areas outside of the policy that - or things happening

because of the policy that maybe are not in the best inter-
ests of children or whoever the policy is af fecting.

pol icy

a good

¿.

that i s

pol icy?

So basically what you are saying

encompassing in terms of soì-ving a

is that a

problem is

R: Uh-huh.

1¡ Àre there any other attributes ?

R: Speci fic though

to interpretation.
so that it's not wide open

I ! t{hy do you say that?

R: Just to reduce the hassles that are involved.

If it's specific and not open to interpretation, it's easier

for your adminisÈrat.ion and for your school board to follow
it and to - not to get into situations where they are being

blamed for breaking it. or for the school board is being

accused of treating people unfairly.



I:

again through

Is this a conclusion

exper ience?
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that you've arrived at

R: Uh-huh.

I: Can you give me some examples of good poli-

R: Specific?

cies?

I: Yeah, a specific example

brings in these attributes that you're

of a good policy that
taJ-king about.

R: WeII, our transportation policy is specific
now. r t was done with input f rom the cornmuni ty. I t didn't
meet arl of their requests but it went part way. They're
generarry happy - the people who are being transported are
general-ly happy. The peopre who don't have chirdren being

transported aren't. They feel they are being bilred. It
achieves what the educators wanted to achieve in terms of
kids being near to speciar programs. so it's quite
specific, and it priorizes - if you run into probrems wittr
money or lack of buses it priorizes - from the high
priority in transportation to the resser. you know, if you

get into not enough buses, hopefulry it wilr go from the
boËtom up in terms of reducing the transportation. so it's
quite specific and it dears with the long term in terms of
that and generally is very easy I think , for our admin-

islrators to implement ... and easy for... we also do have



in there the special cases clause so

as hre always do in terms of di re

can deal with lhem and not break our

I : Àgain, your view of
poJ-icy, does that fect your approach

R! Why I want to see them

be specific.

I: How do you evaluate policy?

that if
ec onomi c

poJ. icy.

the

to
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vre get requests

necessity, vre

1n

attributes of good

policymaking?

there. I want it to

R:

the need that

change it.

I guess by how

you originally
works. If it's meeting

- and if it isn'tr you

well it
sought

I: Are there any other ways?

R: In terms of its fairness, I guess, to the
people being affected by it. rf it turns out in fact that
it is not meeting that requirement that I have - that's how

I feer - then r wourd think that it has to be changed to in
fact be fair as fair as possible.

I: That's still an evaluation through the imple-
mentation though. Àre there any other ways?

R: Well, you can compare it to other school divi-
sions' policies things that you can read from the states
again and whaLever.
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I: What constitutes a bad or a poor or a

1.20

wea k

po1 icy?

R: One that doesn,t

in terms of making decisions.
segment thatrs affected by it.

reaJ- 1y

Or one

91ve you

that's
any guidance

unfair to one

I: This may be hard to ansh¡er, but can you give

a bad policy?me any examples of

R: I'm sure we've had some bad policies, I just
can't think of any A poor policy is one that is in
peopre's minds - or some peopre's minds - as what we've done

in the past and therefore this is the way it shoutd be now.

And perhaps that trustee was the only one who was on the
schoor board fifteen years ago when that decision was made.

rt's not down on paper - it may be in motion from fifteen
years ago - minutes. To me, that's a very poor !¡ay to make

decisions - on a motion that was made fifteen years ago

and realIy no policy established and no rationare attached
as to why that was done at that particurar time. yet, that
often stirl happens. Those instances are brought forth as

reasons to make a decision today.

I: How have you come to hold this point of view?

riIy,
member

R: , I guess from sitting
and having it happen. you

f ive or six years ago,

on a school board prima-

know, to me being a new

and not understanding



rationale for - v¡hy for instance these

ular area are bussed from kindergarten

nobody else in the school division ís.
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kids from a partic-
to grade twelve while

I: Does

policy affect your

your vrewpoint about what constitutes bad

approach to policymaking?

R: Yes. I try to make it good.

I: Do you try to do away with those?

R: Right, right.

I: Have you had any particular experiences as a

trustee which have shaped your views about policy? rf you

have, could you maybe describe some of these?

R: Ok, one area where we just formed policy 1ast
year evolved because of a reguest - g.re had requests f rom two

teachers - one a teacher and one a principal, both whose

sons v¡ere praying on a team - it rr'as a good hockey team

travelling to vancouver. They both requested time off to
go. Ànd it vras beyond the three days that can be approved

by the superintendent, so it had to come to the school
board. Now the principar had requested that it be with pay.

The teacher had not made that request. sor ir€ wanted to
treat them both fairry they're both in the same teacher's
agreement, although one is an administrator r wanted to
treat them fairty. so what we decided was that v¡e wourd

!irii
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dock both of them substitute costs and ret them take the

leave, if they would pay for the substitute costs. Now, we

didn ' t have a pol icy and so that $¡as the dec i s ion we made .

And of course' the next week we found out the ramifications
of it in terms of - first of alr, after all the extra time

he puts in at the school division, that we v¡ourdn't give him

his days off with pay. we had also stipurated the substi-
tute costs aL lever 4 or class IV, and this was partially an

error on our administrator's part. she didn't know what

class the teacher was in. she h'as in class Ir, so she wourd

be taking money out of her pocket to pay a crass rv teacher
to substitute for her. so you seef we got into a reaL bind.
Àt that point then we reaLized - ok, this isn't going to be

a one time situation - we asked our administrator to bring
forth a policy that wourd be fair to alr our employees - but
not to go overboard in terms of us paying for people to go

to vancouver essentially. so anyway, a policy came forth
Leaves Àssociated wiLh Length of service - which then

treated both these individuals fairry. A month later we got

another reguest for a leave and the teacher involved was

onry the second year in the division, so it actually worked

out better. we did have a policy that we courd refer to and

it seemed and that poricy was formarry approved by the
teachers' association executive, and they fert that it was a

very fair poricy. I think our guideline was five years in
the division before v¡e wourd pay. And so when the Leacher
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don't pay" -
that that vras
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applied it was fairly easy for us to say "[.le

and you know, the teacher's associalion felt
fair. Does that answer the question?

I: Yeah

R: What was the question?

I: I'm just asking if you've had any experiences
which have shaped your views about policy.

R: Ok. In the first instance it was a very poor

decision on our behalf. we rearry didn't take into account

aIl the ramifications.

I: So I assume from that, it
about the effects of your policy.

caused you to think

R: That's right.

I: This research is concerned with - and I can

tell you a bit more about it now because I didn't want to
lead you in your ans$¡ers - but this research is concerned

with how trust,ees think about policy and poricymaking. Now

I feel that the way trustees think about poricy and poricy-
making might be influentiar in determining the kinds of
poricy statements that are made. I just wonder how you feer
about that?



R¡ Uh-huh, I think
you're talking to individual
por{er. The only time they have

or nine you know - and how they

board in terms of policymaking.
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so. But you have to reca1l,
trustees and they have no

power is as one set of seven

can affect a majority on Lhe

point of view of contributing
policy and policymaking for
from my own personal - it's

I: First of arl, do you think that this kind of
research is worthwhile?

R: From who's point of view?

R: Well, from

say to Lhe understanding

trustees in the province

obviously worthwhile from

contribut ion?

the

of

not

my perspective. Will this be a

I: r would think so, if ia': definitive and if it
gets back to the school board members. I find so much

research and whatever tends to be too high above the heads
of. the educational majority of the trustees. you,ve got to
remember that you've got 50 boards or sz boards in the prov-
ince, and many of Lhe members do not have whaÈ you wourd''l

call a good education. so, when we start tarking about
reliability and statistics and arl this it is not something
they'd pick up and read. rf it's dealing with examples of
good and bad and what not, or even draws together different
trustee reactions to poricymaking and gets them thinkng
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thebut it's written in a way that
average reader, then it will be

I: Do you feel that the guestions

answered are suitabl-e for gathering the kind of

I'm looking for?

that you've

information

tha t
thi s

R: I would think so. I think that you wiII stil_l
be left with interpretation - you know - as I did state,
I'11 go into specif ics to explain - and you wir.r- still have

to interpret that into a broader statement.

you would

study and

I: À

like
which

final guestion then: Is there anyLhing

to add which you feel is important to
has not been covered?

R: I think that it might be to your advantage to
look at - the board are the poricymakers. I think most board

members would agree with that - but they rery guite heavily
on their senior administration in terms of writing it up and

covering arl angres because they're dealing on a day to
day basis with imprementing it, and they can see alr of the

ramifications often much better than the school- board so

that it might be worth your while if you wanted to dig
into the whole area to tal-k to some superintendents - a

cross section of superintendents to get their view of
pol icy.
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I appre-I: Ok, well ...
ciate your time and effort

Thank-you very much"

and also your candidness.
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TRÀNSCRIPT # Z

I: To your mind, what is poì-icy?

R: That's a good general question. I think it's
- by policy I understand basicarly the generar orientation
and direction in vrhich you'd like to see the school division
functioning, as opposed to say such mundane matters as

which often times have to be attended to anyway - as

deciding the form of report cards, for example, which I view

as rea1ly an administrative function

Now I think that the line between poricy and admin-

istrative functions is fairly blurred in.a rot of - from

what Irve seen anyways - in a rot of school divisions, and

indeed, .i_n sone respects. - some aspects of it cannot be

cannot rearly be crearry defined. I think that there are

overraps in certain praces especially in such matters as

for exampre when you're addressing the budget .. o where I
think, obviously as a matter of general total budget ...
it,'s got to be considered a matter of policy. When you

start getting down into some of the items of the various
precise points in the budget, you knowr lou armost invari-
ably cross over away from a poricy decision into realry what

may be an administrative function.
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would be purely poticy?
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examples of things that

R: WeIl, I think that a purely _ that a policy
decision - under our system - the obvious one that comes to
mind because of what occurred rast year, has got to be

whether or not you'd crose a school for example ... school
or schools. In our system, crearly that is the jurisdiction
of the board and trustees. And, indeed, it's something that
the administrators don't want to address. In fact, they
have a vested interest in the "status guo". so obviously
I'm not denying that most of bhem - may - whether they're
aware of that or not - most of them are not really prepared
to rock the boat to any great extent or degree. I think,
and I don't want to digress - I want to Iet you get through
your questions - but I realIy think that the MÀsT survey
and I don't think that you were involved with that - shows

that relatively clearly. The thing that vras prayed up in
the paper was the fact that trustees have a row opinion of
themselves. It appeared to me that, given aIl the results
in totality, that they may have a lot clearer reading of
what's going on than a lot of other people in the system -
particuj-arly when you question - when you look at the ques-
tion "Are you really responding to the needs of lhe child?"
- I mean trustees were the ones who ranked this as the
lowest. I think that that's probably a lot closer to the
mark than your superintendent or other administrators.
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tives or desires?

orientation.
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is policy different from goals or objec-

You were talking earlier about general

R: Yeah, weIl that's part of it. i think that in

the broad sense that's true. But I arso think that it,s
true in specifics. It depends on where you vrant to go in
terms of either programs - Like I can r have - I've never

really addressed as you are I've never rearly taken the

approach of trying to layout the theory of this, although
when matters come to board, I've never had any rear diffi-
culty other than the example I gave you in the budget, of

being abre to say in my own mind 'r think this is rearly
administrative, or this is reall-y policy. " Àlthough, even

on that standard, I wourd have to confess that we dealt with
a lot of matters which are not policy. ok? Just because of

the way that the system feeds them up to you. But in the

smaller exampres - our policies for exampre - you might have

a good you can irlustrate that if you take something

that's eucational like "immersion" for exampre - where

you've got the provincial guiderines but which werr- it's
arways called immersion it's fairry different in terms in
which it's treated from one schoor division to the next

rike whether you've got 80t nngrish or - French as opposed

to Engrish or whether it's 62z or so on. Those are realry
considered in our system, policy matters which are deter-
mined are at the discretion of the board really.



I: Do you have any particular reasons

hold this particular view of policy what it is?

a developmental thing? Is that a
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why you

I s that

R: I had that attitude going in if that's what

you're asking. It $¡as rerativery clear to me, prior to the
election, that part of the difficurty in our school division
h'as the f act that the board espec ially v¡as - you }<now, more

interested in whether or not they would be having chinese
food, or sandwiches at the next meeting over dinner - as

opposed to asking Lhemselves where the school division vras

going.

affect your

I: Does your view of the nature of policy then

approach to policymaking?

R: I think it does.

I: In any particular way?

R: Well I think that there's a lot of things that
r'm only beginning to rearize. I think that one of the
points r was raising earrier and the reason that I can

make that statement is I was in the short time that I,ve
been a school trustee (over two years) was a period where

there r¡as a superintendent - then we had no superintendent
and now we have a superintendent again - so I can make these

comparisons. I rearry think that Lhe whore system which

feeds the board through the superintendent is rearJ-y geared
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in many ways to getting you as a board I say you - but

getting the board not to address poricy. I think that a

superintendent or a system often times - and r'm speaking in
generaLities - but are more comfortable asking you something

which really they should come up at - if they don't decide

it, they shoul-d at reast come up with a recommendation, as

opposed to passing the buck until it hits the school board.

Now, I think the way in which it's addressed - it's affected
my conduct because I've made a concerted effort whenever I

thought it was a matter that I thought it was a matter that
shourd be deart with on the administrative lever, to say

"You should handre this. rt's an administrative matter."
And if you don't get away with that - if there's no

concensus on that on the board, then saying,,Come up with a

recommendation or report so we can look at it and take some

enrightened - rike give us the background or whatever."

That's my view r've found as recently as the last meeting

that other trustees were more cornfortable discussing how the

prumbers should be putting in shut-off varves in a certain
schoor where there h'as a flood you know, when they

replaced the piping. I can't I must confess I rearly
can't get into that.

I: Do you think that policy is really necessary?

R: You should ask i f I think that school boards

guestion on that in my mindare necessary. I have some
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uh, given the North American context, because schoo] boards

are really as $re know them in canada are realry partic-
urar, I think, Èo North Àmerica I guess I'd have to answer

the question in the positive and say it's a good thing - we

need some kinda poriticar poJ-icymaking body and school

boards are it. r rea]ly think that they shoutd concentrate
on that, rather than on other things.

I: Why is policy necessary in this conLext then?

R: It's because of the it's because of your

basic - you know

better system, thinking about it r think - in an abstract
sort of wây, but it is the system that we have in effect.
whenever you rook at the public schoors Act, it presumes

that you've got this schoor board operating as a poricy-
making body and you have no choice but to answer that in the
affirmative. r mean if you didn't want to have it that wây,

you'd have to re-structure our whore educationar sysLem.

Ànd if you didn't do it in Manitoba arone, which would be

dangerous given the fact that it's a federation you'd have

to - you'd really have to get every, or at least a majority
of the provinces I guess similar things at a simirar time.
It would be a pretty massive undertaking.

I: Can you give me any specific examples of where

policy is absolutely necessary?
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R: I think at the introduction of courses or
programs - in our system - is a good example. There's a rot
of neh' courses that are introduced. I think that one of the
problems is that they somehow seem to come to us for permis-

sion to start new ones, but I don't see them coming forth
too often with requests to cut some of them out. I'd rike
to think that at some point you get rid of these things too
if they're no longer really furfilring a need. I think
that's one example. r think that schoor closures is another

one. I think in our system, obviously the lever of
services - because of the fact that you have to set the
budget and in that sense the budget is a poricy making

tool. Like - you know - whether or not you're going to have

supervisors of programs in a schoor division - I mean that's
a - some have them and some don't. And if you do have them,

which courses are they going to supervise? Are you going to
have a supervisor of music, phys.ed., geography or whatever

or are you going to concentrate instead on core French you

know and drop the phys.ed. or whatever? That's where these
judgement carrs are involved. so obviously in that sense

the size of the

wourd see of material things, for instance your overhead

projectors or there's a discretion by schoor principals
but certainly lhe amount of money a board is prepared to
spend for example on computers is a current exampre. In our

system it's really especiatly in light of just comprete
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got to be a local

f: ' This opinion about the necessity of policy,
affect your approach to policymaking then?

I: you're saying that given our current system

that we need to have poricy rs this opinion about the
necessity of poricy, is that changed over time, since you've
become trustee? Or has it been the same?

R: I guess it's changed to a certain like I
had, and in that sense I don't perceive myserf as being a

typical school trustee and I had a very cynical view of
things before r embarked on this, and probabry most of
what's happened has just kind of confirmed my cynicism, but,
there have been a few - r guess they've converted me on a
few points to seeing or recognizing the validity of the
procedures that have been estabrished - and part of that of
course, has been to - at least in terms of rip-service, have

a board that sets policy - whatever the herl that is.
Everyone doesn't have the same perception of poricy unfortu-
natery - we're all just using the same word but it's rike
the Russians and the Americans talking about "detente'.

does that

R! well onry as I was saying a whire ago that r

make a conscientious effort at trying to address those
matters, while recognizing that in certain other instances
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you have to play by the rures of the game, such as they are,
and with the people that you have in place which kind of
forces you at times to go beyond that somewhat. It's
alright to say that you've got to just address policy, but

at one point, even if you give them a what I find - if you

just give them a general thrust, a Iot of times getting the

administrative imprementation is just about impossible. So

you have Èo go a little bit beyond that and spell it out in
some detail. rt's not just a matter of principle - rike
you know for example, what r was not involved in h'e

shourd have "immersion" or introduce "immersion,'in our

school division. You just don't cross back your arms and

wait for them to imprement "immersion". rt won't occur that
way. The same Ì¡ay when you say that there are simply too
many schoors in this school division because the number of
vre only have harf the students that we had five years ago

they're not going to go out and close schoors for you.

You've got to get into the nuts and borts of the matter.
so, I don't know if r'm fulry responding to your question
Ken, but ...

made,

be, and

I: Yeah, that's fine. I wonder- policies that are

are they in your case written down, and shourd they

R: We

know, most of the

have a policy

supposed to

which contains, you

most of the policies

manual

conta i n
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in the schoor division. It's been we've made a conscien-
tious effort at cleaning it up - in a sense of updating it
a lot of the policies had not been rooked at or reviewed

since the establishrnent of the poricy manuaJ., which I

bel ieve went back to earJ.y 1977 - which meant that a rot of
times the policies and the practices vrere not the same.

There h'as an administrative practice that had evorved in
another direction (often times for very good reason), and

often times improperly so, so they have got to be brought
back to heel. I haven't counted the pages recentry, but I
wourd imagine that we've done more than half of that poticy
manual in the last thro years, and indeed, we've even prob-
abry taken all of the more contentious issues and revised
them arready. so r think there's been a conscientious
effort there at a) reviewing the policies, b) seeing if they
vrere the ones that lre require they're stilr f uLf illing the
needs, and when we thought !¡e didn't need them, wê just
knocked them out completery, c) communicating those changes,

and indeed the policies themserves to the right peopre in
the school division, and then d) trying to ensure that they
hear of the policy - and if they can't, we want to know why.

There's been a very conscientious effort at doing that and

getting these things out. where we've fallen down a rittre
bit is to go beyond that. we've made some attempts at that,
but that has not rearry been addressed by anybody. I'm a

proponent of that
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but just in the school division.
cult task, obviously.

I : You've

poJ-icies, I wonder,

written down, that are

in fact, policies that
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- not only even parents,

That is a lot more diffi-

talked about written and formalized

are there any policies that are not

not formalized as such but are sti11,
are in place?

R: I think that there are some.

I: Do you deem that as desirable, or undesirable,
or

R¡ Well I think it leads to ambiguities, in fact
it leads to some misunderstandings. Maybe the most glaring
example - certainly in our school division where we have

basically four paraller programs - completely pararler from

4 to 12 - there's not another, at least to my knowledge,

division in Manitoba that has four separate programs on a K

to 12 bas i s. The di f f icuJ-ty i s that whi re these programs

are very well known and identified, and people rerate to
them - and we have policies that say that we endorse and

have endorsed a program "school concepts" - so we have a

program that stands alone within one building ok, as

opposed to duar tracking or whatever - that's another

that's a clear poricy and that's in writing. surprisingry
enough, what we don't have is admission criteria to these
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various programs. This is controlred basicarry by the

admitting school principal. There's been several attempts

Lo get at that, and nobody really wants to address that
issue because it's too dicy poritically. so, I think that
what that illustrates is that you can have some fairry
important points which shourd be covered by policy that are

not for politicar reasons. Ànd certainly, secondl-y, there

are misunderstandings - can you imagine when you're a parent

and you corne to a schoor - the pubric school system - your

school division - and you're told by a schoor principal that
your child cannot register in this school, and yet the

school principal has no written authority - I mean it's a

purely discretionary matter on his part. It,s a pretty
fundamental question just by h'ay of example. There are

others.

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?

R: WeIl, I guess I'd like to say that it's the

board, but I don't really berieve that that's completery

true. I think that it's, you know, a rittle bit rike the
appoinlmenÈ of judges that it's a process where officialry
and nominalry it's the board that is doing it. But in
reality, r think that it's a process certainly the

informar process - a littre bit in the same way as conven-

tions have evorved in constitutionar raw - has a tremendous

amount of input from your top administrators - certainly
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schoor principars and your superintendent's office. I think
there's no question they infruence it a lot, I think
teachers influence it but, when they are not personaLly

involved, to a lesser extent. I think that the school prin-
cipals, even though technically they're teachers and they're
part of MTS have got a broader overview of things. I think
that's how they infruence poricy or try to anyelay. How they

do that is of some interest - self interest at reast. Ànd

then I think that students - unfortunatery I think influ-
ence even less than teachers and here there's a decreasing
scale of infruence. If either the teachers or the students
perceive that the poricy is not in Lheir best interests -
invariabry what you see is the public outcry - where the
parents get invorved - and I think that that can have rot
stronger impact on the direction of the policy or the deci-
sion that is made, but that it's not a constant input. Like
the school principar, the administrators and the teachers
have got constant input that may vary somewhat, but parents

sometimes have got no input at arr. If it's not considered
a contentious issue, they don't care. There is no input
from them at arl. But I do think that alr of these groups

have input in the policymaking process. whether you want to
or not even if a board tried to eriminate that, they wourd

just come down as a delegation.

I: $feII, how much input should these groups have?
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R: welJ-, I think that it wourd be nice to be abre

to say that maybe they should be formarized somehow - either
in the act or whatever. But if you rook at the - I don't
knor+ if that's a part of your interests - if you look at
what happened to the city of winnipeg in your revision
there, and the whore concept of resident advisory committee,
that seems to have been a bit of a fIop. I think that we

can say that now that it's been there for some twelve years.
so, in that sense, this informal process may be a lot more

effective than it might - kind of ask yourself "How come

this works? How is it that this can work?,, But, in fact it
does. r'm not at al-t an advocate of limiting the amount

input that we wourd receive from any one of these groups.
ilm quite prepared to hear them out - f urly - almost ,,ad

nauseum" - but in the end, still quite prepared to take the
decision if it means that none of them are rearl_y getting
what they wanted.

I: But you do feel that their input is a part of
iL?

R: Absolutely.

I: l.rhat's the role then of the individual trustee
in the poticymaking process?

R thinkI very limited ro1e, believe it
that a trustee real1y has no

he

the

has a

fac tor not, because of
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standing at all, other than as a member of the board. An

individuar trustee can't really ask for the boards or

recommendations and really is just an ordinary citizen,
arthough very much aware and he knows that he's going to
be invorved, but he has no particular special standing as

some others have in You might argue that that's true as

well in other political offices - if you rooked at Mp's or

MLA's then - they have a different status - but they have

offices - they have a secretary - they have armost like a

separate funcbion where reaIly absent from the school

trustee or members that I have met even in olher divi-
sions with a few exceptions - the exceptions being school

trustees who armost spend a rot of time I was going to say

who live down - but who spend a lot of time down in board

offices, almost as vorunteer workers. They would have

greater input. But, the trustees' individual input has got

to be that you've got to try to keep abreast of all of these

issues and, indeed, to bring forward the issues and matters
which you feel are not being addressed in the schoor divi-
sion. That's how I perceive my role.

I: Ok. Back to the previous question, I was

wondering where you're talking about these groups of peopre

influencing can you give an example of a specific poricy,
for instance, that has been formulated by input from a

variety of people?
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R! Well, the obvious one in XXXXXXXXXXXX is the

closing of schools. There what happened - and the process

vras a rittle bit of a ftop - through no fault of the board -
v¡e sent out - we established werl basicarly I should say

like to a large extent bhe minister's guidelines on school

closures - I would say rike 8s or 90 of that basicarry is in
keeping with what occurred in xxxxxxxxxx. we wanted the

peopre to know about it; we tarked about it; we funded and

created the resident advisory committee to get a report; in
schools where they didn't have a prA, we asked them to set
one up; we met with their executives, and whenever they
needed resources, put a secretary armost fulr time at their
- and you know, central office which was just pumping

reports out for them and doing their typing, keeping minutes

of their meetings so I mean, there's a good exampre of
where the public or parents had input. where that process

feIl down, in that particular instance, we asked the
school principaJ.s for input - for recommendations, and we

asked the teachers for input and recommendations. we got a

reply from the school principars saying that this was a

policy matte.r.; .that we should assume our responsibirities
and take whatever decision we had to. Ànd the teachers sent

us a retter saying that they - indeed a copy of a resolution
- endorsing the schoor principals' stand. so you kind of
then you know you're on your ovrn. Nobody wanted to touch it
- so, there's a concrete example of where they v¡ere asked to
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pol icy,

I s that

altered

I: This view that
has that changed since

the view with which you

hold about who

election to the

to Lhe board?

you

your

came

makes

boa rd?

Has it

R: I think it's altered obviously. Only a fool
wourd maintain the same positions but the one thing that
surprised me, I guess in terms of my and that answers one

of your earlier questions and probably in greater detair
but stirl the influence, or how one individuar elected as a

trustee can change the face of the ffiâp, so to speak, and

relatively quickry. Like I reatry did not think that it was

poss ible I 've always been aware por i t icalry of what one

person can do - that's why in none democratic countries they
get rid of a rot of peopre on a regular basis - especialry
when they're relativery young it's the only way you can

really keep peopre in check. I realJ.y did not think that a

situation could be turned around that quickly. But, ours

may be an exception rather than a rule. It's a reratively
smarl board - onry five people and r wourd realry favor
increasing the size of the board at least to seven anyway -
but anyway, there is onry five, so the minute you have

three, that's your majority. And what happens is that you

just have three very strong individuaristic sort of peopre
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that came together from compJ-etely different backgrounds and

decided that a problem had to be addressed, and then decided
to move on that and that constituted a majority. But, I'm
not sure that that is typical. It would not happen if you

had a larger board, and I think that it,s very rare to find
individuals that are that different, that are that indivi-
dualistic and also that honest to an anarysis - rike to be

abre to take the kind of poJ-iticar flak that we took - Like
most people would not be prepared to do that. They would

just duck it. when you've got 750 peopLe in a room,

stomping their feet and yerring that you shoutd resign, you

have to ask yourself if you're right or not.

T.

doe s

This

tha t
viewpoint that

affect how you

you hold

approach

about how policy

the poLicymakingi s made,

process?

R: Well I think it does. I thought I'd answered

that earrier. I make a conscientious attempt at distin-
guishing between every matter - everything that comes up on

the agenda. .And i f r really think that - and some of them

are hybrids some are not one or the other, but certainry I
try to distinguish them and try to see to it that - you

know, âs a board we don't get invorved $re don't stray too
far away from the po].icymaking process - keeping in mind

that there are some things that are statutory - that you

can't avoid. And also, trying to see that the administra-
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administer and take
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gets paid to do... which is to

run of the mill decisíons.

what it
certa i n

cres are

transpi re

R: In our board, the way it works, generally
speaking, - ok, I have to back you up. I have to give you a

bigger view of what we're doing. What we started doing

and I established this as an approach when I was chairman of

the board - we basically had two - this is aIl in public
meeting I might add. This is none of the "in-camera" stuff
that's done over coffee. This is done with the pubric
present two free-wheering sessions as a "committee of the

whole" right after the erection. Every trustee who had a

concern just put them out on the table and we just gave it a

title. It didn't matter. we didn't worry about whether it
v¡as policy or not policy. Then h'e kind of tried to ray

them out in terms of prioritíes... Then we deveroped a

timerine for Lhese things. so everybody knew, basically,
you know we kept to the timeline untir we came to the

closing of schoors, and then r{e got bogged down I have to
admit that but up until that point vre basicalry addressed

these issues in accordance with our timerine. so peopre

knew, especiarly on the later ones, they'd known for a year

and a harf that lre were going to address such and such a

T¡

made

f rom

I wonder if you can clarify for me how poJ_i-

that is to say what processes or procedures

beginning to end?
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question in such and such a month. Ànd the adminisLration
was given directions to come up with the report or any

I

comments that they had on ex i st ing pol ic ies when r¡,e got to
it. Anybody who had a particurar - vested interest or what-

ever in that, kind of somehow fed into the system before it
got to the ward. They had a lot of advanced notice that the

question woul-d be addressed and reviewed. I don't think
that there's - with one or two very minor examples which are

not realÌy that important - that general).y speaking anyone

who was affected by it or who would have an interest did
manage to be heard - either came down as a delegation or

wrote a letter - whatever - did something appropriate in

order to make their point of view known. so we wourd do

anyway, is when the policy then is put on the agenda, very

much of a free-wheeling discussion on the thing. rf v¡e find
that there is not enough information, or if there are some

questions that have not been answered, it's sent back, but

there, with a view to getting it on the agenda the next

meeting so we can dear with it. Generarly speaking, r wourd

say that after two Lo even three meetings, the more conten-
tious poJ.icies - generalry speaking - there's a new one

that's been drafted and it's adopted, and that's basicalry
it. And it's circurated. But there's been a rot of - in
our particular schoor division - I don't know if I can

comment on any other schoor division - I've attended meet-

ings - I don't know how common this is, but v¡e have question
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and answer period even for peopre who turn up at the

meeting. so that you are getting the immediate feedback from

them even as you're going along in this whore process.

There are a lot of times even a teacher or a schoor prin-
cipal stand up and do that as well.

but

I: I think you've

what things influence how

part of this before,

made?

answered

pol icy i s

R: Certainly any of the representations that are

made in whatever form influences it. I'm not certain that
again ours may not be typical - but, r'd like to think that
it's realIy the question that it's addressed, and that even

if you had ten people pushing a board to do one thing, and

one pushing you onry to do the right thing, that the right
thing would be done. But I'm not naive enough to think
that' s lhu Ì{ay i t arways works. There' s no quest ion as

werr, r think, that we have as part of our poritical
process, a lot of compromise. There's always a rot of give

and take in order to you don't rearly create a concensus,

but in order to have a decision or a poì-icy that will be

respected a rot of these t,hings are certainly in our

school division r guess, not a matter of brack and white
not a matter of right and wrong. rt's a kind of aLl 9rey,
and the ronger you tark about it sometimes the greyer it
gets - so you barely know rearly what is proper. But you do

know that you've got to put an end to the debate or discus-
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need some guidance. This always makes it

I How do you know when a

to be revised?

pol-icy needs to be

made, or needs

R: Frerl, in our case it needs to be revised i f
there's a problem when they come up with it. If it,s
because of the policy that you've just - someone will ask
al-most invariably one of the members of the board wil_l ask
if the policy is wrong. The one thing we've tried to do in
our board i s \.¡e t ry not to make except ions to pol icy. I t , s
a concerted effort - in fact you can count on one hand _ in
fact I can only think of two in two years of exceptions
one a minute thing - giving a kid a bus pass that he's not
entitred to on so-carted "compassionate" grounds when it,s
not the kid himself that's sick, it's his sister who has
leukemia, so he's going to accompany his sister. Like
that's an exception to our bussing policy - that kind of
thing - which is good because it at reast shows that the
system can st i 11 respond to an individuaÌ' s needs. But
therers still- a conscientious effort not to make any excep-
tions, at least, that rather than make exceptions to vary
the policy so that it does respond.

l: So basically when you have a probl-em
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R: When we have a probtem, we're either going to
suspend the policy, make an exception or amend the poricy
that what I'm saying is in our case, I can onry think of
twice - one I just gave you and the other wourd be very
similar - say fine here's an exception for you. The only
reason that r.re had the other one was that you just could not

find a l¡ay in a policy to structure your policy in such a
way that the superintendent's discretion would be so wide as

to grant that kid a bus pass - because if you gave him that
wide of a discretion it becomes a loophore in your entire
policy and it defeats the whole purpose real1y.

I: Again, how have you arrived at these conclu-
sions about policymaking

the process?

R: The school of hard knocks I guess experi-
ence.

I: Experience.

R: And I might add, there's pretty strong push by

MAST when trustees are newry erected to try to make this
point to try to convince them that this is how they should
conduct themselves as school trustees. r'm not certain that
MAST succeeds all that much in that aspect of what it,s
doing, although I support their work and I agree with most

of what they're doing. The fact of the matter is a rot of
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the people - individual school trustees are a lot more

comfortable with very concrete - very smaLl - I was taLking

about the size of the pipes there in the school when there

was the fLood and the plumbing had gone - and I'm not just

being facetious - I mean t.hat they cut out sections of the

pipe and they're down there in the board office - you know,

and some people can really reÌate to that. Well- ffi€, they

tell me that there was a f.Iood. We've got to repair it,
there's nothing much to debate - send your request to PubLic

Schools Finance, but whether you get it or not, put out the

tenders and do the work because you've got no choice. One

v¡ay or the other you've got to change the piping system.

You know steeJ. pipes are going to go and you've got to put

in copper after 18 or 20 years. To me that's a ten second

item. The only reason it's got to come is that you haven't

budgeted for it. Now I swear, I think the debate over this
Iasted some twenty minutes. Some trustees can rea11y relate

to those pipes - whether you want to put shut-offs in or

tell the plumber to do this or do that - you know - what can

I tell you?

I : WelI, knowing

you've described it, that

approach to making policy?

R: I think I'm

aware of these distinctions

how policy is
again, does

made, and the rvay

that af fect your

probably - well I'm very much

and I try to maintain them all
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at board, hoping that it will
- bringing it up, deal with
than making a big deal about

dealing with it.
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little bit more tolerant of

non-policy matters be debated

be over with quickty, you know

it and get rid of it - rather
the fact that you shouldn't be

I: You try to satisfy...

R: The other members of the board because other-
wise you get into a big debate about whether you should be

addressing this or not, and that's probably good for twenty
minutes or harf an hour. And you can dear with the matter
in five minutes, so you become a littre bit more practical I

think.

I: In your mind, what are the attributes or
elements of a good policy?

R: I think that the first thing is it has to
have a real purpose. you have to be addressing a rear issue
or ... I don't want to use the word problem, but it's got to
be serving some need. If it's not addressing a need, I mean

why would you have iL laid out as a policy? r know that
sounds a little bit like a funny point but you'd be amazed

at the number of so called poricies that .we've just erimi-
nated because nobody knew why we had that down there. The

second thing I think t.hat - once i t' s been addressed as a
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pure matter of policy - in other words, once you know the
general direction in r+hich you want to go in that issue - I

think that it has to be stated crearly. Now that may appear

to be obvious to you. r wourd suggest that the poJ.icies

that are the l-east crear in terms of their drafting are
those that have been negotiated with teachers or the MTS.

You courd probably say it in four lines and it takes two

pages. I think that there's the whore matter of being able
to communicate it.

I: That presents an interpretation problem then I
gather?

R: Oh yeah, I mean who's going to read two pages?

Especiarly single spaced. Right? I mean it,s just a]r kind
of a blur when you try to look at it. I mean it's one thing
for me to look at it because I do that day in and day out as

you can see from the condition of my desk. I'm basicalry in
many respects a professional reader - it's part of what I
have to do, indeed, drafter and so on. It's arr part of
it comes with the training. But I mean to rearly expect bus

drivers and caretakers and even teachers and school princi-
pars and children Lo read things which are patentry diffi-
cult to read is unreaListic. so I think that's a very smarl_

point but I think that it has a lot greater impact on

whether or not that poricy is going to be observed or not.
If they don't even get to read it and don't know what it is
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ations where a page and a half
maybe five or six Lines.

I: Àre there

that come to mind?

I: Maybe you

deem to be a really good

R: You want

word good, is that what
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start. We've had situ-
been reduced to I swear

you

has

R: Yeah, ok . The real test of a good poi_ icy i s

whether or not it's observed, but that's down the road I

really rf you had that I mean if you had a policy that
addressed a real issue and if it h'as clearry drafted and

communicated to peopre in the schoor division, and possibry
even the public - in as much as the parents are invorved in
it - I think you'd have it beat basically.

I: How have you arrived at this conclusion aboul

what good policy is?

R: I think just as a result of the process that

table

any other elements of good poJ_icy

1 SSUeS

v¡e've been through - as I explained to you, the time

that we had and the priorities h'e set on the various
etc.

can give me one example of what you

policy by your criLeria?

an outstanding one when you use the

you're after?
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m after one that meets your require-
said that there are two things - two

of a good policy - so maybe you can

a policy that meets those two

R: I think a good one which is a prominent one

and poss ibly not - you'd be fami I iar wi th that because i t' s

common in the rurar areas, but not that common in the urban

centres - is policy that we have with respect to comrnunity

use of our buildings. I think we reviewed that poricy four
or five times including committee - that's the whole thing
since we got there - which has rearì-y naired down because

it's a very difficult thing to communicate because you're
trying to communicate it to the public at rarge, and yet
it's being administered by your principals, basicarry, and

by people in centraL office. There you have to - there's
all kinds of peopre that are going to be using that bui J.ding

and of course - or schools because that's what you're
dealing with. And of course the rules change so that in our

case if it's a school division activity that's one thing,
but if it's a community thing rocally from the schoor divi-
sion, that's another. Ànd if it's outside the school divi-
sion it's treated in a different way, and yet if there are

any riquor permits invorved, then they don't have access to
all of the bui ldi ngs which they used to - but onJ-y f our high
schooLs, one in each area of the school division, and you've
got to fit in there. so you've got a lot of these distinc-
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tions that have to be drawn about whether it's a non-profit
organization, and really community activity, or if it
relates to education and so on. yet that poricy has been

successfurly worked with and it had to be re-done three or

f our t imes because it v¡as just diverse. But yet , since it
was almost a year nov¡, there haven't been any real
compraints or anything. As I say it's not just a simple

point like drive on the right hand side of the road - a

very comprex matter, and they've got to firr out the forms

and the whoLe bit. Ànd they have to alr perceive themserves

as being treated fairry and eguitably by the schoor divi-
sion. Ànd I think that one works.

I: Ok.

a good

Thank-you.

policy, does

Again, your view of what

that affect your approach toconst i tutes
pol icy?

R¡ Oh I think it does because I endeavor to a)

ask myserf why do we need this policy, b) what's the problem

we're trying to solve here, what's the issue, and c ) I rm

very much aware of then trying to get it drafted as shortry
and simply and crearly as possible. so r think it does

affect my approach.

I: How do you evaluate policy? I'm pre-supposing

that one does.
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. R: We really evaluate them, in our case, it's an

ongoing process but rearly as a result of these it's a

review that we're doing on the one hand and any other prob-
l-ems that happen to come up - if a person writes a letter to
the superintendent and a copy to the trustee, or if a dele-
gation comes forward, or whatever - or if there's some kind
of a request for an exception or whatever - any one of these

things are basically seized upon by the board to see if our

current poricy such as it is, meets the need, so to speak.

I think it's done that way. And what I wourd say is that in
our case its done on an operational basis the only real_]y

structured thing that we have in prace to eval_uate poricy is
the fact Lhat we just decided that we would go through the
whole policy manual on a three year term which basically
forced us to go through them arl from a to z. we wirl
achieve that ok? But the rest of them on the ongoing way

it's simpry on the basis of what's going on in the school
division.

I: Further to that, do you perceive that as how

it should be evaluated?

R: I.rell it's noL bad, but you know i f every
school board in Manitoba in every one of its terms reviewed
every poricy in the school division at teast once, surely to
God that would be an improvement over the present syslem

that we have, and indeed, the one that we had in xxxxxxxxxx
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ruddy things since

for four years with

bothering to read it

I How about bad policy? What constitutes a bad

pol icy?

R: Well, bad policy is one which you don't need

it's kind of innocuous on that basis. The ones that are

realry dangerous are ones which basicarry were there some

time â9o, were not reviewed, forgotten about, and are being

used a lot of times without the board's knowredge by peopre

down in the ranks - usually administrators or whatever to
fend off requests that they don't want to have to dear with

and especialry a 1ot of times if that is the direction in
which the board would rike to go, that they're using one of

Èhese poricies that's been forgotten about - the xyz policy
over on page such and such here to say no arl the time.
Another more concrete exampre of that was maybe I can

ilrustrate that for you in our system when we had the
poricy for the use of buirdings by for our faciLities by

the community - werl basicarry it Ì.¡as a school principar who

wouLd decide if a person quarified - well it was unberiev-
abLe - you had some schoor principals who had the schools

furl arl the time, yet others who wourd never do iL unless

they were getting some kind of compensation not rent for
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themserves, but certainry some money in for the school
Iike a fund-raising project a source of income for the
schoor an additional tax on our taxpayers. And then
others yet who, it didn't matter what you asked for - like
everything was busy so they'd never have to be bothered with
it eh? The v¡ay to get rid of alr that - which you can do in
an urban centre is you centrarize that decision making
process so that - basically it's spread around... Now that
poricy was bad only - it was the right poricy but it was

fali-ing down in its apprication because the mechanism that
was being used to implement it was such that it was rike
self-defeating. To my vray of thinking that was a bad

poricy- And you have to watch it when you're a school
trustee because it's armost like - I don't want to describe
to you - I don't want to sound paranoid or describe some

kind of a conspiracy theory - but there's a very strong
system out there between the teaching staff and the adminis-
trators and all that, which they can almost defeat any
stated poricy just in the imprementation of that. Ànd if
you're not careful it can be even contained right within the
poricy itserf. I think those have got to be the worst ones.

asa
about

I: Ok. Have you had any particular
trustee which have served to really shape

policy and policymaking?

experiences

your views
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R¡ I think - you're talking of course as a school

trustee the thing that and I tend to forget about it
the thing that probably marked me the most wourd have been

my participation in this selection process for a superinten-
dent. glhat we did in that instance which r think you need

the background to understand it - I succeeded in convincing
everyone that everyone should have input - well first of all
that we should go from a dual system to a chief executive
officer - there's a policy - a principre, now you go ahead

and do it - secondry, that we wourd have the superintendent
that $¡e wourd hire basicalry implement that change in
poricy, but then in the hiring process that r.¡e have to have

input from everyone. so we ended up v¡ith a committee where

there r^'ere two school trustees, one parent, - r f orget how

we got her appointed exactly , one schoor principar, and

the president of MTs. Before we started hiring and adver-
tising, we went through a whole process of what we wanted,

defined it and worked at it and got our questionnaires
worked out we were real-ry werl prepared in fact r think
Roy white is using that as the basis for one of MÀsil s
pamphrets or something. But, what happened there was, that
as a result of that, it rearry forced in the interviewing
process with these people who wanted to be superintendent,
to address this whore question of what is policy, and what

is in poricy and how do you perceive your rore because

you've got to be certain that the perceptions are the same
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on bot,h sides. I realJ.y think that is what this whore

process of selecting superintendent and all these interviews
probabry resulted in my on the one hand understanding the
administrator's problem - just the reverse side of it - you

know - that's infl-uenced me to a rarge, large extent.

I: This research that I'm doing is concerned with
how trustees think about poricy and poricymaking. My

feeling is that the v¡ay that trustees think about policy and

poL icymaking could be influential in determining the
complexion of policy statements - the types of policy state-
ments that arise. r just wonder how you feel about that.

R¡ What's your hypothesis again?

I: well, that the way trustees think about poticy
and poricymaking wilr definitely influence the types of
statements of policy that are derived from a board.

R: I don't think that that's completely true. I
think that that is you know I reject that on the basis of
the individual member r think where it's true it's the
that perception by the board by the majority of the board
wirr I think make your statement true. I assume it's on

that basis that you're making that statement. There's no

question because r've seen that there's no question thaÈ

the unfortunatery armost constant majority on our board has

had a very crear reading of what is policy or not and how
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they wish to proceed and I think it is being reflected in
the policies that are being adopted and being irnpremented.

You see that's the other interesting thing about this policy
this is my hypothesis that if a board does this properly
what r'm talking about - it's very tough for even a subse-

quent board to unravel, unress you want to just wipe out alr
the poricies in one shot. you know - because it's just too
massive a task. And a lot of boards don't have the staying
power to review all policies from a to z. So I mean someone

who goes in there and does the job properly - you've basi-
cally set the course there for at least three subsequent
years and maybe even more than that - depending on what

others do subsequenLly - it sets the tone.

ï¡l.

that I'm doing

Ok. Do you think that this kind of research

is worthwhile?

R: Yeah, f'm very interested in your whole

approach. I didn't fully understand. Maybe if T reread
your retter I wourd tarking to you on the phone I didn't
but it does say that. The questions have helped me.

obviously they crear up in my mind what it is that you're
doing. I think that it's very interesting, and r think that
this is probably the kind of this is not why you're doing
it the kind of discussion that you and r had today is
probabJ.y condusive to clearing a rot of these matters up for
the individual school trustee. rn other words, if we sent
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Ken !{ood}ey around tarking to each one of the trustees in
Manitoba with the same interview, that wourd probabty have a

greater impact on the decisions that witl be made until the
next erection because I think it would have to be done

every time than these seminars or whatever that MÀsr has

been hording. But I think that - obviousry it's a one to
one ratio - a pretty massive task. I think a rot of them

they might even go to the seminars and are tord that, but
they arways think that they're doing things right and MÀST

is talking about someone eIse.

YOU,

kind

I: WeIl, the kinds of questions that I've asked

do you feel that they're appropriate for gathering the
of information that I'm Iooking to find?

R: yeah. I don't know how you're going to
compile it - r've got some difficulty with that as opposed

to the kind of - what's become the run of the mill thing of
answering guestionnaires in writing or whatever.

I:
ogical "soft"
of thing...

R: yeah, but

wards and convert this
work with.

The trend now ís of course back to the sociol-
methodology of content anatysis and that kind

you stiII
into some

to turn

of data

around after-
that you can

have

kind
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Is there anything that you'd

the study and which hasn't been

R: Well, you see the way I look at it which is
a littre bit like I said, I have some views on it - it's a

question that's not rearly being addressed - it's probably

inappropriate for your study as well but it's whether or

not you had that question originalry - r said that given

the system we had no choice but I mean the fundamentar gues-

tion is "Is this rearry the best way to ensure the derivery
of educational services to our chirdren?" In other words,

"Do you realIy need school boards?', is another way of
putting it and that's a rot more fundamental question
it's one that most school trustees aren't even prepared to
consider. They're just thoroughry convinced that this is
the best vray and the only v¡ay rf you look around - if
you look at Europe, look at Japan you have to ask yourserf

it's obvious it can't be true they don't have sihool
boards in Japan and they're educating, supposedly even

better than we are, although we know that apparently, as

welr, that the total population have got a higher r.e. on

average by some sixteen points than we have in North
America. But, that's too profound a question, and I don't
rearly think that - even if you came up with the concensus
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in Manitoba - as betv¡een schoor trustees, that you shourdn't
even have school boards that policymaking should take some

other form - I don't think thaL you could effect that kind

of a change in isolation. I don't think it's possible. I

don't think it's politicalry viabre in the first prace

anyhow - The province wourdn't do it, the public wourdn't

put up for it because they'd think that they were losing and

so on. So this thing will probably wash out in the end.

They're going to probably hypotheticalJ.y, but in terms of
what I see coming, looking down the road - they're going to
do it anyway. The way they're going to do it is by consori-
dating the school divisions again. The same thing as what

happened in 1959, because a rot of the process has been

undone in practice - especially in the last seven or eight
years - we've seen a return in a lot of villages that
introducing a high school one grade at a time - hiring one

teacher with eight students in grade eight and building it
one year at a time which I reaIly think is doing the

students a disservice - it's being done by boards operating
usually with a ward system and where trustees perceive the

money paid to the teacher as being an economic contribution
lo the tocåt community that has to be åon" that wat.

They're not rearly primarily looking at education. I think
where the head knocking is going to come in is going to be

on the base of decrining enrorrment. In fact the base is
not there, and also the introduction of the communication
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that the computer technology that wilr enable - especiarly
in rural areas - to have communications over wide distances,
quickly and in writing, without having to put a person in a

car and have you travel a hundred and fifty mires round trip
to either deriver or - you know I a poricy that you want

impremented. But that's going to be down the road, but
that's going to de-personarize this whore thing - bigger
schoor divisions - as much as it wourd I suggest if you

wiped out the boards and turned it over to the provincial
government - the Department of Education. people wouldn't
want that anyway either so I don't know, other than the

fact that the system is evorving, and other than the fact
that the system is - you know, I think that systems, armost

by definition are bound to be - you know, they may be a

necessary evi1. So, r don't know I think your question-
naire's actually fairry good - in fact it's - you've got the
usual checks r saw built in of asking a simirar question in
two or three forms and being abre to compare the answers. I
just hope that ilve been consistent since you've got me

taped.

I 91e11 thank-you very much, I appreciate the
time. . .

R: I enjoyed the questions as wel_l.

I: Good.
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TRANSCRIPT #3

I: Can you telI me in your own mind, what is
pol i cy?

R: Policy is that function of the board that
deals with the many conditions, the many circumstances that
arise in the business of a school division. It's basically
a sort of regurated, written down way - after some decision,
some discussion - for the board to dear with propositions
that arise, that are common or uncommon. They're not arl
inclusive - they don't incrude everything, but certainry, if
an emergency arises that causes us some administrative
concern v¡e consider what has happened to us so that in the
event of another occurrence of that nature we wirl be

prepared - if in fact we haven't been prepared to date. so

that while it's not arr encompassing I r don't think - it's
not intended to be all encompassing, but certainly it's
meant to be a working formura for the board to do regular
things at times when it's requested to do something that has

to do with how we deal with public or how we dear with
empJ-oyees or how we deal with situations that have to do

with accident or things of that nature.
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examples of a policy that

R: ALright. Even in the reguration of the expen-

ditures that trustees can make. we can't go out and

wantonly spend pubj-ic money. we have to decide what it is
that we are involved with, how will v¡e fund this, what wilr
be the entitlement of an individual trustee, to what tength
can we go in expending money for the purpose of self educa-

tion or invol-vement with other school divisions or with
other rarger conventions or meetings where we glean some

information from others and listen to professionals speak on

the subject of dealing with children in education - The

formulation of that kind of a policy takes time, and after
some years $¡e change it because v¡e recognize some weak-

nesses, we recognize some underexpenditures or some overex-
penditures, oE some pressing need to change the amounts that
are given. The recent for instance high exchange

between the Àmerican and canadian dorlar caused us to rook

at it because of the very great expenses attendant to using
money in another prace. Àll these things are sort of
prompt us to make policy and that's an indication of one of
them - not the most important, but certainly one.

I : Ok. How's

objectives or desires?

policy different from goals or
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R: Well, long range goals are different in the

sense that poJ.icy is an "ad hoc" decision after discussion
that pertains to something that might press the board once

in a year or twice in a year or something while as long

range poricy is something h'e intend to do for instance
buird five schoors over a period of ten years to firL
erementary needs. That woul-d be ì.ong term poJ_ icy - i t would

be our committment. It would have nothing to do with
setting poJ-icy in reration to how those schools might

operate. You see, those are divisions.

I: I'm wondering - you're talking about goals and

objectives and desires - essentiarry you're saying that
they're incorporated into policy then?

R: They might reflect the longer range desires
and objectives but certainry they're not necessarily the
long range policy. policy is a regurating forum of discus-
sion and decision - something that gives us a parameter - vre

know what we can do with a condition that prevairs or wirl
occur the next time, you see?

I: why do you hold this particular view of
po1 icy?

R: 9fel1, from experience. I think bhat policy
shouldn't be so hide bound so that it can't be changed. I

don't think the policy should be negative - I don't want to
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say that polícy says you can't do this policy should

evol-ve because you can do something within rimits, and then

if there's a need to change it because of misuse or desire
to protect a larger question or to deal with a larger ques-

tion, then policy should be changed. so it's not written in

stone - it's a guide - it's a working guide and that's how

I feel about policy.

I: Ànd you say that this has come about

R: By experience it's my experience anyv¡ay.

that affect
I: Ok, the way you view policy, what it is, does

how you approach policymaking then?

R: Certainly the circumstances that bring the

policy - bring the policy into being are different. you

know - r just got this out to give you an indication of the

different compartments of policy in a board and these have

been built for a rong time since rrve been on the board, and

changed many times - some sections more than others. some

sections remain because they're sufficient for the condi-
tions .that prevair and the times that you use them. others
have changed often - a bus accident might cause you to
change the regulation of your buses - what drivers wilr do

when they're on the buses. one man might use a bus to purl
another bus which is against the school's act against the

regulations - he may not have understood so that wirl make
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us look at the poricy on accidents to see how we can

strengthen the wording and exprain better the intentions of
the board, and outtine the act once again so that anybody

looking at it wirl have less troubre less opportunity to
misuse or to misread the intentions of the policy.

I: Do you think policy is necessary?

R: yeah. A board that has no poJ. icy i s j ust
flotsam - it has no direction - it wourd destroy itserf - it
woul-d meet itself coming around corners aL1 the time making

wrong decisions - somebody wiLr pressure in one direction so

you'rr make that decision onry to find that you can't do

that because so, at reast policy gives you direction and

it's a guideJ-ine.

I: So policy gives you direction then?

R: yeah, I think so. It's not only with your
experience that you gain now, but somebody else has also had

some experience before you came. so it's a - as long as you

keep bringing it forward and change it according to today's
current needs or you know, oF anticipated needs for
tomorroi'¡, you stay you have a working manual - an opera-
tive manuaL and that's what policy is. Ànd it's the
board's perogative to do that.

I: Can you

where the necessity of

think of an example, for instance, of
policy has been obvious?
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R¡ WelI, the accident would be one example

delegations, for instance. Àt one time delegations had to
give so many hours notice before the meeting and indicate
the purpose of their presence, who would be the spokesman,

and things like that - it v¡as kind of structured. Myserf I
didn't mind that. I thought it gave some order to the pres-

ence of the delegation. The board in its wisdom, after a

while, changed that last year for instance, or maybe two

years ago. It changed how delegations wourd come. we now

let them come armost on an hour's notice, so rong as they

make their business known, they can sign in, they can be

given a hearing, and of course all of the deliberations that
we do in regards to the deregations are done in "committee

of the whol,e" so that you don't give an immediate ansv¡er to
them - arthough we question them on their delegation, and we

want to know what their intention is, and why are they

saying this and that, and board members certainly take the

opportunity to freery question deregations. well derega-

tions that was structured, now are less structured and have

occurred perhaps more frequently because of the change - but
I don't think it has truly because we've had swarms of dele-
gations and then it stops for a rong time and then when

people are unhappy they come again, so - that would be one

example. You have to understand why people are coming in,
you have to know what to do with them, and you have to have

something that says to you "ok, it's a normal thing to
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the public" you know,
uThis is how we listen to
it and we apply it.

you don't want

them", and then
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keep

set

ï: Has

about the necessity

your opinion changed in this regard

of pol icy?

R: well, in fact when I wasn't a schoor board
mernber and I was busy with the home and school, r used to
think that de)-egations were normal because that's where I
used to go if I wanted to be heard about parLicurarly
things that I thought were happening in the school and some

changes that i - for instance, ribraries. The first time I
ever appeared before a board was because r wanted to find
out what kind of a grant they would give us ribraries in the
erementary schoor. That vras the normar thing to do - go to
the board, talk to them, see what they're doing about it,
see what they would offer you, see what you could put in
prace - so I don't think I've changed my mind procedures
might change and I might change with the concept or better
procedure - maybe freer access is what citizens needr lou
know - so you kind of change your mind. you say,,Ok, what
amlso

I: But you've always felt thaL policy 1S neces-
sary?
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R: yeah- oh Do, I haven'L changed my mind about

policy. You change as your experience changes. Like, you

might be fearfur of some diminíshing authority that Lhe

board might have. Ànd then when you consider why you,re
afraid, you think to yourself "why are you afraid?" what is
it that you're guarding in fact, won't this question gro!¡
larger and more - with greater clarity if you aì-Iow it to be

used or di scussed or changed, you see? so I think generar]_y

like I'm not opposed to that. I think that that kind of
change makes you grow - it makes you understand something
better.

I : I think you're saying correct me i f f'm
wrong - but a certain basic tenet of your faith as a board
member is in the necessity of policy and that's been...

R: yeah. And that makes you - it makes you - not
only binds you, but it arrows you to work - do you forrow?
Li ke , you' re there as a board member and a board mernber i s

onry the public. Thirty five hundred people sent me there
in my ward. rt gives me certainry a right to sit on the
board, but it doesn't give me the right to regulate thirty
five hundred peopre. rt gives me a right to regulate how

the board might operate so poricy is what arlows me to ret
it operate, you see?

policy,

making?

1¡

does

Ok. Your opinion

that affect the v¡ay

the necessity of

approach policy-

about

that you
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R: Às I suggested to you, not everything is

covered by poricy. some contingent thing, some emergency

might make you deverop a poJ.icy that wasnrt there before.

ï: you've shown me the policy manual

obviously it's written down quite well formurated
should policies be written down?

here, and

policies

are you

as it's

R: oh yes. In fact, when everybody has reference
to the same guiderines, there stitr will appear some varia-
tion in interpretation. But, nevertheless, the base is the
same so that you can start off with the same concepts
because after all, they were discussed as board, they were

developed as board - now you're an individuar member and
you're interpreting what you read and you think back on how

you argued for or against and your interpretation may have
somewhat of a bias, which is not unnaturar. other board
members may correct you - remind you of other arguments but
written is where you take your basis from. This is the
bible, this is what you go from. It's not written in stone,
but certainly it's the guideline that you start your argu-
ment or your discussions from.

advoca t i ng

changed?

I : Although it's
that it always be

not written is stone,

written until such time

R: Yeah. That's right.
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I: AIl policies?

R: Yeah so that nobody's guessing.

I: Do policies ever exist that aren't written?

may have

poL icy.

be practices that the board

without the need for written

I: Can you think of any examples?

R: WeIl, I was just trying to give you something

that may be va1id. Hearing someone without a formal vote

now.that's not poi.icy, but you look around the room and

there's nine guys nodding their heads or so ok, let's get

this over with - let's hear - so then we'11 hear something

formally - you know, like it reaIly doesn't have any case in
law, but we'Il do it because it's an expedient thing to do,

it furthers the question, it gives us more information
let's see, how should I say .this there's a delegation in
front of you, and the guy that isn't designated to speak has

something on his mind, he wants to get it out well, you

know - nobody objects - ok, what do you want John? What

have you got on your mind? The guy tells you. It may be a
good point, it may not be a good point, but you hear it.
Now that didn't have to be heard because you say to yourself

"I've got a delegation that's the spokesman", - you've

given them all the leeway the policy says you can give them,

R: Yes - there may

involved itself with,



and yet you stretch that point wel], that
may be something - you might send a card

might send somebody flowers for a service
the board some minor expedient response

example.
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kind of decision

to somebody, you

that they've done

that might be an

I: You point out that this might

Are you equating policies of the

of the board?

not have

board as

a place

sort ofin 1aw.

the laws

R: hfe11, you must understand,that policy regu-
lates your actions of the board. And sometimes you violate
them. For instance, let's use a basic one - ret's go back

somewhere here These are not violations of sort of crirn-
inal intent or anything but "A chairman being a duly
elected member of the board sharl have the unrestricted
right to vote on all matters before the board. In the event

of an even number of votes, the vote is lost, and the
chairman, having had the right to vote cannot as chairman

break the tie." - werl that's formal, it's understandabre,

but you know, in the heat of an argument or a discussion the
chair might two or three times remove himserf from the chair
formalry and the fourth time not remove himself from the
chair while speaking on the issue. That's the kind of thing
that might happen. somebody might calr you on it so then
you'11 excuse yourserf and start over and not do it again.
But, the breaking of a tie it may be evident that there's
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a deadlock all the vray through the discussion untiL the

chairman does speak - and when he does speak, he might have

a bias towards it, for or against, or leaving something as

the "status guo" not to change it. werl, âctually what

he's doing is breaking the tie. Those are kind of little
nuances that occur and they're not serious - sometimes they

cause a discussion. That might be an example.

I: Who makes school division policy?

R: Boards.

I: And are they the only ones?

R: No . We make our dec i s i ons - v¡e ma ke our po1 i -
cies on many factors. . . . incidences, occurrences, circum-

stances, pF€ssure from the public, accidents, shortfalrs of
money, administrative advice, teachers' advice

I: These are all influences?

R: Yeah, for many reasons. Think of what people

have said to us, or what has happened to us and then suggest

to the administration that a poricy shourd be forthcoming

or the administration shourd warn us and say "you know, this
is the second time this month that this has occurred. we

berieve that we should have something regular regulated,
that s¡e can use to overcome these conditions, or to herp

these conditions out. And, w€ wilr bring back at the next
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meeting a poricy an outrine of a policy that you may or
may nof accept or ammend and one that r{e can use for it.
werr, that's what happens. The administrators who are
always invorved with school particurars, as opposed to a

trustee who comes to them as a lay person in the community

and I know you spend four or five evenings there a week

which is not uncommon when we're negotiating especially - it
still doesn't make me - give me an involvement in total as

the administrator does say, or a teacher or a principal
within the school. Ànd that's not to say that they have arr
the experience or all the knowredge, it's just that they
know of some of these things that I don't see or hear of
unLess I'm given the information. So,

I: This aids you in policy?

R: sure. when the board ristens to these discus-
sions r.¡e might have delegations - one came to us the other
day in regards to crossing guards, âs an exampre of what we

listen to. well, the board has on severar occasions,
visited the community committee and expressed our feerings
about tights and crossing guards and stop signs and they've
never ristened to us anyv¡ay. Now a delegation of parents
are saying to us that they wourd rike us again to go - so,
our poricy ultimately - the poricy that we'1r accept and

we'II appry is one of doing the same thing again that Íre

talked about earlier. Now that wasn't a policy that vras
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written anywhere. It $¡as a policy that pardon fl€, a prac-

tice and a principre that the board supported. Now it
becomes an item again because the pubric wants it. Now I

don't know if. something witl deverop from that in policy
that wilr say that we will suppry crossing guards or v¡e will
make regular delegations to the city council and terl them

that we want to do À,and c in regards to traff ic. I don't
know if that will ever develop that way. But in fact, what

we're doing is formulating an opinion, getting support from

the public - we'1f get administrative information from our

administrators who wil-1 sort of accumulate art of the infor-
mation - the things lre've listened to - and that's how the

deregation wirr finarly go forward and thaL might result in
another policy.

T.¿.

teachers, the

How much input should

delegations etc. have

administrators, the

pol icy?

your

i nto

R: In my opinion, they are our total resource.

They're everything we hire and everything that represents

the public and everything thaL's current. so, r think they

have great value for input and, they certainly have opportu-
nity for input. without iL we'd have an awfur dulr policy.
we'd have a policy that was restricted to nine people

sitting around a tabLe who may not have a wider view of
anything.
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So you're advocating very few limits, if âDy,I:

on the input?

R: y.eah. Listen to everybody.

wrong with the in-gathering of information.
the process.

There's nothing

I n fact , that' s

I

then, in the

What's the role of the individual trustee
policymaking process?

R: you bring your bias - you risten to arguments

- you define somebody else's intentions - you express your
own opinion - you pick up the different pressure points in
the discussion - you might articulate the argument that
you've listened to you have furr participation in it's
development - anybody who says that they've never devel_oped

it and don't have a poJ.icy for it - don't have any feelings
towards the pol icy, i s not saying something correcti_y
because, unless they deveroped it in Lg4z and you didn't
come to the prace until 1982, you sure as hell have connec-
tion with some .policy. It'Ìs yours to use, it's yours to
talk about, it's yours to ask questions on - it's yours to
respond to. so, as far as I'm concerned, policy is an

important item where all individual trustees are entitled to
express their totar opinion. There's nothing restricted in
that discussion.
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f romI: Has your view of who makes

when you were a beginning trustee?

R: Well y€s, I think it has.

I: In what way?

R: Well, when you come on as a nevr trustee,
you're really green. It doesn't matter how well intentioned
you are, or how you are intelligent , oÊ academicaJ-ry

trained, or how much experience you bring with you. you

have a tendency to believe - you naivery accept poLicy

like administrative information. r don't want to make this
sound as if administrators lie to you I don't mean that. -
but a firter system keeps you from understanding like
until your oern understanding develops to a point.where you

understand - truly understand the processes - you're
restricted and in fact, attempt to sort of accept some

staLements intact. Like you question them, but you don't
question them too much. But it doesn't take rong before you

dissect and separate some of the things that are being said
in a statement. once you start guestioning, then you're on

the road to understandíng better. And it doesn't mean that
what has been offered you is bad, it means that untir you

develop your own resources - with what you've rearned, and

experienced, and what is being said to you, and the whore

environment that you're in you rearry don't make policy.
You participate, but you're rearry not doing that. And it
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stand the process. So I think
mind - I've come away from...

start to

that wây,
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and under-

changed my

hea r

I tve

I: You're more knowledgeable now?

R: yeah. I don't mean to distrust anybody, but I
want to understand what he's saying - it's what I do at
work' I'm an analyst. If a guy terrs me he needs two, I
ask him "why do you need any?" so, simirarry, in the state-
ments you listen to, you kind of chew them up in your mind
and then ask your guestions, and then finalry you may agree
or disagree or want to alter, or take a different tack.
Thatr s what most trustees , I think, do. I,rhether they do i L

the same as I describe or not, I'm not sure.

I : Ok. Àgain, does the
about who makes policies, does that
policymaking?

viewpoint that you hold

affect your approach to

R: No. r hord that the board is responsibre for
its poricies - as I suggested to you, r hope that peopre
will bring you information or terl you about things that
need to be changed and with my understanding of their argu-
ment and consideration at the board rever, that.poJ.icy may

change. It may remain Èhe same. I may be opposed to what I
hear. on the other hand I have to consider what is said in
the light of how we deal with these questions.
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I: Now¡ how are policies made? And by that I

mean what are processes and procedures that are involved -
what are steps involved in the formation of a policy?

R: Ok. I '11 give you the simplest one. The

administration wants to make some changes in the delivery of

curriculum, for instance. This not only affects our policy,
but may affect working conditions. So, they have to be

careful of what they're saying to us in relation to how they

deliver it - and the administrators will consider all the

different aspects of their intention, and will suggest to us

that a policy is required in relation to their intentions as

administrators of the school division - which vre give them

fuII authority to be - here's what's going to change if we

do A, B, or C. I^fe would I i ke to develop a pol icy in rela-
tion to that. And that kind of discussion will come to the

board. It may never get off paper. The board may reject it
outright. The different philosophies of education

prevailing in the board may say "No wây, this is contrary to
what v¡e s¡ant. " For. instance, if somebody came to us and

said they'd rather do avray with community use of schools

in our board, you'd probably lose your head because it's
been in place since 1969. We've always enjoyed it and expe-

rienced it. It costs us a couple of mills every year

people of the community like it if you close down some-

thing people are asking "Why the hell did you close it
down?" - we don't make any money on it. It always costs
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money. ç.¡e try to keep it within bounds. g.re try not to be

repetitive. Now, if somebody came to us and wanted to
change that poricy, r'm sure that that wourd be a negative
thing. rt would be thrown away. on the other hand, another
year it might be rear tight - there might be money condi-
tions in the budget that won't allow it - somebody might
place a motion and get it passed saying "Ðo away with it,,.
Ànd that board might change it's mind and do away with it.
But arr of those decisions are because of the attention that
we give it, when it comes to us through our administration.
Teachers might pressure the administration to make some

changes say in the way we teach core Fench. Those are the
kinds of examples that I think wourd be reasonabl_e.

I: can I recap that? r just wonder - correct me

if I'm wrong - I'm interpreting what you're saying to be an

intiation by sone party, p€rhaps your adrninistrators,
perhaps the public. . .

R: It might be the board itserf that initiates a

po]icy. It says to the administration "you know we,ve been
having I've got ten people that phoned me about this, and
it's getting to be evident that vre don't seem to have any
understanding of what the pubric needs, and our requirements
haven't been articurated anywhere. we shouLd kind of think
about this." And the administration will take it and think
about and maybe in a coupre of weeks come back and say to us
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you know."We've discovered e

From that, a policy

I: Ok.

the di scussion?

R: Yeah.

I: To an

R: Yeah.

and C.. D is not valid
formulate.

B,

wiLl

So you go through an initiation stage to

evaluation often

I: And then to a decision?

R: Yeah. Yeah.

I: Ok. I just want to make sure I'm under-

standing you.

R: Ok.

I: How do you know when a policy needs to be made

or revised?

R3 Some occurrence might change it. To go back

to: thatls a bad one to use, but it's one that's current in
my mind we've never had a policy on how to give drugs lo
children, you see? My wife worked in the ÀÀÀAAAÀAAÀ'school

Ðivision for thirteen years and she was always familiar with
the policy for delivering drugs. And suddenly, one day, we

discovered that we.didn't have a policy in our division for
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derivering drugs, and it arose as a question. some parent
had some question. some parent asked a principal. some

principal asked the administration. suddenly, somebody

wasn't satisfied with sort of an "ad hoc" deveLopment. Now,

we've got a policy on how to deal with children who need to
take who have to have drugs administered while they-
who'rr give it to them where'l-l v¡e put the drugs who

wilr deriver the drugs - how much suppries shourd we keep on

hand - you see?

I: Ok. So essentially you know that
needs to be made or revised when something is
fulf illed. Is this what I'm getting from you?

R: Yeah.

a

not

po1 icy

being

I: When

through your normal

there's a

policies
problem that you can't resol_ve

R: well, to use a very mundane one, and one that
hits everybody's pocket one day, when vre added up our
bilrs for parking rots - and you know, every schoor has a

parking lot vre found that vre lrere giving everything avray.

And so at least, wê shourd have some money there for snow

removar and electricity and for wear and tear and for main-
tenance and al-I those things when we got finished calcu-
lating, v¡e were some dorlars short. sor w€ upped the ante.
well, immediatery vre got a hue and cry from the teachers and
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from everybody that uses plugs, and that caused us to take a

second look and make not such a large increase, but

certainry to cover our costs. so that vras an indication of

where policy vras in place - it wasn't adequate - we changed

it, not correctly according to some people in the community.

And then we formurated a poricy that lras at least a compro-

mise and acceptable, you see? So that might be another

example.

I: Yeah. Àgain, how have you arrived at the

conclusions that you have about the policymaking process?

How it' s made, how it happens. . . I s this a thing that
you've gleaned from experience again or

R: It's how v¡e practise it.

I: Were you av¡are, sây when you came on the

board, did you anticipate it to be this way?

board also

R: I think it has changed since f've come on the

the $ray v¡e f ormulate policy.

I: In what ways?

R: There I think we're more attuned to the

deveropment of policy because of our experiences. you see,

on our board, w€ don't have too many new. The present

chairman has been on there a dozen years at least maybe

fourteen years - the past chairman was on there eight years
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ten years - other members have been on there seven years,

six years - so Like nobody's nev¡. we're arl conscious of
the particular pressures lhat peopre bring to you or - that
occurrences lay on you - so we're not prone to make anything
sacrosanct. we'11 change something. If we figure it's not
correct , we'r1 try to change it. we'rl tark about it.
we'l-1 see what's the matter with it. Ànd for that reason,
it's a poricy that's quite arive for us - this book is quite
alive for us - we use it every day. so I think that the
board - I don't know, maybe r have too - I've changed the
way r formulate poricy. I've never restricted the frow of
inforrnation to me to make me change it. I've always been

interested in people telring me something about why they,re
satisfied or dissatisfied. And most people will terl you
things when they're dissatisf ied. They don't usuarJ_y terr
you if they're satisfied. so, you hear the negatives, but
certainly that has information in it.

ï

good policy?

: What are the attributes or the elements of a

R: SomeÈhing that is thought out. Again, if
you're rnaking a policy to be negative, then you,ve rost the
ability to appry it. If it's there to regulate an activity

peopre vron't necessariry resent some reguration, so long
as the activity is arLowed. The board had a policy, for
instance, that said that they didn't want door to door
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soricitation by schoors infringing on Lheir ovln sort of
catchment areas so that the popuration r{as being constantly
bombarded and requested for funding for everything from

chocorate bars to cookies to empty sacks, you know. Àt one

time there used to be a tremendous overray of everybody's
enthusiastic fund correcting. Now h'e know that schoors

thrive on activity, and certainly that's an inherent dynamic

of the school. But when you visit yourself upon the same

public that pays the taxes, they get kind of pissed of.f" at
it - they don't really like that so so $¡e carried to say

to students that any schoor generated activity was ok, but

any commercial enterprise wasn't ok. Like I don't want to
be buying thirty pounds of apples at my door when I rearry
don't want thirty pounds of appJ-es - even though I might
want to support the schoor if you asked me for a coupJ.e of
bucks for a ticket to come and see your operetta, by aLl
means I wourd do that. That's a good thing to invest in.
Buy a basketbarl ticket - even if I don't go to the basket-
barr game, r'rr buy the ticket. But don't constantry try to
serl me something that I don't want or keep demanding - so

that the board tried to regulate a poricy that forwarded
that concept. we have a poricy now that is less restric-
tive, perhaps, than I wourd personarry rike on the other
hand, it's sort of a choice it gives the students the
ability to raise funds without arrowing them to make them-

serves totally nuisances, you know, ât every event. so...
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I : So that's a good element. . .

R: yeah. So, Iike we didn't say no to the
students - you didn't get them rearry frustrated, but you,re
telling them to use some guiderines to stay within and try
to do it within those kinds of confines. And, by and rarge,
I think their lists are longer now than before, and yet they
seem to be regulated. we seem to be, this winter, getting
ress complaints. They have to formulate these policies way

back in october or september, and again in January. rf. they
want to do anything from september to December, they've got
to telI us what they're going to do - you know. so those
kinds of things make people think of what they're going to
do - rearly - they might add a few items just to sort of
fill the sock up a littre bit, but sometimes they don't do

al-I the things they say they're gonna do. But it gives them

a choice eh?

I: Are there any other attributes
one or elements that you think go into making a

besides that
good policy?

R: t'lelr, a reason for making it - preparation of
the information - you know, the refinement of the informa-
tion - the discussion that refines it rf you're going to
propogate it, it has to make sense, you know. Ànd everybody
has to give it some particular thoughL on how iL wilr be

applied. If you can't apply it, there's no use it being on

your books. It has to make sense.
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I: Ok. On the other hand, what do you think
a bad policy? What are characteristics of a bad

R: A bad policy would be the abolition of some-

thing - the disarlowance of the use, for instance, - the
di sallowance of the use of the schoors for commun i ty
purposes. That wourd be a bad policy. why wourd we do it?
Taxpayers' money buys the school. - what do we want an

edifice sitting there closed up twenty-three hours a day

for? why wouLd we want to lock the library on a sunday? r

think that it's a crime not to put your buildings to use.

It's not to say that the buirdings don't cost you money when

you use them. But, if buildings are within the proximity of
pubric, and pubric wants to use them,' and it stays within
your reasonable bounds of budget - and you may derive some

revenue while these things are being used - why would you

say don't use them? Like, w€ had a counserror who advocated

closing the school yards at night so kids wourdn't break

windows. You see that would be a lousy poricy. That wourd

be a terrible policy one Lhat you wourd have constant
trouble with

know what else to say

I That's fine. How do you evaluate policy?

R:

with

Through it's use.

all good intentions
Now, if you have a bad

you may make a policypol icy



and the first time you go to apply it,
you go to appJ.y it, you f ind that it has

all of a sudden it has no rel_evance.

that prompted you to make it is not one

nov¡ the conditions are different. you

got to change this thing."
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or the second time

weaknesses because,

The first condition
that re-occurs, and

might say "Ok, we've

the evaluation comes

implementation of it?

I: Ok.

through the use of

it's really
policy, or the

So

the

R: Yes.

I: The view that you hord about what effectively
makes or constitutes a good poricy, and what realIy charac-
terizes a bad policy - that view that you hoLd, does that
affect the way you approach policymaking at the board revel?
Ànd if so, in what way?

R: welr, for instance, I don't rike something
that restricts me. I work in a highry structured bureau-
cratic railway and I cut many corners when I'm thwarted one
wây, I figure "To helr with you Jack, r'll do it the other
way. " - and I do. The arternative to that is to just do

nothing - and sometimes that's very hard so you do the
best you can with the rures that are rayed down for whatever
reason. I think peopre are generally the same. If you lay
down - if you have a poricy that restricts - I don,t know

I don't like regulation myself, so when I approach some-
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it.
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I always try lo undo the regulation that surrounds

I: You try to make it as liberal as possible?

R: Yeah. The things that frustrate me must

certainly frustrate people in the public as welI. Although,

my understanding shourd be better because of my involvement

over a number of years with a school division making deci-
sions.

I: And again, is this a point of view that you've

developed over time?

R: We).1, I think I've always felt that way. It's
how I feel about things. I don't tike regulation, I don't
like government, I don't Iike anything that thwarts me. It
doesn't mean lhat I'd rather be a ribertine or an anarchist
but restriction gives you a tendency to want to overcome

the restriction. And if that's the case then, that's the

v¡ay I approach things that are foisted on me. The public

tries sometimes to cause you to do something as well, you

see. They want you to ban a book, or they want you,to
enforce this rule, oF they want you to - if you examine what

they want, they're more autocratic than any board ever is,
you see? So, those kind of things bother me as well. I

have to telI you truthfully that I don't Iike people

pushing. I like people telling you what the trouble is. I
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like peopre showing you a sorution. i rike a good discus-
sion about how their conditions affect them - that,s a good
learning process - buE I don't rike a deregation coming to
me and laying it on my tap so that I have to accept it
because that's nonsense - then why are we erected? - why do
we represent a cross-section of the community when a hundred
people in the community can rearly make you do something
that's not for the common wealth?

I: Have you had any particuLar experiences as a

trustee which have shaped your view about poricy? Ànything
that you can remember that sort of stands out in your mind
and after which you said "Hmm. Now this crarifies things
about poJ- icy. " or " I t makes me f eer. thi s v¡ay about pol icy. ,,

R: Only that I take with me a degree of skepti-
cism and I keep that in mind. Like I ask why are h,e doing
this, or why do vre need this, or who's benef it is the end of
this poricy? so some guestioning attitude - not for any
particurar reason, but because I know that you can risten to
a discussion alr evening and not hear the fine point of it
whether it's intentional or whether you're being screened or
whether they don't want you to have the totar facts, or
whether they want to protect a teacher - you know

candidly, like in a private discussion with the adrninistra_
tion, with anybody in adrninistration I'1I say ,,Look, what
the hell's the score here? why are we doing this? why are
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we shielding this guy? why are we shierding this position?
what's happened to this?" Ànd I may get a different
answer altogether. In board, they may say it differently,
not because they're trying to hide something, but the way

that they express themseLves is a formar, professional l¡ay.

r n private, r might get di f ferent information. They don't
oh'e it to you but on the other hand, they might answer you.

See ?

I : Ok. Thi s research that
concerned with how trustees think about

making - not necessarily the content, but

I'm doing is realty
policy and policy-

that the way trustees
may well be influentiat

R: yeah. I think it's important, and in my esti_
mation, it's one of the most important functions that you

have to herp run the schoor division that you're repre-
senting the public in.

I : WeIl,

policy and

my feeling is
policymakingthink about

in the...

R In how the school runs.

I: Well, in the kinds

come out. In other words, the

policy and policymaking - as an

don't want policy statements that
you think that policy should allow

of policy statements that
way that you feel about

example you've said you

are restrictive, because

rather than disatlow - my



f eel ing i s that i f that ' s the vray you think
that that could have an influence in poticy
would reflect that.

R: yeah.

There might be guys

occasionally we'Il do

on the subject matter

I : Do you think that's a

perhaps not individually as you point
two or three of you on the board who

will influence the complexion
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about policy,
statements that

My opinion is not by itself strange.
who don't have the same opinion but
the same thing. you know, depending

- depending on the...

val id

out,

feel the

prem i se ?

that i f you

same wâY,

Tha t
get

that

R: Sure. you coui-d get some some boards are so
highJ'y fractionatized and I would draw your attention not so
much to city boards as to rurar boards, that you wourd be
amazed at how they want to restrict the use of pubric funds
for the purposes that they berieve is the derivery of educa-
tion, buL in facL doesn't deriver anything. you know, it,s
just in name only that they have this board delivers this
but they hope it never gets expended rike you know.
That's an important item. I think that the way trustees
think certainty affects policy.

I:
you think that

Ok, the other question that I have then is do

this kind of research is worthwhile?
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R: WeII, if it gives you information sure. you

see, it's not because boards - our board - we wourd like to
have peopre ask us questions - we wourd rike to have people

phone us - we wourd like to have peopre identify themselves

and come and have a discussion with me I'd be glad to
spend an hour with anybody if they wanted t'o know something.

I had a call the other day - the guy says ',Did you write
this?" - and I said "who's speaking?" - the guy didn't tell
me. So I said "Today, f,ve got a very short fuse. If you

realJ-y don't want to teIl me who you are so that I can

exprain what you're asking, I donrt think i shourd tark to
you. when you want to tell me who you are, r'r1 be glad to
talk to you." I don't often do that. sometimes I listen to
the baloney until it comes out of ny ears. But that day, I
decided that - you know - our board has quit advertising in
the papers saying "come to our meetings". we've done that
recentry again, this is an annuar report that they put out
for instance. They just give you - mostry this is written
by administrative and teacher input it just exprains what

rr'e are doing with peopre who are immigrants - welcome to the
meeting of the school board. Now we used to advertise this
regularly every week. we got no delegation in a year.
well that wasn't our intention so, it wourd be a reason-
able thing to have somebody come out and say *r'm here as a

citizen. r want to hear something.n Àn otd lady from
BBBBBBBBBB Àvenue came about seven or eight meetings in a
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row - quite amazing sat through all of the open part of
the board meet ing and went avray sat i sf ied. I n f act I gave

her a ride home a f ew times because one Lime she rvas there
to find out what would happen in the committee of the whole
which she had to wait for - and then she waits about an hour
and a half until we come out of committee - by that time
it's about ereven o'cLock and I drove her home because she

used to live where I used to rive on BBBBBBBBBB. other
times, because people are frustrated with something, they'lr
come in there in droves - rarely - but they'J.l do that some-

times. sometimes we'lr- move a meeting out to a schooL where
you have four hundred people yelling about the same question
from f i fteen angles I i ke , you know? our board' s intent ion
is to be open, to discuss probrems that are brought to us,
to understand the changes that are developing in our commu-

nity from the pubric, and yet, the public doesn't avail
themselves of i t . so \.re' re not trying to be secret ive
although v¡e may be secretive because we have a formal way to
attend a board meeting and when you rook at our minutes,
the items are itemized, but if you're really not used to it,
and you haven't been there last week, you may not understand
what the helr the discussion is all about until you,ve
listened for some time and it might be a short discussion.
somebody might move it immediately and get rid of it, and
it's an item that's sort of accepted.
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I've asked you, do you

kinds of information
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feel

R: Well, if your intention is to ulLimately
define what my attitude is, you might have done it in five
guestions and I won't change my mind too often. But, you

might al-so send these questions ahead of time so that a

person can think about what you're saying and what you need

- give you a greater in depth answer. I'm not trying to
marign this interview, but on the other hand it might have

served you better if you had sent the questions ahead.

I: Is there anything that you'd like to add

you feel is important to this study - to find out how

tees do think about policy and policymaking?

which

trus-

R: I only want to emphasize that I receive my

information from a hundred praces. Àt one time I used to
know every teacher for instance, in the division - r don't
I can't tell you that I do now because there are more

employees - when r came on first there was about three
hundred teachers, now there's over four hundred and seventy

and r know many teachers long time teachers and we

attend t,eachers' conferences, principars' conferences, some-

times we even have the opportunity to hear particular
discussions r.Ie serve on particular committees where we

meet teachers advisory committee, special education t so

you meet your empJ-oyees on a one to one basis many times
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in negotiations you sure as hell Learn about some of them,
you know - very frank discussions in negotiations you under-
stand - they're not restricted and we don't try to restrict
them. so my understanding, my rearning, comes from every-
body. If we have a good administration, I sure as hell
think thatrs the best thing we pay for. rf we have adminis-
trators we pay a lot of money to and they do nothing, that
makes me angry as herL because vüe've got a good resource
that isn't being utilized. we hope that there wirl be an

open expression - v¡e're not trying to be personar with
anybody, on the other hand, we'd Like to know what moves a

schoor division, from different people - an aid wirr talk to
you about it, a ribrarian wirr tark to you about it, just
privatery or personarry - or meet you in the shopping center
or something of that nature. so your information comes from
a hundred people - from public, from teachers and adminis-
tration, from other trustees, from other trustees in other
school divisions - you know, lou,re always thinking about
the process - and that's where I learned from so, hopefully,
that's the kind of school division v¡e run. we run an open

schoo] division or $re try to run it. we might be accused

or not running an open schoor division you know, but that,s
somebody erse's way of looking aL it. I don't know what

else to add right at the moment.

I: ok. wer-r thank-very much f or your time and
your heIp. I appreciate that
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I¡ The first
own words you can tel_l me

TRANSCRIPT #4

question is - I

what is policy?

wonder if in your

R: Itrs... it's a broad statement of a position
that the board has taken and which serves then as a guide

for employees and administrators in particurar to carry out
the business affairs of the division. poricy, of course,
can cover different poJ-icies - a whole gamut of possibre
areas but primarily, they're a guide for the board, and more

particularly, for its administrators to carry out the wishes
of the board.

I: Could you maybe give me some examples of
policy then?

R: Well the obvious sort of one would be an

annual poricy position taken by the board at budget tirne
with regard to numbers of professionar peopre we're going to
employ in our school division. That's a poricy position
taken by the board. It then becomes the guideline for the
administrators who then must make that work in a system -
provide educaLion within that framework. It goes fronr

anything broad like thal down to very armost incidental
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things policies with regards to keys and who has access to
school buirdings. The board has the poì-icy - rentar pori-
cies for example - with regards to use of the facirities by
the community generalry. The board sets out their operating
objectives in poJ.icy form and then that provides the frame-
work for administrators to carry on the business of the
school division.

I: How is policy different from goa1s, objectives
or desi res?

R: poricies are more specific. Goars and objec-
tives seem to me - policy ought to be the specific interpre-
tation of the broad goars and objectives, I suppose - if r
was to - r'm reacting quickly here, but I would think that
that's it the goars and objectives wourd be a broad state-
ment of what your organization is trying to accomplish, and
the poricies then ought to be the instruments whereby this
is achieved, and they ought to be consistent with the goal_s
and objectives.

I: Why do you

and what poJ.icy is?

hold this particular view of policy

R:' partry r suppose, because I had some adminis_
trative responsibirities, and r recognize the need for poti_
cies in order that administrative people in large organ íza-
tions know what it is they're supposed to be doing.
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What kind of administrative responsibilities

R: Àssistant superintendent.

di f ference then.

R : Vle 11 , I ' m not sure though I would hope

that most board members arthough they might not be abre to
refer their opinions to specific instances of their own

experience the way I can, I think, though, that board

members are onry effective if they see their rore as being

basicarJ-y a policy setting role, and not an administrative
rore which is the big trap for board members to farr into,

I: Earlier you talked about guidelines and then

you talked about poricy becoming very specific in terms of
who has keys and that kind of thing. It sounds to me Like
there is a very grey area there or perhaps a fine line where

you encroach on adrninistrative responsibirities. How do you

f eel about that,? How do you di f f erent iate?

R

ities rather

R: Ok,

difficulty. There's

I think any organization can get

always a possibility of difficulty

: Between policy and administrative responsibil-
than goals and objectives to the po).icy?

I: Yeah, êârlier you had said.. .

i nLo

when
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the policies perhaps are noL clear enough or, if situations
come up that seem to have to be handred in a hurry, and for
which there may not be a policy. And I think thaL those are
the areas that administrators generarJ.y walk a tightrope
to know when they can take a position which may be somewhat

inconsistent with poricy or in an area where there is no

poricy, in order to meet some kind of an emergency - when

they can get away with that and when they can't. sometimes

there's al-most no vray to terl. sometirnes administrators
just get in hot water with that occasionally and I don't
know how you wourd always I don't think that there's ever

a way to avoid i t for sure. I know spec i f icarly, an

instance came up in our own board fairly recently - and this
vlas with regard to pubric access to the school facilities.
There was an apprication which câme in which appeared to be

under pol icy. Às i t turned out , i t wasn' t because the
person who derivered it gave a wrong impression to the
administrators who had okayed it. The administrators then

called that to our attention. we had a specific board reso-
rution then, saying that that party is not to have the
facirities any ronger period. Then the appricant wheered

back around and went through the appropriate organization
that they shourd have gone through to begin with. women

were horlering because their aerobic dancing wasn't going

ahead. The administrator tried to avoid getting the board a

brack eye - proceeded to tet the thing go ahead and Lhen,
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of course, there's a ruckus at the board table because some

board members had voted clearly that she should not have

this facility, so - these are the kinds of situations that
occur and that are difficult to handle.

I: Has your view of the nature of

first becoming a trustee, or is it a

an administrator?

policy changed

carryover fromsince

being

R: No, I think it's changed some from being a

trustee.

I: Can you expand on why and how?

R: I think as an administrator, I used to be

stronger on trying to have policies to fit as nany possible

situations as I could imagine might come up. As a board

member, I've become more inclined to see some of the weak-

nesses of too much poricy. I stirl think it's important but

there are inevitably situations that you're - policy is not

going to cover - they're going to come up and sometimes,

even, if you try to get too detailed with policy in general

there are going to be specífics come up and your policy is
going to often interfere with you doing the sensible thing,
because you've got a whole lot of policy in the road that
interferes with it.

pol icy?

I: So you're talking about a constraining type of
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R: Yes.

I: You had

is that in

sa id earl ier
keeping with
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that policy should be a

what you're saying then?

R: Yeah. I just - I've become a little more

tolerant than I was as an administrator, about the boards

trying to react in a commonsense vray to a specific situation
- which as an administrator used make me boil a rittre bit
when we seemed to have a policy and then all of a sudden, my

God, something comes up and they've got to do something

else. I've become more tolerant of that. I stirr don't
like it to happen very often, but r do recognize that there
is a need often, to react to a specific situation in a v¡ay

that may not be totarry consistent with policy that you've

followed up to there.

that you

anyth i ng

are on

trator?

R:

felt any great

sure is more a

caÌIy, pretty
sense way with

I: I don't want to lead you but, when you say

recognize the need for it now. does this have

to do with the different types of pressures that
you as a trustee as opposed to being an adminis-

No. I don't - to be honest with you, I never

external pressure in either role. The pres-

matter of developing a system whereby, basi-
well intentioned people can deal in a common-

a situation which should be dealt with in a



commonsense way. If you have too much policy,
sometimes get in the road of that. In the final
that's what we've got to be trying to get at.
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that can

analysis,

of policy - what

that affect your

I: Does your view of the

it is, and what it's supposed to do

approach to policymaking?

na ture

does

R: Yes. Yes it does.

I: In what way?

R: WelI, I think first of all, the more you work

with policy, the more cautious you become in how you set iL

out. You try to how can I explain the specifics? Ok.

Here's something that happened. I'11 give you a specific
example. we had a pretty serious probrem in personar rela-
tions occurred within our board after the last inaugural
meeting. The policy setting out how our committtees are to
be structured and how our business is to be transacted is
spelled out it's not really by-laws, but it's a statement

of how our board is going to be organized and how it's going

to function. one of the things - and I was invotved in
setting it out that's probabry three years ago - I was on

that committee. I had a lot of input into it. And we

thought we had a pretty workable policy. And the first
thing we do after the eLection of the chairman and the

vice-chairman, w€ appoint an nad hoc" committee who are then
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to set up the various working committees of tlre board. That
nad hocn committee vras to be made up of three members chosen

at that meeting by the board members present, plus the
chairman. This year, that committee of which I was a part
of that "ad hoc" committee plus the chairman was there and

two other people - vJe went into a room and we there vras

only one board position that had been changed, so we thought
it wourd be a pretty sirnpre matter - we wouldn't take a week

to set up these committees - we'd do it rather quickry in a

kind of a half hour recess from the inaugural meeting. we

changed two committee chairmanships with very good inten-
tions. The intention was basicar).y this - the vice-chairman
had been chairman of one of the standing committees. The

chairman felt that he was probabry being overworked - too
many demands placed on him - because the chair has tried to
be represented at arl standing committee meetings. They

don't have the right to vote there, but they do have the
right to be there and to express their views at ar1
committee meetings. The chairman thought that v¡as a pretty
trying situation to try to attend arl those - but he

thought that the chair ought to be represented there. I
agreed with it, and the other committee members on the 'ad
hocn committee agreedr so we said alright, we won't have

either the vice-chairman or the chairman be chairman of any

of the standing committees. But, they wilr be - one or the
other then able to attend all . of these meetings - so to
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spread that load around a little bit. À sensible idea we

thought. Plus, wê changed one other chairmanship which was

neither here nor there, and we went back to the inaugural

meeting with it. They accepted our recommendations Iike
that. The next meeting, there was a pretty severe bJ-ow-up.

The vice-chairman resigned his posiLion as vice-chairman of

the board. Now there \{ere a number of factors that contrib-
uted to that, but one of them I'm sure, wâs this kind of

arbitrari ly changing around of his role when he wasn't

there. That was a fundamental mistake in policy. The

policy ought to have said that the "ad hoc" committee which

structures the standing committees should have two or three

members from the board, plus both the newly elected chairman

and the newly elected vice-chairman. So, they would have

both been there and involved in that decision. And that
seems like kind of a small thing, and it's something that

nobody thought of at the time, but it's caused a ruckus and

now we have a new vice-chairman, and we have a disgruntled

oId vice-chairman, and

So I guess what I'm saying is, .I have become very

my experiences as a board member have made me far more

cautious about policy and its possible implications than I
was before.

I: Ðo you think policy is necessary?



R: yes. Without it, administrators
terrible to do, to deaL with specific situations on

day basis that the board cannot possibly dear with.
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are in a

poricy, administrators are just - have an impossible

I: Can you give me an example of that?

R: Oh, anything. Somebody wants to use the gym.

They phone in on Tuesday. They want to use it rhursday
night - maybe it's the Kinsmen. They want to have a voJ_rey-

baLr game. weJ.l, you can't have a board meeting to decide
if the Kinsmen are going to have a vorleybarl game on

Thursday night. you know, those day to day things and far
more important things than that - this whole area of teacher
evaluation and examination and testing procedures, promo-

tionar procedure - werl those things have to be covered in
policy so that the administrator then has some guiderines as

to how he is Èo proceed - otherwise he is at a ross.

a day to

wi thout

task.

talking
at all,

I: Has your opinion changed in this regard I'm
still about the necessity of policy. Has it changed

or have you always felt this way?

R: Oh yes always f el_t that way. I ,ve just
become more cautious about it, that's the only thing and

more carefur about setting out poricy. It's got to be done
with considerabre care. you can never cover arr possibre
pitfalls, but you can eriminate a lot of them if you,re
careful when you're developing poticy.



I: Yeah, I think thal Ieads into
which was your opinion about the necessity

that affect your approach to policymaking?
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my nex.t question

of policy, does

R: Yeah. I certainJ-y think Èhat policy is neces-

sary and important. You just have to approach it with some

caution and - you shouldn't just deverop poricy for the sake

of having poricy. The policy ought to cover situations that
come up with reasonabre frequency. you shouldn't try to
cover something that only occurs once every eight months

with policy, you know? That's something that can wait for a

board meeting - or an extraordinary situation - ongoing, day

to day, decision making requiring situations have to be

covered by pol icy, otherwi se your super intendent and

secfetary-treasurer have no framework to operate in.

I:

policies
I've seen your

written down.

policy manual, and

Should policies
SO

be

you have

wr i ttensome

down ?

R: WeII, it pretty well has to be because that's
the only way it can rearly be poricy. poricy becomes policy
when it's officiarly adopted by board resoLution and,

barring the resolution containing the whole statement of
poricy, then you would have to have a poricy that the reso-
rution referred to in some written form in a handbook or

' whatever.
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I ¡ you're saying that it has to be adopted as

poricy for it to be poricy - I wonder, in your own experi-
ence as a trustee, are there any practices that happen regu-
1ar1y, frequentJ-y, that are not written down or incorporated
into policy and yet are accepted as almost standard oper-
ating procedures which, in factf one might term as poricies
aJ-though they're not written down and formarized as such?

R: I'm sure there must be some.

I: Maybe I can give you an example. How about
something like - you hire teachers but you give preference
to local candidates first. Now that may or may not be in
your poricy manuar, I don't know, but - do those kinds of
poricies exist or is this erroneous - Àm I leading you here?

R: r don't think that there's a policy of that
sort. There is a - that's a difficult area. r,m not
thinking so much about recruiting teachers as perhaps, in
rereasing. I'm not thinking of our o!¡n board specif icarry,
but I know that there can be a probrem if a board has
adopted a specific kind of procedure in the past, even
though it may not be written down formarry in poricy, I
think the Law might say that past practice constitutes
policy. I know that the raw does occasionarly interpret
past practice as being poricy - has interpreted it that way.
so thaL I guess you can' t really say that unr.ess i t , s
formalized it isn't policy. you can,t say that because if
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you have deveroped a set of procedures and have taken action
on those over a period of time, even though it's not
formalry a resol-ution of the board, r think that the courts
might sây, in some instances at least, that has been your

policy even if it was never written down.

I: What's your feelings about the desirability of
unwritten versus written policy? The desirabirity or the
Lack of desirabirity? Àre there perhaps instances where

it's good to have unwritten policy, or are there instances
where it's absolutery mandatory to have written policy etc.?

R: I 'm always skept ical of unerr i tten pol icy
because it seems to me, often to carry with it some form of
trickery that I don't like. Now there are some pressures,

of course, on boards particurarly as emproyers to try to
keep some procedures out of policy because they courd be

perhaps charJ-enged if they were formarry written down, or

they might be used against the board in a specific situation
because of the - what kind of an exampre can r give you?

ït concerns me about unwritten poricy it's not Lhat it,s
necessarily bad, but it smerls that way to me occasionally.
If boards are not prepared to formalize and write down their
policy, it suggests to me that maybe they think they've got

something to hide that they want tô deal with their people

in some vray that might be charlenged by Human Rights
commissions or whatever, and that therefore they are skep-
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ticar about writing the thing down because somebody is
liable to grab them by the ears over it. It seems to me

that if a board feels strongry enough about a po).icy - that
they think that they ought to be abre to act on it - then
they should be prepared to charrenge the courts or charrenge
whoever has to be charrenged and make their case - that they
shouldn't try to operate on some unwritten policy that may

be in violation of human rights, just as an example.

I

convictions?

So what you're saying is the povrer of their

that they

write it
and chal-

R¡ That's right. If they're convinced
ought to be able to act in a particular way, then
down and adopt it and grab the bull by the horns
Ienge the courts on it if you have to proceed.

I: Who makes school division poJ_icy?

R: well of course the board makes the poricy.
Now under the guidance and suggestions of the best
peopre that the board can get to advise them - maybe the
superintendent in certain instances - it may be the
secretary-treasurer - it may be certain people from MAsr -
or it may even be in conjunction with the rocal division
association for that matter hopefulry the board gets the
best advice that it can and uses its own best judgement as

well. But the board makes the policy.



I: Ok, but it gets

interpreting what you're saying

it can best get it?
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am I correct in
iL from wherever

adv i ce

as it
and

get s

R: Yeah. Right. Sure. The superintendent is
the obvious first line of questioning on board policy (other

than other board members), but of course there are a wide

variety of other sources as wel1.

I: Would that include students, teachers, raLe-

payers

R: Oh certainly, c€rtainIy.

I: Ok, how much input should these other individ-
uars which you would use as a resource then - how much input
should they have into the policymaking process ?

R: I Lhink the fundamental responsibility for
making the policy lies with the board as a corporate body

voting yea or nay. so the board then has to decide in a

specific instance, to what extent they need and want the

advice of whatever groups might be involved. The board has

they've got the final responsibility and they have to
decide. I don't Lhink that you can set out any rure of
thumb that wilr cover alt poricy areas. If we're tarking
about teacher redundancy, for insLance, then clearry the

locar grocery store rnerchant isn't the one that you ought to
be consulting with in that area. your primary concerns



ttould be the MÀST organization, your ot{n board
professional people. If you're talking about
going to try and buy fan belts for the buses,

think that the math teacher in the cLassroom

person to talk to about that.

I: So the board decídes then...
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and your own

where you're

then I donlt

is not the

even rn some

outside the

R: Who should provide the

instances, whether very much input
board is necessary or even useful.

i nput ,

at all
and

f rom

I: what's the rore of the individuar trustee in
the policymaking process?

R: werr his fundamental responsibirity is a

voting responsibirity - to accept or not accept. Now, if
you're. talking about developing the policy proposal before
it hits the board table, I think you're going to have as

wide an involvement as there are ten or ereven men Lhere.
some will be very much interested in policies to do with
curricurum and whatever. others are going to be far more

interested irr what kind of tires go on the buses. so that
the contribution of each boara member in terms of t,he devel-
opment of a poricy, will depend on his interests and what he

can contribute. But the finar responsibirity of arl, of
course, is to casL the vote one way or another when the
thing hits the deck.



I : Ok, can you give

that's been made from input by any
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me an example of a policy
group ...

R: Ok, I think the obvious example in the recent
past is a committment made by the negotiating committee to
the teachers' organization that $¡e did not want a redundancy

crause in our collective agreement. we thought that that
would just tie all our hands in a rather sirry wây, and in
lieu of that, we'r1 sit down with you and see if v¡e can't
develop a policy and a general outline of procedures that's
acceptable to you and us and in the interest of the
XXXXXXXXXX School_ Division.

T.¿.

the teachers'

And that would come through consul_tation with
association

R: Yes. It's stiIl ongoing.

yet or not, but

not sure that
getting close

I'm

it'sthere's a total agreement

anyvray.

I: Has your view of who makes policy
changed since you've become a trustee?

of the

that I

has that

R: Yes.

I: In what way?

R: I think f've developed a greater appreciation
contributíon of board members to policy. I think
not necessariry the voting because they arways have
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had to vote yes or no but the development of the poricy.
It seems to me that board members have a greater - make a

greater contribution than r previously gave them credit for.

I: In what sense?

R: I think that when I worked as an adminis-
trator, r tended to see policy as primarily being developed
by administrators and laid on the table - either in the form
of one or two alternatives or whatever - and the board then
selecting. I think now, I see poricy - and probably maybe

it's just because of a different role - but r see the poi.icy
being more the the nuts and bolts of it being developed
by board members themser-ves - making a more significant
contribution to it than I saw before. And maybe, I think,
maybe even having a more meaningful contribution than I gave

them credit for before. I guess as a board member I see my

own role as a board member as more significant than I saw

the rore of board members before. It's a bias. rt depends

what chair you're sitting in.

policy, does

cymaking?

R:

important you

then the more

Does the

that affect
I: viewpoint you hold about who

the way in which you approach

makes

poli-

Yes.

see a

i nput

I think the more you see the more

board member"J" role in policymaking

that you often insist thaL you have in



developing that policy. The more important
being, and the more meaningful you think your

tion can be to it, the more insistent you are
part in that policy developmenL.

you

ovrn

then
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see it as

contribu-

in taking

ï: So you're actively pursuing it?

R: Uh-huh.

I: Ok. How are policies made? By that I mean

what processes or procedures take prace from beginning to
end in the formation of a policy?

R: our board novr has general policy statements in
most of the areas of day to day activity. so that our
actions in terms of poricy nov¡ tend more to be in reviewing
and updating and altering existing poricies. The transpor-
tation committee, for instance, there is a transportation
policy - when we decide that it's time to change the genera].

rures of the game as to how close you come to the house and

alÌ these sorts of things, it's not a matter now of devel-
oping a total policy. There is a policy there. It,s a

matter of ammending, updating and aLtering to suit changing
c i rcumstances.

I: What steps do you go through?

R: Normal)_y it's discussed by the
committee. Now, it depends where the poricy change

stand i ng

has been
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initiated from. If it arose or the discussion of a change
in policy - arose because of a reguesL or a petition or a

whatever lhat might have hit the board table, the normaL
procedure wourd be for that to be referred to the standing
committee. The standing committee then discusses the issue
at some J-ength and interviews whoever is invol_ved - i f there
are groups of parents who want to talk to the committee or
whatever - get that kind of input. They would then return
to the board with a recommendation as to whether the poricy
ought to be changed or ought not to be changed. Ànd if they
think it should be changed, specifically how. The board
then wirr to some extent re-hash the issue, depending on how

controversiar it happens to be and - not arways, but
normarly acts on the recommendation of the committee. Now

not necessarily of course. you can't take away from the
board the final right to say yea or nây, but our board has
tended to operate, to a large extent, on the committee
recommendations in areas of policy.

ï: When it
there some evaluative
with a recommendation

recommendat i on ?

gets to the standing committee, is
kind of process for them to come up

what do they do to arrive at a

R: It depends r suppose, on what the situation
is. If the probrem that v¡e're trying to dear with here
through poricy has arisen because of some crear unhappiness
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on the part of certain ratepayers - maybe it's over the

service if it's transportation that we're tarking about

the kind of service in a specific area - maybe they're just
unhappy about pickup times then it wourd be a matter of
the committee probably meeting with those concerned parents

to find out specificarly what their concerns are - then it
would be a matter of - if it's pickup times - making compar-

isons across the division - what are our pickup times here,

here, here, and the other prace - is it possibre to change

this particular situation without costing the schoor divi-
sion an arm and a leg - you go through that kind of consul-
tation. Normally most of the regwork in terms of compara-

tive pickup times, for instance, that would be done by

either the secretary-treasurer or the superintendent
normarly the secretary with transportation in our division
would have done the necessary paper$¡ork in terms of
compiling comparative information and so on. But that would

be the procedure. The office would accumurate the - do the

legwork so to speak, in terms of corlecting the necessary

information to make a decision and then the board members

hearing themselves- the concerned people who are heaviry
concerned - and then recommending to the board based on

their best judgement of the situation.

I: What generally nor.r I guess

is made?

th i ngs

poI icythings influence how

whaL
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R: werl I suppose, if you're tarking about very

fundamentaL rhings, I wourd hope by and large, commonsense.

we're operating a pubJ.ic service within the constraints of
having to pay for those services. so I think that whether
it's transportation or whether it's an expansion of the home

ec. room or whatever, that v¡e try to put together the best
service that we can within a reasonable cost. Ànd r think
that basically it's the board members that have to decide
is this reguest that we are being presented with - is it
sensibre and réasonabre in terms of our avairabre resources
and so on.

or needs to

sary?

I: How do you

be revised?

R: well, one of the areas that we've had to do a

lot of brushing up on poricy ratery and I keep referring
to it - but it's this business of community use of school
f acilities. But, not so very rong â9o, virtualJ.y every
request other than schoor use of school facirities, wourd
come to the board table. Now, when that starts happening
when you start spending fifteen or twenty percent of every
board meeting dealing with requests for use of gymnasiums or
something, then of course it's a pretty crear indicator that
you need some sort of poricy there so that the administra-
tive people can handre that on an ongoing basis and not be

know when a policy needs to be made

How do you know when that is neces-



pestering the board with
meeting or whatever.
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it every meeting for half their

tell you

changed?

Àre there

policy has

any other

to be made

I kinds of roadsigns that
or that policy has to bethat

R: WeLl, general dissatisfaction. If you get
people continually unhappy about something, then surery it's
time to review the situation and if - at very least, offer
the people some sort of rational expranation of why the
present poricy's in place. you either have to be abre to
indicate to them why it's there, or if you can't indicate to
them that in a sensibre wây, then you better start reviewing
the policy and seeing if it ought to be changed. whether it
happens within the school - maybe your employees are contin-
uaÌ]y unhappy about something or other - it's crear that the
policy is not working.

I: These ideas that you

making process how policy is made

at those ideas?

R: I think basically
point of view and from

from experience both from

the administrative point of

have about

how have

the policy-
you arrived

the board

view.

I: Does this viewpoint of how policy is made

does that affect your approach to policymaking?
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R¡ Yes nore cautious.

I: Are you reluctant to make policy?

R: No. Just careful - more careful that the
policy realry refrects what you want it to reflect, and also
that it doesn't end up creating other problems down the
road. You take care in setting up the policy.

I: Maybe

butes or elements of

you could tell me what are the attri-
a good policy.

R: Maybe, i f I s¡as going to alter any of my

responses f rom rast night it wourd be M_'s comment

folrowing the interview. The onry thing that she suggested

and it was rurking in the back of my mind as I was

responding to your questions too, but I wasn't sure how to
get at it - but, the policies ought to be consistent - they
ought to be workable and reasonable and understandabre - and

they also have to be consistent with the overalr goars and

objectives of your organization and that gets in school
business that - education and what you expect - what your
goals are in terms of educaLion your specific poticies for
instance, ought not to be policies that are inconsistent
with good education so that I suppose that's the final
test of any policy, beyond being workabre and whatever it is
that contributes to the overaÌr objectives of your organ íza-
tion.
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Ok. Again, how have you arrived at
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that
conc lus i on?

R: It just seems to me a matter of logic if
you're involved with an organization committed to the goaJ.s

of education, then your poricies ought to be consistent with
those goars and limited onry by the resources, personnel and

financiar and whatever that you have to work with - but they

ought to be consistent with those educational goals. That

may be the problem that can develop with too heavy a concen-

tration on the mechanics of policies - that you can lose

sight of the overall goals and objectives.

I:
c ies? Or an

criteria that

Can you give me some examples

example of a good policy that
you've identified?

of good

fulf i 11s

poli-
those

R: We11, we're going through an evaluation in our

own division right now - being forced upon us by financial
constraints - that are forcing us to re-think a lot of poli-
cies right from breadbh of program offering to what extent
we can accomodate even such really basic notions such as

individual differences we're being forced to re-evaruate

to what extent we can meet those overarr educationar objec-

tives within the kinds of f inanciar constraints that are

being pushed on us. So, when we re-think our transportation
pol icy, f or instance, which at the moment vre pick up a lot
of kids virtually at the doorstep - in a time of financial
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constraint, you have to decide to what extent that poricy of
picking up right at the door - wherever possible to what

extent that is essential to meeting certain objectives in
terms of education - and for me to for instance, it would

seem to me that a poricy which said that you had to pick up

every kid right at their doorstep - and the costs incurred
by that would be sufficient that in order to accomodate that
you had to eliminate perhaps a kindergarten program - that
that might not be a good policy. But you have to evaruate
your spec i f ic por ic ies in spec i f ic areas in terms of how

critical they are in meeting other objectives. That's the
kind of evaruation of poricy and judgement of policy that's
going on I'm sure, right across the province right now

particularly in rural divisions.

T.¿.

talked about one

La st

of

night you said - I believe that you

the atLributes of policy being fairness

R: Yes.

I: Ok, do you want to just expand on that a bit?

R: weLr, if we rerate it to the exampre of trans-
portation, there is again - one of the objectives of educa-

tion in rural Manitoba has been for some time to try and

develop some sembrance of equar opportunity within our divi-
sions as welr as in our divisions as compared to urban
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centres. Ànd one of the elements of that equar opportunity
has been considered to be as good a transportation service
as vre can put together - so that kids don't have to be on a

bus at half past seven in the morning in order to get to a

Ìarger school where they get a breadth of program offering
that they wourdn't be able to get had they not been on the
bus - to try to keep those load times back as much as we

can. But, if it gets to the point where in order to
preserve maybe an eight o'clock boarding timer vr€ have to do

other things in the system that rimit their opportunities
once they get there, then you have to make vaLue judgements

about which is most important in the system and you have to
judge your policies accordingly.

T. How do you evaluate policy?

R: rtrs an ongoing thing and right now Lhe

major initiator for policy evaluation in virtuarly alr areas
is financiar constraint - it's forcing us to choose priori-
ties. Now that's a particurar aspect of what,s going on

right now. In the long run the measure of effective poricy
has to be the general acceptance of studenLs and teachers
and parents and community at large, with the operation as
it's going combining that with the evaruations that you
either soricit or get without soriciting from other profes-
sionars in the field the professionals that are emproyed
by the division or those that are made available to us by
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the province or whatever - to give us an ongoing evaluation
of what's going on in our system. province-wide testing, i
think, - rfve had some involvement with that from the MÀsr
point of view and I think that that has something to offer
in terms of evaLuating our policies - particurarry in the
area of program and curricurum and whatever. I think part
of the purpose of that kind of testing is to give us some

kind of feedback on Lhe effectiveness of our poricies.

I: You've given me

what kind of things

the attributes of a good

wea k
poÌ icy,
poJ- i cy ?

constitute a poor or

R: WeII, in broad terms, it would have to be
poricies that are either inconsistenL with good education or
meeting the objectives your educational goals - or pori-
cies in specific areas that may even be counterproductive in
terms of meeting your educationar goars, and of course, one
of the things - this is why the smarl schools business has
become such a controversiar area - because one of the essen-
tiar erements of making an educational system function werl
is a generar acceptance among students and parents in the
community - that it is a good service and that it is worthy
of their support. And, a major controversy over the closing
of a school which may have theoreticarry a lot of gains in
terms of breadth of program and whatever that might be made

avail-able to the kids alr. of that courd be very effec-
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tivery undermined by a negative attitude on the part of the
community or particurarry the kids and their parents - about
that policy. So that I guess a good policy - a poor one is
one that antagonizes peopre uneccessarily or undermines the
fundamental support for education which is latent, I think,
rÍght across our province there's a basic support there in
general terms, but can be undermined because of specific
policy positions taken, not onry by boards, but by provinces
as weII.

r: In all that you've been saying about what's
good policy and what's bad poricy, r get the feering that
there is some erement of policy having to be something of a

pleasing item.

R: rt has to be at reast acceptabre. Ànd I think
that people have to be abre to, if possible at all, under-
stand the poricy and see why that particular direction is a

good direction because it's onry in that way that they
wilr lend their enthusiastic support to the organization as

a whôLe. Ànd maybe, I guess the crucial thing to me is my

own attitude toward education - because ilve never seen

education as something that you give to kids tike you give
them a vaccination for chicken pox or something. The best
we can do in education is provide a spectrum of opportuni-
ties for kids within which they educate themsel_ves basi-
ca]ly. That will only occur or can occur in the best - most
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effective rray where there is a broad base of support for
the educational organization by the kids and by the
parents - first and foremost - there are other groups as
well, but those two groups first and foremost.

t: The viewpoint that you have

and what's bad poticy, does that affect
policymaking?

about what's good

how you approach

R: Certainly.

T In what way?

R: It makes me more carefur about radical poricy
changes. It perhaps makes me - and this is my board experi-
ence more than my administrative experience - perhaps more
inclined - not to go out and necessariry pound the woods for
suggestions, but in areas where there seems to be some

likrihood of misunderstanding or misinterpretaLion or what-
ever, to encourage the board to make itself available to
meet with community groups if they wish. I don't think that
vre ought to be going out and rounding up people to take a

pubric opinion pore every time something has to be decided,
but on major crucial issues, to make ourselves certainly
avairabre to community groups who want to talk to us and
express concerns listen to them - don't do what they say
necessarily, but lísten at least.
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policymaking?

find out

preted or

.ok.

that

Have you had any particular
have shaped your views about
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exper iences

policy and

R: Yeah, âs a trustee, yes - certainly. you

know, vJe've been involved in some schoor closures, we've

been involved in decisions with regard to changing bussing

service that had been operating in a particular pattern for
a number of years - we found it necessary to change that
bussing service. And, in many instances, it has seemed to
me that what probl-ems that we did encounter $¡ere problems

that arose out of a basic lack of understanding on the part
of the people who were receiving Lhe service for the reasons

for changing. That misunderstanding often red or on occa-

sions led to people taking rather hard rine positions from

which it was hard for them to move off, once the rational
arguments had been put forward. so r guess, you can fore-
cast where you're J.ikely to get in troubre, and the time for
the consultation is maybe before the policy changes come

into prace rather than after. The troubre is, it's not

always easy to forecast where that's going to be so...

I: Ànd that, you would sây, definitely shaped

your views about policy?

R: Oh yeah, every encounter you have where you

that you've acted in a way that people misinter-
perhaps even acted without a fulI knowledge of aII
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could be controversial, with a little more caution.
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that

I: Ok. As I told you, this research is concerned

with how trustees think about policy and policymaking

what ' s going on in the i r mi nds about pol icy and po1 icy-
making. My feeling is that the way trustees view policy and

policynaking may well have some kind of a result or some

kind of an impact on the types of policy statements that are

made. What's your reaction to that premise?

R: Oh yes. Sure. School board members, each one

comes to the board table with a litt1e different set of

not necessarily biases but maybe mental sets and that of

course influences the kind of polic ies that the board

develops. There are some board members who are much more

sensitive Lo public opinion than others. The ones who are

particularly sensitive they'1I tend to do a Iitt1e bit of

a public opinion pole before they take a position. others,

and I still - for all my experience in both administration

and as a board member - I still think that I tend to be

somewhat more prepared to grab the bull by the horns myself

than to do too much consultation. So, you know, you get a

balance on a board. But, the one thing that boards that's
why they're elected I suppose, is that they should be sensi-

tive to public opinion, and I've found that around our board

table that - a lot of board members are fairly sensitive to
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reactions that they get in their place of business or what-

ever about how things are going in the school division. Ànd

if that's their mental set, then they are going to react in

terrns of formation of policy to what wil-I be basically, ât

least acceptable, in their comrnunities if not loveabIe, then

at l-east acceptable.

I

look ing f or

think that's

Do you think that this kind of research

what I am - trying to uncover views do you

worthwhile kind of re- search?

R: Yeah. I'm not sure that it wilI change things

drastically but yeah, it should be useful - if for no other

reason for providing some sort of rational framework for

ongoing education of board members. Ànd in rural Manitoba

in particular, I think that we're looking at very large

budgets - large sums of money - and boards with still a

great deal of control over the priorities that are set

within the spending of that money. The more assistance that

- particularly ner.¡ board members can get in just generally

not necessarily a reflection of the $ray things are, but to

some extent the vray they ought to be in developing policy,
has to be helpful for any board member - a training session

that will go through how policy is normally developed has to

be useful - it has to be. So, if the research leads to

assisting organizations like MAST or the provincial

Department of Education or whatever to do a little more of
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that - not that board members ought to be indoctrinated,

because in the final analysís they still have to reflect

hopefully the enlightened opinion of the public at large

but they still do have to reflect the public and carry the

public with them in what they do. They've got to retain

that kind of sensitivity but stilI the mechanics - they

could be helped a littte more in understanding the mechanics

of this kind of process than they are at the moment I think.

I: Do you feel that the questions that you've

answered are really appropriate ones for allowing me to gain

insight into your views of policy and policymaking?

R: Yes, I think so. The only thing the one

area that you might have probed me further that would have

gotten you a more accurate view perhaps - would have been

pushing me on the idea and you started on it - on overall
goals and objectives. If you had pushed me a littfe harder

at that stage , I think we would have put the policymaking

into perspective better - in terms of the overall interview

than we did.

I: Ok. Is there anything that you'd like to

you feel is important to this study and which has

covered in the questions?

add

notthat

been

R: No, I canrt think of anything.
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t ime

that you've

I : That's ok.

spent on this

Thank you very much

interview.
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TRANSCRIPT # 5

I: Ok, the first question then What is poJ-icy?

R: PoIicy in a school division, I think, mâY be

def ined as the ent i re scope or rul-es that you wiII run the

division by - set down by the board and administered by

senior administration. PoIicy is developed through experi-

ence - through every means that a school board can find,

after having found a need to set rules and to make ru1es.

I: I wonder, could you give me some examples then

of policy?

R: PoIicy in our school division?

I: Sure , íf you want.

R: Yeah, ok. We have policy concerning actuaL

truancy among the children, misbehavior in the school. That

has to have policy we have to have policy in transporta-

tion. We have to have policy for our employees. Policy

must apply to so many things. Policies are set down by the

Public Schools Act - v¡e have no right to change as far as

I'm concerned. There are many areas where policy is vague

because of lega1 aspects, however that - that I think
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that's
is something

how one could

that has a

sum it up.

You mentioned earlier that policy was

are you equating rules and policy as

or is there a difference there?
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very broad scope. I guess

the

beingrules of

the same

I:

the

thing

R: Perhaps the words v¡ere i Il-chosen because

nothing is carved in stone. And obviously, polícy must be

adhered to. But if you simply are rigid and your adminis-

tration is rigid, then there are times when you are going to

get yourself into some awful situations both with the

public, and with your employees. However, in fairness,

policy should be something that's fair to all, and something

that you can follow up on and adhere to where possible.

I: How is policy different from goaIs, objectives

or desires?

R: In our division I think, the people who are

senior educators set the goals and objectives. After aI1,

we as trustees are Ìaymen. We're not supposed to know

there's no way we can know the intricacies of the courses'

for instance. So, goals and objectives ín our division I

don't know how it's handled in other divisions are usually

handled by the superintendent and the principals. They wiIl
have a meeting before t,he school term starts. At that point

the goals and objectives are set. Mind you, we as a bçard
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the kids and what's going
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too, but primarily the focus is on

to happen in the schools.

I: Would the objectives

they differ radically from

that you

those of

board have,

administra-

asa
thewould

tion?

R: No, I think our goals and objectives are more

unspoken they're to do as good a job and to be as fair as

possible and to co-operate and to have respect from our

peopLe that work for us. I think it's an unv¡ritten thing.

I : 9lhy do you hold thi s part icular view of

policy?

Pol icy have I really expressed a view on

pol icy?

I: WeII, what I mean is
about what policy is, has that...

this view that you hold

R: I feel policy is - and my view on policy
policy is what a schooL board must have to function. After
all, there has to be guidelines for the people who are

working for you and you can't be there because you have a

I ivl ihood to make of your o!{n, you can' t be there look ing

over their shoulder, nor, I suppose we'1] go into this
iurther down the interview, nor is it fair for you to inter-
fere with what your people are doing, âs long as they are

R
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policy that you've set up.
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caIIed guidelines of

be

so

I: Ok. And when you describe policy as being a

guideline, and yet there's a rule orientation as well,

it's not rigid, but it should be adhered to - that viewpoint

of what policy is, is that something that's developed over

time, ot is that something you've always had, or..

R: I think it's guite fair to say that it's

developed over time because we wiIl find, setting policy,

that along comes a situation where the policy simply can't

appIy. Therefore, you either have to stretch the policy or

remake the policy, or re-think it in some manner. I think

that you have to be flexible to a degree. I think that's
just good LocaJ. government - not to be so rigid that you're

not approachable by any of your people including teachers

and parents.

I:

think

I wonder

of an

could

example

you

of

give me an example of

policy that had tocan you

changed?

R: Policy may even have to be changed and even

we may have to defy the school act to a degree where there

is a small child perhaps, expected to walk out the half mile

that is mandatory i f r.te f eel it's unsaf e something like

that happens - we may make special board rnotion or look at
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it as a board. Suppose that it's during hunting season, oE

the child is not terribly strong, or it's in an area where

the weather can be very bad or something like Lhis - many

reasons where you may send a bus in - actuarly breaking your

policy when, in'all common sense, it makes sense to do so.

I f that's a good example.

I: Does your view of the nature of policy affect
the way you approach policymaking?

R: Well I think, and we'Ll go into this further
r'm sure, I think that I look at policymaking as something

that I have learned over the years rearry because - when I

first became a trustee, r didn't know a thing about poricy
and policymaking. And, I guess that my views on policy-
making haven't really changed - they've evolved I think, is
a better way to put i t. At thi s point , I rrn not sure that my

view's changed at all. I think frve set my pattern of

thinking on this matter. But, r wourd have to say that as

the years went by, perhaps they did change... To say - I

guess in ansv¡er to your guestion, my views don't change in
this line.

I: Uh-huh, but do your

approach policymaking? Àre Lhey a

way you approach policy?

views af fect the rday

direct influence on

you

the



R: Ok, I'm not really answering

Yes, I think to a degree - my views will

ous J-y we ' re a 11 human be i ngs and i f I have

about something, then my interpretation of

different than someone else's - that, yês.

strong views on matters.
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your question.

affect - obvi-

strong feelings

pol-icy could be

I think I have

You may have indicated the answer to this one

you think that policy is necessary, and if
I

but dobefore,

so, why?

R: I can't imagine a school division h'ithout

policy. I think everyone asks for it. Even from the begin-

nings in what I would say - our job descriptions right

down to the teachers' wanting complete policy so that they

may know what they should expect - other employees perhaps

most of al-1 the administration must have poj-icy. There

has to be policy in the school division, there's no other

r,¡ay as far as I'm concerned. I can't imagine it.

I: Has your opinion changed about that at all?

R: WelI, I hate to go into what I'm sure we're

going to be going into further on when you first become a

trustee, t,he biggest lesson you have to learn is to be a

policymaker and not an administrator. And, it's a great

paradox because after aI1, you are representing the people

and when you first become a trustee and I know I did
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things - that perhaps were not proper because I didn't
understand. The paradox is Lhat you are a spokesman for the

public. You are the person the link between the public

and the system, so you should be approachable, and you

should be knowledgeable. On the other hand, you cannot

administer and get into administering the school without

causing problems - and that's something every trustee has to
learn once you become a trustee. And if he doesn't learn

it, he's a trustee that's into problems all the time.

I: Ok. Did you always feel that policy was

nec essa ry?

R As long as I've been a trustee,

that there was wisdom in havingto understand

yeah. I grew

pol icy.

I: So that did change over time then?

R: I would say that it vras onJ.y through ignorance

that I didn't know you needed policy not that - I had

realIy no opinion in the beginning on this matter. I've had

so many people come on our board because the whole board

has changed in the eleven years that I've been there - who

didn't have a clue what being on the school board was like.
[.le don't hold public meetings in that the public never

bothers to come in. How we function is really a closed area

to the publ ic . You' re not really aware aJ.though we

publish our minutes - I don't think that anyone perceives



the type of meetings we have some of them find

they become a trustee, rather long and boring.

lot of detail and it's not very exciting at

other tirnes it's rather heartbreaking to have

the personal matters. So, I think that

getting away from answering your question here.
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them, after
There's a

times. end

to deal with

I think I'm

Your opinion about policy

the way you approach poli-
I : That's

doe s

aIright.
that affectbeing necessary,

cymaking?

R: Very definitely. I realize now that when v¡e

make policy as a board, wê have to be careful to word our

resolutions properly. We have to be careful that we don't

go into conflict with past policy. In other words, policy

is important and has to be set in a manner that is clear to

everyone.

I: When you say "set in

c1ear", are you implying that policy
a manner that should be

should be written?

pol icy .

it's not

not have

division
minutes.

R: Every time we make a board

That's really how we function as

as good as having a policy manual

one 'per se' and probably should

but we - actually our policy

Whatever is in our minutes - and

- sets policy, and simply, by c

motion, we make

a board. Maybe

because we do

have one in our

manual is our

they can go back

arrying an indexa long way
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of where to f ind in what minutes spec i f ic t.hings r w€ can

locate policy. I think we will be writing up a policy

manual, although it will be better but the problem with a

policy manual is that it's ever changing. In other words,

if you write up a policy manual, by another three or four

meetings, there are several things that would need to be

changed in all probability - minor items. In other words,

policymaking is happening all the time.

I: Ok.

are written down,

You' re suggest ing

are your records of

that your minutes that

poIicy...

R: One of them at least, Yes.

I: One of them?

R: Yes, the main one, yes.

I: Ok, are there some others?

R: Not really. hle do not an attempt has been

made to write up a policy manual by one of our staff people

and he never got it completed. Since then, it has more or

Iess been in Limbo and a lot of changes have occurred since

then so it's not updated further from being completed. So

wê, no basically we do not have a document that you may

call our policy manual - which I know from experience with

other divisions is different than other schoof divisions.

I t doesn't cause problems. I don't f ind it causing prob-

lems.
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down policy?
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Do you feel that there's a necessity to write

R: I think that it woul-d be perhaps a good thing

in many respects, but it's not someLhing we've been called

upon to do - have found it necessary to do. Perhaps it is

because we have a strong administration - I'm not speaking

of our board, but our administration who seem to be able to

function v¡ithout having their policy speJ-Ied out before them

seem to be cognizant of what our policy is. Our employees

don't demand such a document, so it really hasn't become a

necess ity. f think that' s probably why there i sn' t one.

not written
else?

I: Ok. Do there exist policies then,

down either in the form of minutes or

R: I would be very'surprised if one could find an

example of such a thing because our whole attitude towards

policy is born by the one thought that we have created

policy at our meetings through our motions, after giving

something a lot of thought after perhaps learning the hard

r.ray through experience or perhaps, in anticipation we wiIl

set a policy Do, I don't think there's any unwritten

policy I don't think so. it would have to be shown to me

perhaps I'm wrong.

that are

anyth ing
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I: Ok, as an example, in hiring practices some

boards wiIl for instance, ilâintain the practice of giving
preference to local teacher applicants as opposed to the

general public. There may be nothing written in the policy
manual, or indeed in a motion. By common practice this is a

policy that's in effect. Woul-d you say that those kinds of

pol ic ies might exi st?

R: Not in actuality - in our division pertaining

to hiring - although you're only giving me an example - but

I ' II ansr{er you that in our divi sion, by mot ion, we place

the hiring of peopJ-e in the hands of our superintendent and

it remains there. In fact, he would be quite upset if Ì.¡e

were to interfere with hiring. However, you do jog my

memory by mentioning this and there is one area, pêrhaps

for instance - in our division there are many litt,Ie schools

small schools. Yes, vre have an unwritten policy. Nowhere

in our books would you find it written that e¡e will keep

small schools open, and yet it is our policy to do so. So

perhaps you're right. Every division has an unÌ¡ritten
policy on some matter. Because we feel that by closing the

small schools we would save a littLe money but we would do

harm to the communities because vre feel that the communities

would like to keep their small schools - we have made no

attempts to close them - there are no plans to close them.

However, because of the socio-economic thing it's a touchy

subject. Even putting policy in a manual about such matter
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writing it
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wouldn't affect a decision later on - if
of personnel on the board, they would

So, would one call something like that

one call something like that - it's very

it's
not

what is the advantage then

down?

R: The obvious advantage is not to upset - say

someone in a larger centre would know that it v¡as our board

policy to do so - and of course we wouldn't hide it from

them - it might still upset someone who thought that we

should be saving that tax dollar and maybe doing something

that would enhance his larger centre. No, that could be the

only advantage, and of course you can't hide things from the

publ ic.

I: Àre

unwritten policy?

there any disadvantages to having

along and

You could

R: Well, only that

say "Why didn't you

be criticized for it.

I suppose someone could come

have a policy on the matter?n

I: Who makes school division policy?

from my viewpoint, I guess a very simple

board.ansh'er would

WelI

be the
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I: Do Lhey do this in isolalion?

R: By no means, no. I,lith, indeed, very often the

recommendation of the senior administration, the principals,

the public But primarily, yês, through their own initi-

ative because it is their function and therefore they are

thinking about it and conscious of it, where others aren't.
But I don't think we do it in isolation. I don't think so.

I: The input that you talk
dent, principals, public - how much

various groups have in the policymaking

about of superinten-

input should these

process?

R: WeII here, I hesitate to answer you in one way

because the public in this division is al-most not involved

at all with the school- affairs - not because, I donrt think,
not because they are totally happy with everything, but they

are very pleased with the school division. Now obviously,

if there's trouble, then people are involved immediately.

So, any attempt we have made to involve the people such as

when I became elected I promised to go through my ward and

hold a yearly meeting concerning school affairs - I kept my

promise for three or four years - there'd be one person

who'd actually come to the meeting - or no-one, oE two or

three people. I h'as going to a lot of trouble and there vras

no gain in it. We do not do the things that some school

divisions do holding public rneetings. I think the reason

is the public doesn't feel the necessity for it. I think if
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we did those things it would be something that would not be

the public would not take advantage Lhe only times the

public would take advantage of such a situation is if for

instance, a teacher leaving school, a school closing,

something that upsets the public. So, in this way it's a

roundabout ansv¡er - but in this vray the public has had very

little input in policymaking except for areas where they

have complained about something vre've gotten into - say

corporal punishment or something that it doesn't matter -
we may have complaints and it may change our thinking on a

matter. But that is not common, Iet me put iÈ that way.

Policymaking is more done through teachers, principals,
primarily the superintendent, and the board.

I: Ok. How much input should these other groups

have ?

R: WeIl, ffiy view on teachers is slanted I guess,

because of my battles with them over the negotiating table.

They are a self-interest group amongst those that are very

vocal. And then, it becomes difficult for me to sort out

what is genuine

system and how to improve it amongst them, and what is
genuine, worry about improving their own interests. There

are many many teachers in our division who do a tremendous

amount for our kids and volunteer their services and - they

have my undying appreciation because they well my own
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children have had benefits from thaL sort of individual. I

don't think our teachers have, in our division taken part in
policymaking - minimum much more do the principals do so,

and the superintendent.

I: Do you feel that there should be a diminishing

scale then - is that what I'm hearing that the superinten-

dent should have a Iot, the principals a bit less input, the

teachers less than that and the public - very little?

R: I haven't

littIe. I'm saying

wanted it.

reaIIy said the

the public could

should have

Iot more i f

publ ic

have avery

they

I : Oh, ok.

R: I think that I am the pubJ.ic as a trustee, and

I don't particularly like being set apart from the public.
In other words, in some of the situations you've had in, for
instance AAAAÀAAAAÀ and the teachers in the past year or two

you have the public over here, the teachers over here, and

the board over here. To me, the board and the public are in
essence one. I haven't heard thaÈ philosophy expounded very

much, and I don't know vrhy - because af ter aII vle are the

representative of... So yês, I think the public should be a

part of policymaking. The teachers, if they srere differenL,
could be more a part of it - and it's a fact that the self-
interest people are in a minority - are very vocal that make
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trustee in the
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boards because boards have to be ever on guard

their local- autonomy and this is another area

I f v¡e're not, the teachers would in essence

WeIl then, what's the role of the individual
pol icymaking process?

R: WeII in our division, the areas are very

diverse and the role of the individual trustee's first and

foremost to think of things in his ward that need policy-

making and then come to the board leveL and help the other

eight people to make proper decisions on the policymaking

that will stand for good policy and will, indeed, serve in

the future. So it's a corporate thing really and the indi-
vidual in policymaking is - welI this will depend of course

on the trustees. Some are more outgoing and more vocal and

things, but I would think all should first be thinking of

their own ward, but not in a selfish manner. In other

words, I am a trustee of XXXXXXXXXX Schoot Division and not

of Ward 3. I think it's a corporate thing.

I: Ok, so you're sayÏng that the

is somewhat diminished over the whole board

what you're saying?

individual
role i s

role

that

R: Yes. Having functioned in a board where there

satelliteswere three very strong people who virtually had
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to them when they first came on the board - we had this sort

of situation something like that can't work. In other

words, you have to function Like a board - very much so. If
you've tried the other vray it simply doesn't work.

I: Can you give me an example of a policy

by inpul from various groups that you

that' s

tal kedbeen made

about ?

R: Somet ime ago r+hen I was f i rst a trustee, wê

had some discipline problems on buses and we brought aII the

parents of the children from each bus load, plus the driver
into a meeting. From there, wê formed a transportation
committee of the board alone. Using some of the thoughts

that we'd gleaned f rom those meetings r+'e put together a

transportation policy this is a written policy by the way

- that policy has become quite valuable. I think a lot of

it had input from - as I say the parents, the drivers, and I

shouldn't leave out the principals and some teachers - so

this is a sample of where we did make policy using the whole

spectrum of our pecipte.

I: Ok. Has your view of who makes policy has

Lhat changed over time?

R: WeII, âs I said before,

firmly believe that the board must be

maker, but it has evolved in a learning

it that v¡ay.

it'sevolved-Ido
the ultimate policy-
process - let me put
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convinced now that the board is the ultimate
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are you more

policymaker or

R: Well let's say that the first day that L_

walked into a school division office as a brand new trustee,

he didn't even understand that a school trustee made policy.

i think that he saw a school trustee as rnuch more of an

administrator. L_ wanted to Ìearn about the curriculum.

He wanted to get right into helping to run the schools. He

had to learn that that wasn't his role.

I

makes policy

making?

Does

affect
the

the

viewpoint that you hold about who

way in which you approach policy-

R: Oh I certainly think so. I am troubled by the

paradox, âs I said, of being a public representative

supposedly being knowledgeable of a system, and yet having

to stay back from that system to a degree, oF else causing

problems. Ànd , íf you look somewhere for the role of a

trustee being set down somewhere in black and white, I don't

think you'I} f ind it. I think that that rnakes it most

dif f icult f or new people - that's why Roy l{hite holds the

seminars for new trustees and helps people who are recently

in office, to become acclimatized. That's an ongoing thing

- something you have to learn.
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you approach

policy - how

of

of

R:

policy and

the things

it simply means that I'm

policy, and I think that

focus on as trustees.

very consclous

it's maybe one

I: You sort of set out to do it then?

R: Yeah. I think that's a very good way of

describing it.

are the

through

I: How are policies made?

procedures, or processes or

in the making of a poJ-icy?

By that I mean what

steps that are gone

R: I don't think it's highly structured and yet

it isn't totally spontaneous either. For insÈance, in

transportation or in custodial matters vre have committees

who wiIl recommend policies to the board, and very often

certain situations or experiences show us a need for deci-
sion making. So, I woul-d say policymaking is often done

after t,he fact, although not always, and I woutd say that
to generalize on this would be very difticult. It's a broad

thing to ...

I: What's the starting point of making

â

a poI icy?



R: Ok - the starting Point of

be two things - first either something

create a need for policy, oF something

that wouLd create a need for policy. I

the two things that come to my mind.
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making policy would

happening that would

that you're planning

guess those would be

I: And once you've identified this need what

happens?

R: Once you identify a need, I think that it will

be discussed around the board table - it may initiate the

superintendent or some of your people looking further into

the matter - you may initiate a committee to study it as our

transportation committee does or you may immediately make

poticy if it seems to be something that you don't have to

look at very long to make a decision on. It's interesting

that our board very seldom rescinds a motion or changes

their policy over the last few years. And when I first got

on the board, w€ v¡ere doing that sort of thing. So we've

Iearned not to be hasty in policymaking. But I guess the

first step is to identify

I: You said when you were describing you know,

you identify, you discuss it, you have a committee or you

might make a decision this notion of making a decision

about policy what are you deciding between? When you say

that you make a decision about policy you're deciding, I

gather, between different options or
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R: WeIl of course, yês, but rea11y what you're

doing is setting out something for your people to work with.
In most instances, for something for you yourself to work

with in some instances. I think that it's very difficurt to
answer that question.

I: t^Ihat kinds of things inf luence how policy is
made ?

R: tlell of course, h¡e're political animals to a

degree. There's the poritical influence - and when I say

por i t ical , I don' t mean por it ics we do not concern

ourseLves with party poritics. I don't know what the pori-
tics are of most of the people on our board - thank God! we

are away from that. But, to a minute degree political
thinking occurs - in other words, you don't want to do

things that ruffre the pubric's feathers - that,s i think
human. once in a whire you have to have the courage to say

though, "This is something, even if it's going to be unpo-

purar, that vre must do." That's one thing that infruences
policy. Having respect and understanding for the needs of
your employees influences poricy that's another thing that
comes to mind. But certainry, the primary thing that comes

to mind is why we're all there never lose sight of it -
is for the students. Most of the things vre do in poricy-
making are towards the students their needs infruence
policymaking.
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I: Àre there things that influence the process

though?

R: I've more or less described to you what our

poricymaking process is. Ànd, external influences are

rather minor - as you gathered - because there is very

littre public input - not too much from the teachers - so I
would say that influences are not of a major nature.

I: How do you know when a policy has to be made

or revised?

R: WeIl of course, if a policy isn,t working, it
needs to be revised. It's as plain and simple as that. If
sornething is making your people unhappy or the public
unhappy or causing the students problems or - it's not

dealing with a situation, then it has to be revised. I
guess what I'm rearry saying to you is that situations
create policy. I don't know if that's a good way to have it
or not, but that's how our division seems to work.

I ! How have you arrived at these conclusions

about the policymaking process?

R: Certainly it wasn't something I learned from a

book it's something that experience has taught me.

Whether f'm right or wrong, I have no way of knowing.

Perhaps tve're doing everything wrong, but as f ar as that
goes, it's working. bf,ut to me is a consideration. If the
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public is happy with your system, and if, when your system

is evaluated, by external evaluation and it appears to be a

good system, then your policies and your thinking should

have been reasonably sound. we haven't got into the fiscal
areas at alr - f inanciar area at all of course poricies in

these areas are critical to the economic hearrh of the area

- that's another natter totally viewed. But, cêrtainly
policymaking in this area is critical - in budgeting.

I: Ok, you've described to me in some detail how

policy is made and the way that you see policy being made is
being situational - is one thing that you've described and

the kind of processes that you go through knowing those

things about policy, does that effect how you approach poli-
cyma k i ng?

R: I think so. RealJ-y you' re f ocusing on some-

thing that I haven't thought of very much. This is some-

thing that v¡e did and not something that I was reall-y

analytical about to any great extent.

I: When you say it affects your approach,

aim for specific outcomes do you go in there with
of preconceived idea of what you want to do

do you

a sort

I'm

run

much

R: I guess basically, I'm a perfectionist and

never satisfied. Ànd I guess the main objective is to
as good a school division as well as we can to get as
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out of our system as we can and yet spend very economically

because we are in a lowly assessed area - we have to balance

that - it's very difficuLt to balance that and we have to

keep a system where we can bring in good teachers. I guess

that' s what I really care about. I 'm very proud of

XXXXXXXXXX School Division.

I: What are the attributes or elements of a good

policy in your mind?

R: Well of course, if you set up a good policy

and it works and there's no more problems with it - it

solves a problem then that's good policy. In transportation

- just to give you an example there's no end to making

policy that never seems to quite fit because it's such a

diversity and I think, at our board IeveI, there's more

problems rehashing or attempting to define, or really

spending more time around that table on transportation

matters than anything else. Ànd I think that that's not

caused so much by human weakness - although maybe to a

degree - as it is by the diverse aspects of it.

I: So are you saying that one eLement of a good

policy would be it's inclusivity how all-inclusive and

all-encompassing it is?

R: WeIl yês, of course. It has to, if it can,

reach out and touch al1 aspects of the subject. If it
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doesn't, a situation is going to arise where there is no

policy. Ànd then of course people have to make a decision
depending on you seeing if it v¡as the right one and setting
up something for them to be guided by at another time. Yes,

I think good policy would be al-1-encompassing if possible.

¿.

about what's a

Any other kinds of Èhings that come to mind

good poJ. icy?

R: Well certainly a good policy shouldn't create

inegualities amongst students or amongst your staff. In

fact, it should be something that can be administered by

your people without dif f iculty. In other words, if you set

up a policy that doesn't make sense or is unworkable, you've

put a terrible burden on the people w.ho are your employees

and who are using that policy. Those two things come to
mind.

I: So fairness and clarity then?

R: Yes

I: Maybe

tutes a bad policy or

could teII me what you feel consti-
weak policy?

examples of those. Certainly we've

simply was ill-conceived and often

learning process for any board. I

bound to do that - everyone's bound

you

a

R: We've had

set up a policy that
hast i Iy done. That' s a

think being human we're
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to do that - I 'm sure every board does that - sets up a

policy that they regret. I would like to think that that

hasn't happened to us but it sure has. What constitutes it?

I: Yeah, what are the characteristics ...

R: Well simply that when one went to apply the

poticy it did exactly what we mentioned a moment ago - it

bothered people or it made them angry - it was perhaps

obtuse the administration couldn't real1y understand what

we wanted it had to become something we had to re-define.

That would be bad policy.

I: Ok. How have you arrived at these conclusions

about what constitutes good and bad policy?

R: One word - experience.

I: You've seen it in action?

R: Yeah.

I: Does your view

policy and bad policy does

r{ay you approach policymaking?

about the attributes of good

again, affect thethat view,

R: Yes, because having had experienced bad policy

- it makes you tread a 1íttle nore carefully about setting
policy and you learn to take a little time to look at all

aspects. So, I think in that way you have learned, and that

does affect your attitude. I can't think of any other way.
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I: How do you evaluate policy?

R: Itrs something extremely necessary in the

school division. Actuarry, there's no system devised by man

that is without some guiderines or rures. That,s exactry
what poJ-icy is for a schoor system. without that you have

chaos. I don't care what syslern you have, you have to have

some sort of rules - there is even rules to nature

unwritten rul-es you can't wark outside in your shirt-
sleeves and walk for ten mi les i f i t' s thi rty below

there's rules to everything. That's my... so, I don't want

to say that vre have to be set up in a rigid, all-
encompassing, guided v¡ay of 1i f e, but i f v¡e don' t have rures
and obey them, then we're the losers.

I: Ok.

bad policy

talked about what's

do you tell i f your

good policy and

policy is good

You

howwhat' s

or bad?

R: I think maybe - there's no v¡ay you can tell if
policy is good or bad untit it gets out into the fieLd, so

to speak - and then the reactions you get wirl answer your

question so that most of the time when you've made poricy
- I guess maybe that's one thing that $re don't do and shourd

do - talking to you really brings that into my mind - vre

don't evaruate what a policy has done after we make it - we

make it, and if it seems to succeed, wê let it go there. so

that maybe you could criticize our board and rearly it's
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just coming to me as lre sit here talking, that we don't take

a second look at something if it's working weIl. So, you

know, perhaps sometimes we miss a bet by not doing that. i
don't know. And that might be happening because v¡e have

enough other things to do without doing that.

I: You don't need to go looking for trouble eh?

R: Yeah.

I: I wonder if you can think

how you

of an example of a

de f i ne good poJ. icygood policy that reaIly fulfitls
and maybe contrast it with a bad pol icy?

R: I don't think I have any problem with picking
out a policy for you that's really unusual for a school

division. we have a great problem in this division with
children wanting to go to one town when they rive closer to
another. In other words, the smaller schoors must depend on

these children to stay viable. So, w€ had to set up a
policy that really affected people's lives and v¡as very

di f f icult - very very di f f icult . And what r¡e did was zone

the areas - and here you get this regimentation that I hate

- and yet we made it flexibre enough so that you could have

a choice perhaps, to go to one or two schools out of a

particular zone. We set a policy on t,his. And it worked -
in a situation where there was arl kinds of situations for
trouble the potential for troubre was there and since
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we've set up the policy we've had very litt1e - although

there's always someone questioning, more or l-ess, to find

out what the policy is. Here v¡e come back to not knowing

our policy totally. So that our policy in this area did

solve a problem, and yet it was an area that seemed to be

something that you couldn't find a solution to. It did at

least make it r+orkab1e. Did I make that plain?

I: Yeah, what about a bad policy?

R: I simply can't find an example that

really telÌ you about that comes to my mind right now.

I can

I: Have you had any

trustee that have shaped your

policy and policymaking?

particular experiences as a

own personal views about

R: I think so. To give you an example, when I

first came into the division - and this will give you

perhaps an example of how I functioned in a way that I

shouldn't have there vras only half a day kindergarten.

Being half days meant that there v¡ere children who couldn't
go to kindergarten because some of them lived thirty or

forty miles away, and it vras impossible for the division to

return them at noon. The only alternative was one that was

not really practical in many educators' viewpoint r¡as to

have atl duy, every other day kindergarten. I tried to

change the thinking of the board when I came as a new
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trustee so I did follow the proper roLe. When it wouldn't

work, I marshalled the public from all over the division and

brought in people who wanted it changed and brought them

without even having it placed on the agenda, to a board

meeting. In that way the policy was changed on the matter -
we created policy through my efforts but I did not func-

tion as a trustee - I functioned as an adversary almost.

Now, I would never think of doing anything Iike that.

I: So your own experience and your own work has

and. . .influenced your thinking about policy

R: That's right.

I: You wouldn't want somebody to do that to you.

R: No r{ay

did what i did.

I woul-d be quile upset novr if someone

I: This research that I'm doing is concerned with

how trustees think about policy and policymaking. I feel

that the ways trustees think about policy and policymaking

how it's made that may well be influential in determining

the kinds of policy statements that come out of their delib-
erations. It might influence the complexion of the policy
statements. How do you feel about that?

R: Yes, I guess you're right. I think so. Yes.
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I ¡ Do you think that this kind of research is
valuable?

R: ÀII research is valuable. I'm sure that
you'l)- be writing a paper on this matter and in fact I'd be

interested in reading it. Anything is valuable that makes

you search your inner mind, so to speak, and as you noticed

whi Ie r.re spoke here, I even thought of one thing that
perhaps we as a division weren't doing - that we should be

taking another look at our successful policies and not be

too satisfied if they're working. Yes, research of any sort
is valuable. The trouble with a paper like the one you're

probably going to r+rite is that it's probabJ-y going to be

heavy and hard to read, and if one doesn't really sit down

and make one's self concentrate on it, it will be too easy

to put it aside. Many valuable works, I find, and I read

reasonably well, I find that if reading is laborious, one is
liable because you've got many things on your mind - to
put it aside. This is my great problem

T: Do

thi s

that I

you feel that the questions

interview are suitable for

'm looking to gather?

that you've

the kind ofanswered in

information

perhaps

Perhaps

about.

R: I have no vray of

I've failed you in some

our sysLem is not one that
I would - if I analyze you

knowing. I think that
vrays in thi s interview.
you realIy wanted to hear

properly you would feel
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in our policymaking.
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teachers and the public enough

I: No, actually, what I want to find out is how

trustees think about policy and poJ.icymaking - just gener-

ally - and that's all f'm after - not to make a judgement.

So do you think that the questions that I've asked will help

me to get an understanding of how you think about policy and

policymaking?

R: I think so.

littIe bit this morning.

You've seen inside of my head a

you feel
study is
making

I: Is there anything that you'd like to add that

is important to the study - remembering that the

about how trustees think about policy and policy-

and that I haven't covered in these questions?

R: WelI Do, I think that I can say what I said a

moment ago in that policymaking in financial areas is so

very difficult and - the dollar is really all vre talk about

as a school board and perhaps that's wrong. If you follow
what I'm saying we set policy continually and we're influ-
enced by the money þre may get and how we may spend it, and

the restrictions that we function under. And, wê don't get

into curricular matters and looking at that part and yes

we're laymen, but maybe our professional people should be

sharing with us some of the things that are happening in
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this area. I think it's only time that prevents us. It's
not that they wouldn't. But if we weren't worrying about

putting a toilet in some school or fixing a roof or where

the dollars were coming from - maybe we could peruse the

things that are perhaps of greater importance in many rr'ays

than we really - at our board leve1 - and I don't think that

this is happening to school- boards - t rom ny conversations

with my colleagues at MÀST - we don't have any input almost

into the curricular aspects of our division. So, I guess in

this area, I don't think that policy is really something

that - in our division - is satisfactory.

I: I want to thank you very much for giving me

the time for this interview.

R: My pleasure.
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TRÀNSCRIPT # 6

I: Ok, the first question that I have is - in

your ov¡n words and in your own mind, what is policy?

R: Policy is a guideline - it's a tool it's the

method by which you can effectively run either an organiza-

tion or a school board. It's used, I think, in its proper

sense, âs a guideline. I don't think that you can say that

a policy is - this is it - we're not going to deviate from

it - because it's changeable - it gives the board some good

direction if they foIlow it and it also is flexible in that

it can be changed by the board whenever it becomes obsolete

or whenever circumstances change so that it warrants a

change in policy.

I: Can

to be

you maybe give me some

a policy?

examples of what

you consider

R: Oh, well we'II do one for trustees policy

with regards to travel expenses and if you go to a conven-

tion and what happens when you go to a convention - who gets

to go what kind of monetary remuneration do they get - and

when, you know. That's one example, so our board policy

happens to be that if there's conventions during the year,
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four trustees get to go. There's a policy that rists the
trustees in order of priority, and it spells out so many

dorlars for transportation - it spelrs out how many dorrars
per day you get for meals - it spells out how many dorlars
can be spent on laundry and that's basicalty what you get

so that you know that if you decide to go to a convention
that you have that x amount of dolrars that is going to be

provided and that if you want to take your wife arong and

that sort of thing, that's alr extra, so you can budget for
that. Now, in r974, when I first went to a convention, the
dol-Iars were different and over the years, because of rising
costs and that sort of thing, the board were able to change

the remuneration offered to go to conventions. They arso
changed the priority list - in an election year the new

trustees are moved to the top of the rist automaticarry so

that they have first opportunity to take in whatever conven-

tion they want. That's kind of an exarnpre of how it wourd

work for trustees. Ànother example would be in the matter
of personal leave - bereavement reave - that sort of thing
reave for educational purposes as far as the teachers are
concerned it spells out how many days they 9et, what the
rine of communication is in order to reguest the time off.
If it's granted, wirr it be at a per díem rate or wilr it be

at a substitute rate or will it be gratis? so, that gives a

clear definition to Lhe teachers and to the principars and

to the superintendent's department - how that particurar
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procedure works - and the teachers know up front whether

they're going to have to pay a furt day's salary to take the

leave, oF rçhether they're going Lo have to pay a substitute
rate or whether they'11 be given it gratis. And they know

it helps - you may not particurarly tike the poricy or the

way it's written at this particular time but, a good argu-
ment to the board coul-d change it. I f the board's rearistic
about their approach to it - any particurar situation that's
in policy - I think that they could change it.

I: How is policy different from goals or objec-
tives or desi res?

R: WeLI I think goals and objectives are we did
a goars and objectives study some three to five years ago

a goars and objectives study is rike - where are you now and

where do you want to be next year - two years - five years

down the line. whereas a policy is a guiderine f.or what's

happening now. i think that's the basic difference. Goars

and objectives are things that you strive to achieve whereas

policy is a guideline for what's already there in my

perspect ive.

Ii Ok, so you're saying that policies are pretty
immediate then?

R: Yeah, policies are

guidelines under which you operate

tives are what you want to achieve

my perspective the

goals and objec-

future.

f rom

nov¡

in the
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tives, desires

Is there a relationship
and policies?
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between goaIs, objec-

R: Yeah, there is. policy can be a basic state-
ment - something along the lines of "The school board wants

to obtain the best form of education that it can for its
students." By doing this, they wirl set out certain goars

and objectives over the next period of time - but it's a

more broader statement than that step.

I! Ok, you said earLier that it's a tool or a

guide - r'm just wondering - is there some difficurty then,
when it's such a broad statement, for it to be an effective
tool or an effective guide?

R: It can be, but mostly policy is very specific
and deals with a certain area of the operation of the school

division. I can maybe give you an example of what here's
an energy conservation program - and here's the statement:

"The board of trustees encourages and supports an energy

conservation and education program designed to substantially
lower the consumption of erectricity, natural gas, heating
oi1, gasoline and water, and which witr develop an under-
standing of the importance of conservation for arl natural
resources.n Now that's a fairly broad statement. Everybody

wants to be energy conscious - especially in these times of
high cost. It goes on to say: f'It wirr be the responsi-
bitity of each employee and student to activery participate
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in the energy conservation program as outlined in the regu-

Iation. With the co-operation of all concerned, the school

division wiIl be able to develop and maintain programs for
the short and long term benefit of students in the school

division." So there I think, that kind of ties in the goals

and objectives thought of the school division and that is
that we want to keep our costs down as far as energy are

concerned, and yet it's still a broad enough statement to

say that everybody in the division is responsible for trying
to maintain that kind of conservation - "...and it is
expected that aIt employees will- share the responsibitity
for the implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of the

energy conservation program, and that recommendations for
the improvement of the program will be submitted to the

appropriate member of the senior adrninistrative staff." Now

that's the policy adopted in 1979 October 1979. It has a

reguration which sets out the responsibilities of the custo-
dial people during the heating season, during the cooling
season, and in general. It deals specifically with keeping

the hot water tank temperatures at a certain temperaturei

lowering thermostats; and that sort of thing. It also sets

out the supervisor of maintenance to check righting revers

and to see that those revers are rnaintained so that it's
comfortable for people to work, but at the same time try to
keep a level that will reduce our consumption. A1so, it
gives the principars and the teaching staff some guidelines
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as to turning off erectricar appriances and fluorescent
lights and what they should so it gives specific auide-
lines as to what happens under Lhat energy conservation
program under a regulation, but Lhe po)-icy itself is basi-
calÌy a broader statement of what the school division's
goals are on it.

I: Do you consider that policy statement - the

very first paragraph that you read - you know, the very
general statement - that standing by itself, without the

further appendages and regul-ations - would that be a policy,
or are you looking at the whole thing in total, incruding

the rather more specific things that come under your regula-

tion?

R: WeIl, it's a specific it would be a specific
poJ-icy on its own. But, without the regulation it wouldn't
rearly have too much bite or too much - too many teeth in
it. It's níce to be able to say "Gee, I,d 1ike to save a
Iot of money on energy conservation." But, unless you have

the regulations and the guidelines that you specificarly set

out, you really don't have too much to go by. you can go

back in future years - ne could go back and say "we have

this policy, is it working for us? Maybe we've got too much

policy in this handbook. Maybe energy conservation should

be one of the ones that we're throwing out, or maybe it's
one of the ones that we're doing extremery well, and we'rL
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or major modi f icat ions. " You

policy of the school division.
r+oul-d be effective without the

mlnor

rs a

itBut, I don't think that

regui.aLion.

I: Has your view of the nature of policy changed

since you first became a trustee?

R: No. Ì^Ihen I first became a trustee, this
policy handbook was just being deveJ-oped basically. They

had it, but it wasn't fully developed. The board at that
time took the approach that in order to have a good board,

and in order to be efficient, it was necessary to have this
policy handbook. And with it, you always have to be a

little careful. I've always thought that some things are

better left not written down. They should be said, but they

don't necessarily have to be policy - because you can get

mired down in policy. It's nice to say "Oh put it down in

the policy handbook." But I think policy should be on the

whole - again I go back to the "guidelines" of what you run

your division by - and we've done that and been very

successful with it. We've also found that if you don't use

your policy handbook - if you deviate from what's in here

and I think that that's maybe because we have good policy
that sometimes you get yourself in trouble that if you get

back to your policy if you're not too far stretched out

if you can get back to your policy, 9et back in line that
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you find that your situation is taken care of and you get

back into rogical perspective from your policy, and it works

- it works werl. Ever since I've been on the board it's
been there, and I agree with it. I think it's good.

I: Ok, does your view of the nature of policy
affect your own approach to policy?

R: I guess it wou1d. you know, if you believe in
it, I guess you have to - you agree with it. I think
because r agree with it and because I think it's good for
the division, then you strive, when policy comes down, to
make it the best possible poricy for the division so that
everybody benefits by it not just the trustees, but the

whore division and I'd have to say that yeah, basically
that's how r feer on that, and my decisions are based on

that.

I: I think you've

already to a certain extent

policy is necessary?

answered

that i s,

next question

you think that

thi s

do

R! Oh I t.hink it' s very necessary. Àgain, I ' II
qualify that with sometimes some of it shourdn't be in the
policy handbook. It shourd be either in a legat contract or
it should be not written in at arr because you can get mired

down. Àgain, it's - I don't know how any schooÌ division
operates without good effective policy.
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I: Are there - carrying it one step further I'm
jumping to a different question - you said a policy is
necessary and yet some policies should not be written down.

I take it from that that there are poricies that exist that
are not written down.

R: WeII, if they're not written down, they're not

policy. r don't know - the poricy gives you the consistency

that's needed to run an operation, but sometimes you just
have to make a decision and that decision is made by the

superintendent or the board or the principals or whoevêr.

That's maybe good in itself - as opposed to having it
written down in policy - and I can't right off the top of my

head think of a specific example, but some things are better
Ieft...

I : I hear you saying that i f it's not written
down, it's not (at least technically or legafly) policy.
I'm wondering - is there such a thing as 'de facto' policy
by virtue of how you view somet,hing. For instance, are

there some common practices usually agreed upon by the

board who say nThis is how we do things, and we don't have

it written down, but everybody knows that this is how we

should do it."

one or two

the top of

R: Not particularly in this board. There may be

things, but as I say, I can't think of them off
my head right novr. Ok, as an example, when it
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comes to hiring practices f or a t,eacher or f or a custodian,
maintenance type person, the generar rure of thumb is that
the superintendent's department and the principars Look

after hiring the teachers - the secretary-treasurer looks

after the maintenance peopre. The board doesn't get

involved with the particular interview situation with the

teacher. They l-et the principar and the superintendent's
department do that because they're the chief educators of

the division. Now, w€ could have a poJ-icy that says that
this is the way it is going to be, but lre don't particurarry
- we say "when it come to management personner, the board

through committee wilr sit and interview the candidate arong

with the superintendent's department and or the secretary-
treasurer." But, h'e don't have a poricy that says that.
IL's just something that happens. If that's a kind of
example that you're looking for, yeah, that's maybe some-

thing that's the rule of thurnb rather than policy.

I:
i s, I assume ,

to it...

advantage

you're not

of not having

bound to it
it written down

you're not stuck

The

that

R: No, and

part in that interview,
that particular point in
to their discretion.

any board member who wants

he's more than welcome to
time - but, you know lre

to take

do so

leave

IN

it
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I asked you earlier if you thought policy vras

you sa id that you f elt' i t vras very necessary.

me some reason as to why it is so necessary,

or not your opinion has changed over time in

R: Ok. I don't think that my opinion has changed

at arr. I think it's necessary because I think that a

schoor division has to have guiderines under which it oper-
ates, and those guidelines have to be consistent. you can't
give one person one thing and another person another thing
for basically the same request. if you do that then you

have chaos you have jealousy - you have nit-picking - you

have row morare - your executive peopre not knowing where

they stand - you have your middre rnanagement people not
knowing where they stand you have favoritism - you have

all sorts of things that are negative happening. Ànd, I
think that with good effective poricy arthough everybody

might not necessarily agree with the policy it's consis-
tent and it gives you that consistency which gives you an

effective organization. It gives you the guiderines and

everybody knows where they stand, and everybody is treated
more or less the same. Ànd tike I said, it's not perfect
but it's better than having an out of the air decision made

for everything that comes along.
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does

that affect

R: Yes. I think when we have a policy brought
before the board through committee, it's discussed at board

l-eveI - the ramifications of why the poricy is being changed

or put in are discussed - and everybody has an input as to
whether or not that policy is good or whether it should go

back to committee with a view of change based on the deci-
sion of the board at that particurar time and its perspec-

tive of that particular situation. so, r think that when r

rook at poricy, that's basically the way I rook at it.
what's it for? rs it good for the division, and are we

covering all the bases? Are v¡e covering arl the aspects of
it? sometimes you think that there's a rot of pressure and

a lot of - not too much time to get this policy into place,
but usuarly when you back off and have a rook at it and put
in the modifications and maybe send it back to committee for
re-examination, you come back with better stronger policy
that doesn't need to be changed once a year or every six
months whatever. It's a good solid poricy that wilr stand
the test of time. That's basicalry the way I look at it. r

rook at it too from a point of view that I just mentioned
previousry thaL it's a good administrative toor because of
its consistency, and it's just good business.
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howI! Ok. If poJ.icy

should it be organized?

R: With respect to who it concerns or with
respect to the actual writing of the policy? Like I don't
quite understand what you're getting at.

I

manual, or

motions. . .

We11,

that it
are you advocating

be in the form of

there be a

mrnutes or

that

board

R: Oh. All our policy - once the policy is
adopted or is written goes to board and then is passed at

board. Ànd then it is placed - v¡e have a manual - every

school in the division has a copy of the manual - every

school trustee has a copy of the manual and the policies are

entered into the manuar under the headings that the poricy
would more than likely follow. They'11 be a policy in the

policy manual - we have five or six different headings - we

have an introduction that tells you where you can find
certain policies. It gives you the basic terminology and it
tells you where to find it. So that if you're looking for
an administrative Iine of communication if a parent say

phoned and I wasn't sure of how to deat with that, I could

go to the policy handbook look up under "administration
line of communicationn and advise the person that this is
the way that they wourd proceed with whatever compraint they

particularly had. Again, when I tal-ked about structure
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earrier, and about consistency, I guess the handbook folrows
that in that it gives you the various structures that we

have within the division it gives you the various areas

that are covered for teachers and for administration for
hiring policies and all that sort of thing, and that's the

way that h'e set it up. r think it's effective. I'm looking
here now and we have a forward to our poricy handbook and

the basic statement is that: "written policies contribute to
the improvement of the educationar program by providing
crear statements of policies and regulations. rt is the

purpose of this manual to present these poticies in a form

convenient for reference, in order to give trustees, admin-

istrators, staff, teachers students and the general pubric a

better understanding of our educationar purpose and approved

procedures for the operation of our schools. tvritten poli-
cies tend to promote stability and consistency in the opera-

tion of our schools, and contribute to the improvement of
the educational program. written policies do not relieve
the trustees of any of their responsibirities. They free
them from repetitious detairs and provide more time for
planning policymaking and evaluation. written policies make

for efficiency in operation and free teachers, principals
and administrative staff for a maximum of effort in pranning

and teaching. These policies are subject to continuous

evaluation and after study, to revision." That statement

crearry defines how this schoor division operates, and how I
think that's the way policy should be.
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I: Ok. Who makes school dívision policy?

R: Board.

I: Board?

R: Yeah. It's done through committee structure.
It's done through conversation with the administrative staff
- with the principals - with the teachers - not so much the

general public because the general pubtic doesn't rea1ly get

into how the school runs. But, when a policy is drafted

ít's drafted in committee, it's studied in committee and

then it's presented to the board for them to study and have

a look at. Ànd it can either be ratified or sent back to

committee with certain changes to be made, and then it's
broughd back to the board and passed at a board meeting.

Then it goes into the policy handbook.

I: You said that you

with principals, administrators,

should these kinds of individuals

did this by conversation

teachers - how much input

have in policymaking?

R: I think they should have a fair bit of input

because I think it concerns the working of the school divi-
sion. The teachers have a meeting with their principal in

the schooLs and their ideas come forth from that to the

principaì-s' council which meets - I think it's every second

}Íednesday the principals meet with the superintendent's

department and they express any concerns while they're there
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or any ideas that are there - and if there's a policy or a

change needed or if there's one that needs to be adopted,

Lhe recommendation comes from that by the superintendent to

the board committee. Then the board committee looks at it
like I say, if they need more answers they study it if
they need more answers they send it back - it coutd come

from the administrative leveI itself or it could come from

the board itself. It could certainly come from anyone in

the division. But, everyone that it concerns has a say in
how - in what they think is their idea of what effective
policy in that area would be.

Could you give me an example of policy that
from the input of various people like this?has been made

R: We have a teaching centre in the basement of

the school division office. The general idea of that centre

was that it would be there for the teachers to have a

central source of information for films and for different
books and for overhead projectors and that sort of thing.
Because each school doesn't have one in it - you get chasing

yourself around looking for them and trying to organize your

time and that's inefficient. So, it was thought that
perhaps it would be better to have a central place. So, the

teachers sat down and said "Listen, if we could have this
central place, w€ could do this with it." So the board said

"Sounds like a terrific idea. Let's work out something that
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v¡e can all live with and we'Il set up a policy as to a

general restriction as to what the effect of the centre

should be - what the reason for it should be - and then

we'Il" set up some regulations tied into that general policy

as to how it should operate and how it should be done."

And, we did that. Itts very effective - very well used and

the teachers had the input into the organization of it. As

a rnatter of fact, it was the teachers who set up the general

layout of it because they were the ones that were going to

use it, and the board paid the cost of it - a lot of the

cost of it - and it's very effective. All of the teachers

in the division are able to use it. They know where the

f i Ims are - they know what' s catalogued in there. I t' s

almost like a central library but they call it a resource

centre. So that's one example of what we've done.

I : What's the role of the individual trustee then

in policymaking?

R: I think the role of the individual trustee is

to ensure that the policy that is being put into effect is
going to be beneficial to everyone in the division even

given his own prejudices and his oh'n feelings, I think that

when policy is decided upon, everybody (whether they agree

or not) lives by it. That's Ehe only way you can do it.

It's the old story of both horses pulling in different

directions and not moving the load. I think the policy,
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once the decision is made, everybody 1ives by it unless for

some reason there's need for a drastic or immediate change.

I think that the individual trustee at the board level if
he doesn't happen to be on a particular committee at the

board level, certainly has an input as to what his feelings

are and what he feels should be for the benefit of the divi-
sion.

I: Has your

since you first began as

view of who makes policy changed

a trustee?

R: No, it hasn't. It's always been done as I've
described before.

I: Does your view of who makes policy affect the

Ì.¡ay in which you personally approach policymaking?

R: No, not

aII the time that I've
really. I've dealt vrith it this t{ay

been a trustee.

I: Ok.

specif ically novr

would the steps

a policy?

be

WeIl, how are policies made? More

what are processes and procedures - whaL

from beginning to end in the formation of

R! Ok, I spoke earlier of the conservation

policy. BasicaIly what happened was several trustees went

to a convention and it was in 1978 - 1979 I guess it was

and they found that at that particular time, everything was
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rising. That was when oil prices lrere going cÊazy and the

gas prices were going cÊazy - hydro povrer vras experisive - at

the convention there was a lot of energy conservation

material available. So, wê came back and had a look at what

vras happening in the divi sion. We took a look at out bil-Is

- examined them as to whether or not vte were efficient and

i f we were, could r¡¡e be more ef f ic ient? We brought back a

lot of ideas that we thought would be effective in our divi-

sion and would save us some money because, I guess that's

basically what v¡e're there for - other than the education

aspect of it. So, we decided that we would - through prop-

erty committee - examine what we had in the division - what

vras happening in the division. Once we f ound that - we

found out that there stere a lot of areas that - of so minor

a nature that it all added up to a tremendous amount of

wastage. So we said "Well, if we're going to be effective,

everybody should know about it, and maybe the way to do that

is to set up a policy, outlining the basic concerns that the

board has and set up some kinds of regulations or guideLines

as to what can be done to effectively reduce some of these

costs.n So, that's basically what happened. The property

committee, through the superintendent's department and the

secretary-treasurer worked with the maintenance people and

with the principals, and with the schools and established

that policy. It $tas then brought to board and discussed and

that's how that policy came into being. We also have
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another policy where we set up a program along that lines

with regards to vandalism. We haven't really had a lot of

probtems in the division with vandalism, but, kids are kids

and you get some vandalism and you get some incidents. So,

we decided that we'd set up a policy deaJ-ing with vandalism

that would be a positive approach to the situation, and in

the first year of operation we took what previous year's

expenses for a particular school had been and we said "Ok,

any reduction in that wiII be given to the student council."

It was extremely effective. Other divisions in the province

caught on to that and have taken it up. But, we have found

that that particular action for the short period of time

that it vras in was extremely ef f ective. So, I guess maybe

to get back to your point - how do you actually arrive at

policy - it,s through ídeas like this. People can go to a

conventio.n and come up with an idea, of the general public

gives you an idea or whatever then you work on it and

develop it through committee and through board.

I: Ok, what things influence how policy is made?

R: I think it depends on what kind of policy

you're talking about. In administrative policy it's flow

charts of who you're responsible to. In teachersi policy

it,'s consistency - how do you treat someone who wants to 9o

hunting as opposed to somebody who wants to have two days

off because his uncle died - who want to 90 to a convention
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or who want to get involved in a public debate? How do you

deal with all sorts of policy with regards to property and

how you manage and how you hire your people and how you fire
your people and that sort of thing. If itrs not tied down

in a contract - and you know, that's a pretty broad state-
ment as to what specif icaJ-ly you know t how is it. arrived

at? I guess it's basically this situation at the time - if
it's not covered and it has to be covered - and if it's not

covered through a contract whatever, then I guess you have

to decide on what that issue is at that particular time and

where it fits into your system.

I: Ok, but just generally, when you're making

policy, are there any things that are high on your list of

considerations when you're making the policy - things that
you look out for and that you pay particular attention to or

things that you feel significantly influence you?

R: Yeah. I think that you have a tendency to

stay away from trouble. If you try and develop a policy
that's going to be fair to everyone, and you try to develop

a policy that isn't going to be overly restrictive a

policy that's going to be I guess'middle of the road'might
be a vray of describing it, but sometimes you have to go

one way or the other. You can't always stay in the middle

of the road. But I think basically, what you try to achieve

is - and part of the reason of the policy is to keep you out.
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of trouble so that's basically what you look for first.
Let's set this policy up so that i!'s a good guideline that

everybody can learn i think that's the basic concept.

I: How do you know when a policy needs to be made

or revised?

R: WeIl, if you have a policy already on the

books that basically talks about the new subject, you can go

back and say "Ok, this policy covers 80% of what we're

talking about now. So, in order to cover the other 209ør wB

maybe have to add a paragraph or bake away a paragraph or

whatever to the existing policy, and then that will cover

what we' re tal k ing about . " I f you haven' t got pol icy to

cover what you v¡ant to cover then, of course, you have to

make a new one. But, in the revision aspect of it, some-

times it might just be dating - like it might be from the

first of January to the end of June and something might

happen, either through contract or through deletion - so you

just pull them down the policy and that's pretty well a

decision at the time, and usually the administrative staff
says to you "Listen, wê have a policy over here that's not

effective any more it's not being used anymore it's
outdated and so we're going to puII the pin on it. r' But,

the process is the same. It goes to committee and it goes

to board, and the changes are made at committee level or the

deletion is made at committee level, and then it's ratified
by the board.
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that

made

R: WeII, when I got on the board, the policy

handbook v¡as there although in its infant stages and I

think the board at that time took the approach that this is

the way it's going to be done and this is the r.¡ay it's going

to develop. Ànd, it's been effective.

I: So you learned as you went?

pol icy

think.
pol icy

R: Oh yeah, sure. You know, to say that all our

is good policy would be a little bit facetious, I

But, basically most of it that is there is effective

and that's, I think, aLL you can hope for.

I:. weII, does your viewpoint about how policy is

made how it comes about - the processes, procedures, aII

that does that affect how you personally go in and

approach pol icymak ing?

R: Yes. Yeah, I don't know just what you're

getting at, but to my mind you develop a policy for the

betterment of the division for the effective management

and running of the division. Thatrs the approach that I

take and I guess that's the kind of policy that we have.

So, I guess my approach to it and the end result are the

same. That doesn't change. That remains consistent.
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can telI me what are the atLributes

R: Good policies are - I think I maybe stated
this earrier - but good poricy is just an excelrent guide-

line - if good policy is there and it's consistent, it makes

a worrd of difference to the employees and to the board

because you know Lhat that's the way things are run and

that's the way it's done, and it's consistent. Everybody

works to that policy so that there's no agitation, there's
no particular squabbles about it - here's our policy
here's what we do. you may not agree with it, but this is
the vray it is. if you don't agree with it, then there is an

effective means of changing it, and that way is through

committee and through board. Everybody understands that.
The consistency of it makes it effective.

I 3 So characteristic adjectives
then would be you've said consistency - I

the l-ines here fairness, equitability...

or...

of good policy
read in between

R: Yes, yes.

I: Do I hear anything about precision or clarity

- I don't

that's one

R: Oh

think
of the

I think our policy is distinctively clear
we get into - I think when we write it,
things that v¡e look f or - that everybody
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so everybody knows and understands - I guess that's clarity
- yeah, I think it has to be clear and it has to be defini-
tive - and that's the only way so that everybody understands

it and everybody knows where they are at.

I: Again,

about what defines a

how have you arrived at that conclusion

good policy?

R: I just think that from the very nature of our

- of that paragraph that I read - of what this policy hand-

book contains, and what the policy is about that we try to

be as fair and as eguitable to everybody as we can. I think

if you design a policy that's for the division and that

everybody in the division lives with - there it is.

I: Were you aware of that at the beginning of

your term as trustee? Was that a priority with you or was

it, something that you learned or experienced?

R: Oh, I think that you always Ìearn that through

experience. You'11 have certain things come up that you've

done through policy one example is curling - our people in

XXXXXXXXXX are very good curlers vte've had teams that have

gone to Provincial Playoffs and that sort of thing - and

they've lost a day's pay to go and they've been extremeJ-y

angry with it because there have been other people who have

gone to service club functions and had a day off and only

had to pay the substitutes wage - but our policy then, âs is
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now, is it was very crear that t,his is the way that this
particular situation is handled - and we stuck by policy.
we've had to take a rook at it on a few occasions and say

"Are we really being fair what's the difference?" And

when you start to look at that particurar aspect and start
to think about changes, it becomes very difficurt because

do I give a day off to someone to go shooting, or do I give

a day off to someone to go to the art gatrery or whatever?

So, you learn that - through experience - that it may need

some necessary change and maybe through change, something

better wilL come of it. 'And you also can rook at it and say

"Hey, wê can't change this because alt it does is open

another hornets' nest." So that's kind of where we are.

I: How would you define bad policy?
some of the characteristics of bad policy?

What are

R: Oh I think that bad policy is I've got to be

honest, I don't rea}ly know where we've run into bad policy
in our handbook. Bad policy, I think, would be something

that would give a benefit to someone Lhat wouldn't be abre

to be shared by somebody else in the division. That wourd

be inconsistent - r can't rearry give you an exampre

because, Ìike I say, in our policy we try to cover alr our

bases and try to be fair to everybody. I think that wourd

be my interpretation of bad policy - where the poricy wourd

get you into trouble with the public and the staff.
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I: By trouble you mean raise Lheir backs?

R: t^Iel] , i f you have - we j ust had an i nc ident

not too long ago where we changed the bus routes in a loca-

tion and the local trustee, because he happens to live in

the community, got involved personally with it. Rather than

going to the policy handbook and seeing that this is the

procedure that happens, he bypassed some of those procedures

because of the local impact and the Iocal involvement that

he had in that division - or in that particular area. And

it got to be a real- Donnybrooke - and finally v¡e got back to

a point where we were able to say "Whoa - let's..." - what

happened v¡as that everybody got emotionally involved, and

they forgot that we had this handbook. So, by the time you

finally step back and realize that boy we made a mistake

we didn't follow the policy - then once we got back to the

policy, w€ $¡ere able to come to a solution to the problem

not that it was agreeable to everyone, cêrtainly not to the

people, but - i guess that that doesn't really say what

happens to bad policy because the policy wasn't bad, the not

f ollowing the policy vras bad. I think bad policy would be

where it would be inconsistent - where the poticy woul.d be

that we give the people in AAAAAAAAAA area certain privi-

leges over the people in the BBBBBBBBBB area - and you can't
do that. That's where bad policy happens.
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constitutes good and bad

how you approach policy?

R: Oh certainly. I go back to saying that bad

policy is something that you - you ask for trouble. It's

not consistent - it's not fair - it's one sided - it doesn't

work for the good of the division, whereas good policy is

exactly the opposite - it's fair - as fair can be and it's

consistent so you strive for that consistency.

Have you had any particular experiences as a

have shaped your views about policy?trustee that

R: Not really - I've used. the policy rather

effectively when I was first a trustee, because you get

phone calls from people complaining about something

complaining about a teacher or complaining about this that

and the other thing - and it was very nice to be able to

open that handbook and say "Listen, I'm a new trustee and

this is the way the policy handbook says that you should 90.

Go back to your teacher, then to the principal and then to

the superintendent, and if you have no satisfacLion by

that point always get back to me and then we'II make an

arrangement for it to come to the board. " And, you follow

up on that and usually the people have been satisfied after

the first one or two calls and the situation is dealt with.

So...
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thatI: So

have particularly

R: No.

I: This research is concerned with the way trus-

tees - how trustees think about policy and poticynaking and

I feel that the way trustees think about those two items

policy and policymaking - might be influential in deter-

mining the kinds of policy statements that may result - that

is to sây, how you think about policy and policymaking might

have an impact on the kinds of policy statements that come

out of the board. How do you feel about that?

R: I think that would be a pretty fair statement.

If I didn't believe in policy if I just felt that you

know, I'm a trustee and I'm going to run the division the

vray I see f it, and I'm going to go in to a school and teII a

principal that I don't think that his yard's clean or I

don't think that his hallways are clean or I don't think

that they should have this book in the library or whatever

and our policy of the board said that, in order for me to do

that I had to follow cerLain procedures and certain steps to

do that - then you know, I wouldn't be living by the policy

and I wouldn't be good for the board. If any time a policy

came up - if I was against the policy or against the concept

of the policy, I'd have a hard time staying on the board I

think because your frustration leveI would be such that you
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couldn't do it. I think that if you're against policy, that

if you don't think that a school division can run effec-
tively by a policy - by good administration that you're

going to find a board that's in trouble if you have the

majority of people thinking that v¡ay - because they're going

to prove that they' re being inconsistent. They can't be

consistent all the time because personal prejudices and

personal viewpoints and aIl sorts of other things come into
play. And, if you're against policy - if you have no pol-icy

- something wiII come up and somebody will say "WeIl, Iast
time you did this. Ànd last time vre got burnt doing that,
but we haven't got a policy to fall back on so we're going

to change our minds in midstream." So the first person in

the door got treated perhaps fairly and the second person

coming in the door says "WeII, you did that for Johnny over

there, why can t t you do i t f or me over here?rr Ànd I say

"Well, we didn't Iike what happened over there." So you

lose the consistency and you get you don't have fairness

and it breeds discontent. So I think that a person who

believes in policy and effective policy is going to be

farther ahead than a person who doesn't believe in it at all
- and f'm glad that our division has good policy because I

find that it's a good means to a good end.

I: Ok, well you know

research then - that is, I think

about policy one way or another and

what f'm after in the

thinkthat alI trustees

so I'm trying to get at
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what is the

that kind ofyou think that

R: Oh definitely. You know, wê get a lot of

information from the States where there's a Iot of tradi-

tions that are - they operate under a different type of

system - but boy, they don't have any policy and the ones

that are in trouble when you 90 to these conventions - the

ones who are in trouble are the ones who don't have the

policy. I think a trustee should just think about policy.

I think that they should do something about policy. ,Again,
with moderation - I don't think that you can tie everything

down to a poticy. I think that you have to use some common

sense but I think that on the whole, that if you're going

to run an effective division, then you have to have effec-

tive policy - and it's the only way that you can run a good

operation. À11 you have to do is find a division that's

having trouble it's having trouble with its teachers

it's having trouble with the general public trouble with

management and you're going to find that that division

doesn't have good definitive policy that's being followed by

the board. Now it may have the policy there, but like in

some homes the Bible gets put up on a shelf and collects

dust - and it's moved every time the mother dusts it - and

that's sometimes what happens with the policy handbook in

some divisions. You've got to use it and you've got to make
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it effective - and the vray that you do that is by using it.
I think I don't know what your results - or who said what

to you with regard to policy - I think that everybody will
probably agree with you that you should use policy - that

there should be some policies for the division - but I think
that if the question was asked "Does your board effectively
follow that?" that you'd probably get a different answer. I

know that this board uses it and uses it effectively but I

think that if - you're going to find that boards that are in
trouble are boards that aren't - they may have the policy

but they're not using it.

I : Ok, you know, the questions that you've

answered and now that you know what I'm after which is
reaIly some kind of understanding of trustees' viewpoints

about poj-icy - do you think that the kind of questions that
I've asked you are suitable for gathering the kind of infor-
mation I'm after.

R: Yeah, I don't think that you could change it
too much. I don't think that you could just come and sit
and talk to me about policy - you're coming and sitting and

talking to someone who realIy believes in policy and who has

actively participated in making policy - who betieves that
that's the way a school division should operate. I don't
know whether the end resul-t of what you're doing is going to

çnable trustees to look at that report and say maybe v¡e
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should have more effective polícy, oE maybe we should throw

out our policy handbook or whatever - or the general view-

point overall is this - and we continue on with what we're

doing. I think you'1I probably find some very interesting

answers throughout the province - just knowing the trustees

that we interrelate with two or three times a year that

some of them that probably would not want to have anything

to do with it while some of thern would say "Oh yeah it's
nice to have policy but I'm too busy to make policy - we've

got Èhings to do and it's ten o'cfock and we can't go on

like this any more - at twelve o'clock we've got to call the

meeting but yeah - I think it's going to be interesting to

see what the results are as to what - I know we've had two

or three divisions come to us and examine our policy hand-

book and see how it's made because they've had trouble and

nov¡ I don't know whether or not they've ever used it but,

they' ve dec ided that the vray to run a divi sion i s wi th good

poJ- icy.

you feel
impor tant

I: Ok, is there anything you'd like to add that

hasn't been covered and that you feel is maybe

to the study?

R: No, I don't think so. I think you've pretty

well asked the question. I don't know like I gave you our

basic concept of what our board thinks of policy what the

opening statement in the policy handbook is. I think that
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maybe it. would be interesting to find out what other boards

think their policy does for them and I think it would be

interesting to hear one or two viewpoints as to r{hy they

don't think policy should be in place at a1t but basically
I think that you've covered everything, and I don't think
that you can get too much more specific because it would

tend to be more what the policy is rather than what decides

the policy and that sort of thing.

Ok, weII thank you very much. I appreciateI:

the time you've glven me

R: You're welcome.
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TRANSCRIPT # 7

I: Maybe you could start by telling me in your

is policy?

R: Pol icy i s generaJ. di rect ion that

gives to the administration such as religious

and during school- hours - the board would give a

according to the school act, we have to allow it

our buildings, but it would be up to the board

I : Ok , you sa id i t' s general di rect ion

you mean by general?

the board

teaching in

yes or no

to go on in

what do

R: WelI, I think the board are lay people and

they have to rely heavily on their administration. Myse1f

being a teacher does not mean that I am an expert in admin-

istration. You give them guidelines and they adminÍster the

polícy and as I said - if policy's too vague let's say

one policy we have here hopefutly, is half an hour's phys.

ed. a day per pupil and that's hopefully.a long term goal we

set forward. Now it's a lot harder to implement that and if

the administration has problems with that, then they come

back and say "Ok, we're finding that this is impossible

because of X dollars" or nWe need more space" or whatever it
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may be - so then the board has to decide if the policy's
going to continue that way. A topic like sex education

it's to be taught - the menstrual cycle is to be Laught to

all students by grade six - bang you do it now - but the

general direction is given and they carry it out.

I: How is policy different from goals or objec-

t ives or des i res?

R: WeIL, I think policy is something that is set

down in black and white and goals is something that you'd

Iike to see - such as the phys.ed. half an hour a day that

doesn't mean gym time - that means class time you can do

exercises or whatever - goals are you know, like I would

Iike to see - my goal is to see counselling - elementary

counsellors, but right now, it's not feasible with budget,

you know, and everything e1se. So I'm not going to put it
in there as policy because budget-wise it's not feasible at

this time - to put them in every school so we're sLarting

off with three schools.

I:

enacted goals

So you're saying that policies are in fact

letter
pol icy

all get

and

vre

the

R: Right,. And they have to be followed to the

i f . . . something else and v¡e don' t put it in

just try to see if we can work it out first of

admin i strat ion' s view i f i t' s feasible and how

to attack it.
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set it

That

be no

R: Yeah - such as religion in the schools.

poticy has to be followed to the letter. There can

exception whatsoever.

I: Ok, so what you're saying I'm not trying to

put words in your mouth - what you're saying is that policy

itself must be followed to the letter, but the flexibility

comes in the area of whether the policy continues or whether

there is problems with it etc., but as far as it being

policy it. must be adhered

R: Tf it'S

we either change it or

unworkable, then they

drop it altogether or

let us know and

you know.

able ?

work. n

I: Why

policy and what it

this particular view about

Ied to that?

I: You may indeed disagree that it's not work-

R: Oh sure. Oh yeah and then we say "Make it

do

1Sl

you hold

What has

R: Oh i think f've come to realize that not

everything can be done. When we first got on the board

like the board has changed in three years - not personnel

wise but just in their philosophy lhat it didn't have the
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the board did not hold confidence in the superintendent -

and the superintendent was - the board was doing the admin-

istration's work. That for me was a change - because I came

in at the time when there vras such upheaval Lhat now that we

have an administration I feel confident in that all of a

sudden I f ind my role completely di f ferent in that I've

learned what policy is and what administration is - and the

difference between the two. It's taken a while to develop

that because of the feeling of the board a year ago or so

or two years ago when I first went on. I've learned that

poticy is something you don't jump at because as I said, as

far as I'm concerned, it's followed to the letter, and it's

something you have to really do a lot of thinking about and

a lot of evaluating before you put it in black and white

because - for example if we said the teaching of Mark

Twain's "Huckleberry Finn" which is in the paper a policy

that it's not to be taught - well there's great conse-

guences, you know, of all of a sudden you're telling kids

which books cannot be read and which books can be - before

you can do policy you have to make sure that it's right.

your view of the

a trustee?

I: Is it
has

fair to

changed

say then, that

since becomingnature of policy

R: Definitely. My feelings of the trustee's job

has changed.
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of policy affectof the nature

policymaking?

R: Yeah. As I say, I approach it - from the

beginning I was 'gung-ho' and I was going to change every-

thing radically and I was going to - there v¡as a lot of

things that - but you knov¡, you have to slow things down and

you have to take other people's views into account. I guess

- some people would call it maturity, some people would call

it joining the system I guess, you know.

I: So you have a more deliberative approach now?

R: Yes. Yes.

I: Ok. Do you think policy is necessary?

R: Oh there has to be guidelines or eLse - I

think the public demands it. For example, again sex educa-

tion - if we didn't have policy on that and teachers went

out and did it without - say taught it to grade four and

didn't inform the parents - didn't get their ok and didn't

you know - and just went ahead and did it the public is

going to be very alarmed and upset. Therefore, if the

guidelines are given for the teachers' protection and how

things are, you know ¡ - we don't tell them how to teach a

course the Department of Education sets out the guide-

lines, I think, but we do, in certain areas, give them the

guidelines to work under for their protection. I think

that' s necessary.
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of the necessity of policy, has that

changed over

R: WelI, I taught for five years before I became

a trustee and I'd never heard of policy before - school

board policy - you know, right there where I teach you just

do your ovrn thing and nobody ever worries about it - so

policy has changed because I didn't realize that there were

such t,hings as board policies and the teachers had never

read them so, nor.r I have to take a look at why teachers

don't read them and how you know - that's why I think
working with the *** (the xxxxxxxxxx Teachers' Àssociation)

is so important - because if there isn't a tiaison between

and a feeling of comfortableness between teachers and trus-
tees and administrators, then half the battle is lost and

the school division as a whole can get in trouble and also

the teachers privately can get in trouble.

I

1¡¿.

policy - does

policymaking

Does your opinion about the necessity of

that affect the way in which you approach

the fact that you feel that it is necessary?

R: WelI, ok - maybe the number of changes in the

policy or the number of things that we've added to policy

since I've been here are maybe five. Those matters don't
come up very often before the board basically because

education is something that repeats iLself - you know - and

the guidelines are already there. So, âs I say, the ones
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we've referred to - sex education I remember we did - that's
a nev¡ policy. Other than that, there's only about four

others that we've done. So, the need for pol icy I don't

think - again they're general guidelines - part of my frus-
tration also is that the poJ.icy manual of the XXXXXXXXXX

Schoo1 Division is so out of date that to take a look at it,
it's about that thick. Some of it is redundant and so on

but I haven't really looked - most and I can see that. Now,

we're presently Looking at how to turn the whole thing over

and - I guess that's the frustrating part of it - policy is

needed but - you know, wê have to tie into a computer to

print it aLl out to get it done quickly and it takes so many

man hours to do that to tear the whole thing apart and so

on that in three yearr jt will be done - but it's a long

term goal, you know again, taking a look at it and

deciding exactly what is needed in there.

policies
I: You talk about the policy manual and that your

are written down should policy be written down?

R: Yeah, yeah. But also, it should be reviewed

every three years and again, with t,he teachers, administra-

tion and - reviewed and taking a look at iL and seeing how

it can be irnproved and how it will change what things

should be thrown out because they're outdated and so on.

But definitely it should be there.
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be written
occasions

R: Well I 'm sure there are well can you give ne

an example?

I: Sure. The school division I worked for - our

policy with regard to hiring our stated policy was that we

wouLd hire the best person for the job. Our unstated policy
- by virtue of practice was that we would give preference to
local candidates - aIl other things being equal.

R: Yeah. In the division that I teach in, there

it's if you speak French.

T¡¿.

policies exist
Yeah,

even

I'm just wondering - do you think that
though they're not written down?

R: Are those policies though? I don't know if
they're policies. That might be local biases. I don't
think they're policies. If they are, then you're going to

be in trouble with Human Rights Commission, you know. The

division that I teach in I know that they want you to hire
if you're a principal, they want you to hire people with

zeÊo years experience they don't want to pay you on the

higher scale but there's no way they're going to put that
in writing, you know. I don't think those are policies. I

think those are biases...
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I: Perhaps practices but not policies?

R: Right. WelI practices - they're def inite)-y

not pol ic ies. I f we r,¡ere to say to our personnel department

"Hire only people who Iive in XXXXXXXXXX because they under-

stand the core and everything else" , I would have trouble

v¡ith that. That's not a policy - although the personnel

department might be doing that - it might be doing the exact

opposite - but not at board direction - and I don't think

that's - atthough the board has stuck their neck out and

told them to - for aids for teacher aids - to hire local

people.

I: And that wasn't written down?

R:

in the policy

Well it was a memorandum probably

manua L .

it wasn't

were guide-

be the same

I: Ok, earlier you stated that these

lines to the administration - would a memorandum

thing - a guideline to the administration?

R: No. If you - again policy are guidelines on

malor lssues

not always strike policy - changes in policy give direc-

tion now I see what you're getting at does policy need

to be written I see - I think we should draw the differ-

ence as to what a policy is and what, You know direction

is.
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guess that's some-

f ine I ine?

I

the

R: Àgain, that goes back to I would venture

that out of nine trustees, that if something came up for

debate - question X - one trustee might recognize it as

it's contrary to a policy, you know, and therefore we'd have

to change our policy if - as I say, our policy manual is so

out of date and so voluminous that nobody knows it - and

that's a part of the problem that I think there's some stuff
in there that doesn't need to be in a policy manual - it's

too detailed it's too - as I say it should be general

directions for education and after that it should be left at

the administration's - maybe I should show iÈ to you - that

would be the best vray to understand it.

I: Oh I've seen it.

itR: You've seen

tike with all of these

over top...

I ! Ok,

what you seem to be

if policy should be written down which is

saying...

little
oh ok,

pi eces

you know

of paper

what it's
glued in

R: GeneraIly giving the general guidelines.

I: If it
problems with

should be written down - you seem to be

this right now, how should it be organ-hav i ng

i zed?
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R: How should it be organized? WeIl, partly - I

don't understand the guestion but I want to

you remember the bit in the paper about six weeks ago

about the homosexuals and the teachers it hit the front

page there and aI1 that - vre don't have a policy. Now, I

guess people don't like to discuss that sort of thing until

a crisis hits, but what you know, that's the type of thing

you should be looking at - but this board never will - until

we have problems. Mind you v¡e had problems last year - one

teacher did do homosexual acts you know, so I shouldn't say

that - but those are the general guidelines - behaviors by

teachers that are acceptable and unacceptable and what we

expect from a teacher as far as job, ok? - filling a job -

for example, almost in every teacher's contract - I don't

about winnipeg # I I haven't read them, I just sign them -
you know but extra-curricular activities is that a part

of a teacher's job? i think that's policy that a board has

to come to grips with and either put in writing or you knor+,

because a l-ot of teachers do a lot more work than other

teachers - or should it be rotated

does it, for two years and unless he wants to continue.

Those are the types of things that I see as policy.

Ok, I

and

gather that you're saying that it should

organized under different headings.

I:

be in a .manual
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R: Yeah, I t.hink so to protect the board

again, I believe in teacher inconpetence if a teacher's

incompetent then we have to have guidelines to - of t{ays of

getting rid of them. Ànd if we don't have those guidelines

if the teacher doesn't know what's expected of him, then

we aren't doing our job and we can't fault them for not

doing theirs.

I: Ok, on this question of Policy
that makes school division policy?

who is it

R: The board - with recommendations sometimes

from the administration - or a member may stand up like I

did on the physiology of the you know, of the female we

h'ere finding out that - doctors v¡ere writing us that girls

didn't know anything about menstruation and it wasn't being

taught - and so I stood up. and I said "Ok, ..." and you

know, I lobbied - made sure I had support - that family life

and sex education is to be taught in our schools, and I want

a program developed and it's presently being developed

using the Department of Education's guidelines - but right

now we only have guidelines for grades five and six or the

admninistration may recognize that a new policy is needed

and may well bring it in with a recommendation - but it's

the board that ultimately decides.

I: Ok, you've indicated that the board decides

sometimes with input from the administration does it end

there or are there other sources of input?
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R: Oh sure. I would hope now I don't know

because I don't spend very much time here, You know - I

would hope that teachers would feel that - well that's part

of my frustration aÌso - you know I find that teachers all

of a sudden because you're a trustee, they don't want to

have anything to do with you - the XXxXXXXXxx teachers

they're very wary and so on - which I guess is natural but

it sort of hurts because you knor,r, when you want to get

things going and you want their input - we recently had a

retreat with the *** executive and board members and a

couple of the administration and it was terrific - we found

out they were humans and they the same thing - they're

human. And I think now that gap is closing, they're going

to feel comfortable coming to liaison committee and it's

not going to be interpreted by the trustees as the teachers

presenting another 'bitch', you know these people are

concerned and they do have some - and usually the last one

got referred to the administration for a report and it wiII

go to the board.

I: Teachers do have some input then?

R: Probably not enough as far as Irm concerned.

I: Àre thete any other groups or individuals who

have input?
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R¡ Yeah, there's multicultural we have a whole

thing on multiculturalism - we meet with the Premier, we

meet with the Minister of Cultural Àffairs - vre have a

multicultural person here - that's alt he does, you know

we have workers with CIDÀ outside - community education

and they al-though they might speak to friendly board

members outside privately and get hints and so on - but

there are many - I guess pressure groups that do come

forward with ideas.

I: Ok, well it seems that

based then for input. How much input

have .in the policymaking process?

you' re

should

rather wide

these people

R: Well, I think it's more lobbying than policy-
making. They' re interest groups with their particular
interests and you have to decide whether or not, that's good

for the whole division.

I: So really their role as part of the policy-
informat ion, input oris to provide you withmaking

points

process

of view

R: Right - knowledge as far as they're in that
I make a decision as to whether or not or it can be

general. For example - natives native education - shouLd

we just be offering native education to natives? Shouldn't

we be offering what their culture is to all of our schools?
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So we can understand their culture So we can understand

why they're down on Main - why we haven't been able to

absorb them into a white middle class culture rather than

teaching them just the white man's history books. These are

the types of things that we get from the native peopJ.e, you

know. Ànd that's policy - I don't think you say that

I: Àgain, this is an information giving role...

R: I t's knowledge.

I: And you set no limits to that?

R: I don't no I think that a public represen-

tative has to be aware of what's going on out there. If you

don't, then you are only going to be you know, what's the

vision tunnel vision - you know, through your own biases.

I: That raises the next question. What's the

role of the individual trustee in the poJ.icymaking process?

R: To represent their community and then

which is the toughest part I guess - to represent education

for the whole division. Àn example !{e spend a lot of

money on the French immersion through schools, through the

transportation of kids and so on. The ward that I represent

- you know, most people are anti-French or they don't care

about French al-together they might not be anti-French but

their kids are not going to French immersion so therefore,
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I have to make a decision whether or not we have French

immersion or not ok? so, I have to take a look at what

ny people say but also I - you know, like my view is that

French immersion - we can't f ight it there's a need for it.

- bhere's a demand for it - sure it costs us money which my

taxpayers have troubLe understanding you know, how couLd

you vote for that - but first of all you represent the

community, but overall you still have to say uOku - even

though your community disagrees with it you know, I make a

personal judgement that that is necessary and say "Ok,

there's going to be two French schools in the south end and

four dual track that are going to cost us X million dollars
because they have either decreased or have been wiped ouÈ

aII together - so the tax base, you know, it's going back to

the taxpayers. But, those are the type of decisions - you

know, not everybody's going to Iike them. So your question

v¡as what is the role of the trustee - I guess it's basically
to your - but then generally you have to the good of the

division on major issues. There are also many times when

you fight for your ov¡n for example, AAAÀAÀAAAÀ residents

demanding bussing because the kids ltere being harassed on

the way to school by drunks and so on so we fought for

bussing although I know that generally for the whole divi-
sion, I couldn't do that ok? But, you knowr wê proved that

the police weren't out there as often as they stated and

everything else - so when BBBBBBBBBB comes up, we close
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CCCCCCCCCC school the parents say bus my kids

voted against that primarily because I knew that'

know, that wasn't my area - and I knew generally it was

- but here I fought exactly the same argument for a

interest group.

7 .r7

and I

you

done

loca I

I: Ok, could you give me a quick example of a

policy that comes to mind and that has been formed specifi-

cally by input from a number of sources?

R: Yeah - the multicultural policy which is being

re-drafted right now. It's taken a long time to do.

Originatly we're the only - I think we're the only division

west of Toronto that has a mult icul-tural pol icy and we had.

ours first. Ours is very brief and ten years ago or seven

years ago when it was initiated, it was good. But now, it

has to be looked at again. That is the main one.

I: So that information is gathered

R: Information is being gathered now - one

trustee made the motion to take a look at the policy and is

feeling very angry because it's taking so long to do, but

we're working with the ethnic presidents' association - is

working together with the provincial government we're also

in there, trying to develop a policy probably very close

to the provinces because we're working together - but there

there are f i fty-seven presidents , I bel ieve, that are

putting input into our poLicy.
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thatI: Has you

changed from the time

who makes policy,

began as a trustee?that you

R: Once again, at the beginning I didn't know

what policy was so - I thought we just stood up and we

didn't have to f oIl-ow guidelines - and then vle were doing

administration's work and I thought that was policy but it

wasn't - so it has - yes - it's changed incredibly. Now

again, it comes back to the whole thing - if you don't trust
your administration then you're going to do all the policy

and the administration and now I've learned that it's not a

fuII time job and as I've said before, you just set general

guidelines and you keep your nose out of the day to day

affairs.

I:
makes policy,

making?

words in your

Ok, does the viewpoint

does that affect how

that you hold of who

you approach policy-

R: WeII, you don't make policy just

of making policy. Again, that's probably why

need, then policy is developed.

Ok, that's fair enough.

mouth, so don't let me.

I:

for the sake

if there's a

I don't want to put

important it
or with the

: No, I was

is for again

just trying
- to consult

There are

to you know

with outside

some trustees

R how

groups

- welladministration.
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I must say that on our board - that think they know it all

and that's the way it's going to be - I believe that's not

the way it is at all. You don't know what's best. You know

what's maybe best for you and your little community, but not

a huge division like this.

I: How are

the processes

a policy?

policies made?

or procedures

that I mean

the starting
And by

what' swhat are

point of

R: Ok well, getting back to the sex education

one - well I put a motion forward that the administration

come forward with a policy after study - I referred to the

doctors before and what they had brought forward to us was

their concerns study them, and report back to the board.

You see, now there the administration has to be very good at

being politicians themselves because they have to sort of

guess what the board wants, I guess - which is one of the

things v¡rong with our educational system - they have to

guess at how many votes and so on - so it's a board member's

responsibility really, to do the lobbying - Iobbying is the

big thing you've got to know if you're just going to put

out a policy and know that it's going to be defeated

unless you are somebody that wants to make a point and try
and get publicity and that's all, or if you're sornebody

that, you know, believes in the policy and that it was

needed, then you are going to make sure that you have the
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votes. So when I put forward my thing on sex education, I

made sure I had five votes and I let the administration

know who you know, I said "lrle're behind you. Don't worry.

We think this is needed. Come forward with a way that this
can be handled." And it took six months. They have a lot
of other things going on. That's one thing I've learned

you warn them a year ahead of time because a lot of things

have to do with budget so you - I've learned that you start
policy at the beginning of -.as soon as you've f inished your

budget - 1983 budget and I wiII come forward with my new

policies and I wiII say to the administration to study the

feasibility of elementary guidance counsellors. Another one

was to decide the feasibility of a career resource centre

so it gives them a year to work on it and bring it in for

the next budget - so that's the process that I use - I like
the word feasibility because it covers everything - give it
to the administration and bring it back with budgetary

concerns and other aspects that it's going to affect the

budget and then it will be debated during budget and if it
goes through then it will become poticy we will have

elementary guidance counsellors or a career resources

cenL re .

I: You've mentioned budget a

what kinds of things influence how policy
couple of times

i s made?
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R: Definite).y budget in this economic times

which is really too bad. If we had a clear understanding

from the provincial government that they would fund 80U,

then education would be a joy - it would be a pJ.easure. I

was just meeting - that's nhy I was Jate for your meeting

I was meeting with the superintendent - þ¡e're just starting
budget discussions next week we'I1 see a huge increase and

part of the frustration is that 833 of your budget is untou-

chable because it's salaries - so therefore - well how do

you respond? You can't do a lot of the things that you want

to do.

I: Àre there

f inanc ial cons iderat ions

other kinds of things besides

affect how policies are made?

pres sure

any

that

R: Such as? I don't know what you mean.

I: We11, I think you mentioned earlier
groups for instance.

I: Oh sure. Labor movements to ethnic aroups to

and so on. Like ethnic groups have wanted ethnic aides.

Let me expand on that. The Vietnamese came over and they

were in the English as a Second Language programs and a lot

of them were having problems communicating from home to

school. The parents didn't speak the language and weren't

attending the ESL classes or whatever and, of course, the

cultural shock and so on - so they wanted ethnic aides to be
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able to go from the school to the home especiarly in the

evenings when parents are home and exprain things the way

things are done here and so on - which r think is a terrific
idea you know, but got voted down by the board - so that
that's where one group approached me and sat me down and

said here are the problems and so on.

I: Would you say - and again I
words into your mouth - would you say that
the political constraints are about the

items in pol-icymaking?

or needs to

don't want to put

the financial and

most influent iaI

R: Yeah. WeIl, hold it. In educational - Iike
I'm assuming that education - like any of the poricies that
are good for education there's always, you know, whether

or not it's worthwhile but when you take that as 'per se'

- then definitery the two after that would be financiar and

political pressure from the community.

I: How do you know when a policy has to be made

be revised?

R: Ok. A good example - this doctor phoned me

rast night has a kid in a special program in which they go

at their own rate progress at their own rate at DDDDDDDDDD

- and the kid has moved from grade two to three he's been

promoted to grade three, starting January third. Now¡ our

divisionar poricy says we're to bus kids to special programs
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up to and including grade two. Now this kid who is seven

years old aII of a sudden can't receive bussing because she

has moved quickly academically. So nogt therefore, I'm

thinking to myself that policy should be reviewed. The

parent has brought to ffiê, I believe, something that is wrong

with our policy. The board may not agree but it's something

I'm going to pursue. I think grade two or eight years o1d

h'e provide bussing so that you know, like - this kid is not

going to have to make three transfers to get to school at

seven years of age - I have trouble with that. Mind you, if

the parent wants the program - the argument is, if the

parent wants the program let them get the kid to school

which i s - since r{'e do have thi s general pol icy on transpor-

tation which says that vre bus up to grade three - and I

think that until - this parent has an argument and the

policy should be looked at. Somebody pretty well has to

make you avJare of the policy that there's something wrong

with the policy which is probably too bad, but that's the

way laws are - whatever - you have to be a politician - when

something's wrong with that policy and something should be

changed whether the adrninistration informs you, a pressure

group or individually or whatever.

I: So essentially, when there's a discomfort?

R: Yeah - when something's not working. Mind you

especially as chairman, you get ten to fifteen phone calls a
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them - most of them - you

exc ept i on .

this policy - you

know, I'm sorry
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know, not aII of

$Je can't make an

I: How have you arrived
about the policymaking process itself?
you've learned or. . .

at these

Is this
conclusions

a thing that

R: Yeah, f've learned - I think it's a learning
process - you can jump in and be a dictator - it depends on

the person - it's the personality and how they're going to
handle it - you've probably heard different stories from

trustees in fifteen different interviews - on how it's done

or how it should be done.

I: Again, I ask you - the view that you have

about policy - how it is made - who makes it what

processes are involved does that affect the way you

personally approach policy?

R: We11, it's what I believe in so it's what I -
that's the r{ay I do it.

I: So you respond to it precisely in that way

then ?

R: Yeah.

mi nd - r+hat

characterize

I wonder if you

are the el-ements

a good poJ. icy?

could outline to
or attributes

me rn your

what things

I:
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R: Something that is workable. Something that is

justified. Something that proves itself two years down the

road as being feasible and workable and it should be eval-

uated. That's half the thing about these damn policies

nobody looks at them again. That's part of my problem

this is a bureaucratic mess sometimes. I think if you're

going to have a policy, you'd better fo1low through with it

and evaluate it - if it's no damn good get it the hell- off

of the books and move on to something - you knor.' - don't

waste everybody's time that's absolutely - whatever - or

just sure it sounded great on paper but you've since found

out that it couldn't be worked in reality.

I: What kinds of things constitute a bad poJ-icy?

R: Something that you know - the public reacts to

negatively. It wasn't for the good of the division the

good of the student - or of our instructional personnel.

You know, something that just works contrary to everything

that education is about. For example - censorship - if vre

go in and raid the bookshelves like many school divisions do

absolute crap - that's bad policy. I'm trying to think of

another one but I can't.

I: why is it bad? rs it limits?

R: Limits growth maybe or it doesn't stimulate

it puts teachers in a position where they canrt grow.
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is this what you're

getting at?

R: Yeah. Basically I guess absolutely bad policy

- limitation of the well, for example, usually we give

fifteen sabbaticals. This year v¡e're not - the board

decided to give four of them and they voted that down

we're not giving any this year - but I think that's a bad

policy in the long run. i think the board is also going to

have a policy of no travel this year - that's bad in the

Iong run, but right now it's good - you know, now if one

trustee wants to put in no travel ever, of course it could

be resc inded later but , I don' t think that' s good. I t' s a

bad policy.

I: How have you arrived at your conclusions about

what constitutes good and bad policy?

R: Experience - although what experience I have

three years - is not very much - and again, listening to

people and maybe realizing that they have to - again, going

back to the pressure groups or whatever - the administration

and if the policy is bad we can at least take a look at it

if they think it's bad and listen to their arguments. Other

than that, I really don't know. A gut feeling I guess.

I: Ok. I

there's a certain amount

sense that when

of intuitiveness

you're talking
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R: That!s what I've learned - that I'm not always

right and that's t{hy I think Iistening to outside sources

is so important. You see, I won't name it but you know, out

there there's no talking to that group and they do horren-

dous things. It's just bad policy altogether - all day

kindergarten - I think it's very educationally - studies

that have been done - you know, kindergarten becomes baby-

sitting - and what do the board mernbers say - well other

school divisions do it so we can do that - you know... We

won't have guidance counsellors because EEE EEEEEEE doesn't

- what's the rationalization - or FFFFFFFFFF doesn't

that's bad policy and that's t¡hy some boards just do it

or some trustees just do it because of the bucks - and

that's wrong.

I: Ok. Your view of what's good and what's bad

policy - does that affect your approach to policymaking?

R: Sure.

I: How?

R! WeII what's good policy for administration

you can't lose touch with the field you can't lose touch

with reality with out there : and I think that's going

back again and Iistening to teachers and listening you know

- finding out - hey listening you're not stuck. You

have to be able to say "Hey we made a mistake Let's either
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change the policy or scrap it altogether'. And if you can't

do that, then you shouldn't be a bloody politician to begin

with - which really trustees are anybody who tells you

differently you know - you have to be able willing to

modify things - and if you don't then God help education.

I: So you approach it with a moderate kind of

view?

R: Sure.

think - again, if it
admit it and change

not very many people

Nobody' s perfect. PoIicy that you

doesn't work out fine be willing to

it for something that will work - but

think that way.

I: Have you had any particular experiences as a

trustee that have served to shape your views about policy

and policy making? Ànything that sticks in your mind as

being particularly formative in terms of your thinking on

po1 icy?

R: WelI, a couple of times as a rookie, I over-

stepped my bounds and really realized how you know, very

quickly that I was nrong. Again, it's a l-earning experience

and it's something that you have to keep evaluating yourself

and saying nOk, am I doing the right thing now?" - Maybe r

shouldn't be listening to pressure groups you know I'm

willing to listen to someone who's going to teII me - you

know - you're only looking after you know - that indi-
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vidual group probably and the whole division or that

policy that you made you're bending over backwards for

that little group or something like that - you know. Sure

you make mistakes and you learn from them. I can't think of

anything particular right nov¡ that - but Irve made Some real

good mistakes.

i: Ok. This research is concerned with trying to

get at and understand how trustees think about policy and

the policymaking process itself. My feeling is that the

mindset or pre-conceived notions or perceptions or views or

those patterns of thinking - whatever you want to call them

- about policy and policymaking in the minds of trustees

might be influential in determining the kind of policy

statements that emanate from a board. How do you feel about

that?

R: Do you mean having to do with politics only?

I: Yeah - I suppose that as an example I might

say to you if you have a high orientation of policy as being

rules, then the types of statements that you might come up

with would be very specific in terms of laying things down

little room for interpretational latitude etc. That's a

thing that I posit. I wonder how you feel about it?

mean?

R: Whether or not trustees actually do that you
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poI icy

- whether or not

is influential in
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ways that trustees

outcome of policy

the

thethink about

statements.

R: WeIl, âs I've said, this board has written
change in the last three years - this board ... That's a

tough question. I think individual trustees are going to
come with their own prejudices or biases or whatever. Letrs

talk first of all on the availing the superintendent of the

powers to hire everybody - or to evaluate. Ok? Board

members might say "Hey listen, sorry - vre do the evaluation

of the senior administration not you - plus we'11 do you.

That isn't the r{ay it works here - but it very easily could

have - a year ago when we changed everything - the superin-

tendent does it again, but I think that some trustees really
feel that they should have input into that because they

think - weII some of them spend a lot of time here and they

think they're qualified to do so. I think that leads to
*I'm going to get that son of a bitch" you know or

"Everybody has to kiss my assfr type of mentality and - so it
really depends on where that trustee is coming from and I

don't think that you can ever decide that it rnight be

pretty evident but I agree with you that it's the individual
you know where they're coming from. That's why the super-

intendent's job is so difficult - because that person has to

be able to read human character. I don't know if you know

K- - I'm surprised that he didn't resign the way he was
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treated by this board - and I was a part of Lhe board. Like

the guy just didn't understand the board. He just couldn't

read the board. Ànd I guess I'm getting to your problem or

question they have - board members really have to - I

can't say that because I know it doesn't happen I was

going to say board members have to evaluate things one of

them just - come here and think they know or they're gonna

you know things are going to be run their way - and if it

doesn't happen that wây, well we're going to do everything

to undermine them. That's part of the problem again, that I

have with elections of trustees for boards is - democracy is

good, but you always get this personality where - Am I

answering you' re question?

I: Yeah - I think you're saying if

rase you I think what I hear you saying is

trustees are coming from - in other words what

the table v¡ith them is indeed significant in

policies that develop.

I can paraph-

that - where

they bring to

the k inds of

R: Yeah it is, but it's a problem aIso. I see

that as being a tremendous problem because you can take the

steps backwards of course you can you l-ose an election

and the board changes completely and it reverses every-

thing you've done then I guess - you know - God forbid if
some right wingers got in and cut out all the **********

programs because they're not given anywhere else in the



division which is the mentality of

not recognizing the inner city needs

bringing their personal biases where

and that's scary but it's reality I gue

some

and

they' re

ss.
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board members -

so on they're

coming from -

I: Ok, do you think that this kind of

that I'm doing which is trying to find out what

think about policy and policymaking is worthwhile?

add anything - wiIl it contribute anything?

resea rch

t rustee s

wilt ir

R: I'd really have to -you know - there's a

different mentality from rural to urban I find in trustees

and I guess that's probably mainly because of my political

background, but I'd be very interested to know what other

trustees think of policy and the way it's adopted and what

it's for. Part of my problem in coming here as I said - and

you sort of did a double take - when I said when I first got

here that GGGGGGGGGG doesn't have a - well they've got a

policy manual- but nobody knows about it and teachers could

care less about it. I'd really be inLerested in hearing how

they think policy is developed and then trustees should

have - when they're elected I think you should go through

some sort of educational process of learning what trustee is

and what policy is and so on because I sure the hell

didn't get it and I was lost for the first little while. r

think I have a fairly good understanding.

I: So you see some value in this then?



R:

that somebody

Oh God yes. Schoo]

better do something.
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boards are so screwed uP

Ok. The kinds of questions that Itve asked,

they're appropriate for the information I'm

for how you feel about and how you view

do you

looking

pol icy?

I:

think

for

' R: Yeah. I think so. I really have a problem

with policy because I think most trustees don't know what

the hell it is. I think that - well memorandum going from

office to office is that policy? I think it is. That

question of yours certainl-y made me stop and think - because

although it's not contrary to the policy - you don't have to

put it in writing in black and white that's,again - that's

my frustration with this board because they're not willing

to do that - the bloody manual has to be looked at and has

to be revised and So on - but they're not willing and So on

because that takes work - You know.

that you

t rustees

I: I s there anything that you wanted to add and

feeÌ is important to this study in determining how

think about policy, and which I haven't covered?

R: No. I can't think of anything offhand.

Then I'd like to thank you for spendingI: Ok.

the time with me.

R: You're very welcome.
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TRANSCRIPT # 8

I : Can you tell me in your or,¡n words, what i s

policy?

to

R: WeIl, policY is

further the administration

guidel- ines set up by the board

of the division.

I : Ok, can you me some examples?glve

have

tha t

R: WeIl, w€

number of other policies

time to time as needed

our. . .work.

I

implies that

transportation policy and a

you that we use, and from

which we use to regulate

thatOk. You say these act as as guidelines

they're not rigid or hard or fast

R: WeII, wê try to

keep in mind also that we are

policy is made for the board.

I : Pol icy regulates

Iate the administration or does

policy but we try to

for the policy - the

stick to

not made

the

it
board

regulate

or does it regu-

both?

setting
carries

R: WelI,

policy and

it out.

the board looks at their position as

seeing to it that the administration



I: Ok.

different from goals,

di f ferent?
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Maybe you can teII me how's policy

objectives, desires or is it in fact

R: Well I would feel that there are some differ-

ences because once you set policy there is a certain amount

of pressure to stick to what you have set up in policy and

not to deviate from it. Whereas, goals - they are not that

pointed - not that clear - or maybe that clear but not that

- there' s not that - I don't knor"' how to put it in words,

but there's a difference in my estimation, between policy

and goaIs.

I : Ok, are you saying that goals are less

specific?

in what way

R: Yes, I guess that would be

I: Àre you thinking that they're broader ...

R: WeII, policy would have more and more detail

to go.

I: Ok.

poticies, objectives

a relat ionship betv¡een goals ,

kinds of things?

I s there

and those

R: I guess there wouLd be a relationship

goals the way I see it is something you aim for

policy is something that you use as a guideline.

but

and



I: How

about policy as a

have you come

guideline and

Page

to hold this particular
policy as a regulating
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view

job as a

see what

poss ible

R: gfeIl I think it's f rom past experience in rny

trustee. gthenever issues come up, vre go back and

we have stated in policy and try to as much as

- stay within the guidelines of the policy.

I

dictate that

Ok, you say "as much

you can go out of the

as possible"

guidelines?

what woul-d

R: WeIl, we try to take each issue as it comes up

on its own merit and if the particular committee it pertains

to - the particular policy that committee would decide

whether the policy needs revising or whether vre would adhere

to it the vray it stands.

I: Ok. You say that you've learned a lot of this
through experience has your view changed about the nature

of policy since you first became a trustee?

R: I would say somewhat, yês.

lean towards the policy - it's good to

always keeping in mind that the policy is
not that you're there for the policy.

I would tend to

have policy but

there for you and

t rustee ?

I: And that's a change f rom when you vrere f irst a
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it was a

R: WelI yeah. When I first became

feeling that policy was engraved in

tot more permanent and rigid.
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a trustee, I

stone and that

pol- icy now

you approach

I : Ok, the v¡ay that You f eel about

your view about policy does that affect how

policymaking at the board level?

R: I guess it would, Yeah. You

f rorn the sense that you know that if need be,

be looked at and revised.

can approach it

can alwaysit

I: So would you say there's less pressure?

R: I would feel so, yeah.

I: Because it's not engraved in stone?

R: Uh huh.

I: Ok. Do you think policy is necessary?

R: Yes, I think it is because you v¡ant to treat

issues somewhat with consistency - and if you don't have

policy, you're much easier leaned or swayed in going

differing ways under different types of pressure.

I: Having a policy

deviation or does it reduce it?
does that eliminate your
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R: I would say that it reduces it considerably

yes.

I: Would you say that if you have a policy - you

mentioned being swayed by different pressures - would you

say that some of the pressures really don't apply if you

have a policy - that they are influential if you don't have

a policy - is that what you're saying?

R: I would say more so, Yeah.

I: What kinds of Pressures would

R: WeIl - for instance in transportation if you

have a policy whereby you do not pick up students from

within a mile, and if you have no policy, a parent can

approach you and request transportation for their child, and

if it's just under a mile, then - if you have a policy

stating specifically what your policy is, then it's much

easier to and the parents are more understanding too if

they know what your rules and regulations are.

I: Ok. You've said that the parents are more

understanding when they know what the rules and regulations

are when you talk to parents about policy, do you think of

it in terms of rules and regulations governing administra-

tion or do you still talk about it as guidelines?
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R: No, we still talk about it as regulations that

we have.

neces sa ry

about that

I: Ok. This idea of whether

has that changed over time

changed over time?

or

has

not policy is
your oplnlon

have. We

years and

area and I

R:

have

hired

think

No, I've
rev i sed

a person

we have

a lway s

our own

who we

a good

felt that policy was good to

policy within the last three

thought was competent in the

policy as such.

I: Seeing as how you feel that

sary, and have always felt has this sort of

you approach policy making?

R: Can you give me the question again?

I: Yeah you said that you feel policy

sary. Feel ing that i t' s necessary does that

approach policymaking - does that cause you to

policymaking in a special way?

it with a

not make

live with

arise.

policy is neces-

affected the way

1S neces-

make you

approach

R: Yeah - well I think yes you would approach

little with caution that you know that you do

policy just for the moment, but policy that you can

under somewhat differing circumstances - as they



I : Ok. You

this written policy...

R: No.

effective as policies

Page

made mention of having policies
8.7

is

R: Yes, we have written policy.

I: In what format is it organized?

R: We have a policy manuaL.

I: Should policies be written down?

R: Oh definitely.

I: AIways?

R: For me there is no other r.ray of continuity if
they're not written down.

I: Does policy exíst even though it's not written
down? Now I know you're saying that it should be written
down, but does policy or can policy exist without being

written down?

R: In a school board with changing administration

- with a changing board all the time, there would be some.

But I would feel that it would be very limited.

I: Would they be as effective as policies that

would be written down?

I would say Do, they wouldn't be as

that would be written down.
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I: Why might they not be written down?

R: WeIl, it would be items that came up from time

to time which just did not get entered into the policy

manual and I guess they would be in the books some place

in the minutes - they would be recorded some place, that's

for Sure - otherwise they would not be considered. They do

not - they're not normally considered policy before they are

entered into the manual - it's a proposal until such a time

as it gets into the manual.

I: What about a situation where you don't have

anything in the manual that covers it, yet you have some

past practice, ot you have an understanding, among the board

members of how these things will be handled - would you

consider that to be PoIicY?

R

done in the

up on more

would put it

ï

past

ona
i nto

guess we would go back and see what we had

and use that as a guideline and if it came

number of occasions, I would think that we

poJ-icy so that we had something.

I: Ok. So what I'm hearing you say is that there

may be two types of policy that exist - a very formal

written one and some past practices etc. that really as

far as you're concerned the only official one is the written

down one and it doesn't have official status until it's

written down



I: You said that it should be written down - any

ideas about how it should be organized? You've mentioned

that you have a manual - should it be classified any partic-

ular vray - for instance, when you write down policies is

there anything that you keep in mind...

R¡ Yes, somewhat the one

down would be from past experience

effective, but not as effective - no.

R: Well we have different areas in

manual under different headings for any policies

would fit into any one of these areas.

I: So it follows a format then?

R: Yes.

I: Is this one that your board has developed?

R: Wit.h the help of a prof essional consultant

yes.

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?

R: WeIl, the school board

senior administration.

R: Yes.

I: BuÈ they may both be effective?
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that isn't written
would be somewhat

our policy

and they

with the help of your



R:

what they see

would dec ide

policy.

I: Ok

as to what should

Page 8.10

I: Ok, how does the senior administration hetp?

WeII, they would suggest from time to time

should be in policy - if it isn't - the board

on whether they felt vte should have it in

so they make suggestions every so often

be there?

R: Yes. Or vice-versa, the board suggests to the

administration to look into it - whether vre are adequately

covered in any given area by po)-icy and if not, then to come

up with a suggestion.

I: I see. Are the - you're talking about the

senior adrninistration - who do you include in that?

R: WeII, basicalty the superintendent and also

the secretary-treasurer

I ¡ Are there any other people or any other groups

who have input into this policymaking?

R: Yes, although I don't think the

Iook at the teachers they would rather

agreement rather than a policy but they

that pertains to them - Yes.

that

have

are

more in

in with

when I

their
po1 icy

I: So that they are consulted?



individuals

R: Yes.

I Ok, what about parents

caretakers, bus drivers,

Page 8.11

or sLudents or other

people Iike this?

R: I f
not aware that we

dr ivers ï¡e would

ried people that

voted the board

responsible for

that you

policy and

conce rned?

it affects them. Parents I would not I'm

have to any degree used that much, but bus

yes and the working people - the sal-a-

are concerned, I guess parents - they have

in and the board figures that they are

I: You mentioned concern - is it fair to assume

consult people who are concerned with a specific

you would perhaps ignore the others who aren't

R: WelI, they would have priority.

I: Ok I'm thinking like bus drivers - if
you're going to make regulations about what they do with

their buses during the day - that you would consult them -

not necessarily the teachers' group but...

R: Yes, if it - like in a policy that concerned

the bus drivers -'and also it might very well concern the

principal because he is the go-between between the transpor-

tation supervisor and the bus drivers so - then it would be

a matter of both parties.



I: Alright. Well, if you're going to

from these people at different times on different
how much input should these people have?

WeIl, I guess

but the trustee

but it has to

situation.
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have input

policies

to express himself the way he

as an individual does not make

come from the way he individu-

R: WeIl, I would feel - by suggesting - and then

the board could have a look at her - and i f vre feel that we

need inforrnation about how they they feel then we can get

that information from the parties concerned.

I: So you're not putting any kinds of limits on

the amount of input that they can have then.

R: WeIl, the input - the final result would be

what the board decided - yes.

I: So it's the board's decision anyhow and so

are you saying - there's no point in limiting what they say

because you still have the f inal say?

R: Well the - you can never get too much informa-

tion on anything.

I : Ok. What's the individual trustee's role in

the policymaking process?

R:

sees things

decide - it's
aIIy sees the



decision

I : Ok, you say that

then who does?
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the trustee doesn't make Lhe

R: The board as such by vote.

I: So you're talking about the corporate body?

R: Yeah, the corporate body, yeah.

I: Ok, so the role of the individual is,to give

his or her opinion?

R: Yes.

I: Could you maybe give me an example of a policy
that's been made by input from one or two or three groups

along with the board deciding how it should finally qo?

R: Oh, I can think of transportation where we

made a poJ.icy where we do not want to start to pick up

students before 8 o'clock or a given time in the morning and

the principal wourd have his input on that with the board.

I: Were there any other groups that were

consulted in that?

R: NoL in that particular case

keep in mind the parents' wishes on this.
no. WeI1, we

I: And how do you get a hold of those wishes?



R: We11, in

a pretty - parents are

their particular board

a small division or

not afraid to voice

members.
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setting we have

their opinions to

I: So you don't really have to go soliciting?

R: No, I don't. UsuaIIy it's the other way.

I : Ok. The

policy you know - the

that - has any of that

t rustee?

views that

board and

hold about who makes

input level and aII
you first became a

you

the

changed since

R: Wel1, not much no.

I: It's pretty well how you perceived it when you

R: Yeah.

started out?

I: Again, this view of

happens during that process - does

which you approach policymaking?

who makes policy

that affect the

- what

r.¡ay i n

R: Like who has the authority?

I: Yeah the way you think - the view that you

hold is that the board makes policy - it can have unlimited
input, but Ín the final analysis the board makes policy
knowing that, does that affect the way you sit down at the

board table to make policy?



R: Wel1, I guess

you know that the final say

íf it were differently, then

to some extent

so is with the
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it might because

board. I guess

I: How might it affect you? Àgain, you mentioned

being cautious earl-ier does this make you more cautious

does this make you more at ease?

R: WeII, if other people had a final say so, then

the board - which I consider to be an employer - then I
would have problems with that because if you are the

employer, then you are the ones that have to set up the

guidelines for running the operations.

I : Alright. Can you telt me how policies are

made? By that I mean what processes or procedures are

involved? What are the steps from beginning to end?

R: I guess they would come from any area

instance, the principal would come up to let's say

education committee, and they would have a look at it,
then they would bring their proposal - the r{ay they

whatever the policy being what should be in policy
bring a proposal before the board and then it would

discussed at board level and voted on and that's how

would come into policy.

for

the

and

see

and

be

ir

I: Ok. When you say

'm not sure what you

the principal
mean - brings

brings it to

what?the board I



R: WeII, whatever

is not covered by

policy.

his concern is that
policy which he feels
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a certain

should bearea that

covered by

I: So it starts with a concern then?

R: Yes at the base where the concern is.

I: Ok,

where the concern is

necessarily with

be with the bus

the princ ipal

drivers

and not

it may

R: Yes.

I: Once that is identified then, you say that it
goes to a committee?

R: Yes.

I: You have appropriate committees for varÍous

thi ngs ?

R: Yes. We also have a policy committee that

the policy committee is also a part of the planning

committee right now so they would really do the polishing

work on it and then present it to the board.

I:

polishing work,

Ok, and once

they come up

agaÍn, when you say that they do

with the statements?

R: The proper wording yes.



I: Ok.

do they have

Do they examine

to make choices

do

at

Page

to

8.17

eval-

what

ir
be

they

that

have.

Ievelua te

happens?

R: I guess they would study it and see how

would affect the operation down the road and how vre would

able to Live with it - under different circumstances.

I: Ok,

alternatives then?

SO they do an evaluation of dif ferent

R: Yes.

I: And they then present what they feel to be

best to the board?

R: WeIl, to the operation as such yes.

I: But, once they've chosen what is
operation, they then present that to the board?

R: Yes.

best for the

board do

I:

wi th

Now, when it gets to the board, what does the

it does it further discuss it does it vote

on it or...

R:

clarification
that basis.

board member

he receives

that has questions

it and he bases his

Any

and

he seeks

vote on



I: Ok. Can you tell me what

how policy is made? What things might have

how the policy is made the process - for

things might determine how fast a policy

strict a poj-icy is or...

R: How fast - I guess the urgency of the

basically a policy is set up to serve the operation

I don't know if that answers your question but...

here - maybe we'11 come back

know r+hen a policy needs to be

Page 8. I8

things influence

an influence on

instance, what

is made or how

matter

rea I )-y

to thi s

made orlater.
needs to

I: WeIl,

How do you

be revised?

with it any more

rev i sed .

to be revised if h'e can't live
things working better if it is

R: Well I
and

guess -

Lre see

I: Ok, so in other words

telI whether it needs to be revised

the case where there is no policy?

has to be made?

R: WeJ.I, I guess if we

better and more evenJ.y throughout

was covered by policy - then we

particular issue.

f rom practice you can

not. Ok, what about

do you know when one

or

How

f eel that r¿re could

the whole division
would make policy

operate

if ir
on that



that of

needed or

I: I wonder if you could give me any

when you've known for instance that a

had to be revised - can you think of an
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examples of

policy vras

exampJ.e?

R: WelI we have - if I'm right we have policy

giving sick Ieave for teachers and other employees - when an

agreement is changed and the days differ, then also the

policy is revised accordingly - that would be one area.

I: What things led up to it being revised for

Ínstance?

R: Wel-l in the sick leave that as they are

negotiated - then they are put into policy - and in trans-

portat ion we would basically go the same v¡ay - i f t{e f elt

that from here on in - like our buses are overcrowded right

now and we're considering putting into policy that vte wiIl

not within the half mile - we will not pick up any students

- that policy has come about or is being brought into life

because of the situation of overcrowding.

I: Ok, essentially what you're saying is that

policies are made and revised in response to a problem or

something that is not working out - is that correct?

R: Yeah.

I: Again, your views that

policy is made, when it's made, how it's

you hold about how

made, the processes



etc. , those views that

arrived at them?

Page

you hold about that,
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howi nvolved

have you

R

the decisions

Welt, through my experience in the work

that you have to make from day to day.

1n

I: Ok, again, this may sound repetitive, but the

viewpoint that you hold about how policy is made, does that

affect how you approach making policy? In other words the

way you understand the policymaking process to work, does

that affect how you approach policy?

R: Oh yes.

I: In what way?

.R:

try to live by

sure that you

WeII, you know that

it and that would

would set up policy

once you make a policy you

govern that you would make

that can be adhered to.

what are

What are

I: Ok. I wonder if
the attributes or the

the things that make a

you can tell me in your mind

elements of a good policy?

policy a good policy?

R: WeIl, a good policy would have to be drawn up

in such a way that it would treat all people evenly - all

people concerned - and something that you can live with.

I: Why do you say that?



R: tfel-1 because

board member to see to it

Page 8.2I

is what I'm there for as a

the education system is run

everybody concerned be it

that

that

in a fair and just

students, teachers,

manner for

whatever.

SION

is it

I: Ok, and how have you arrived at this conclu-

is it something you've learned through experience or

something you vrent in wi th?

I: Ok. I wonder if you could maybe give me an

or one or two or three examples of a good policy

is fair and that you could l-ive with for a long

R: WeII I guess I had that idea before I became a

board member and r've been secretary treasurer for the past

twenty years before I became a board member - before the

school divisions went unitary - that has to have helped me

in arriving at how I see the whole operation being run.

exampJ.e

one that
t ime?

R: Well, again you could go to transportation I

think the policy that r.¡e have regarding pick-up is if we

go by distance that is a policy that is as fair or as near

fair as we could wish for a policy to be. And also in the

poJ-icies that we have regarding teachers' sick Leave or

maternity leave I do feel that that is a fair policy, and

that it has been set up in such a way that it is serves

the purpose from one year to the next.



I: Ok, I'Il 90

about not being carved in

you to make exceptions?
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back to something you said earlier

stone - do these policies allow

R: Oh yes.

I: Do you consider that to be a good attribute?

R: Yes.

I: I was thinking perhaps there would be a crip-

pled chitd...

R: Oh yeah,

average studenL

priorities.

that's always there - that's

the exceptional student has

just a

excep-normal-

tional

I: what do you feel constitutes a bad policy?

You told me t$¡o or three attributes of a good policy - what

things make a policy bad?

R: WeII, if a policy is - if you have a policy

that does not take into consideration the whole - how it

would affect the whole system - if it is - it has to be a

policy that treats everybody evenly - and if it doesn't do

that, then it is not a - it's a policy that is not good.

pol icy?

the same

I: Ànything

For instance,

does that of

else that might constitute a bad

supposing a policy treats everybody

necessity make it good I wonder



could you

yet was a

have a policy that

bad policy?
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treated everybody the same and

R: Yes, I guess you could if you came if the

situation arose where special attention vras needed in what-

ever area and then the policy would be a hindrance - but,

like I say, policy is there to serve us and we can always

still deviate from the policy.

I: Or indeed change it...

R: Or change it - yes.

I: This may not be a fair question but can you

think of any examples of a bad policy?

R: WeIl, the - we have - for instance, in trans-'

portation again, it's a very ticklish area and if you set up

a speci fic mileage Iimitation on your pick-ups, that can

also come back to haunL you and not serve its purpose that

it vras intended f or.

I: But again you can over come that.

R: Oh yes.

I: Ok. tlell, you have opinions about what's good

and what's bad policy and I wonder if you can tell me if

those views that you hold about what's good and what's bad

policy, if that affects the way you approach policymaking?



R: Oh

to make something

yes - it would.

that is positive
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ActuaIIy everybody tries
and work with it.

I: So You strive to Put into PolicY

elements that you have described as good - equality,

ness, that kind of thing.

those

fair-

spec i f ic

is that

R: Yes.

I: How do you evaluate PolicY?

R: WeIl, if a certain area in your policy creates

problems on a continual basis that there is concern with ít

in whatever area it may be, then you would look at it and

see if maybe the policy wasn't the best policy.

I: ok, how would you reach a conclusion?

R WelI, by studying the

with something that

better.

situation and see if we

could come

could serve

up

ir
could serve it more

Ii Ok, but I gather You don't have a

measuring stick though. I guess what I'm saying

part of this would be educated guess work maybe...

R: Yes, well, wê Iook at policy as an ongoing

thing. It's not something that you write down and that's

it,. Itfs a guideline that you want to stick with but Yêt,

at the same time, it's supposed to serve us to help in a

better way to run our affairs.



I:
trustee which

cymaking?

a policy

taught me

things in

Have you had any

have shaped your

part icular
views about
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experiences as a

policy and poli-

R¡ Yes - I have run up, in my earlier days, with

that I felt was not a good policy and that has

to be very careful about how policy - how you put

the policy - something that you can live with.

l.f.

in the policy

When you

- what do

say

you

be careful of how you put things

mean?

R: Well that a year from the time that you put it
in there, that it's working against you instead of for you

and running your affairs I feel that whatever you put in

the policy should be studied very carefully and how will

this work a few years down the road?

I: Have you ever taken any in-service training or

gone to any conferences or anything Iike that about policy

or policymaking or professional development - that has sort

of affected the vray you think about policy and policymaking?

R: Yes, I have been to some seminars that t{ere

sponsored by the MÀST association.

I: Ok, and these vlere specifically on pol icy?

R: Yes

policy three years

and we have

â9o, we also

also, before we revised our

had some professional staff



out from our

wouLd want to

head of f ice to set up

approach pol icymak ing.
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guidelines of how we

v¡ay r n my

out - the

est ima-

way we

would

I: This research that I'm doing is concerned with

trustees and how they think about policy and policymaking.

My feeling is that the way trustees think about policy and

how policy is made, could affect the final outcome of policy

statements. How do you feel about that? Do you think

that's an accurate assessment - do you think maybe I'm off

ba se

R: WelI, it can't be any other

tion - that that's the way it would come

feel- about a certain issue and in that way

af fect our po1 ic ies.

sureJ-y i t

I: What if you view things differently - what if
you view policy and policymaking differently than another

trustee - what happens there? Will your view and that other

person's view be reflected in the final statement?

R: WeIl, when you're working in a body or a group

of people, the majority decision rules. I guess you have to

abide by that. Àt the same time, before you have your input

and trying lo come to a compromisíng sort of way come to

as close to something unanimous as you can.

I: Do you think that

- trying to find out

policymaking?

this kind of

how trustees

research is

think aboutworthwhi Ie

policy and



R¡ Oh, I think so

to me to read what such

the differing areas of

think it would be

research would come

province - yeah.

I
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an advan-

out withtage

f rom

a

the

I: How would it be of advantage to you?

R: WeIl, I think it would give me more informa-

tion and a broader view of how policy are being formulated

by differing divisions and thereby being able to gain some

knowledge that you could put to use.

I: Ok. Do you feel that the questions that I've
asked you tonight - are they appropriate for getting the

kind of information that I'm after? In other words, I want

to find out how you view policy and policymaking. Àre these

questions suitable for me to find that out?

R: The questions

would have probably been of

have studied the questions

questions are good.

I don't have a problem with - I

more value to you if I would

somewhat but no I think the

I 3 Ok. The last question then - is there

anything that you'd like to add that you feel is important

to my understanding of how trustees think about policy and

policymaking - and which I haven't covered?

R: No, I can't think of anything.



time.

I : In that case,

I certainly appreciate

thank you

ir.
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very much for your

R: You're welcome.



TRANSCRIPT # 9

I: The first question that
you tell me in your own words, what is

Page 9.1

canI have then is
pol icy?

R: I was afraid you were going to ask that. WeIl

now. what do I - weLr I think that policy is a statement of
your - reaIly your philosophy and your approach to education
in your division. And, wê arso have procedures and it is
distinguished from procedures which are sort of outlined in
job descriptions and...

I: Ok, these are stalements are you referring
Lo written statements?

R: Yes. yes they are. In our division they're
written statements.

I: Ok,

or three examples, i f you want,

R: Well, ok - we have sort of general policies of
you know - the type of education that we're giving - but
that's sort of like motherhood statements you know - rike
we're going to give everybody a good education and meet the
generaL needs and the personaL needs of the chirdren - but

can you give me an example or one or two

of policies?
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we have specific poJ.icies with regard to transportation you

know distances you're going to transport kids. we have

specific poricies with regards to our three programs - our

types of schools we run - immersion, francais, and English
outlining you know what the objectives of these programs

are and who they're f or - and r^¡e have poricies on teaching

religion and things Iike that in school.

I: You have

and you differentiated
that policy is the philosophies,

from procedure...

said

tha t

R: Procedure - yeah vre also have a number of
procedures which, I would say outline what they're job

descriptions a lot of them are job descriptions for arl
the staff level - you know - who they're to report to.. .

I: When you talked about bussing, you talked
about transportation

R: Uh huh but thatrs a policy really because.,.

I: Is it also a procedure?

R: WeIl, yês. We have a procedure we have a

manual for the drivers but our general policy with regard

to students - you know - r guess our poticies are probably

more with regard to students and the schools and the educa-

tion and the services r.¡e deliver. whereas procedure, r

suppose, would be more - you know your staff - what you



expect of your staff and how

time off and things like that

they apply

who they
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if they want

to etc.

for

apply

I: Ànd those are distinct from policy?

R: well, I don't know. we have what we carr
policy and procedure manuar and - you know - in my mind

those things are procedures - they're just sort of steps
people go through if they want to do things.

I Àre you dif ferentiating between sort of
you called it a motherhood statement

concrete administrative details. .,

a very

andbroad based

very specific

R: Yes.

T. Do you view policy as

and distinct f rom the

being in both areas or

adrninistrative area?is it separate

R: It's hard to say because r guess you wourd

say the procedures are also our poricies because it's al1
one manual and it's carled a poticy and procedure manual and

I guess some are more in terms of generar directions and
philosophies and others are very specific administrative
thíngs so, but we do have both but h'e lump them in a one

sort of I differentiate in my mind sort of that one is
poricy to me is more philosophy and procedure is more admin-
istrative detail.
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between policy
9.4

andI: Is
goals, objectives,

there any difference
and desires?

I: So there's a link there but one gives rise to
is this what you're saying?

R: WelI, I think so. Goals and objectives are
very broad statements, but poricy are sort of more a

specific - the v¡ay you're going to achieve these goars

perhaps - in terms of

R: yeah, I think so.

more spec i f ic .

the other

term goals

these Iong

R¡ I think so.

and object ives,

term, long range

I think policy would be

I: Would it arise from goals and objectives?

I think you have to have long

and your policies should support

goal s .

I : Ok. I've asked you what policy is you've
given your impressions and views of what it is - why do you

hold these views? why do you hord these views about what

policy is how has this come about?

R:

policies are

that meets -
party or a

organization

WeII, I guess it's just in my own mind Èhat

the same for any organization for any group

you have policies - whether you are a political
school board or just a group of people in an

- you have certain policies which means sort of



a statement of what you're doing

Ànd of course in school boards - I

school boards and I knew what some

I knew they had policies.

I : Ok, so thi s hasn' t rea1ly
the nature of policy changed at all since
trustee - has it altered in any way?

Page 9.5

what you're there for.
guess I vras f ami I iar wi th
of their policies were so

has this view of

you've become a

a specific view of what

hold affect the way you

R:. No, I don' t think so. No. I think I knew that
there v¡ere these type of things.

I : Ok. Well,
policy is. Does that view

approach pol icymaking?

you have

that you

R: Oh yes. I think so, because I think as a

board that we have poricy statements that the majority agree
oD, but as an individual r might have policies that don't
necessarily agree with the general statement of the board
so I approach policies with my own personar phitosophy and

try to you know bring my o$rn personar view into the
whole picture.

I: Ok, and how do you do that?

R: f'Ielr, whenever werl the poricy's in front of
us and if there's something in there that I disapprove of or
disagree with, r just say "why do we have to have this? I
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don't think that's good." Sometimes others will support

and somet imes they won' t, but that' s about realJ.y alL

can do - you know you just present your arguments why

think that's particularJ.y good or why it's not.

9.6

you

you

you

I: Do you ever have the feeling that some things
- because you differentiate between administration and

philosophy - do you ever feel that, for instance, you don't
want certain administrative things into policy - you'd

rather not dear with that as policy - but rather as proce-

dure - is that ever a conflict with you?

R: No, I don't think so - I don't distinguish
you know, if we're setting out something that's an adminis-

trative procedure or poricy - I don't think so - r feel more

comfortable if things are written down so people understand

what's expected of them and I think it's more fair to your

staff too for the board to take that responsibirity of
writing it down so that you can't go back to them and say

"Why are you doing this?" - you know - No, I feel comfor-

table with having things put into - Just as a point in
commenL - at our last board meeting we were discussing
adopting - the superinLendent had presented us - we'd asked

him to study the guidance counselring issue in the division
and he had presented us with a rather broad statement of
poricy regarding counserring in the division - the needs and

how it should be set up and organized and you know
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obviousry r think he wanted us to pass it at that meeting
and I remember board members were for one reason or
another, uncomfortable with it and didn't want it to go

through that night so they just said that they'd think about
it untir the next meeting - which is sometimes deferring it
but - you know, I think it in a situation like that it's
good to have things written down so that people know what

you want done.

I: Do you think policy is necessary?

R: Yes I guess so I think so yes.

I: Why?

R: well because all kinds of situations arise and

you have to if you haven,t got a policy you,re just
everything is an ad hoc decision you make a decision about
somelhing one day and then another board comes along or
another - you know - you make a decision a year or two rater
and it might be in confrict with the first decision - policy
enablês you to kind of treat everybody the same. If you say

"ok, we're going to do it this vray only certain peopre get
sent out of the division for certain programs - we have

certain guidelines for who gets sent to vocational school
and who doesn't . . . " I f somebody says to you nwhy can't my

kid go to that school" and you say "werr, this is the
policy" I think you do have that.
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I: So it serves a...

R: I think it serves a utilitarian - and also i
well it's nice to have a phitosophy and a and you

have broad educational goals - I'm not sure that we

do have, but tee should have.

¿.

regard to the

Ok. Has your opinion changed at all with
necessity of having policy?

R: No, I think it's just been strengthened reaJ_ly

because of the situations that arise - situations have

arisen where we didn't have a policy and we got into troubre
and we had to write a policy - and I wourd say the situation
with the guidance counserlors is one - and then there v¡as

another situation with our staff - you know our bus

drivers and that who had been used to doing things a certain
way year after year and there v¡as no written policy and

you know a few tricky situations arose and so we sat down

and wrote a policy. Ànd policies about other things
things come up - things change - like we had to write a

poricy for administering medications to students at school

which we didn't have before - and other things - and then

policies change you know - new situations arises - so yes

you do have to have I think it's very important - new

policies are important.
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Feeling as you do about how important

that af f ect the tvay you approach policy-

R: WeIl, y€s I guess I'm always in favor of
if the superintendent wants - you know - a poricy on so

yeah, You know some other trustees I think sometimes don't
like to see things v¡ritten down because once it's written
down - you know - then you can't - it's a rittle more diffi-
curt to change it, but no r think I rike to study things and

see them in writing.

I: You mentioned the superintendent

a policy - that you

ways - besides the

there other vrays that

like to go with that - are

superintendent wanting a

policies come about?

pol icy

if he

there

wants

other

- are

R: Oh yes. In my experience - we haven't written
that many nevr ones because I think we have you know - a

basic set and but generaJ-ry if we're tarking about some-

thing and we say in arl the ones I mentioned to you that
we did write - we sort of threw it to the superintendent and

said - you know shourdn't we have a poricy - and then he

brings it back he looks at it from the division point and

the teaching point uh do we write it any other way

werrr w€ have a riaison committee that can recommend poticy
and it's a committee of trustees and teachers - and basi-
cariy I guess that's the two r¡¡ays that they come about. I
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suppose I could sit down and write a policy out and present

it at a meeting if I wanted. I just don't feel that capable

of doing it because I don't have the expertise to know

what's needed in the schoors so - I really think it's the

superintendent's job to - you know research it - he

researches what other divisions are doing in the area and

MAST - and he tarks it over with t.he principal-s - and then

he comes back to us with it and then we have our input.

I: You've talked
cies in the policy manual -
- should policies be written

a lot about writing down poli-
the policy and procedure manual

down?

R: Oh I think so otherwise, how do you know

what they are? I mean everybody may have a different
concept in their mind of what it is if it's not written down

- i know there's a danger when you write things down, but

they can always be changed and improved - it's not - if
you make a mistake or if the next board doesn't rike certain
wordings and that, you can always change it. We have to
change our policies from time to time.

I

poJ- icy, does

ok,

po1 icy
in your own experience,

ever exist without being

thinking about

written down?

R: I'm sure it does - I'm sure that it exists for
the superintendent and staff, but boards are constantry
changing and perhaps aren't but if you have the superin-
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and the principals have been doing things a certain
a long time - I'm sure there are cert,ain things that

pol i cy

I: So you're saying that precedent is really
in a sense?

R: Yeah. I guess so, yeah you know - for
instance if something comes up and we'11 say to the - you

know invariably ask the superintendent "Has this happened

before and how have you dealt vrith it?" - so precedent is
quite important and very often r.re say things tike "l^Ie1l, we

donit want to set a precedent." If it's something new like
sending a teacher on some type of - like one teacher wanted

to go and do something that was overseas - you know - and

previously we'd never had anybody do anything that was over-
seas and - you know - there was some discussion about

setting a precedent - you know couldn't he do this partic-
ular course - with this particurar rady - courdn't she do it
in canada - and the answer was yês, she could do the sane

thing in canada - so why does she have to do it somewhere

else? So, you know, precedent is a big factor. Because I,m
sure that there was a time when there wasn't a poricy
written down and policies have probably evorved out of the

vray things have been done in Lhe division.

I

written down

WeIl,

- that

you've said that you like to see things
there may perhaps be some things that
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things down or not

some to writing them

writing them down?
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there any advantages to writing
things down you've given me

are there perhaps any to not

are

writing

down,

R

than Lhat

They're

- DO,

easrer to
I think it's

change

better to

you know - but

have it writtenothe r

down.

how

it

I: Ok, if it's to be written down, in your mind,

should it be organized? Is there any specific v¡ay lhat
should be organized, who should have access to it?

R: WeII, everyone should have access to it, and

it should be for the public and staff certainty. Well for
staff, it's obligatory - I don't know if they do, but

they're supposed to read the whole manual - and certainly
the public should have - so that they have an idea of what

the philosophy of the division is and what - how it should

be organized.

I: I gather

should be in a discrete
for it and possibly it
head i ngs

that what you're saying is that it
manual and that you know where to go

should be catalogued under various

R: That's right uh huh.

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?
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R: I suppose I should say trustees do but - well,
r guess we do we certainly can change it and I guess over

the years the trustees have at reast approved it. I wourd

say probabry the administration has detaired it, but trus-
tees have approved it. And I think sometimes as I say

sometimes the suggestion for a policy does come from the

board - that we need a policy in that way - and sometimes it
comes from the superintendent that we should have a policy
in this manner because he's not sure about how we want him

to deal with it.

I: Ok

statement itself
- the actual construction of the policy
who makes thaÈ?

writing
tendent

R¡ I would say the superintendent

out of it and the detailing it - we1l,

does and we then go through it.

you mean the

our superin-

around when

superinten-

I: Do you have a role in modifying it?

R: Yes. Yes.

I: Does it ever happen the other
you might present a written out policy and

dent might modify it?

vJay

the

R: We've

be done i f we wanted

never done that, but I'm sure it coul.d

to.



R: Approve it - yeah, I have a feeling that some-

times that happens but, he wouldn't obviously present a

policy that he didn't think - you know - that we weren't

asking questions about - you know - he doesn't just dream up

policy - it comes about as a result of problems or direct
requests so - and I think that rea1ly is - you know - he's
the expert and he's the one that can be in touch with other
peopJ-e.

I: Àlright you have said that
make school divísion policy but really
superintendent makes it and you approve it...

about or

group

9roups
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school boards

sometimes the

a number of

policymaking

I: Does it ever happen that poJ-icies may come

be made by other people - perhaps the teachers'
perhaps members of the public - perhaps pressure

perhaps students. . .

R: Well they can be changed by these groups you

know - Iike we may adopt a policy and certainly groups might

not like it and can make representations to have you change

but I think we're probably as susceptible as anyone to
pressure groups.

I! So

people

in other

who have

words,

i nput

the re

i nto

are

thegroups of

proce s s ?
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R¡ Yeahr unfortunately - well teachers should

have input beforehand because the superintendent by rights
should rearry - I think he does - consults not onry t.he

association - the principars' and the teachers' association
Èo you know - to get their reaction to poricy before we

pass it - and so they do have input into it. The public
not rearly unless it's something that we would specifically
go out and try and get public reaction to - but I think that
we're the public you know - we're supposed to be the

public so you can't always be running back and saying to
people "I^that do you think of this poli cy?', unLess it's
very very major - then you might want to hord meetings and

get you know public input.

I: You say

can be

there's input then

- there's room for
from a large number

it I gather...of groups or

R: I hope there is anyway...

I: What, if âDy, limitations do you put on this?
In other words, how much input should these various groups

or peopJ-e have in making policy?

R3 Oh, as much as they want - you know - if they

have good points to make I think they should have I
certainry think staff have a large say in policy because it
directly affects them - you know - most of our policy is
carried out by staf f members, and if we're making some hi.gh
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'faruLin' statements and - or demands that they feel are
just not - they're not abre to carry out or are just not

J.ogical, then I think they shourd have a good dear of oppor-

tunity to present their - and as far as parents 90, weII
you know - I would say probably the majority of parents

don't realLy know what our policies are. The only times

they're af f ected is if r,re change our policies with regard to
staffing - then they can become affected and of course,

thatrs a very direct - a direct impact on their child or

their child's grade or - you know - if they adopt a policy
to change your schools or something major rike that, then

you know - parents should be consulted before you make a

major change rike that - but a rot of our policies are - so

many of them are housekeeping procedures that direct more or

Iess directly affect staff and things in the school.

I: Ok. Given that you have this consultative
kind of a role that's played with superintendent, teachers'
group, perhaps parents and specific interest groups what

is the rore of the individuar trustee then - not the group -
the individual trustee in the polícymaking process?

R: We}l, I guess I look upon my role as - you

know I'm a parent and Ifm not famiriar with the teaching
in the crassroom so I'm not an expert in education and I
look upon my rore as being bringing that point of view into
the poricy. r don't try to critique poricies in terms of
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their educational value. If the superintendent recommends

something, Irm pretty well prepared to listen to him because

- unless I know something .directly opposite, I feel he

should be responsibLe for that - but there is - you know

how this policy is well for one thing - how much does it
cost? That's a very important - if you're making changes

and very often policies do involve costs - you have to be

prepared to support certain costs - and you have to know

what your area will support in terms of costs and how they

want that money spent on these certain programs if you're
initiating the programs. And just a general parental view-

point - if you know I tend to figure that's my roLe.

I: Can you give me an example of a policy that's
been made by input from various groups?

R: WeIl, wê had a policy come out of the liaison
committee last year with regard to principals - with regard

to how many principals vre should assign. We've got a wide

variety of schools and programs - and some are big and some

are small - and we've got schools with one program - two

programs three programs - and it's really very complex

and one of the trustees had wanted to change the organ íza-
tion of principals and so they studied it and it went

through the teachers' representatives on the committee and

the trustees' representatives and they studied it for a

number of months and came up with a policy with regard to



I: So there was input then from several groups in

that particular instance?

R: Yeah. I can't think of too many that have

gone through maybe all three groups, but most of them come

from the principals and the association - like you know

the superintendent, I'm positive, goes back to the schools

and gets the input from - if - at least the principaJ.s and

the principals should in turn get input from the teachers, I
would hope.

you know .5 princípa1s for so many

- and then I think that this was

parents' committees at the schools

involved were multi-program schools

out and r+as adopted because of that.

I: Ok. Has your view of who

that changed from the time that you first
has that changed at aII?

R: WelI, no. I think not.

what it was and so yeah I think
same.
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students and etc., etc.

also presented to the

some of the schools

- so that policy came

makes policy - has

became a trustee

I had a vague idea of

it's pretty much the

I: So if anything, it's been reinforced then?

R:

thought things

Yeah,

probably

I think so

happened.

it's pretty much as I
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have about who

in which you

that

the

you

way

R: No. No, I donrt think so

pretty much - I 'm a very basic person

things and I look at them and - you know

make sense and the arguments make sense or

R! A problem... WelI, a

Let's put it that way - we have

I approach it
just approach

either I - they

they don't make

decision has to be made

to make a decision about

I

sense.

I: Well novr I want to ask you how policies are

made. I think you may have answered some of that but,

specifically, what are the processes or procedures - the

steps if you like - that are gone through from beginning to
end to form a poticy?

R: WeII, I think first of all you have to have

policies I think are made in response to situations - as I
say v¡e're not sitting around saying "Oh we haven't got a

policy about this." - I mean something comes up in a school

or a parent or with a child or it's a program - and it's
sort of never come up before or it's maybe come up once or

twice...

I 3 When you say something comes up, are you

referring to...
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something and it may be the first time that this partic-
ular problem has arisen ín the division or eLse, âs with
medications, it was happening but there was no specific
poJ.icy on who r.ras to give them and - you know - anything

like this - and you know - do they have consent forms from

the parents and all this thing - you know - so these things

- times change and things come up and so I guess the first
thing is that there's a decision that has to be made - and

we don't have a policy to guide us - therefore, wê start
looking at the possibility - is this decision going to be

repeated or is it a one time only - I mean, if we're not

going to repeat it, there's no point in writing a whole

policy for one decision - but if it's something that's
re-occurring and it's going to occur again, then we need to
write a policy about it so that I guess that,s your first
step. Your second step is you throw it into the superinten-

dent's lap and say "Ok, write up a policy." - and he does

the research - as I say, he contacts other divisions to see

if they have poricies he gets their policies and reads

them and he, I guess, goes back to the teachers and - if
it's something that involves parents' groups we do have

a number of our schools have organized parents - if they

don't have an organized parents' council, there's realIy
it's very difficult to consult parents on these things but,
where vre do have organized parentsf councirs these things
are - you know they're made a!¡are of these policy state-
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ments and they have an opportunity - they arways have an

opportunity to speak at a board meeting before it's adopted

if they wish to present a delegation on it.

I: Ok, after the research what happens?

R: WeIl, it's
and vfe can then adopt it

written up and

or think about

it's presented to us

ir.

I: What's written up?

R: The statement - the steps - you know - the

policy that r.re want.

I: Ok, does that mean that the superintendent

then does an evaluation and discards what's not good?

R: Right. Yeah. We don't have a committee he

pretty well does that and the assistant he has an assis-
tant so I suppose that the two of them would go through
you know - what other divisions have done - which is - you

know - I suppose fairly common - or erse if nobody's done

it, then they have to start from scratch.

I: Ok, so when

still not policy until you

it gets to the board J"evel, it's
adopt it, right?

R: Not officiaIIy, no.

I : Not of f ic ially?
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R: WelI, it probably isn't even unofficially - I

don't know - I mean they may have unofficial policies that
vre don't know about - you know I mean the staff might

but Do, the board has to pass it.

I: Ok. On what basis does the board pass it?

R: We 11

I: Or for that matter reject itZ

R: Reject it - well I guess on personal - you

know - your own personal feeling about it. Is this neces-

sary - is this going to be of value - or is it going to be a

pain in the neck if we write this out and it's going to have

to be followed is it going to be more - you know - like I

tended to feel with the rather detailed policy on the coun-

sellors - you know - this is my own personal feeling that
some trustees sort of because some trustees had wanted a

year earlier to cut back - they v¡ere not quite wilting to

adopt this policy because they might say that well the

staff v¡ould use it to say "We need more counsellors in the

division." because you know it set out some philosophy

about counselling and how h'e believed in it and all that and

maybe some thought "Wel1, I'fi not going to adopt that
because I'm not sure I believe in it.fr Consequently it vras

just put on the back burner - put on hold so that's right
it's your own then it gets down to the trustee's ovrn



experience and personal feelings about

I would say costs - if it doesn't cost

going to create any political backlash

get passed but , either of those two

heavily in policy.
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things and costs -
much and if it isn't

- then probably it'11
factors could weigh

the

the

I gather that what you're saying is that

feels about it signi f icantly influences

po1 icy statement .

way the

outcome

t rustee

of the

R: Yeah, I think so oh yeah, I think the trus-
tees - you see, school boards are funny things you see

like our school board has eight individuals - there's no

group there that ever ran together and has a philosophy or a

- like a political party - so you've got eight people there

and they might a]l have different approaches to this what-

ever like we also changed oyr policy on outdoor education

you know and there t{as some trustees that just you

know - dead against overnight trips - now v¡e had great argu-

menls about that because some of us were quite vocally for
them and others were "No, we're not going to have them.' So

eventually we compromised - I mean we threw out some and

kept some and we compromised We jusÈ said "Some are ok,

and some arenr t.'r So, I guess there's room in there for
compromise too in terms of your policy. So I guess that's
what happens at the board level - when it gets back to us we

have to...
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mentioned on a couple of occasions now

be influential in determining policy
passed and which ones won't - I wonder

things would influence how policy is

R: Well - political - whether they feel it's
political)-y palatable to them - to the people in their area

- or whether they feeL that this is something the parents

would not want - like the overnight trip - one trustee in

one area was adamant that the parents s imply did not vrant

this and they made a point of telling him that they did not

f eel this was necessary - so, in that case, it v¡as not a

you know - there v¡as no hard and fast evidence that these

trips were good or bad - I think generatly speaking, most of

them v¡ere good but there was just this feeJ.ing anong

parents that this is not what we want.

be politics
I: Ok, so the most influential things then would

and f inance?

R: Yeah - I think finance would be the first one

you know if this particular policy is going to cost

money, then - you know - you've got to have a doubly you

take a look at it - if it's going to save money, weII no

problem but if it's going to cost money, it has to be you

know - you have to be...

I: You have to be convinced?
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have to be really
necessary.

I:

made or needs

they' J-1 have

convinced of

some of

that it
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them wiIl
i s really

to be

thi s

Ok. How do you know when a pol icy needs to be

to be revised?

R: WeII, I guess you know when it needs to be

made if a situation keeps re-occurring and you have to
either your staff can tell you or you can decide yourself

that you have no set policy in this area - and revised

weII, they have to be revised when - when situations change

- I figure - in society situations change

I

that would have

Can

to

you give me an example maybe of a policy
be changed?

R: WelI, the ones in our area that have had to be

changed are the overnight one and most of the others have

had to do with finance. You know, we have policies - I

guess you could say they're policies because you adopt

certain guidelines for staffing schools - and when you

change those guidelines you know as in counsellors or

something - you know it's a financial thing and we

change transportation policies for financial reasons and

you know, those vrere policy changes that came about because

of finances - changes in finance - and so those have been

the biggest ones. Other changes have just been - you know
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just additions to policy to
were not included before.

I: So, in other words,

poJ-icy isn't working the way you need

also go about changing it?

when you f ind

it to work, you then

R: Yeah. You can add or you can delete - you

know - sections that - you know - you can't afford them any

more or - you know - we used to let the communities have

free use of buses and transport kids to swimming and al_L

you know - all kinds of nice things that we had to elimi-
nate. They all required changes because these were atl set

out in policies and they v¡ere set out because people were

always asking for couldn't we have a bus you know so

you have to decide who gets buses now we have to decide

how much they have to pay if they do use it and what costs

and things like that.

that a

I These views that you have about policymaking

and what the processes are, and everything,

come to arrive at those conclusions?

how

how

it's
have

done

you

R: Well, just by my experience on the board - I

mean I had, maybe a vague idea before but it's really just
sitting there and deaJ.ing with things that - and talking to
other trustees you know meeting other trustees you share

experiences with them too.



I: Ok. This viewpoint about how policy
does that af fect the r+'ay you approach po].icymaking?
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is made

R: Yeah, I guess it does because I don't initiate
only once or twice - I've suggested that vre didn't have a

poricy - rike r would attend a conference and they'd be

discussing something and I'd go back and say "Do we have a
poricy on Lhis matter?" or do we have a policy advising our

teachers on what to look for and what to do and things rike
tha t
was a procedure for teachers to fol-row which was fairly
clear.

I: I^las it a written procedure?

R: I don't think it's written because it's set

out in the ChiId Welfare Àct and the superintendent outlined
to me the steps that were taken in the schoors - but I don't
think it's written up and I don't know why it isn't written
up except - I f elt it l¡as obl igatory under the act.

T: What are the attributes, or the elements of a

What is it that characterizes a good policy?good policy?

R: I think it has to be directed towards the
needs of some particurar group - you know - rike it has to
be in response to either a need of the teachers or a need of
the students and it has to be fair to everybody it has

to be kind of just - you shouldn't try to favor one group
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over anoLher or - you know just favor one area over

another. It has to be sound educaLionally you know - Iike
it has to make sense as far as improving education goes.

Also it has to be somewhat in tune with what the parents

think - but I guess that's sort of the trustees' jobs in
that they're supposed to represent the views of the parents.

I mean there's no point in making poricies that are so far
in advance of what the parents - the peopre are thinking
that they won't accept it because - you know - acceptance is
- it has to be implemented so - you know for instance, the

staff has to - if you make a policy and it's in direct -
directly opposite to what the teachers or the superintendent

has recommended - you're just asking for trouble. so it has

to be acceptable to the peopi.e who have to work with it
and it has to be affordable - finances are important.

I ok.

s ide

Maybe the converse - maybe you could give

of the coin - what charcterizes a badme the

poI icy?

othe r

R: WeIl, I would say it was a bad policy if you

write a policy that doesn't that the superintendent and

the staff are realÌy kind of - recommend against in terms of

and it's also bad policy I think if you make a change uh

maybe not bad policy I was going to say if you make a

change to save money and it's violently opposed by the

parents - it's bad policy in that even if it's right, it
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won't work because if the parents don't want it to work,

you've got to have a certain amount of co-operation there
so in a v¡ay it has to be poriticarly viabre politically
acceptable by the parents and the staff so if it causes a

lot of conflict in either area, I think you shoutd probably
look at it again and see if this is rearly rearly necessary

- either the financial savings or the poricy itserf.
sometimes they are - you know - sometimes you just - in
spite of these oppositions you have to make' a judgement as

Lo whether you can afford to spend this money or not and

you have to face the frak but - rearry, it's not good policy
if it upsets peopre because it rearly doesn't r don't
think it does much for the educationar system when everybody

gets up in a flap about something.

good policy
Ok, I wonder

as opposed to

if you can give me an example of

a bad policy?a

R: Well, I suppose a good policy, it seems to me,

was when we studied our principals in our schools and did
make some effort to give some support and break up the
programs in the schools into separate administration - this
seemed you know it vras studied and it seemed to be

acceptable to the teachers and the principals and to those
parent groups that were involved it !¡as they agreed - so

this to me was a good policy. It went through and I think
it's constructive. But a bad poricy v¡as say when we cut
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changed the formula for counselting and it was not studied

by anybody. It v¡as just brought forth by a trustee and

adopted at a budget. meeting as a financial measure and it
created it caused absolutery terrible flak from the

teachers and the parents and we eventuarly rescinded it. so

- you know that is what I would call bad policy - when you

don't really study something beforehand and get this input
and evaluate the arguments - because. . .

I: Ok. WeIl, how do you evaluate policy?

R: 9leII, that' s just like everything. you listen
to the points - it's a question of people presenting points
for or against it and if you hear a lot of good points
against something, and not too many good points in favor of

it, then you have to ask yourself if it's a good policy.

I: Ok, but I gather from what you're saying that
this is sJ-ightly intuitive now?

R: Yeah, I guess so.

I : You don't
can measure whether it's

a yardstick against which you

or not?

I think everybody you know

would look at it from one point

and they. would say to us "Oh,

They would have certaín things

have

good

I think the

of view and

this policy

WeII I don't.
superintendent

the teachers

R:

is ridiculous. "
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that they would point out to you that would invorve the

crassroom situation and then you might from you own

personal perspective as a parent you would have viewpoints
too as to - you might want something that the teachers - you

might say "r want more disciprine and I want the strap and I
want arl this" and the teachers might say "Forget it.
That's not the vray things are done these days." And you

have to risten to them - you know - you have to risten to
them and they have to listen t.o what parents are wanting

loo.

I: In a case Ìike that where there is conflict
between various points of view, and you have to make the

decision, - how do you make that final decision?

R: WelI, I guess that's your own personal choice

- you balance things out and I think basicatry, you're there
to represent parents and if it's a decision that you feer
peopre feel very strongry about, you should try to persuade

the teachers as to vrhy the parents v¡ant thi s part icular
thing or you have to sometimes persuade other trustees as

to why they want it.

I: So you have to negate your olrn feelings then?

R: Yeah, I think that you have to within your-
self - you have to have some background of experience and

philosophy to make some of these judgements especiarly in
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situations of conflict - you have to have some own personaL

feeling about things because otherwise I know there's one

trustee on our board that's - you know he's a bit younger

than I am and this is his first term - iL's my first term

too but I mean he's forever making decisions and then sort
of saying "$.1e11 in hindsight, maybe h,e shouldn't have done

that." But, I think you have to have a litt1e bit better
than hindsight you have to have a little bit of foresight
too - and it helps, I think - I know from my point of view,

it helps that I've had five children go through school and

I've been in the community a long time and I know the commu-

nity well so I know - you know - it helps if you know your

community and you know the situation and you know where

people are coming from and where they stand because some

of them - you know - to be perfectly honest some of thern

are a little bit political. You might be undecided

between two groups - but you have to you know - you might

go for what the parents want because you feel that my obli-
gation is to represent them - even though you might think
the teachers are - you know that if it's a conflict
between that vray - but generally in our area I haven't found

it to be a conflict between parents and teachers - it's a

conflict between the parents and the board you know - the

policy of the board' and not so much the policy of the

school.
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good

your

R: Yes, I think so.

I: In what way?

R: Well, I don't - if I think a policy is if
we're making a policy change and we have lots of groups

speaking against it, then I think r.re should put it on hold

and study it - you know - make sure that this is really
necessary. I don't think you should pass something that
rea1ly gets one group or another group really up-tight
because - as I sây, even if you're right, it doesn't do

anything for the educationar system. I think it's better to
wait a while and - you know - let the arguments gel and

maybe you know - and people sometimes change their opinion

or else you find that it has to be passed and then you make

a decision but it gives you more time to think about it
and to reflect about it.- so I think it affects me because

I'm maybe a peacemaker - I don't know, but I don'L like
confrontation situations in education.

I: Ok. Have you had any particular experiences as

a trustee which have shaped your views about policy?

R: Oh yeah Iots.

Can you describe some of them?
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R: WeI], our division has been particularly our

board has been just nothing but conflict over certain poli-
cies and it's really upset the whole division - it's upseL

teachers, it's upset parents - you know - I have no doubt

and it doesn't matter what we do no!r, people are so suspi-

cious that they react to everything - you know - just a

simple Iittle thing like trying to adopt a policy for board-

room procedures which we finally had to adopt because we had

so many delegations coming - you know - I thought it v¡as a

very innocent document - well we had parent groups come down

and rail at us about these procedures - how they v¡ere

designed to stop the parents from coming to speak to us - I

mean it doesn't matter what we do we're suspect in the

eyes of both groups. And, I think that's just unfortunate

you might want to - you have to make changes you can't
just do nothing - so, our whole approach to poticymaking has

been one of confrontation - making the policy r.rithout

adequate consultation with groups of teachers or parents.

I: Ànd so you find that you've changed now?

R: Have they changed I really don't think so.

I : They don't consult more?

you

the re

know

no

R: WeII, I would, but I'm not in the

- on a board there's a majority group

political party, sometimes there's

majority so

even though

very defi-1S
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nitely a majority group, and as a . matter of fact - I think
what has happened is that some board members have become

armost - closed their ears to any groups Lhat do speak to us

- either teachers or parents - because they just feel
they're orchestrated pressure groups and they don't rea1ly
represent the views of parents or teachers. I wourd say

that it has had a very detrimental effect on our board and

on our - r know it's had a bad effect on our teachers

because ilve tarked to teachers and they're quite - I think
- depressed and they're just hoping for a neÍ¡ board in
october or a change in some board members - and I know

parents are very upset right now about things so.. .

I: Ok. This research that I'm doing is concerned

with how trustees think about policy and poricymaking. Now

it's my feeling that the way trustees think about policy and

poricyrnaking courd be infruentiar in deLermining the kinds
of policy statements that arise. r just wondered if you had

any opinions about that?

R: Yeah, I t,hink so - I think so because if you

take me and I berieve in a consurtative approach and a
compromise I guess I would say you know I'm not one of
these people that well it's going to be done my way and

that's it - r berieve that you try to bring in t,he groups

involved and get their viewpoints and you try to arrive
nobody can always get.their way - you try to arrive at a
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compromise situation - and also between your trustees and

administration because - you know what they want is not

always what you feel you can afford - but you have to listen
to them and they have to listen to you and you try to find a

middle way - if you do this with respect for each other,

then I feel that you can make progress.

I: So what you're saying is that because thatrs
the way you feel about it - that's the way you think about

policy and policymaking - that you will actively try to

bring that kind of a policy statement about - one that may

be compromising in nature but at least goes part v¡ay towards

resolving the diff iculty etc.

R: Yeah, you know, I think I feel strongly that

to bring in policies that are violently opposed - or to

bring in policies that haven't been adequately researched

and studied is not reaIly terribly constructive. Because

these hostilities I don't know - they last for a long time

in the minds of people - they remember it for years.

I: Ok. Do

that I'm doing - trying
policy and policymaking

you think that this kind of research

to find out how trustees think about

- is that worthwhile research?

R: Oh, I think so. I think that research into how

school boards function- I think it might be helpful in

determining - I don't know - how maybe school boards could
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function better. If your research I don't know what the

end results rnight be - but if it could persuade trustees and

make them aware of how poricies are how peopre feel about

it and how they come about I guess it's usefur. I think
arr research is usefur - r don't know school boards are

sort of there's arways a guestion being raised as to - are
schoor boards realry necesary are they beneficial or
shourd they somehow be done avray with and since the province
pays you know - 85 or 80% of the money could they not
just appoint a board to administer the whore province - you

know and so I think that policy could show that trustees
there's a very individuat approach in schoor divisions and

that this is important in making policy.

I: The kinds of questions that you've answered

do you think they're suitable for getting at the kind of
information that I'm trying to find out?

R: Yes, except that you know - when I was

thinking about policy and trying to - in my ovrn mind trying
to figure what policy v¡as and what - you know to distin-
guish policy from finance because most of our debates are
financial but of course they affect t.he policy too because

they affect the education - the staffing I mean you can

have arr the beautiful policies in the worr-d, but if you

don't put any money behind it, what good are they? So, I
would have to say policies are important to have things
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written down, buL the policies that concern staffing are
probably the most important - this is probably the biggest
reflection that you'11 have about how trustees feel about

education do they put their money where their mouth is?
Are they wirling to back up their fine statements with
staff ing? r f you don't, they' re just motherhood statements
that don'L mean anything. so, I would say policies are

secondary to the whore issue of finances and - you know - in
the school system.

i
do you think
how you view

Ok. The questions that I've asked

they are good questions for letting
policy and policymaking?

have been

told you

you today

me find out

I can't
I think

R: Yes, I think they

of anything thaÈ I haven't

covered pretty we11. . .

- yes

aboutthink
wetve

1.¿.

anything that
Iike to add

That leads to my next question

you f eel $re haven't covered and

if so, by all means go ahead.

1S

tha t
the re

you'd

R: No, if I were from another division, you

might get a completely different story. It's just that our

division has been in a turmoil ever since I joined the board

almost right from the first there's been conflict with
either parent groups or teacher groups and these confricts
have all arisen out of chan.ges of policy. i just f eel very
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hand, they've created such conflicts that

it's worth - welÌ I guess that's politics!

but on
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the other

wonder i fI just

I: WelI thank you very much for your time. I

certainty do appreciate it.

R: Oh. You're very welcome.
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I: The first
v¡ay of thinking, what is

TRANSCRIPT # 10

guestion I have then is
pol icy?

to your

R: policy for a school division is, I suppose, a

set of rules that the division board sets out for itserf
the written poJ-icy is an indication to other segments of the
education community and arso to the pubric, of the partic-
ular directions for that schooL board.

they

then

that

are

you

for

I: Ok. You've used two words that I wonder if
at cross-purposes. you,ve caI1ed these rules and

mentioned the word guidelines. Can you clarify
me?

R: WeIl, when I say rules I'm suggesting here
that a policy manual is in prace at that particurar moment

a rule that r+ourd be forlowed by the board or by those
people that are administrating schoor board business
policy is set strictry by the school board it can be

changed if at any given point and simpry by motion the
board may decide to take a sright,ry different direction on a
particular issue and present a policy by notice of motion
- at least in our board - the poricy can be changed in a
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meet ings.
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the period between two

I: So what you're saying is that when it's in
place, it's actually rather stringent ruIe, but coming into
prace provides latitude - and it can be moved out of prace

if need be, and that's where the guideline concept comes in?

R: Yes.

I: Ok. I wonder - can

something that would be

you gÍve me an example of

a policy?a poI icy

R: Well, the one that comes first to mind for me

personally is one that we're wrestling with in our own divi-
sion and that's the poricy on the community use of schools.
More spec i f icarJ-y, whether or not we' 1l alrow the use of

alcohoric beverages in our schools - it creates some concern

for our schoor division. rt is a rura] area, and in many of
the communities the schoor is the optimum facility that's
availabre for large gatherings and so on. rt's a difficult
situation in as much as some communities - there are other
facilities that are available. Itr s difficult for me.

I: Do you have a specific policy now in that
r ega rd?

R: ç{e do, but it's one that seems to be under

constant discussion because every time therers a request, w€

wonder what section of the policy it fits into.
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I: we'11 probabry talk about that kind of problem

rater on. Right now, could you tell me is there any differ-
ence between policy and goals or objectives or desires?

R: I wourd think that the - as I said earlier
that policy generally sets out goats and desj.res in the
school division, but they tend to be more likely to be moth-

erhood statements than conditions because Lhey're very
concerned about the guality of education avail-able to their
children - and they make every effort to see that the best
possibre facilities and staff are availabre. Arl these
things are set out in the pol,icy manuar and I guess what I'm
saying is that there are two different parts to the policy
manual - one that tends to set out goals in a broad general
v¡ay in more specific areas conduct on bus routes for
example - where v/e expect the chirdren to be in the charge
of the bus driver - there are specific directions set out in
poricy. I guess within an entire poricy manual it covers
both.

T.¿.

that you talk
Do you consider those

about as being policy
broad general statements

statement s ?

I:
that changed

t rustee?

R: If they are in the policy manual...

Has your view about the nature of policy has

over time say since you first became a
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R: I would say yes - that there has been a

considerable change in as much as - when I first got on the
board, they didn't have a poricy manual - since then it's
been developed, and I think most school divisions have gone

through that procedure - to deveJ.op a poricy manuar and to
periodicarly review it - and to see that it's in line with
the current thinking of the board. Ànd rike alL things that
you do, the more often you do it or do it again, you're more

incrined or more like].y to do a better job the second time
around - which is of course infruenced by changing factors
as well.

I: Ànd what kind of factors?

R: Changing society I suppose - speaking in
pretty general terrns again, but r wourd suggest that rooking
back over a period of time that if peopre are being elected
to school boards as trustees - tend to have a different
viewpoint than took place in the past - those viewpoints, of
course, are reflected in the changes in policy.

I : Ok. The view

does that affect
a trustee?

about the nature

approach policy-

that

the

you hold

l,tay yOUof policy
making as

R: I don't think I understand the question.

I: you have definite ideas about what policy is
or what it shourd be - does that affect how you approach
poricymaking - those ideas that you hord about poricy?
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that - I would naturally assume that
- whatever views you hotd tends to
to any problem.
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I've ever thought about

the ansvrer would be yes

influence your approach

I: WeIl, you've said for instance, that these are
pretty stringent rules when they're in prace, so in that
sense they are guidelines - does this then make you prone to
approaching policymaking with a view to making rules or
anything like that? Does that come to mind at all?

R: r would think my attitude when we're talking
about stringent rures, would be not so much for the informa-
tion of the board but rather for the people that are admin-

istrating the poricy at some time in the pa.st this has

been set out as a way to respond to a given situation, so

that rather Lhan taking every probrem that arises to a board
meeting, there's a policy in prace that addresses that
particular situation.

I: Do you think policy is necessary?

R: r'm becoming more and more a beriever in the
schoor division's having poricy provided that it's flexibte
- you know it can become enshrined in stone, if you rike
because of the wisdom of some past board setting a partic-
ular poricy in prace does not mean that - as I said a moment

ago - the changing times or changing situations shourdn't
change that.
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I¡ Ok, but why are you saying you're in favor of
having good policy and we'lI get on to that ques-

ngood" policy but why are you in favor, or why do

the necessity of boards having good poticies?

R3 9rel1, the first varue of the exercise is to
f ocus the board's thínking on broader aspects that vre r.¡ere

referring to earlier on - educational goals and those kinds
of things - and secondry, âs I said a couple of moments ago,

poricy in place is much simprer for the administrators to
respond to a given situation.

t. So it has a very functional purpose then?

R: Oh yes.

I: Can you give me an example of that
necessity is obvious?

where its

R: Well, the first one that comes to mind is the
one you referred to a momenL ago about the community use

of schoors - the number of requests thaÈ come forward for
the use of the schools and a principal in an individual
school who has the poricy of the school board in front of
him has no need to carry it beyond that. - if somebody

requests it the poricy is raid out throughout the school
division and he can respond to those requests.

I: So it sort of eases the machinery?
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I : Ok. you

oped this feeling I'm
from an earlier period
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more and more you've devel-

,then, that that , s changed

didn't view policy as all

said that

assumlng

where you

true?that necessary. Is that

R: t^rerr, this is a personar viewpoint and I'm
sure you'11 appreciate that. yes it's changed. r wourd
guess that Roy white was probably the first person that
suggested to our board that we shourd have a poLicy manuaJ_

in place.

r: i.Ihat are the kinds of things that have caused
this change in your own mind?

R: probably the fact that we now have one in
prace and have seen it in operation one of the factors -
and each year it seems to become more and more complicated
in the administration of education. when I first came onto
our locar board we had the secretary-treasurer in that orig-
inal divi sion board vras the prace f or high schoors - and
that v¡as the onry staf f person that vras in the of f ice and
of course this first thing that happened was the superin-
tendent was employed and since then we've added two or
three people in as resource people in the office and
assistant superintendent - co-ordinator of transportarion
and the rist goes on and on so the need has deveJ_oped r
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thing to be in place. ft's gone beyond one

with their fingers in everything going on.

I: Itrs an expansion thing then.

R: That's right.

I: Ok. The opinion that you have now about policy
being necessary and desirabre does that affect your

approach to policymaking when you come to the board?

R: I think that it would be obvious

would. If you think something is more desirable
past, then you take it a litt1e bit more seriously.

I: You make an active effort to get good policy?

that

than

ir
the

R: That's right.

I: You talked several

I just wonder, should policies
times about a policy manual

be written down?

R: WeII, uñless

way a policy is put into
board which is written down

you wribe them down?

1S

f tm

Are

It WeII, you've said that
in place is is through motion of

wrong, but I wonder if that's a

there perhaps policies that are

they are written down - the only
place is through motion of Lhe

in the minutes so why wouldn't

the only time a policy
the board - and maybe

good legaI definition?
not clearly specified
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, but are in fact policies that are in

haveR: You'd

be right but I

to give me an example of that

think of an example.

you

may can' t

I: Ok, I think of an example - it may not be

written anywhere in the policy manuar or in a policy state-
ment or in board minutes that it would be Lhe accepted prac-

tice in the division to give first chance for employment to
local- candidates as opposed to external candidates. Might

that be viewed as a poticy?

R: WeII, I would say no - if it's a conscious

decision of the board that that kind of thing was - we might

take those kinds of things into consideration and you can

look at the tendering practice which might be a better
example particularry for a rural board - conscious of the

rural- business man and the necessity to dear rocalry, if you

like I don't think that unress that poricy was written
down that our board at Least wourd make a decision based on

werl let me come at it the other way I don't think that
they would adopt that kind of policy in writing because of
the variabl-e aspects of it. I'm a little vague on that
because that, in fact, is to a degree and I guess this is
what you're saying is to a degree a policy in our division
in as much as the people who set on the board are conscious

of buying locally that option is open but at the same
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of the decision making

I: So

although it ,may be

you're saying it's not a

a common practice.
policy as such

R: Well, it's not a policy thatrs written down

again using the same example, r suppose, wê courd write down

a poricy that said that in so far as is practicable þ¡e woutd

buy aII our supplies from local suppliers. Right away you

have it becomes a motherhood statement which doesn't mean

anything because you make those decisions...

c les

cies

when

pose

fair

I: That's interesting - would you say that poli-
Iike that if you can call them that 1oosely poli-
Iike local tendering practices are not written down

it becomes obvious that to write them down would either
problems or result in motherhood statements? Is that a

sta temen t ?

R:

there isn't any

sion in this
you're going to

Yes. The point I'm trying to make is that
point in writing them down if, on each occa-

case a tender for supplies is considered

look at the tender on its own merits.

I: Ok. You've mentioned the policy being organ-

ized and written down. If it should be written down as you

suggest, how should it be organízed? Is there any specific
desirable way of organizing it or you mentioned a policy
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is that better

R: WeIl, the advantage of having it organized
into a manual - with the advantage of indexing and that sort
of thing is that the policy manual is going to be put in
each one of the schoors and - in fact with everyone that has

any interest in the administration of education, and they
can very guickry, in any given situation refer to a policy
manuaL - first of al-I to see if there's any policy in prace,
and secondly, if there is, to see if it addresses a partic-
ular situation.

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?

R: We1I, in the final anatysis the board makes

the policy - through the procedure of approving particurar
poricy that is set before them. I would suggest of course
that the writing of the poricy to begin with, is to a rarge
extent, the responsibirity of the superintendent or the
senior administrative officers in the school division.
Probably they exercise a great dear of leadership in the
particular poricy just using again our own situation - as

I mentioned earlier on r think - r¡e're presently reviewing
our policy and that's partly because of the fact that we

have a new superintendent in our employ and the policy has

to be something that to a large degree at Least - that t,he

administrators are comfortable with themselves - so i think
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that sets the poricy that the senior administrators have a

considerable amount of infruence as to what that policy is.

I: Is there anybody else who has influence into
policymaking?

R: WelI certainly from time to time the pubJ_ic

would. Most boards consurt v¡ith their employees beyond the

administrators - certainry with the teachers as an associa-
tion and we would risten to individual teachers as well - in
that any policy that we set that has a direct rerationship
to the teachers we're gonna consult with them. rt doesn't
necessarily mean that we're going to agree with what they

suggest but that consultation procedure is there and

again, there's other groups that are refrected whether it be

caretakers or bus drivers - there's no point in the board

making the policy where the transportation system for
exampre if it's unreal-istic and the bus drivers are not

comfortable with it at arl - alr that happens is that it
won't be followed.

I: Ok, so you're suggesting that input from -
pretty well all guarters - whoever's affected then that,s
acceptable. Do you place any limits on that? How much

input should these individuals have?
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Rt I.leII, I would suggest that this woutd vary

with every division and every situation that the input
just be at the ]evel- of discussion and again, the

decision of the policy should be a decision of the

eve ry

would

R:

meeting

perhaps

you place

segmen t s ?

welI, within

lobbying for a

be beyond what

no caveats on the amount of input

much asYou're open to them as

reason i f they're coming to
particular policy change, that
would be acceptable.

I: But that would be an exceptional case?

R: Oh yes.

I: Ok. What's the role of the individual trustee
then in poticymaking?

R: Well, to begin with, I suppose the individual
trustee wourd and courd and shourd make suggestions for
policy and having done that, at the stages of suggesting
particular policy changes the he should be expected to pay

pretty close attention to really what those policies are

saying and whether or not that's acceptable to themselves as

individuals and to the people that they represent. I think
their biggest responsibility is to sort out the opinions of
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the people to whom we vrere referring to earlier on the

other groups involved with the education process in the

division, and to try from that to set a policy that's accep-

table to the community and that's also workable.

I: I don't want to put words in your mouth, but

are you intimating here that there is an evaluative role

that they evaluate all of this input and that they make a

decision based on those evaluations?

In some circumstances they would take anR3

uat ion role.
evaluation.

mation

that' s

I guess it just depends on how you

eval-

define

I: WeI1, I mean weighing - I think you've said

that they look at all the stuf f that peop).e have said and

make a policy from that. is there an element of judgement

in there?

R: Oh. Yes.

I: On what would that judgement be based?

R: Primarily it would

as you can possibly gather

under discussion.

be based on as much infor-
about a particular subject

I: Ok. I wonder if you can think offhand of an

example of policy that v¡as made by input from one or two or

three groups or individuals?
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R: Well., I come back to the one I ref erred ta
earlier on I guess that's because it's fresh in my mind -

the particular policy as to whether or not we'11 allow alco-

holic beverages into the schools. It was something that was

instituted by the community - our policy had been that v¡e

would promote the community use of the schools to whatever

degree possible we always had that rider there that we

would not permit alcoholic beverages into the schools. The

c.ommunities suggested that perhaps that was unreasonable for

things like wedding receptions and those kinds of things.

What really started it in our o$¡n school division was the

centennial celebrations - they wanted the Iarge facilities
of the school gymnasiums to put on centennial functions and

they wanted alcoholic beverages to be - permission to serve

alcoholic beverages - so there was community input into that

particular decision and it was a - I guess the initiative
for it came through the community - it $ras introduced to the

board by trustees but it was because there r¡ere people whom

they represented asked for it to be introduced.

I: So you wenL back to them to get their opin-

i ons?

trustees

as far as

R: Not as a board

vre did we surveyed

poss i ble.

we didn't - but

the opinions of

as individual

the community
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R: Not directly the teaching staff,

administrators were and the caretakers and

school s .
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i nvo'lved in thal teaching

but cerLainJ.y

principals in

I: Has your view of who makes policy I guess

it's fair to sum up what you're as - al-though the board has

the final say, lots of people are involved in making policy

lots of people have an active role to play - all these

groups that you've mentioned - now has that view of who

makes policy - has that changed over time or is that some-

thing that you have always had?

R: I think that we' re becoming more av¡are of the

need to consult with other groups in the community as far as

policy is concerned. The original policy that vre set up in

our division was pretty much done in isolation simply the

viewpoints of the people that sat around at the board table.

I: What's brought about this
this realization that you need input

about ?

change in attitude
what's brought that

R: WelI, I think that probably the perhaps we

need to go back a little bit in history when I mentioned

earlier on that I'd been on the board since the unitary

division came in - there was a considerable shift - and
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again, bear in minel that this is a rural area and aII the

elementary schools in the geographical area that we encom-

pass - a dozen or so school boards that were in existence to

administrate those schools were dissolved so that one

board became responsible for the operation of the entire
division. So, I think that for a little while there vras a

feeling that the board was operating over an area basis and

that what we thought in our good judgement was right vras

right for the whole area and which included a number of

communities. We're beginning to realize over a period of

time - when I say beginning, it's something that happened a

long time ago - we really are a community of communities and

r4¡e really need to be responsible to each community and

again, moving from a situation where there was one or two

teachers in a particular school, and perhaps one principal
where these people most often sat at the school board meet-

ings in the past that of course disappeared with the biq

is better approach - with the larger unit and there was a

transition period, I guess, between having these people

actually sit at board meetings and talk about school board

business. AII of a sudden they were part of a larger group

and that took a little while to make that transition between

having them at the meeting and consulting with them as a

group, instead of the actual individuals that are in the

local schools.
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I¡ Ok. The view that you have about who makes

- you know when you talked about input and the

groups with the board having the final say does

any way affect the way you approach policyrnaking and

go to the board prepared to make policy?

R: Àgain, I'm not sure that I understand that. I

think it's obvious that it does. If I had a particular
suggestion for policy, I'd bring it up at the board meeting

if it was in the field of education - for instance the use

of corporal punishment in school I would suggest, and I,m

sure the board wourd - that it be left to the superintendent

to discuss with the locar teachers' association and the

administrators in each school.

I: Perhaps then, it
input. I t seems

input, so are you

makes you a little more open

to me that you feel a neces-

more prone to do that?

to sol- ic i t ing

sity for that

R:

the

I think that the as $re Ì.¡ere talking about

what's developed in my mind is the obvious

the opinions of those people who are directly
any particular policy that you're considering.

earlier
need to

af fected

see k

by

I: Ok,

that Imade.

9One

the

By

through making

to the

1n

the next question is
mean what processes

how are policies
or procedures are

the first step all
a pol icy?

a policy what's

Iast step in makingway through
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. R: WetrI, the part icr.r Lar procedure that we're in
right nov¡ in our own division we're reviewing the entire
policy manuar - r.¡e set up a committee to begin to go through

it page by page and, working with the superintendent - the

committee are doing precisely that making recommendations

which are brought back to the board depending on whether

or not there's been a change or depending on the extent or

effect of the policy, it's usually left for a couple of

meetings and then if no-one has suggested any further
changes then someone gives notice of motion to rnake a change

in the policy and procedures and...

Let's say

start?
pol icy?

I: What's the starting
you develop policy on a

What's the initial thing

point of this whole thing?

given topic - how does it
that convinces you to make

R: I suppose the recognition
policy would be the starting point.

of the need for a

I: And then from there

you go where?

from that recognition,

R: You would study once you've established the

need for a poricy then you'd rook at the particurar
subject that was under consideration and examine different
ways - different policies that might address that particular
subject which wourd be brought to the board for their
consideration.
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is forthcoming - is that itZ
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it a recommendation

R: Uh huh.

I: Ànd in that consideration process - again, I

get back to what I asked you earlier - is it an evaruative

component - are they evaluating the pros and cons?

R: Certainly they would be evaluating the

ions of the - and depending again what the policy is,
it's such that it's affecting a number of other people

opinions of those other people should be considered as

opi n-

- if
the

welI.

I: Ok. Can you teII me - you've just outlined a

process for how policy is started and goes through to
completion - are there any things that might infruence that
process? Things that might in some way alter it, oF even if
it didn't alter it, would be a very siginificant infruence
in the determination of a policy?

R: There could be need for expediency - if a

particurar situation arised that required quick decisions

in that case I wourd suggest that the decision would be made

by the board - perhaps that's partly in answer to your

earrier question perhaps that's where the initiation for a

number of the poricies come from - that the board had to
make a decision on particular issues - that's in a quieter
time when we aren't under the pressure of time discuss this
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f urther anri clevelop a polÍcy to cover

I: So expediency then would infl_uence it.
Anything else?

R: Not that I can think of at the moment.

I : That's ok. How

needs to be made or needs to be

partialJ.y answered that earlier
problems. . .

would be

working

working.

do you know when a policy
revised I think that you

you said when there were

R: I don't know - I guess the obvious answer

the time when the policy that's in place is not

then obviously it needs to be revised if it's not

I: What about if you don't have a poLicy?

R: That would be a situation we referred to a

moment ago if a board had to make a decision in a particular
area in the lack of a policy being in place and again, I

think we shourd emphasize that policy's just is not some-

thing that is set in stone the board by motion can elect
to take a slightry different route in a particular situation
if they deem it necessary and if necessary, change poricy to
fit that direction.
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I: I'¡n just curious - surely there are a number

of times when boards make decisions about specific things,

and yet those don't become policy. What's the difference

between making a decision about something that will not

become a policy and having to make a decision about some-

thing and deciding that that will be a policy. What causes

that di st inct ion?

R: I suppose the distinction

do you expect that situation to come up

I: Can You give me

decision which you feel might

should be covered?

an example of

come up agaln

how often

the future?

kind of a

the re f ore

would

again

be

in

I: Ok. So if it's likely to repeat itself then

what happens?

R: You may recognize a need to have a policy to

cover.

that

and

R: WeI1, Iooking again at transportation, if you

did not have a policy in place for storm days for example, a

decision has to be made very quickly some day when a storm

comes up unless the principats of the schools and the van

drivers don't have some kind of a policy to follow - they

would each be going in different directions. So, you set up

a poticy to cover that situation and perhaps find a situ-

ation arise where it doesn't work and tfr"n it's time, I

guess, again, to have another look at it.



I: Ok, How have you arrived at these

about po).icymaking and the policymaking process?

you arrived at these views that you hold?

experlence

long enough
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conc Ius i ons

How have

1n

to

R:

my situation
know.

I

what you held

Are these

to be true

I suppose mostly through past

f've been around the table

views

be f ore

substantially dif ferent than

you started?

R: I don't think so - beyond - well it's a hard

question to answer because I don't know that I had any views

on policy before I went on the school board.

I : So in that sense,

tically in that you've developed

they may have changed dras-

some?

R: WeIl that's right yes.

I : Ok . ÞIe 1I , maybe you could out I i ne f or me

you consider to be the attributes elements of a

policy. What are those things that characterize
pol icy?

wha t
good

good

R: The first thing that comes to mind would be

flexibility. I've never been particularly in favor of a

policy that - I think I used the word guideline earlier on

I would suggest that in my view flexibility is an important
part rather than setting out that this is the way it shall
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be done - this is the rr,ay it, should be done in so far as

possible because I think you need to rely on the experience

and intelligence of the people that may be administrating

this policy give them a little bit of room to use their

own good judgement. Secondly, I think it should be rela-

tively simple relatively easily understood by anyone who's

reading it - any member of the public who is reading the

policy manuaL of the school division I think they should

be able to fully understand what is meant by that po).icy

it's not fuÌl of educationaf jargon that might not normally

be understood by someone who's outside the educational

fieId.

I: Ok.

might do to make

any particular things that You

policy is easily understood?

Are there

sure that Lhe

R: WCIT,

what it

the first one would be that I understand

it myself means and...

I : You' re tatking about the vray it' s written?

R: That's right - the actual language that is

used. Thatrs an area that needs great care because in the

development of a policy, you're privy to the discussions

that have gone on behind the writing of that policy and

sometimes you read bhings or you assume things that someone

who has not been privy to those discussions don't realize.

So, when I say it should be simply and easily understood
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to do when you haven't had the

all the discussions that took

I: So a good policy should be flexible, easy to

- anything else?

R: Nothing that comes to mind at the moment.

I¡ Bearing in mind that the next answer may obvi-

ously be the opposite of these things, what is it that

constitutes a bad policy? Obviously I would have to assume

that if it wasn't flexible and it was hard to understand it
would be bad. Anything else that might make for a bad

pol icy?

R¡ Being unfair - maybe that's the opposite to

being easily understood - I guess it is ambiguous - and

certainly policy that doesn't reflect particular goals - not

only of. the school board's but of the community's and of the

school's in the community and that could change over a

period of time as we've talked about before.

I: Vlhen you say it doesn't reflect the goals of

or the school board - are you talking about

are you talking about something that's
the community or to the school board - in

policies have to be acceptable - or am I

into your mouth now?

the community

acceptabi 1 i ty
acceptable to

other words,

putting words
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R¡ I wouldn't have thought of the word acceptable

because to me that implies saying that v¡e wished we had

something else but we're prepared to live with what we've

got - so I don't think acceptable is the word that I would

use. I would hope that it would go beyond that it would

be more than that - that it would be a policy that was

reflected what people wanted.

I : Ok. How have you

about what makes good policy or

arrived at these conclusions

bad policy?

R: We11, if you're looking for specific instances

I don't think that I would have any that I can think of off
hand where I 've seen something happen as a result of some

of the things v¡e've been talking about. I guess it's more

of a broad view that I have about policy.

I: I wonder if you can give me any

of a good policy in pface of a

examples from

bad policy?your experience

R: None.

I: Ok, that's fine. WelI, you have some very

definite views about what constitutes good poricy and what

constitutes bad policy those viewpoints that you hold

again this may be a self obvious question but those view-

points - do they affect your approach to policymaking?

R: It has to.
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talked about before that's
good policy - clear policy?

R: I'm

I hold those views

poLitical party or

things in terms of
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in the striving sense that we

where you strive to estabLish

not sure that I do that consciously - but

and I suppose it's like being a part of a

a political belief - you tend to think of

what your ov¡n belief s are.

I: Ok. How do you evaluate policy?

R: Àfter it's in place?

I: Two types - when you're rnaking

that you're making a good policy

it once it's in place?

rt
and

how

how

you

you

do

doeval-uate

evaluate

R: In my own case I think I probably lean to my

ovrn particular viev¡points I would like to say common sense

but maybe other people around the board wouldn't agree with

that - common sense in my view anyway again, having the

opportunity of having the opinions of - I think it's very

important Lhat you consult the people that have the respon-

sibility of administrating these policies as Lo whether or

not they're comfortable with it - not necessarily to accept

the same philosophy behind the policy but at least they're
not totally opposed to it. I think there are times when the

school board has to set policy that may not be that popular

with groups within the education community but before you
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with and if

adopt a policy

to be able to

accept that.

I: Any kind of

been training in a certain

thing that happened at the
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we talked about earlier - you need to coneult

in the final analysis you feel you have to

that is contrary to their views then you have

see a v¡ay that they're going to be able to

I: Have you had any experiences as a trustee that

have particularly shaped your views about policy?

R: I can't think of any particular instance or

occurence.

experlence

field - or

board

- maybe it

it may have

might have

been some-

R: As I say, I can't think of any particular

instance that might have triggered that kind of thinking or

that recognition of the necessity - I think I mentioned

earlier that Roy White vtas the person who first mentioned it

to my memory at least, gave our board that direction and

I: welt, this research is concerned with how

trustees think about policy and policymaking. This may be

self evident, but until we look at it somewhat scientifi-

cally and research it to a litt]e extent anyhow, wê can't

really say with any degree of certainty but I feel, that

the way trustees think about poticy and policymaking could
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I

statements that emanate

you feel about that?
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a bearing on the kinds of pol iey

from boards. I'm just wondering how

think this kind of research which is
on how trustees view policy and poli-
that kind of research is worthh'hile?

R: WeIl, since they are the people that are

making policy, I would agree that that's probably a good

assessment. The kind of poJ-icy that comes from boards will
depend to a large extent on the make-up of that particular
board - in other words, you v¡i11 definitely have different
policies from school division to school division. The

primary reason for that is the attitude of the people around

the board table.

I: So you think it's a fair assumption?

R: I think so, but I think you can also draw the

conclusion that in the long run at least, it's a reflection
of the community because trustees are elected locally from

those communities - as you do in any democratic process, you

get variations from the norm, íf you like, but in the long

run or on the average or however you l-ike to put it, the

people around the school board table will be reflecting the

views of the community. So, I'm just throwing that in there

to say that it goes beyond the particular bias or attitude
of an individual trustee.

trying to

cymak i ng

Do you

a handle

I:
get

do you think
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R: I suppose my response to that would be similar

to what v¡e've been talking about in the development of

policy that my initial reaction or lack of action fifteen

years ago was indicated that there was no recognition of

the need for policy in the school division. i guess my

first reaction to what we're doing here is a question of

again, particular value to it. That's not to say that there

might not be depending on the conclusions. Sometimes I

think it serves a good purpose - group of people outside in

our ovrn particular circle examine the ways that we're going

and what we do with information after or what the community

does with it is perhaps neither here nor there, but it

doesn't do any harm. You look in a mirror and you see your-

self but if someone else is looking through a window at you,

they see you differently. I think those opinions are good

opinions to have

tha t
ular

you are

pol icy

I:

I 've asked

views about

Ok. Do you feel that the kinds

suitable for getting at

and policymaking?

of questions

your partic-

else that

di f ferent
R: Sure.

have asked

I couldn't think of anYthing

that would have triggered anYyou might

thought s .

l¡t.

that you feel

about policy

ok.

ts

and

Is there anything that you'd like to add

important to my understanding of your views

policymaking and which I haven't covered?
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R: No, I don't think so Ken, I think it's impor-

tant that you understand the - my background - and I think
that you have that information and - because people

certain).y think dif f erently depending on where they're
corning f rom. I guess you're aware that xxxxxxxxxx school-

Division is a reratively smart school division and again,

when we tarked about community input - smarl rural divisions
rea1ly generally tend to have that through the trustees
themserves. You rarery see that in larger urban divisions
and maybe you need to have fifty people from the community

coming to a board meeting - I don't know.

I: Ok, I'd like to thank you for your time and

your input.

R: You're very welcome. I hope you'11 get some

use out of it.
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policy as it
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reLates to

ovrn words you

school boards
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could tell
and schoolme what i s

divisions?

I ines for

board.

R: I would think that policy

the operation of the division
would

as set

be the

forth

guide-

by the

I:

these are not

When you say guidelines do you imply that
rigid?

R: No, they're rigid guidelines there may be

certain flexibility that the administrators have within
those depending upon how rigidily $¡e strike a po)-icy when

we strike it - but, they are rigid guidelines that can't be

changed without notice of motion and majority vote and so

f orth.

I: Ok, so they may have some flexibility within
them, but that's strictly limited?

R: Ri9ht.
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or an example of

pol icy?

R: Well, Iast year we - until that time - did not

have a definite policy regarding drug and alcohol abuse

within the schools. At that time we formulated a policy

with regard to that. We have a policy manual, but in

comparison to a lot of other divisions it's a very inade-

quate document, and we have discussed upgrading it. It's

kind of a rnind boggling pro ject to get into, and vre haven'L

done as much as we should with it, but something has to be

done with it.

I: I wonder - on your drug and

can you off hand remember some components

the specifics in terms of guidelines that

about earlier?

alcohol policy

of it - some of

you were tai- k i ng

R: Yeah, I'ffi just taking it from memory so I may

forget some, but we set up a series of procedures that an

administrator was to follow if he detected the use or

possession of either drugs or alcohol in the school and

his first step was that he was to immediately inform law

enforcement agencies. He was to detain the accused person

within his office until investigation could be made. He was

to noLify the division office superintendent of the situ-
ation. He was to inform the parents as soon as Ì{as

possible. If possible, the parents were to come to the
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schoor and diecuss the situation with him, and t,hen that
child vras to be suspended from school until an investigation
courd be made. If the investigation indicated that there
had been an abuse, then that suspension v¡as to hold until
the next regular board meeting - at which time the board

would decide upon any further action to take place.

I: Ok. That's pretty clearly defined then and in
a situation rike that, it's armost more than a guideline
isn't it?

R:

were definite

right. In that
Iaid out as to what

right - Lhere

take place.

Yeah

steps

ca se

should

i
Iat i tude

of those

Ok. Wou1d

in doing any

steps ?

the administrator in

of those steps or in

question have

skipping overany

any

R: No, not really - the only thing being that he

- in conjunction with the superintendent wourd conduct the

investigation - and if it v¡ere to their satisfaction proved

to be foundress then it wourdn't come to the board level
but beyond that, Do not in regard to that particular one.

I: Ok. Are there any differences between poli-
cies and goals, objectives, or desires of the board? Is
there any relationship there?
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R; To my mind yes. Po1icy would be the structure

that we establish for the day to day functions of the school

- whereas your objectives and goals would be your long term

hopes and aspirations. The policy hopefully would be

designed in such a way as to attain the goals and objec-

tives, but - to my way of thinking - policy is a more

mundane day to day type of thing - whereas goaì.s and objec-

tives are your overall scope of where you're heading wiLhin

the divi sion.

it fairI

with sort of

tives?

IS

the tools of

Lhen to say that you equate

approaching your goals and

pol i cy

obj ec-

R: Right. Right.

I : I don't want to put any words into your

mouth...

R: No that would be my idea of it.

I: Ok. why do you hold this particular view of

what policy is?

R: My exposure to policy has been with relation-
ship to this one that I've just described to you - we also

developed a policy put into board policy a layoff proce-

dure for laying off of teachers. We've had o""urions where

controversies have arisen things have come to the board -
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and we have solved some of them by going to board policy and

seeing what our policy is. We've alt too often found that
we don't have board poLicy and that vre have to establish
something. From that experíence, policy seems to me to be

reì.ating to the day to day functions - more or less the raws

and rules of the division that lre set down. Ok. So that's
sort of how I see it.

I: In

gather,

other

f rom

words, your viewpoint has changed

the time when you first became athen, I

t rustee ?

R: I think so. I was rather naive, i think when

r first became a trustee. r was quite unfamiliar with the

workings of the board. I didn't realize that there v¡as a

policy for a lot of these things that we sort of operate

upon a precedent that had been set and - it's changed some-

what - yes.

T:

policy affect
Ok. Wel1, does your

the way you personally

view of the nature of

approach pol icymaking?

policy, I

and wittrin

R: Yeah, I'd say yes.

I! Ok, can you think of how it might affect it?

R: WeII, when vre come now to f ormulating new

relate back to what I think of policy as being,

those guidelines I would do my formulation of
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don't know ifwhat

that

I would think would be good policy. I

answers your question.

I: Yeah in other words you aim to make policy

R: within what I see policy as being yes.

I: But you've described it as being somewhat of a

tool for day to day operations for reaching objectives and

so you I gather then would specifically try to formulate

policy in that direction.

R: That's right.

I: Ok. Do you think policy is necessary?

R: Yes, I think very definitely.

I : 9.Ihy?

R: We have administrators - and competent admin-

istrators I think - to operate the schools, but it is still
the responsibility of the board to see that education is
conducted within the division in the manner that we think is
- of what the ratepayers want as their education policy
within their division. I think that to do that, there has

to be some structure that the administrators have to work

within to mainLain the type of operation that local people

want.



I: Ok. So the necessity of policy
ensure that the local people have their views

expressed and hammered out in some fashion...

Page tI.7
then is to

and wishes

R: Right. What might be appropriate policy
within my division might be very inappropriate - I would

think - within another division Hannover or whatever -
where there are ethnical differences and different values

and so forth.

I: ÀIright. Can you give me perhaps an example

of an occasion when you found that it r.¡as absolutely neces-

sary to have policy then - relating it to what you've just
given me as why it's necessary?

R: Ok Take for example policy regarding

corporal punishment and what's deerned to be acceptable

within the division. r think that what various communities

deem as being appropriate in that case is going to vary and

I think it's important then that there be some policy that
assures that acceptable procedure is going to be followed

within your schools what's going to be acceptable to that
community that's one example.

I: Ok.

R: Ànother one that I possibly couLd give

although our hands are a ]ittle bit tied in this policy
regarding layoff of teachers - here though, it v¡as a policy
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formulated in conjunction with lhe teachers, so it wasn't

entireJ.y a board decision but there vras some input there

as to what the community would think would be acceptable

what they expect from the teachers and what they wouJd Like

to see in the intention of teachers.

Has your opinion changed in this regard?

the necessity of policy

that you've always had?

I: Ok.

Have you changed

over time or has

opinion about

been something

your

thi s

R: No - I'd say that I now feel that policy is
more necessary than when I began. When I first came in, i
wasn't pro or con as to the necessity of policy. As I have

more experience with it, I believe more and more in the fact

that there should be policy. It has its limiting factors

too. It's a two way sword. It gives you guidelines - in

fact sometimes, as you say, more than guidelines - it
commits you to a certain path and at some time - an instant
may occur where you find that that particular path that you

have chosen is not necessarily the one that at that instant
you might feel is the path that you'd like to take - and at

that point, you are committed to iL by your policy. So, you

have to be careful, I think, in its formulation and it's
important that there's a mechanism for changing it because

it gives you guidelines but also it commits you sometimes to

things that may not seem appropriate in the situation.

I: Is there a way out of those situations?
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R¡ We have within our procedural by-law that
for a change of policy that a notice of motion be given

and that at the following meeting that can be brought

forward and policy can be changed in that way - so, there is
a mechanism.

I: What if the situation reguires a decision more

immediate than that?

R: Ok - we also have in there that emergency

meetings can be called with a certain stipulation as to

quorum - and I forget exactly what the percentages are - but

in that case an emergency could be called if a proper quorum

could be formed, and notice of motion given and then at the

nexL meeting immediately following that - in an emergency

it could be taken care of in that way.

I: So, maybe that

bility that you talked about at

relates a bit to the flexi-
the beginning?

I:
policy itself,

R: Right.

So, it's reaIly not a f lexibilit,y
but more in the formulation of the

within the

pol icy.

R: Formulation and the method of change.

I: Ok. Should policies be written down?
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R: Very definitely. I think so - yes. We've run

into instances of it as I say, w€ don't have nearly as

adequate a policy as we should have what has happened is
that instances have come up at a meeting and somebody will
say "WeII, I think that's been covered. Two years ago at a

meeting, I recall very distinctly that we passed a motion to

this effect and we've established that precedent so I think
v¡e should stick with that precedent. " But, nothing vras ever

recorded in policy. The arguement ensues as to exactly what

the situation was at that time. It's not clear to anyone

and it becomes a real hodge-podge. I think that it's very

important that a definite policy be establ-ished and that it
should be recorded.

I: Ok just for the record's sake then?

R: For the record's and also it's very helpful, I

think, for new trustees coming on to a board if there's a

full policy written up - they can read through it, and they

become much more knowledgeable much more quickly than if
they have to sit through a couple of years of hearsay and

experience to gain these things.

I:

without being

I wonder is it possible that policies exist
written down ?

R! WelI, I think they do.

I: Can you give me an example?
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R¡. Ok - I think one example would be in the case

of transportation we're just in the process now of

because of new legisration that's come out regarding opera-

tion of buses and so forth - of formurating a poricy - but

as of right no$¡, we don't have one. with regard to carrying
of hockey equipment or various objects on a bus - there has

been an unh'ritten poricy to the f act that v¡e wourdn't trans-
port that type of thing. However, because it wasn't

written, it may be that it wasn't as well adhered to as werl

as it would have been if it had been written. occasionalry
the good Joe the good-hearted bus driver is going to Iet
somebody bring it on which is much to the chagrin of the

other bus drivers who are then painted as the bad guys

because they don't allow this to happen. But, i think that
there likety are other cases too in that our policy isn,t
that eraborate - r.re do operate sort of on precedent. we had

an incident when r first came on the board where there was a

question of going in to pick up a child on a road that had

always been considered municipal - however - it was found

out by a neighbor that it v¡as not a municipal road - that it
actually was a private road - we did not have in poricy
anything regarding that, but through precedent - over the
years - we had an unwritten poricy that h'e did not go down

private roadways to pick up chirdren. Ànd it became a very

bitter debate in that these kids had to walk something rike
3/4 of. a mite whether we would go in or wouldn't go in



but because of unr{r i tten pol icy

the years, we ruled that v¡e would

people on that in the past and

request down as well.

I: Is

having non-written
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beear-rse of prececìent over

not we had turned down

we chose to turn their

there any advantage or disadvantage to
policy?

R: It's just my view I would say no - there's
no advantage to having unwritten - I think the definite
advantage in having it written - perhaps it could be argued

that it can lead to more flexibility i f it's unvrritten

however, I think it leads to a lot more disputes. If you're
going to start changing course in mid-stream it's my view

that you have to deal with al1 people equally and fairJ-y

and if your written policy doesn't allow that, there are

methods of changing it - and I'd prefer to go that route

instead of having unwritten which I think leads to disputes

and controversy.

I:. But you say that

be in some people's

exist.

it does exist and

minds some reasons

the re fore

vrhy it isthere must

allowed to

R: Yeah I think that a lot of the reason here

is that we simply have not got down to it's getting a

policy to cover everything and maybe it's impossible to
have a policy to cover everything because even if today we
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miraculously developed a policy that covered every aspect

education being changing and flexible tommorrow likely an

instant would arise that wasn't covered by our policy and

you'd be out of date already - so, for that reason, I think,
there's a lot that doesn't get written but - as much as

possible, I think, it should be.

I: Ok. tlell, if policy should be written
any specific way that it should be organized?

catalogued in any particular fashion?

down, is
Shouldthe re

it be

R: I'm not about to suggest the method of cata-

Ioguing, but yeah - I think it should be categorized. And,

I suppose arguments could be made for various methods of

categorization - but I think it should be categorized and

indexed so as to make the material that you require easily
accessible by going through the index or by going to the

category that you're interested in.

means of

in that

thing.

I: I assume that you view

enhancing the working day in

iL's an easy reference, easy

that then, as another

the day to day work

to find, that sort of

R: Right. Right.

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?



R: The school board as such makes

the recommendation of our administrators but

decision as to policy is made by the board.

I: But, you say that there's other

the board's?
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it often on

the ultimate

input beside

R: There's def initei-y other input yes.

I: Who has input?

R: It's going to vary depending what the policy
is going to be but - for example, with the transportation
policy that we're now trying to develop there's a team of

the transportation committee, the transportation supervisor,

the administrators of our high schools and a coupre of bus

drivers. As much as possible within an area, w€ like to
call upon those peopJ-e who are ínvorved to have their input

- although the ultimate final decision will rest with the

board.

I: When you say involved do you mean affected?

R: Yes.

I: Would that then also leave the. door open to
input by students who wouLd take part in this transportation
and parents of those students?
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R¡ Àt this point, w€ haven't no - not there

and to be honest, I don't think that in too many cases lve've

had direct student input, although often through the admin-

istrators we get feedback as to what the students want.

With the drug and alcohol policy in the particular school

where the abuse had taken ptace that gave rise to this - the

students had a considerable input to the principal as to

what their expectations of their fellow students was - and

it r¡¡as, I f e1t, a surprisingly mature input in that I think

they were being a lot harder on the individuals than what we

might have been. Now if you're looking at things that are

going to affect the day to day teaching in the school, then

usually we have teacher committees jointly with the board

committee formulating policy of that type so...

I: I notice that you've never mentioned the rate-

payers here do you perhaps view the board as being repre-

sentative of the ratepayers is that why or am I

misreading things here?

R: No v¡e don't run at every instance to the

ratepayer - on important issues I think we do consider rate-

payer influence. Often vte have delegations those delega-

tions I think influence our thinking to a large degree as to

some policy - with regards to the meeting that we're having

tomorrow night regarding school cLosures you do know that

there are provincial guidelines now that require twenty
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months and require all of these meetings and so forth to be

held with the public - we number one don't really regard

this as a closure as such it's a transfer to a school in

the same community so I don't know whether we fall under

Lhose guidelines, and secondly we view them as being

guidelines and not law and v¡e feel that it's cutting a

lit.tle bit into our local autonomy, so we're not following

any procedure because of those but because of our concern

about what the public does think. We are having a meeting

and I think quite honestJ-y, we have not formulated either a

yes or a no as to what is going to be and I think that
public input if it is decisive - one way or the other - is
going to have a large say in r+hether the school's closed or

whether it isn't. So, I think, we do have ratepayer input

but in a lot of things - not directly. I as a trustee will
discuss things with ratepayers and the feelings I get from

the community - that's what I'11 bring to the board table
and that' s of ten the l-evel of the ratepayer.

I: You've talked about input from a number of

individuals I just wonder how much input these individuals
should have. Is there any set timit or quota?

R: No I guess for expediency at some point
you have to cut off input with regard to policy. But, 'I'm

of the view that the more input you can have, the better.
Now often it's going to be conflicting input because of the
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interests of the people - so again the decision has to be

yours but the more inpuL that you have, the better

informed decision I think you can make. I would be very

hesitant about restricting input. If somebody has the

interest and concern that they're willing to put forward

their views - I'm quite willing to listen.

I : Ok. What's the role of the individual trustee

then in policymaking?

R: Ok. I guess to a large extent - for a lot of

these things - r.re rely upon our super intendent who in thi s

case is a superintendent and a s'ecretary-treasurer jointty

he holds both offices we rely to a large extent on his

bringing forward problems uld things for our concern and for

decisions to be made - I think as a conscientious trustee it
should go beyond that and as a trustee we should be

ourselves reviewing our policy suggesting changes where

they need be made, and in our case, additions where no

policy exists. I think it's very important and when we

started discussing Iast year the revising of our policy

the updating of it if time weren't a factor I sense that
there were a number of trustees on the board who would like
to serve on a commiltee that they themselves with outside

assistance that they might require - would Iike to formulate

that rather than hiring some outside consultant to come in

and write a policy to be rubber stamped type of thing.



Time's the factor though,

our policy from where it
can see having to devote a

aIly full time - to really
to see it done right.

I: Can

been made by input
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To do a proper job of developing

is now to where it should be - I

good part of a half year virtu-
doing it right - and I would ]ike

you give me an example of a

from various groups?

pol icy that' s

R: The alcohol abuse one - again that's going

back and harping on that one - but that one had input from a

number of sources the students indirectly through the

principal, the principal, the superintendent - indirectly
the ratepayers because there had been a delegation with

regard to that - and I think their concerns v¡ere expressed

in the policy that e¡e came up with - teachers only through

the administratot - they vrere not involved. We recently
revised policy - it wasn't really developing a new policy
but - revised policy for teacher evaluations and the

personnel committee of the board took part in that, the

superintendent took part in it, representatives of the

administrators took part in it and teacher representatives

as weLl took part in that.

I: You said that the board makes policy but then

went on to add that in the actual f ormul-ation of it, there's
a lot more than just the board involved - has your view of

who makes poJ.icy in that sort of total vision - has that
changed since you first became a trustee?



R! I think

sources than what I

that boards simply by

didn't know how much

say yes - it's more

envisioned.

I : Did you

anything specific Iike
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yeah - there's more input from other

real ized. I vras more of the opinion

decree made Lhis policy, and I rea1ly

outside input there had been - so, I'd
comprehensive than what I had first

I: And how did these changes come about?

R: The changes in my views?

I : Yes.

R: I guess from viewing policies that have come

to the board table I was as part of the negotiating team

worked together v¡ith the teachers in the formulation of

Iayoff policy - and from those experiences I realize how

much input comes in from other sources.

I: So it's by experience basically?

R: Right.

take any training in policymaking

that?

or

R: To be honest, Do. There have been various

seminars and so forth held by MÀST, but with regard to

policy - during my time that I have been on I don't think

there's been anything, and if there has, it's been something

that I have missed and I haven't attended.



I : Ok; Does

who is involved in making

approach pol icymaking?

the viewpoint

policy - does
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you hold about

affect how you

that

that

R: Yeah - I think very definitely. I guess

you're forced to approach it more open mindedly because of

the other peopre involved - it's less dicatatorial - and

although it sometimes is that, it may be counter to what you

feel is best - in the long run I suppose it's good. One

leve1 of input regarding poricymaking or one group that has

input and that r didn't mention - and it's likely the most

influential group - r wourd say - wourd be the government -
through grants and various regurations. It seems to me that
it's becoming more and more of an influence on our poricy-
making than ever before

I: Ok, well you've talked about who is involved
in making policy and what it is and that it's necessary - I
wonder i f you can tell me nov¡ spec i f icaJ-]y how por ic ies come

about. How do they come to be? what are the processes or
procedures involved in the formulation of a policy what

are the steps from beginning to end?

R: As I envision it first the need for the
policy becomes apparent. whether it is a non-existent
probì.em that is envisioned as possibly being a problem in
the future that v¡e feel we should address now before it does

become a probrem, oF whether $¡e are rax and the probrem
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comes upon us before vte have a policy to rcctify it - but

one qay or another Lhe problem or the possible problem

becomes apparent. Àt Lhat point, the procedure that we take

is that we decide what group or groups are going to be

involved in consultation regarding the formulation of the

policy. It may be something that is very board orientated

we set up a procedural policy - well it's actually a proce-

dural by-law that went within our board policy - in a case

Iike that it was simply an ad hoc committee appointed by the

board without any other outside input except information we

could acquire from other divisions as to what their policies

v¡ere. And the policy then went through that committee stage

with the various research of materials that they could find.

When they formulated the policy or the by-Iaw, then they

brought it to the board as a whole. The board as a whole,

upon having it and having a week or so to review it, then

took the vote on it, and it became policy. That would be one

of the simpler ones. In other cases it's a matter that

concerns maybe much more than just lhe board itself

various groups are affected by it.. We try to then set up

some type of a committee or have some type of a hearing that

would include as many of the affected groups as vte feel we

can incorporate. They then as a committee review and study

the matter develop a policy and bring it forth to the

board. Occasionally the board wiIl not find it acceptable

or will want some stight ammendments or will reject it - but
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accepted or ammended eventually it is accepted and it
becomes board policy. t'rom my experience, some of the seem-

ingly simplest things - we've had the most difficulty formu-

lating a policy on community use of schools is something

that we have been working on for three years and finally
just developed a policy on. Again, perhaps because of

differences from one community to another, what seemed to be

an acceptable policy for one end of the division was not

acceptable because of different customs and practices at the

other end of the division. Something as simple as how the

community's going to use your school tied us up off and on

for almost three years.

I: Ok. What kinds of things influence how policy
is made?

R: Public attitude I would say would be the

biggest influence. Although we don't that often go to rate-
payers in the form of a referendum or anything like that - I

think in the back of your mind you're guiding your decisions

as to how you view your ratepayers will accept this or

whether they feel it will be appropriate policy. That's a

big one and again, the same groups that I described before

if you have good administrators, I think you're going to
have to rely very heavily on upon their opinions. If you

don't have good administrators, then you should be getting



I: How do you know when a policy needs to be made

or revised? Àre there some signposts along the way?

R: Ok - of ten we become avrare that our policy is
inadequate either through change in the act or change in

government regulations often through cases that are commu-

nicated to us through MÀST or other divisions that have run

into difficulties in certain areas and have had court cases

and so forth concerning these matLers - v¡e look at our

policy and say "Hey, are te covered here? Do we have

adequate policy with regard to this?" Quite often we decide

that our policy is not adeguate and that it should be

revised and updated.

good ones and I - for that reason rely very

the administration advice which we're given

people, and that' s what they' re hi red for

their expertise is and it fits in I think - we

that a Lot.

I: Ok. So, essentially what you're

that if there is a problem that exists and is not

by something - or whatever you have to address it
ficient...

R: Unfortunately, I'd like to say that

farsighted enough and that we could forsee these

bef ore problems do exist, and that h'e would keep
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heavily upon

we have good

that's where

have to go by

saylng 1s

addressed

is insuf-

we are

thi ngs

one step



ahead of the game

do - no.
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but to be honest, I don't think that we

I: It's an interesting perspective and I just

wondered if - is it a fair assessment to say that - whereas

you describe policy as being a tool earlier on - for every

day - day to day operations - il's really specifically a

tool to avoid hangups in day to day operations - to avoid

problem areas.

R: WelI, oo - I would counter that a bit. I say

that they tend to change when the problems become apparent.

Things that are working adequately then do not get changed

so they avoid problems when the problems do occur, but

there's a lot of policy 90 % of it - that does not change

and is ongoing and that overall policy stiÌl, I would

maintain, is towards trying to have the day to day opera-

tions that woul-d make it possible to meet your long range

goals and objectives of the division.

I: So it's not necessarily a problem orientation?

R: No - but that the changes tend to

problems occur. Those problems could be that

meeting your academic expectations or objectives

fore policy is going to have to be changed with

that.

occur when

you're not

and there-

regard to



I ¡ So,

earlier statements

to poJ.icy as weII as

R: Right.

I : Ok. How

about the policymaking

phenomenon?

in other words

I gather goals

problems.

Page

- going back lo

and objectives give
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your

rise

have you

process?

arrived at these

Is that also an

conclusions

exper i enced

R: I would say that policy with regard to the

academic operations of the school I think I was reasonably

familiar with from my teaching experience and as a teacher,

I was affected by those policies. So that part, I think I

was quite wetl versed in and I don't think my views have

changed that much. In the more day to day operations of the

mechanics of the school - transportation and maintenance

policy with regard to those things - I think I was very

naive about, and through experience I've developed my ideas

regarding that.

I:
policy and how

policymaking?

ok.

it
And

is made

the viewpoint that you hold about

does that affect how You approach

R: Yeah it does. Before I came on the board, I

think I was typical of a lot of ratepayers in that every-

thing seemed very simple and that problems existed and boy,

if you vrere going to be on the board, You would straighten
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it out in a couple of monlhs - things would be running a lot
better. When you get on the inside and start viewing some

of the complexities and the many different groups and areas

that are involved, it is a much more complex operation than

I realized, and that has influenced how I would make policy.

My view from the start was that I r+ou1d go in there and I

would very dictatorially make policy - and that would be it

- and they would toe the mark - whoever they may be- and

things would be solved. In that aspect it's changed.

I: Now you're what

a little more softly?
more cautious do you tread

R: Right - and I realize that legally and other-

wise there are things that I just can't do that I thought I

could just step in and do. So, I would try to use a lot
more diplomacy in trying to get my objectives now than what

I would previously. I find you have to convince people

rather than telI people.

I: Ok. I wonder if you could te}l me - what are

the attributes or the elements of a good policy? What char-

acterizes good policy?

R: Ok first of all I think that your board

policy for ammending board policy has to be flexible in that

there must be a mechanism for changing the policy if the

need for change is seen and that mechanism must not be too



complicated. However,

very specific, very

followed as easily as
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the policy itself, I think, has to be

clear, and something that can be

possible.

c lear can

I : Ok. You

you elaborate

distinguish between specific and

on those a bit?

R: By clear I mean put forward ín language in

terms that will- be easily understood by anybody who has to

follow that policy - specific being different in that it's
got to be accurate, but it could be accurate in such

language that it would be difficult Èo be interpreted by

various components of the system that would have to be using

ir.

I:
talking about

problem?

I : Ok. Perhaps

you consider to constitute a

When you're talking about specific are you

a policy that actually in fact addresses a

R: Right. As much as possible education being

as complex as it is, you're never going to get policy that
addresses every problem but to try to cover the waterfront

as much as you can.

the converse of that

bad policy?

what do

R: Ok - a weak policy to

be something you mentioned before

my v¡ay of thinking would

unwr i tten pol icy - I 've
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j ustalready made

can't go for

my views known on that

ir...

I: WeIl it's not specific and it's not clear!

R: Right. And if it was you and I and we had an

excellent working relationship and we were running the

school division - you and I perhaps courd have unwritten
policy. When you have eLeven members of a board sitting
with - representing widely different groups of people - it
just doesn't work - it leads to mass chaos.

I: Ok. Anything else that characterizes a bad

po1 i cy?

R: The converse of what I've said about good

policy - a policy that ties you in too rigidly and doesn't
give you the flexibility for changing when the need for
change occurs or makes it too long of a process - I think
that's bad policy.

I: Too long of a process

abouL change?

you're taLking still

R: Right - you know, if it's going to take

year to change your policy with regards to something,

that's f ar too late to address most problerns that
have to be quicker solutions to things.

you a

then

there
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I: Whe¡r you say there has to be quicker eolutions

to things - is this time element one of the influences on

policymaking - you mentioned political awareness as one of

the things that had a great effect on policymaking is time

a factor influencing how policy is made?

R: In the case of where vre haven't done our home-

work and a problem jumps upon us that we don't have covered,

it may be. Where possible we like to in formulating the

policy and I was referring to the time factor as in

changing policy - but if you're talking about time in terms

of formulating policy - there, I don't like to put Iimits on

time unless the situation necessitates it but given a none

crisis situation, then I like to take as much time as neces-

sary to get good poticy, rather than rushing into something

that may not be what you want when you're finished with it'

I: Alri9ht, how have you arrived at these

sions about what constitutes good and bad policy?

conc Iu-

R: I would say once again, by experience' We

have it's perhaps not policy as such but it seems that

on this board since I've come oD, you rule largely by prec-

edent, and if you made a decision regarding a situation

before based upon a certain precedent - that's what you're

going to do in this given situation - then you tend to make

that same decision time after time, so as to be consistent

throughout the division. That then has led though, to a lot
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of controver6y because it's unwritten and it's not neces*

sarily crystaJ. clear in the minds of the people who are

there at the time because of changeover in members of the

board - people who were not there the last time this partic-
ular unwritten policy v¡as invoked - it leads to al-l kinds of

confusion. So, every time the situation arises you go

through this huge debaLe again as to how you're going to
resolve this situation. And t,here's a needless waste of

time and there rnight be some inconsistencies arising because

you're not following it exactly the vray you had previously

and for that reason it's hard I think - it should be

recorded.

I : Again, it's pretty well experience that has. . .

R: Right. Upon my coming on the board we had a

couple of instances where I found myself in that situation
debates vlere going on about unvrr i tten pol icy I couldn' t
make an informed decision one v¡ay or another because I
didn't have any experience about it - I sort of decided to

deal with the case from what I could see at that time, and

it sras very difficult - and they were bitter debates.

Naturally, a person who is representing ratepayers within
his ward who are affected is going to try to stick up for
the rights of those people and it could get to be a rather

bitter debate unless there eras some guideline to go by. If
the guidelines are there, then no question - unless if he
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board that that's bad

for changing it the

I: Ok. Can you give me an example of a good

policy and a bad policy?

R: Items that would be good and items that would

be bad?

ï : Yes.

R: Ok - I guess f or - if you nrant to take an area

of teacher layoffs - and I've rea1ly done an about face on

this - I originally came in in the view that every case

should be judged upon its merits at the time and it should

be a very open policy and that it should ultimately be the

board's decision as to who they think should go and who

should be retained. In the vièw of legislation and the

rights of teachers to appeal, I now view that as being bad

policy - it's too flexible, it leaves us wide open to all
kinds of reprisals through the courts and so on so a

policy like that which is almost a non-policy saying that

teacher layoffs will be solely at the discretion of the

board - I would view as being bad policy. What I would view

as good policy would be something that has been negotiated

between those affected the teachers and the board and if
they can arrive at something that is mutually acceptable,
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nob perhaps the preference of both parLies, but something

that is mutually acceptable, then I - from administration-
wise that - to my way of thinking - is good policy. It's
something that - a guideline to your administrators - a path

to follow - that path, because it's been agreed to by both

parties shourd be followed smoothly and should be carried
out with a minimum of problems.

I: The way

- how do you

we've been talking about good and

evaluate policy - whether it's goodbad policy

or bad?

R: I guess - and it's a vague thing but if the

poJ-icy lends itself to your ultimate goals and objectives
if it leads to those in a smooth manner, then that is good

policy. If. it does not easily lend itself to those goals

and objectives - and i stress the word easily - then I would

think that it's bad policy.

I: And do you

that, oE is it an intuitive
have

ca 11

any

é

kind of

judgement

yardstick for

call?

R: It's goL to be be partly
call because goals and objectives are often years in the

attaining so that policy that might be implemented today

its urtimate effect may not be found unLiJ. perhaps a kinder-
garten class of today is perhaps a graduating class of

tomorrow - so in certain aspects, it's got to be an intui-
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tive thing. I don't think that you have to wait for the

ultimate objective to have been reached, but from the change

in the operations of whatever it may be, I think you can

then start to guage whether it seems to be that you're

moving towards that objective. So, depending upon the situ-

ation, it may be almost entirely intuitive, or it may be

something that can be judged almost immediately. If you go

to your other areas, rather than strictly educational areas

the academic areas I should say.- maybe to a transporta-

tion area - a change in policy regarding the operation of

your schooÌ buses - within a week it may become apparent

whether it's good policy or bad policy simply by the more

efficient operation of your system. When you get into the

academics, I think you tend to be more intuitive and long

range.

I:

and bad policy

Ok does your view

affect your approach

what constitutes good

policymaking?

of

to

R: Yes they affect mine.

l. In what way?

R: They affect mine in as I have expressed to you

I think that policy should be thought out through - with

input from various people that are concerned I think'that
it should be recorded - it should be clear, concise and so

forth and whenever possible, I'm an advocate of comrnittee
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work - ancl when things come rrp that could possibly go into
policy, I am an advocate of rather than having this every

half-yearly thrashing out of an issue - put it to committee

- have a study made - have Lhe recommendations come in and

Let's put something into policy so that we can get av¡ay from

this.

I: So you - recognizing the necessity

and what constitutes good policy etc., you then go

R: Right.

of policy

for it?

I: Have you

ular experiences that

reaIly served to alter
po1 i cy?

ever had, as a trustee, âñy partic-
stick out in your mind and which

or change or shape your views about

R: Yeah - if I can go back to - and I've already

described it to you - the experience that I felt being a nevr

member and having armost the entire first two or three meet-

ings that I attended be involved in the controversy over

this transportation problem that ',Íe had - and accusations

flying back and forth as to what had been discussed at meet-

ings two or three years ago - and what had gone into minutes

and what hadn't gone into minutes and accusations to the

secretary-treasurer that he hadn't recorded the rninutes

accurately - that experience it vras very very clear upon

my mind.
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sort of set in Your mind what You

wanted to do

And lhat

with policy?

R: Right. I said "Hey, this is not the way we

go. tt

I:Ok.glell,thisresearchthatl'mdoingis

concerned with how trustees Lhink about policy and policy-

making. I have a betief that the vray trustees think about

policy and polieymaking might be significant in influencing

the kinds of policy statements that come out of boards. How

do you feel about that?

R: It certainly should be. Members of the board

are the people who ultimately develop lhat policy and what

their views are certainly should have a very strong influ-

ence upon the policies that they're putting out. As I said,

vre rely on our superintendent and various other people to

make recommendations to us, but still the ultimate responsi-

bility for having that recorded and the manner in which it

is recorded rests with us I and you can have a superinten-

dent who has the greatest ideas and so forth in the world

and puts those forward but we do nothing but develop

unwritten policies about it you still have a hodge podge I

think. So, I would say yeah, it's the ultimate influence

upon the policies that should be coming out from boards of

Man i toba.
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Do you think that this kind of research

R: I think - very def initeJ.y I 'd be interested

in seeing what the ul-t imate f indings were. We haven't

reaì-Iy, since I 've been on the board, had any seminars and

so forth on policymaking. The only thing that I know of

policy of other boards are some excerpts that we have got

regarding problems that we had - vre f ind f rom other divi-
sions what their policy is in regard to that - but, as far
as knowing what overall policies are of other divisions
I 'm honestly qui te ignorant.

I: I'm not sure that this study wiIl generate

what policies are - but this study should generate some

information about how trustees think about policy and the

policymaking process.

R: Right - I perhaps goL off track there, but

what I was getting at about not having been exposed to their
policies - i think that by viewing policy it gives you a

Iittle bit. of insight as to how the thinking is that is
going to formulate such a policy and that's sort of what I
meant was that I really don't know of other boards- what

their ideas are with regards to policies because I have not

been in seminars or anything where we've had discussions of

this type of thing.
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f eel that t.he questions that I've
for gathering the kind of informa-

R: I think so it's - you've made me in the Iast

3/4 of an hour think more about policy - sit down and formu-

Iate my thoughts at least about policy more than I have in

the two years that I've been on a board - indirectly in

formulating policy you're using these things but to actually
come out and verbalize it and clarify in my own mind - I

think it's been very effective in that way I think the

questions have been excellent.

I: Ok. Is there anything that you'd like to add

which you feel is important to the study and which would

give me a better insight into your views of policy and poli-

cymaking and which I haven't covered?

R: ok we've touched on it slightly and - in the

short time that I've been oD, I've become very frustrated at

government influence upon policy. It seems to me Iike it's
the ultimate influence upon policy and I recognize Lhe fact
that the guy who pays the piper is going to call the shots

but - I'm sort of in a panic situation in that I see at

every few meetings, another directive or another regulation

coming out that I feel is inhibiting our local autonomy or

our authority and ultimately our ability to make poJ.icy

and it really scares me if we get to the point where there
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i s enough government control that you have a Manitoba

Schools PoIicy rather than a XXXXXXXXXX or a AÀAAAAAAÀÀ

School- Division policy because I think there's such wide

differences from one area to another ethnic backgrounds

goals - expectations - that it seems cornpletely unrealistic
to me to have an overall Manitoba school divisions' policy
but the v¡ay things are going - although i t may not be

directly dictating policy through grants and through changes

within the act, I f eel that we're sl.owly coming to that and

unless the trend is stopped or reversed - I'm very much in

fear that our power to make and impJ.ement policy is going to
be nil down the line.

I: You're basically
position then that poJ.icies are

- for accomplishing objectives,
about disparate goals across the

re-affirming your earlier
again I use the word tools
goaIs, and you' re talking

prov i nce .

R: Right. There are certain objectives that we

a1l have in common we all want to put out a reasonably

well-rounded educated person and'so forth but within that
there are a whole mosaic of I suppose morals and - we're

not as a school division trying to dictate the morals of our

students - but I certainly think that within the policies
that we have, w€ help formulate things that are acceptable

to our communities what is acceptable morally in otherwise

behavioral wise within one community isn't going to be
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acceptable within anothcr. If I can give you the example of

the BBBBBBBBBB situation where the rock band was coming down

for a noon concert. WelI, I think here, that would be

perfectly acceptable. Obviously a good number of the people

in CCCCCCCCCC didn't feel that was acceptable and I think

that's their right and I would hate to see bhat power

eroded. And, if you curtailed the policymaking you won't be

able to have those differences anymore.

I : WeIl, thank-You

butions to this, I appreciate

very much for aII your contri-

it very much.

R: I hope i t' s been helpf uI in some vrays .
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TRANSCRIPT # T2

I : I wonder if in your own words your can tell me

pertains to school divisions?what is policy as it

R: PoIicy - I believe - reflects the intent - the

framework - in which school boards operate. It sort of

articulates, I think - considering a number of factors -
again I guess one would have to be specific as to what you

were addressing - but, it defines, I think, parameters of

operation, direction, planning, for aIl employees in a

school division. PoLicy applies to both professional and

non-prof essional staf f as r+eIL.

I: Can you think of an

defining of parameters?

example to illustrate this

R: Well , I think with respect to say to bus

drivers - we have a poricy in our division which articurates
that if a driver, for instance, is invorved in an accident
where there is property or injury then Lhere are certain
procedures that are taken by the board and the administra-
Lion with respect to that driver. That's set out - every

driver and every employee and trustee at the division knows

what to expect in that eventuarity. There are also policies
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and what's expected of

and what nay in effect
poJ. icy.
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with re6p6ct t,o student deportment

a student in our school system here

happen if violations occur of that

I: Are you equating this with rules regula-

tions?

R: I don't think that it's rules in as much that

a specific school might have rules. There are rules obvi-

ously. For instance - smoking in this division is - comes

under a policy but it is also a rule at the school - and so

there may be some overlap there between rules and policies.

I: Is there any difference between policies and

goals or objectives or desires?

R: Yes there is. Here, with our board, wê artic-
ulate a set of goals each year that are specific to the

board. Some of them involve obviously the co-operation and

involvement of all or some of the staff in the division.
Others are specific ones to the board. They may not neces-

sarily be policy or even become polícy.

I: Is there any connection between policy and

objectives or goals?

R: It's interesting when you talk about policy

some things, I think, are written - obviously we have an up
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to date policy manuâ1 that sets everything out in writing.
There are other things that are policies that are perhaps

unwritten - you know - in as much that in this division we

try to always maximize the tax dollar that vre have - so you

might say that lve' re very f rugal - and yet, there's no

written policy to say "XXXXXXXXXX school board is a frugaJ.

school board." We just try to practice good fiscal manage-

ment - and yet it's not articulated anywhere in a poticy

it's articulated in a goal to maximize the dollars that $¡e

have to work with and I think that's always been an

unwritten policy of this division.

I: Ok. Why do you hold the view that you do

about what policy is?

R: I think that it's better to have policy for
all employees of a division because it offers a framework -
it offers a purpose - it offers a purpose in and under which

people work and perform and carry out the mandate that they

have.

I: Is this something that you've

or is it something that you had when you

trustee ?

R¡ No it's not something that
I've been a trustee as a social worker, I

involved with poJ-icies for years and I know

come to realize

f irst became a

I've held since

guess I 've been

whaÈ it's Iike
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to work with policy as a social worker - you know we have

certain standards and policies in this province with respect

to the care of chirdren. tle have policies with respect to
adoption services foster home services - and child protec-

tion and Irve always wor... - so, through that experience

I've found that it's - it has a - very sensible to have

these things. So, I 've been able to as a trustee
perhaps bring some of that experience and influence to

school board matters as well. It seems to have worked in

many areas. I think policy is not something that is arbi-
trarily layed down - we like to consult with the people that
are going to be affected by any policy to have their
input.

that is
should

making

do,

asa

I: This leads into the next questioñ that
your view of policy and what it is and

does that affect the way you approach

t rustee?

I had

what it
poJ- icy-

R: There are some times when I guess that I

personally would Iike to see cerLain things in policy - that
doesn't gain the support of other policymakers trustees,
administration and so on however, I expect that that's to

occur in any democratic process. I guess you win some and

you lose some when it, comes to developing specific policy.
Other people have wisdom on this too, and I have to respect

that
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answered this, but

one of the

i t serves

R: Oh definitely. In the trusLee position - I

guess as management people, I think it's essential for trus-
tees to have policy, but I also know from my experience as a

trustee that staff of any school division want policy and

welcome policy because it articurates where the schoor divi-
sion stands on any particular matter. So in that respect, I

think it's necessary and welcome - unless there are people

who object to it - and you'11 always have that I guess.

I: It sounds as if you're saying that
reasons that it's welcome is because it's useful
a useful function?

R: It defines things a lot more - specifically
for people. Otherwise, I think, if you have a vagueness and

things are subject to the whims of interpretation of whoever

happens to be around - then I think that that creates - can

create division - it can affect morare it can affect Ehe

whole thrust and operation of the school division or any

organization for that matter.

I:
policy, is that

Ok. This notion about the necessity of

something that's changed for you over time?

R: Wel,l, speaking more

lot of school divisions
I think that

had policy

globally,

have notprobably a
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have not had policy manuals. Perhaps a lot of policy has

rattled around in the heads of administrators and trustees

you know without being set down formally. Thatrs some-

thing we set about to achieve here - five years or more ago

- in the XXXXXXXXXX School division was to set down what

was unwritten poticy inLo written form, and also to specifi-

cally address a lot of issues that weren't articulated in

policy - and to do that, w€ borrowed from other people too.

Some things have to conform to law - such as your Public

Schools' Act and the School Àdministration Àct and so on

and we've had to ammend some policies in order to conform Lo

Iaw but y€s, I think it's been necessary - it's been very

helpf uI - and v¡e've changed. hre reviewed our pol icy manual

just this past summer, when we took a complete review of the

manual - we updated some - we dispensed with some policy,

and r,re ammended some to conform to the recent ammendments to

the PubIic Schools' Àct.

I: So what you're saying

the necessity of policy really has

approached policymaking in terms of

that kind of thing?

R: Yes. Yes. Uh huh.

is that your belief in

affected how you have

review and updating and

I: Should policy be written down?
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R: Perhaps so in a case where you have a very

significant turnover of either administrators or trustees.

Traditionally, I think, there's always enough people around

to retain the knowledge - much Iike Lradition, I guess, was

carried down through generations - being unr,¡ritten but sort

of carried through - then I think, you know, you can get by

without it being written but I think in most cases it
should be written down for new people who come on board

either as trustees or teachers or bus drivers or whatever.

I: Is there any advantage to not writing it down?

R: I don't think so - I don't think so. If I

could be specific for instance, an unwritten policy that we

have here in this division that may sound rather insignifi-
cant but - in the context of sort of social changes and

attitudes - and that is with respect to pregnant students -
You knorv, I 've been around long enough in soc ial service

work to know that when a girl got pregnant, she v¡as removed

from not only the home, but the community and the school.

That attitude has changed. We have students in our school

system who are unmarried and pregnant and continuing their
studies and we have a policy which of course endorses that
and assists them in any way to continue with their education

and even if they have to leave the school system, to effect
some kind of an arrangement for them to carry on with their
studies. Yet, thaL does not exist in policy. It's an
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probably most trustees, but
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principals, administrators,

it's not written down.
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and

I: Ok. why would you not write it down?

R: WeJ.L, I guess I'd have to speak

that I wanted to see it written down, but

sufficient support to have it go into policy.

personally on

I didn' t ga in

I: So

porating it into
there's some reluctance somewhere to incor-

a written policy?

R: Yeah. Yeah.

I: WeII, if it should be written down, is there

any specific kind of way that it should be organízed? You

mentioned a manual - any kind of guidelines as to how it
would be organized - in a manual - should it be in a manual

or in minutes or. . .

R: It would go into our manual - any policy that
vre adopt as a policy goes into our manual and we have it
sectionalized pertaining to various aspects of the total
operation so, something Iike that would probably come

under education - they woul-d have a section in there with

the appropriate number attached to it saying "Education for
Pregnant Students" or something of thaL nature, and it would

just simply outline that a student should continue just as

Iong as possible and if it is accepted, then whatever is

needed for them to complete their studies...
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that ordering

or should be

it easier to

R: Yes. We have a - I think our manuaL is set

out very well in that respect. It's indexed into certain
sections. rt's arl color coded to correspond to indexed

pages and so on - so it's very easy to find things in it
and we arso provide sections of it to those employees who

are af fected pertains to the teaching staff then they get

that portion of the manuaL - bus drivers have their section

- maintenance people have theirs and so on.

I: Who makes school division policy?

R: I think policy can be initiated pretty well
from anyone - ultimately trustees are responsibre for
endorsing and sort of engraving - if you wiIl - into offi-
cial poricy anything of that nature. But, ffiy experience has

been that policy can be initiated by anyone. Bus drivers
have legitimate concerns or there are issues that affect
them, then it's almost arways brought to the attention of
the board committees may look at it and they wourd prob-

ably consult with affected people and if the poticy is
necessary or some ammendment then the board approved it in a

formal meeting then it goes into the manual.
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I: You ment.ioned earlier that there were you

made reference Lo other policymakers such as administrators

etc. , and that's sort of in keeping with whaL you vrere

saying weII, accepting that your view is that a whole

bunch of people should have input and thereby take part in

policymaking - is there any limit to the input that these

other groups should have?

R: I don't know about limits Ken, I would think

that vre would Iike to have as full a participation as is
necessary to developing any policy. We're not going to go

out and canvas the community obviously, but those people who

are appropriate to these things are certainly consulted and

involved. There's a twofold purpose - first of aIl it gets

you a policy that may be helpful to everyone and aJ.so, it's
good for staff relations as wel}. So, ât some point I think
you have to say nWeII, I think we have enough information.

We're going to adopt a policy and here it is.n I think

that's a board of trustees' responsibility.

i

define who's

You mentioned appropriate people

appropr iate?

how do you

R¡ WelI, - for instance - on a deportment policy

that we just developed last year it's nov¡ a part of our

policy manual - this affects behavior of students in our

schools. We talked to principals, w€ talked to teachers, and

then we might even talk to bus drivers because they cart
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priate people you know, if
then we v¡i1I talk to drivers
cipals.
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so obviously they're
it comes to behavior on

we will talk to school
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appro-

buses

prin-

I: How about the students themselves?

R: In some instances we've consulted with the

student council representatives. we recently devetoped a

policy with respect to student council funding - that
involved input from the students themserves plus the admin-

istration prus trustees and from that we came up with a

poJ-icy.

f.

priate people

the policy...

it seems

really the

So

is
that your definition of appro-

people who woul-d be af f ected by

R: The most directly affected. I think that
trustees arso have to be alerted to the fact that they

represent the taxpayers and obviously you have to be sensi-
tive to that Loo. Às r say, we're not going to go out and

canvass arr of the taxpayers but we know that v¡e're

erected and v¡e represent those peopre so, you have to be

sensiLive to that
money, and while it may be great and welcome by the affected
people in the school operation - we may say 'WeIl, look I

don't think our citizens are ready for this' or 'It's going
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there's the cost factor
on the community.
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may have to modify or deny it - yet

good policy in and of itself - so

and the impact that this wiII have

I : Ok. What's the role of the individual trustee

then in poticymaking?

R: Probably directly related to your eloquence

and ability to persuade. IndividuaIly, I don't think

anything beyond the fact that if you may have strong convic-

tions and good evidence about certain issues, then that

might result in policy - I don't think you do as an indi-
vidual trustee - you know. I don't think that any one of my

pet things is necessarily going to be adopted - you know?

I: I agree but certainly you have a role in poli-

cyrnaking because it would if the board is a non-entity and

it's composed of people called trustees, then it's those

people that are really going to make po1icy...

R: That's right - it's the corporate body.

I: So what is the individual role in ending up

with this policy?

R! I think that trustees individually can

initiate - you know - discussion on what they may see as a

need for policy change or a new policy. I guess my partic-
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t¡Iar inelinatjon is towards stucìent welfare - T'm very much

oriented towards student needs - I don't think very welÌ in

terms of buildings and maintenance and the technicalities of

plant operation - nobody would expect a policy from me on

that - but with respect to something like the unmarried

parent that I mentioned - self esteem of students in the

school the school attendance committee which is something

I initiated - that's my particular bent and individually
I've brought these things to the board and fortunately for
myself, I guess, people have accepted that and it's become

certain things have become policy.

I: So are

individual trustee is

that have a particular

tise to themselves?

you saying then that the

somewhat of a watchdog

interest, or of concern

role of the

role in areas

or of exper-

R: Yeah, I think so.

I : You expressed that vi rtualJ-y everybody

school division has a part to play in making policy

this view changed since you first became a trustee?

in the

- has

R: I think it has. I think it's changed to

encompass perhaps more discussion and more people. I can

remember a time when I was first a trustee, where things

were perhaps arbitrarily imposed not much consulLation

and, unhappily I think, r{e regretted that in some cases.
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consult t{ith those PeoPle who are

think it works better.

of caution '
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one tries to

affected. Igoing to be

I: That was mY next question' Has

how you approach policy - obviously it does

more cautious.

I : Ok. VÍeIl, how are policies made

or proceduresI mean what are the Processes

steps involved from beginning

particular policY?

R:YeahIdon'tliketodevelopapolicythat

has to be rammed down people's throats. I like to assume

that first of all, you're dealing with intelligent people

until proven otherwise, and therefore, Iet's get sornething

that's going to work for the benefit of - not just of the

adults - you know I think we're here to serve kids

that,s always been my focus how's it going to better our

children educationally? - administratively? you know as

far as school operations are concerned'

to end in the

this affected

you say you're

and by that

- perhaPs the

formation of a

R3 What are the steps taken?

I¡Yeah-whatarethestepsfromthebeginning

to the end in the formation of a policy?
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R: I guess if I relate it to a specific thing

Ken, I could lake you through that. Again, I would have to

go back to our policy - the most recent policy on student

deportment ok. I would say that that's evolved over

discussions both formal and informal - by trustees, board,

teacher meetings, board - principal meetings for the past

year or two years - where you begin to receive feedback to

the effect that maybe vre need to be a little more tight in

some areas in terms of school behavior - in the schools and

on the buses - changing attitudes of kids today lack of

response and interest by parents - all this sort of begins

to work on you - you know and you might take an attitude

of throwing up your hands and saying "l^lell, that's the trend

today", or you can say "Let's do something about it." So, I

think it started to come together when the administration

and trustees probably had enough of this feedback that.we

were impressed with the fact that we needed to try some-

thing. So, having done that, then we came up with some

points - took that back to principals and some teachers

bounced it off them for a whiLe - came back - talked about

it again wrote it up - knowing that it had first of aII,

the support of the principals of our schools who are ulti-

mately going to have to enforce these things plus their

own staf t - and then putting it into a formally adopted

policy by the board and it goes out and then, the final

result of that was that $¡e sent a copy of it to every parent



every home in the division. So, like

particular poticy probably - it was two

thinking and maybe six months in the making

formalize it.
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I say, 1ñ

years in

you know,

Lhat

the

to

I: When you talk about making part of it

there's just one thing I'd like for you to clear up for me

the time spent in discussion - what goes on in discussion?

Do you just talk about it or do you evaluate it or are you

doing research at this time or what's going on?

R: WeIl, I think that a ].ot some discussion

occurred outside of the board - back to our superintendent

r+ho was aware of some of our concerns and obviously vte've

discovered that there's been concerns by principals - so

they have discussed it in their meetings the principals

here meet regularly with the superintendent. Over the years

we've had discussions not with the idea of formulating

this policy, but with staff who have expressed concerns

about behaviors in our schools - and from that I think we

talked about it as trustees - why I know one time we just

closeted ourselves which we dO Once or twice a year the

board just goes off somewhere - vte had dinner together with

the superintendent and the secretary-treasurer and we just

have a very open, f rank discussion about things t'hat are on

all of our hearts - and a lot of that discussion occurred at

that meeting which was last year and from that we worked



on the policy over t,he

that so - there's a lot
srrmmer - and

of talking
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came back and that was

a lot of discussion.

i s made?

a re avJa re

there any

policy?

I: Ok. What kinds of things influence how policy

I think you mentioned, for instance, thaL trustees

of their electorates - that was one thing - are

other things that are significant in influencing

R: The ideal is that trustees are alert and

responsive and responsible - then - and know what's going on

- not only in the schools - and by that I don't mean every

nth detaiL - but a general overview - sort of the pulse of

your school system plus what's happening in your community

- and I think that you begin to respond to certain things

I guess I can think of a specific point here which was

this division has piloted driver training for 15 I/2 year

old kids. Well that thing was germinating for a long time

before we ever got the attention of the government and even-

tually and their endorsation of the program - to the

effect that I for one and others v¡ere concerned about the

fact that too many kids 16 years of age were killing them-

selves in automobile accidents - and we talked about the

fact that in over about a three to five year peiod, there

was eleven of our students between 16 and 18 in this divi-
sion were killed in auto accidents - and v¡e know enough

about the driver training program to statistically prove
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that it has prevented aut,o accide¡rts and produced better
drivers. So, wê began to push for this it was not just
those kids that are sixteen - they can get a ricense they

don't have to take driver education - vre vrere providing an

incentive for them to do it, by offering lhe chance to drive
at 15 l/2 if they took the training - but it was a good

response to that - so, you know, that's sort of being sensi-
tive to what's going on around you and that, I think, is
what influences policy eventually.

I: So basically being sensitive to aIl things
then.

R: I guess no one trustee can be sensitive to
but I guess that's where it's nice to have the corporate
body we've got trustees who are sensitive to transporta-
tion systems - they know the every nut and wheer of the

thing Lhat turns you know - and r appreciate that - and so

they wourd formulate or initiate policy that I would never

think of.

I: How do you know when a poticy needs to be made

or revised?

R: I think when it's no longer effective
is what trends and changes syst,ems - have altered
point where the pol icy i s unh'orkable .

that

to the

I: Can you give me an example perhaps?



R: I can't offhand

Page

I 'd have to think

that.

I: Ok, that's fine. What you've been describing

to me is your view of the policymaking process - how have

you come to hold those views?

T2.19

about

R: I guess just

working under policy

as a trustee.

over the years

profess ionally,
experience

not only

with

butboth

also

I: Ok - and - weII I won't even bother to ask you

if it affects your approach to policymaking - I think that's
what you've been saying all along.

R: Uh huh.

I: Ok. Maybe you can outline for me what you

consider to be the attributes of good policy. What is it
that specifically characterizes the policy as being good?

R: When I think it works for the majority of

people - you're not going to get a 100 Z response to any

policy unless it's - they're earning more money or something

but I think where there's not only the I think you have

to think of the common good if you wiII of any organtza-

tion - the welfare of an organization especially in

schools where we're in the business of children - I think a

good policy is one that enhances the objectives that you
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have as a school division enhances the goals or helps to
fulfilI those goals which ultimately is to prepare the prod-

ucts - which is our kids for whatever expectations v¡e have

of having gone through our system. Maybe that sounds rather

lofty but it's I think it has to work. It has to be wel]

oiled - that it provides parameters, yet may have some flex-
ibility for specific cases - I don't think that policy

necessarily has to be etched in stone, but it should be

malleable enough to work for the benefit of most peopl,e.

I: Ok, you talk about a well oiled
there other specific elements that

oiled mechanism?

kind of

go into
mecha-

makingnr.sm - are

up a well

R! WeII, there seems again to exist for
instance in terms of specific cases of compassionate

leaves for instance , of staf f. - there are certain things

that are defined in your collective agreement. There may be

things that aren't defined in the collective agreement - if
you can deal with - that you have to deal with under policy

written or unwritten. So, you examine specific cases and

you sort of decide on the merits of that case rather than

applying the exact letter of the policy that's happened in

a number of cases that's the only example that comes to

mind right at the moment.

the other

Maybe it

end.

I: would be easier for you to view it
What would constitute a bad policy?

would characterize a bad policy?

f rom

Or, I should say, what
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. R: If it's not well defined there's opportunity
for misinterpretation and it is not a good policy it's a

bad policy and it should be changed. I think policy should

be cJ-early set out so that everybody can understand exactly
what it is you mean - I have no patience with vague sorts of

wishy washy poticies. I think they shoul-d be scrapped.

That's probably the technical part of it. From the content,

I suppose a policy is a bad policy if it is unworkable or if
a majority of people find it hard to enforce because circum-

stances have changed. We have to change pol_icy, for
instance, to reflect increasing costs - material, personnel,

transportation - so we're always having to update poricies
to reflect that. one of the reasons for the changes in our

student council funding vras because - maybe it's because we

have a lot of invol-vement but - it's costing so much money

to send kids to Reach For The Top in i.finnipeg for instance

or provinciar competitions in vol1eyball or basketball or

whatever - it costs money - you set down a per diem rate,
it's no l-onger workable. You can say "WeIl, you can 1ive

with it" and you cut back and they can't go here because

they've won, or you send them out on the streets and beg for
money from door to door so you have to reflect - you have

to work on other ways to meet'that need, yet within reason

so. .

I

about what's

ok.

good

How have you arrived
policy and what's bad

at these conclusions

policy?
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R: I t.hink the years of experience as a trustee

and also years of experience as a social worker I guess I

bring my professional aspect to it I know which policies

are not working or are working in the field of socia] work

and I also ]ike to have some influence on that as well.

Being sensitive to those who are affected by policy - plus

as a trustee to Your electorate.

I: Ok. How do You - well

ask you - weII maybe not - how do

policy is good policy or bad PolicY?

uring stick?

f i rst of all,
you evaluate

I s there

before I

whether a

some meas-

R: I think it goes back to being informed Ken, as

to - you know - first of all those people that are

affected by it - those people who are indirectly affected by

it if there'S a cost factor involved I think you have to

test that out in terms of whether it's still working or not.

Usually you change policy if you get some kind of represen-

tation to the effect that it's not working or you may

simply look at it - it could be a very innoiuous sort of

policy that it doesn't really maybe matter t,oo much here or

there if it becomes sort of antiquated you know - but so

you may change it : not because people are up in arms about

it but usually it just simply doesn't apply any more so

you either scrap it or modify it or whatever.

I: I f pol icy IS working, do you evaluate it?



R: Yeah - âs I say

to evaluate the whole

part of

manual

what

alI

Page

did

our

12.23

last
poli-

we

ofsummer was

cies.

I: Àlmost a "zero-based policy making process"?

R: Yeah - and we would say "Well, lhere's no

problem with this - it's working - we'rr reave it." I guess

that's a sort of tersary review but - when you're confronted
by obvious changes, it has to be done - you know 70 z of
any manual you courd probably reave fairly wel] intact for a

number of years.

I: Ok.

good or bad policy

R: Uh

your viewpoint of what constitutes
how you approach policymaking?

Does

affect

huh I think one has a philosophy about

po1 icy.

I: How does it affect your approach to policy?

R: Well, I never have been an arbitrary person

although I guess in some ways I'm decisive r like to make

decisions and I like to make them in the ]ight of considera-
tion of all the facts so I guess in that respect, if it
doesn't fit in to that - you know I've lost my train of
thought sorry about that - I'm getting off the track -
maybe it' s the hour or sornething.
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r ! You said thaL cert,ain things make good pol.icy

certain things make bad policy - you talked about some of

the mechanics of policies such as clarity and lack of room

for interpretation - weJ.I, feeling the way you do about

these being elements of good policy or elements of bad

policy - does that affect your approach to policymaking?

R: Yeah it does. How does it affect it? I guess

I'm sort of a participatory democracy kind of a guy you

know - that's the $tay I Ii ke to work - as I said earlier

some things where you have to make a decision - ok? - and in

that respect I'd say I'm decisive but - where there are

areas I think I like to consult - I like to have a sense

about where people are coming from - maybe it comes from

being a soc'ial worker - you know where you try to identify

the problems that people have and so on - so in that

respect, I think, I bring that particular influence to poli-

cymak i ng .

I: Have you had any particular experiences as a

trustee that have shaped your views about policy and policy-

making ones that stand out in your mind?

R: Yeah. As a trustee?

I: Yeah as a trustee first off.

I guess

t rustee

I can't think of anything

I made mention of the

as specifi-
attendancecally as a

R
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committee Ken earlier - and that i think came about âs â

result of my work as a social worker so from that perspec-

tive I think I brought it into the school system through the

committee structure that we had set up here - again with a

view of a concern about students. That's why frm a trustee.
I'm here number one as a trustee to be for the benefit of

the students - probably secondarily to be a good adminis-

trator of tax dollars. Other people I think have it in

reverse, but - i guess just working with kids as I have for
twenty-two years has probably done more to influence me in

policymaking and the philosophy I bring to policymaking

so, it's what I am outside of being a trustee that sort of

enables me to bring it into the trustee arena and thereby

initiate or influence some policies.

I: Ok. This research that I'm doing is concerned

with how trustees think about policy and policymaking. I

feel that the way that trustees view policy and policymaking

might be influential in determining at least in part, the

kinds of policy statements that eventually emanate. from the

board. I just wonder how you feel about that statement -
how you react to that?

R: I think that's true. I think that some trus-
tees probably are reluctant to get into policy discussions

have difficurt times being decisive or articulating some-

thing in policy I guess I respect that, but I've never had
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any probrems with LhaL persorrarly I rather like to rook at
policy issues but I think traditionatry - maybe to their
perir, trustees.have avoided making policies or it becomes

vague and sort of ebbs and flows with whatever the situation
is at the time. r think that's disastrous - I think it's
destructive - sort of situat.ion policy - you know - situ-
ation ethics kind of thing - whatever goes at the moment

you know and I think that's wrong. There ought to be some

continuity irrespective of changeover in trustees and admin-

istrators and so on - there ought to be some sort of like a

constitution if you wirr that's ongoing and yet subject to
change.

I: To give you an example of what I mean - it
seems to me that trustees come to the tabre not as brank

srates when they're going to make poricy they must have

some views about what poricy is or should be r+hat it
should accomplish - how it should be structured etc. - and r
just wonder if perhaps a vray of better understanding poJ.icy

and policymaking in schoor divisions in Manitoba is to first
of all understand the sort of "pre-set" of ideas that trus-
tees bring with them.

R: Yeah.

I: That's what I'm looking for in this sLudy.
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R: I don't think there's enough probably

training if you will or discussion on policymaking. I think
it's great. It can be a very sophisticated process - I

think it's a vital process - one that maybe vre don't reaLly

define that much as a corporate trustee body. Some boards I

think, are better at it than others - some i think are

pretty poor at it.

T:

gather that's
But

wha t

R: Uh huh.

Ok. WeII, the next question

do you think that this type of

you see some validity in this idea I

you're saying?

I:
similar to this
worthwhi Ie?

is kind

resea rch

of

is

R: The research into ?

I: Into the views that trustees have about policy

and policymaking.

R: I think it's very worthwhile. I t' s our

responsibility you know I think that we have to be

reminded and remind each other that we are policymakers.

Some trustees like to be doers in the respect that they like
to be watchdogs - you know and if you wiII - almost

meddling in waters that they have no business treading in.
I'm not interested in that - f'm interested in policy and if



you set out a good policy, then you

watchdog you know - because if it's
then things should be running smoothly

don't have time to be otherwise.

I: Ok.

answered today are

what policy is and
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don't, have to be the

a well oiled policy,

by and large. So I

Do you think that the questions that you

appropriate for getting at your view of

what policymaking is aIl about?

R: Yeah - I think they're appropriate I think
you're digging particularly intensely at how we - sorL of

what values or philosophies we have that influence policy.
I know you've made me think about that you know - and I

think that's good and probably something that more people

should think about - you know we all have our biases - you

know - and obviously they're going to affect policy. Maybe

it's fortunate that there are other people who have other

biases and it's out of that that you sort of arrive at an

acceptable kind of policy. I've had to modify mine - f've
gone into meetings with what I thought was a pretty well

oiled aLtitude or policy idea I've had to modify and with
good reason because other people have suggested thoughts I

hadn't been considering so...

I: So at least I should get a glimpse a partial
glimpse of what you hold to be your views on policy?
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R: I think that if you can get people to think

beyond their own biases and prejudices and pet hobbies

some trustees have got on the school board because they have

a hobby or an axe to grind and I don't think it's âny busi-

ness you know a person being there for that reason - If
you can sort of engender the idea that we have to look at

other things - we have to be sensitive and responsive to

those people that are affected - you know - I've had to

adopt policies that I personally wasn't aIl that happy with

but considering the corporate thinking of maybe the common

good I've been able to go along with it.

I: Is there anything that
you feel is important to this study

haven't covered in the questions?

you'd like
and which

to add that

you feel I

R: What can I say - without being critical
sometimes I get a bit cynical of my fellow trustees - and

I'm not just speaking of my ovrn board but I've been to
enough meetings and conventions and what not to have some

rather strong opinions about it. I think vre have to get

away from being myopic I think we've got to be futurists
to some degree as trustees and I don't think that trustees

should be soothsayers, philosophers and a]1 things - you

know I mean we're people we're just citizens of the

community. But, I think in some cases that v¡e should be a

little more sensitive to issues that affect students - that
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affect our education system - not just thinking for the

present but the future as weLl you know because ulti-
mately policy is going to have a ripple effect. I don't
like to bind the policy on future trustees or future
schooling - that's not good. So, if you're always having to

change policy, then I think, probably it's not good policy
you know you're not putting sufficient into it. So, I think
trustees should - in many ways - think, observe, digest and

discuss before they start answering these things in policy.

I: Ok. WeIl, thank you very much for your time.

R: Ok.
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TRÀNSCRIPT # 13

I: In your own words, I wonder if you could give

me your view of what is policy?

R: Policy is to me, something which gives direc-
tion and - a philosophica] sense I suppose - to a school

division - a school districL or whatever the case may be

and something which is taken by the people that you hire and

interpreted and put into action to make that school division
run to the ends that you want it to come to - I think.

I: Ok, I guess from what you're saying that

somewhat loose - there's an element of interpretation
talk about it being somewhat philos...

it's
you

R: Well yeah, I suppose there's a stricter sense

to it too because we do develop policy that says - you know

- you do a specific thing and I suppose that there's that
aspect to it too but I think in almost any policy that I see

being deveJ-oped there's always that interpretation factor
there - and I think of instances where administration puts a

policy into effect and then v¡e get a query from a taxpayer

saying "Hey, what are you doing here?" and we have to come

back and say "Whoa - this is what we meant, not this sort



of thing." I suPPose that

not quite stating in PoIicY

which I think is maYbe one

that I see.

room

abl e
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sort of come6 back to - maYbe

what we reallY had intended -

of the shortfalls of a board -

I: Ok so it - to sort

for interpretation but it is

thi ng?

of

not

sum that uP,

necessar i Iy

there is

a desir-

R: Wel1. . .

I: I don't want to put words into your mouth.

R: No, I know - ok, in some places I suppose in

Some cases it's a desirable thing - because I think you have

to have room in policy for the people that work for you to

be able to put it in effect h'ith some initiative and

what's the word -. imagination of their own eh? - you know to

come up with the end result - and of course I believe that

if you have a philosophy that of education for a division

to begin with - and then your philosophy of direction

secondly sort of thing - and then you have people that

you've hired - and hopefully you've done a proper job of it

so that they put a litt1e bit of irnagination into the inter-

pretation of it and yet still go the direction that the

board is intending if that's that's kind of a tall order

sometimes maybe but then - I think you're going Lo come up

with a system that's probably going to work maybe pretty



ggod because you've got not only bare bones

determined by a board sitting there, but you've

that are - thinking people that are putting it
with some imagination - that's kind of important.
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policy as

got people

into ef fect

I : Ok. Can you give me some examples of poJ_icy?

R: Oh goodness - ok - transportation for example

I suppose - which we have quite a bit of in rural areas eh?

- that certain rules and regurations must be forrowecl for
children riding schoor buses as to conduct or what they can

bring aboard - that kind of thing. r suppose another thing
is - where schoors are concerned - is to - a broad outrine
of what we expect from different categories of schools like
a collegiate for exampre - what - the parameters that we

give to what the principals are alrowed to work within I

suppose - and elementary's maybe a 1ittle less broad as far
as restrictions are concerned - that kind of thing. I think
that's do you want spec i f ic examples?

I : No, that's f ine - that's no problem. These

things sound to me like in some instances and possibly
most instances - I don't know that they wourd be rures of
procedure or Lhings rike that - and when you talk about

interpretation are you talking about when you haven't
clearry stated rures 'per se' but rather the general desir-
ability of something is that where the interpretation
comes in?
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R¡ Yeah i think so * you know * and I t.hink

it's kind of important to leave room for Lhat. It's fine to
have a certain amount of specific, strict ruLes I suppose,

but I still think that in order to let the people that you

hire and - particularly when they're professional people

to gain their fulL poLential, that you have to allow them

some room to expand and work within it sort of thing.

I: Is there a distinction
say goals or objectives or

or dif ference between

desires of the divi-policy and

sion?

R: WeIl, I suppose the goals - you know I think
a division - and I guess - it's not something that I could

say for a fact, but I think that probably a lot of dívisions
in Manitoba - or maybe anywhere - don't probably set out

goals as one of the first things they do really. You get

into the nitty gritty of deciding whose kid's going to ride
what bus when you really shouldn't but instead you should be

thinking of goals. And I think that - you know you estab-

lish goals but I think that there's a difference there the

policy is something that hopefully will direct you to those

goals but I don't know how you can really set out specific
policy to say you know that's where we're going to end

up because education to me is a people thing and there's
always that variation thing in there that I think is going

to affect whether you reach those goals or not and of
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getting towards it - but I
hry pol.icy can have an

don't think it can be.
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ef fect on

viewpoint

at these

I: But there is a relationship or there can be a

relat ionship.

R: Yeah I think there can be a relationship,
yeah.

I: How have you

of the nature of policy?

views about what it is?

come to your particular

How have you arrived

R: WelI, I don't know whether I can pin that one

down or not - you know - I 've been involved - of course I 've

had chíIdren go through the system and I still have one in

the system - in the elementary/secondary system - a son in

university, but I .suppose as I watched things happening

over the years and got involved with parent groups and the

Iike in the schools that my children went to - i sort of

developed a sense of what I thought the goals of a division
ought to be and sort of hor+ they should be attained, and I

guess of course - when you get involved actually becoming

a trustee - you have a responsibitity to try and develop a

system and a program - or continue to develop a system or

program that's going to produce what you think ought to be

produced. So, I suppose it's been sort of a lifetime
process in a sense of sort of coming to the viewpoint that
you do.
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changed since

then that

you f irst

Page

your views about

became a trustee?
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what

R: Oh no - I don't think so in that respect

particularly - i was involved with a parent council or PTA

that kind of an organization before I became a trustee and

r¡e were invol-ved in making representation to the board at

the time concerning policies that they had that were in our

opinion affecting our students or not affecting our

students. So, I guess that helped me develop what I felt

poJ.icies should be and what goals we should be kind of

looking for - but I don't think that I 've changed my

thoughts about what the goals should be or what the policies

should be - particularly since I became a board member.

I:
policy is has

I: Ok.

you think policy is
pol icymak i ng?

you think about PoIicY or what

that affect how You aPProach

The r.ray

- does

R: WeIl, yeah I think so and I guess I'd sort

of have to give you a bit of an example to point that out.

I think most schools in Manitoba over the last number of

years have moved towards centralization and I think that it'

had to happen, of course, from the one room school that I

attended as a boy to attending school in a town of six

hundred, I suppose, to centralization to the point of where

in the division of XXXXXXXXXX, which is a big division area

wise we have one major centre and two smaller ones with
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high schools. But, I think Lhat the point in time sort of

came that people have said "Whoa - centralization has novr

had its day - it's now time to consider that we must provide

the same kind of education in a smaller school even though

it may cost us more dol]ars in that school, as compared to

the more urban type setting in order Lo give everybody an

education without taking everybody miles and miles and

mil,es. " So I think that the lhing I 'm saying is that - you

know that now has come the time to change philosophy and

change policy to promote maintaining at least what r.¡e have

as far as schools in the different areas - even though that
little one out there may cost us more in dollars per student

than the bigger one in here but yet still to try and give

the kind of a same opportunity of equal opportunity I

suppose.

I ¡ And so reaIly i t' s

policy is direction and reflects phiLosophy etc. - what

you're saying is that you have a specific direction and

philosophy about education and that's novr causing you to

approach policymaking in a specified way in this situatíon.

R: Yes, I think thaL's true.

I: tlelI, do you think policy is necessary?

R: Oh yeah

direction of one kind or

it's necessary you know

in any corporation I think

I think

another
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is necessary becauge you know, if it htere only one person,

then I suppose that person determines his own direction and

goes that way - but when you've got a number of people, then

I think that somebody has to set a direction for that group

to be going and - well ok, I suppose from the top down it's
originai-ly your minister of education and your board of

education and your school boards to your employees eh? But

- and you do get some of that in curriculum etc., etc. But,

as far as the local direction I suppose - you know i think

that that has to be - it has to come from your board,

I: You couldn't function v¡ithout policy?

R: I^lell, I would - well I suppose

tion without policy, but it seems to me it
niIIy, here and there, all over the place.

I: So it's the quality then?

you know

in their

you could

would be

- you'd have to

own direction if

func-

willy

R: Yeah,

be - everybody'd be

wasn't some central

opinion.

yeah

going

pol i cy I suppose that would

you'd

the re

be my

I: Have you always f elt this r{ay about the neces-

sity of policy?

R:

how you would

I think so

with - ok

- I really can't
even within your

visualize
olrn divi-

WeIl,

come up
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sion that - without policy and giving some direction it
seems to me that you would end up with kids from one school

coming out with certain qualifications and kids from another

school within the same immediate area coming out with
entirely different gualifications artogether - it wourd just
depend whatever those particurar peopJ.e that were working

with those chil-dren chose to give them.

I: Ok.

policy is necessary

approach policy?

T¡¿.

just wonder

instance. . .

WeIl, this f eel-ing that you have that
- does that viewpoint affect how you

R: Oh, I don't know that's. . . .

WeIl, without putting words into your head, I
- does it make you more determined for

R: To make policy? Oh Do, no I don't think so

- I think that you know you start out, I think, with a

generar policy for the division and then you - as the need

arises - and I think that you have to try and to keep

abreast of it and I guess that's why you hire peopre such

as your superintendent I think, to ret you know that here

rooks like a situation coming that we're going to have to
have some direction oo, so you guys had better start looking
into this thing, and deveJ-op some poricy to govern it before

it happens sort of thing you know. So, I suppose in that
respect you establish policy sort of ahead of time but...
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you feel that policy is necessary

influence you then - in how you

R: No, I don't think so - I think you have to

take a look at the situation that you're going to be

governing or affecting by giving direction by policy - and

try and determine what - I think - what bare bones policy
you need initially and - ok, if the situation arises where

you see you need a little more direction than what you've

given originally, then maybe you make a litt1e more policy

but I'm one that Likes to sort of give as much scope to

professional people as possible because I think there's a

lot of potential there that sometimes 9¡e're not using.

I: Should policy be written down?

R: Oh yes, I think it's rather important that you

otherwise you - it's - you know - I guess word of mouth is
fine and Èhat but if you don't have it written down then

it's hard to let people know what policy you have developed

that's going to affect them and I think it's one of the

things that vre need to be doing regularly as far well
keeping people within our framework informed because one

of the things I tend to think is as one of the faults of a

division or school division or something is that we don't
communicate enough back and forth so that everybody knows

what's going on and everybody is more at ease. If all- of a
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sudden out of the darkness sort of Lhing comes something

and gee you never heard of it before - r don't think that's
a good situation if you're in a situation where - ok, I as a

board member make poricy and the first thing I do is circu-
late it to arl the people in my division - they're going to
feer much more at ease and less threatened by poricy that I

make.

being written
I s it possible that policies exist without

down ?

R: Oh yes. I think that's so because - I suppose

maybe in connection with policy that's already been made

!¡e tend to maybe discuss it at a board meeting and say "you

know, this is the way it's supposed to be." And r.re sort of
come to consensus, but nobody makes a motion or something

like that that says "This is the vray we interpret" or "This
is the way r.re expect it to be. " you know - we sit there and

discuss it amongst ourselves and say "yeah, that's right.
That's the way it should be." But then nobody writes it
down and it's forgotten until the situation arises r¡here you

have to apply that policy maybe and the person that is being

or group that it may be applied against or with say
nHey, I don't see anything written that says that." nOh,

but vre discussed that vray back when and that's what we

decided." So yeah, I think there are instances where policy
is not written.
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T¡ Is it desirable?

R: Oh I t.hink basically - I suppose there are

maybe some instances where - I suppose if you were in a

situation where you didn't want to really have to apply the

policy that was written, it would be better if it was

unrvritten because you could bend it more easily without

maybe having to face the music of the public if you like.

But, my firm belief is that if you're open and above board

with everything you do with the public, that you know, You

have basically nothing to fear and if they don't like how

you're representing them, then they have the opportunity to

vote you out the next time around.

I If policy should be

is there any specific

written down,

way in which it
as you're

should besuggest i ng ,

organ i zed?

R: Organized what do you mean?

I: Should it be a manual should it be minutes

is there ani...

R: Oh, oh. I think it should be a manual and our

particular division is in the process of hiring people to

put a manual together of the policy that is already there

because although I've been on the board for better than two

years, I haven't a clue of what all the policy of our divi-

sion is and I Lhink that there's darn few people in the
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division that are aware of what al] rhe policy of our divi-
sion is - and r don't, think that's good business or good

it plain isn't good management in my opinion it shourd be

there and in bookret form where it's relativery easy to
determine what the poricy on bussing students, or students
in the school yard, oF whatever it may be as far as the

division is concerned and I think particuJ.arry important
for a teacher or a principal or as far as that goes, a

school board member - because you know - a parent phones you

up and says he doesn't like what's going on in the school
yard - what's your policy on that - what do you tell him.

I'm not bashful about saying "I don't know. " - ''r'rr find
out." - but by the same token, if you had policy in an

organized fashion, then it wourdn't be near so difficult to
and time consuming.

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?

R: 9lel1 , I guess as a trustee, wê Lhink we do but

I'm not so sure that that's entirely so. I think that your

superintendent probably has a very strong infLuence on what

policy of a division is. I'm not sure whether he shourd or
he shourdn't have. Maybe in some cases I wourd think that
he maybe should have because really he's the professionar
in the bunch and if he if anybody knows how professionaL

matters shourd be dealt with or what policies should be made

to cover those things, then I suppose he shourd - but r
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don't know it seems to me that still t,he trustees
arthough even particurarry in our case where none of us

are professionals - or maybe where there aren't many profes-
sionals I suppose - r think a common sense approach even in
the case of professionals sometimes is a pretty good kind of
a thing to have along with it so, I wourd say that trus-
tees, arong with the superintendent - maybe even along with
the pubric in a number of ways too because I don't think
sometimes v¡e give our public enough credit for the interri-
gence and wisdom that's out there and so consequently we

come forward with a recommendation not having consurted our

public and it ends up in policy - and then you get accused

of - you know there's no use talking to you guys - you

made up your minds already.

I: When you refer to the

the electorate period or are

public - are you refer-
you referring to every-ring to

body?

R: WeIl I think that probably the most important
parÈ of the eLectorate are the parents who have students in
schoor because it's their destiny that we're determining, r

think, and so I wourd ttrinr tnit they shourd be probably

considered as much or more than anybody and sure you have

to give some consideration to the other people of the pubric

too, but ok, you get some person that is only concerned

because his taxes are going hígher but doesn't have any kids
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in the system and doesn't know or doesn't care what the

benefits are that are being reaped then I feel you have to
give him a rittre less consideration arthough he realry
has the same amount of contribution but...

I: That kind of leads into the next question

which is the groups of peopre who are invorved in poricy-
making - and you have suggested the superintendent, the

public I may be reading between the rines here, but I

suspeet that you may arso be referring to the teachers in
areas that might concern them etc. but arl of these groups

- how much input shoutd they have? rs there any rimit to
the amount of input that they should have?

R: WelI, I suppose physically there's a limit if
nothing erse - physically there's a rimit because - like I'm
- arthough I get a stipend for my time and that, r still
have to run my own business and make my oh'n riving - what T

get out of it doesn't - you know - it's rucky if it covers

expenses never mind anything extra so, there's only a sort
of limited amourit of time that I can put into the job so r
suppose in that respect then, the amount of involvement by

public, by teachers, by welr superintendent not so much

because he's generaLly availabre, but is rimited physi-
cally. The other thing is r suppose that I think the
public, whether it be teachers or parents or whatever shourd

have the opportunity to voice their opinions, their feelings
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about whatever matter may be before them - and I don't know

that in arr instances where you make poricy, lhat you can

necessarily consult them because r think maybe that's what

you are elected for you do have to make some decisions
that you haven't had and couldn't possibry consult atl
erectors on - but particularly in major issues I think - or
larger issues at least - I think that they have to be given

the opportunity to have their say. And , if there's a very
strong direction indicated, then r think that - myself as a

trustee if r'm from that particurar area in order to
represent the people that elect me, then I have to put

forward what they're saying. if it's a witry nirry - one

ï¡ay here and one v¡ay there and one way over there then r
sort of have to accept the comments that they have made and

sort of involve that in making my decision.

next

then

I: Ok, your answers seem to lead naturally to the
question what is the rore of the individuar trustee
in the policymaking process?

R3 WelI, I think the role is to get a1l possible
information concerning that particular thing out, on the
table where everybody can have a rook at it that arr
interested peopre have an input and i think then, when it
comes down to the final decision as to what the poricy wilr
be is to make a decision as a trustee, oh beharf of the area

that you serve and not r'm quite strong about this not
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as I may feel mind you I haven't been put in this posÍtion
yet but not as I particurarly may feer, but as r feel that
Lhe people that I represent feel. And I think that's kind
of important - as I say r haven't real_ly been tested
completely on that one.

I: Yeah, I wonder what happens when there becomes

an almost moral crisis?

R: r guess that - at reast I've said that if iL's
a situation where what I feer is diametricarly opposed to
what peopre are saying that I should represent them on - and

I in my conscience courdn't go with what they're saying
then i think it's my I think I have only one choice and

that wourd be to resign and 1et them elect somebody that
could.

I: Ok. I wonder if you can

a policy that's been made through the

such as you've suggested?

give me an example of
input of some groups

R: ok yeah. school closure poricy in our divi-
sion - and it, was a result of the dissatisfaction in our
division with continued centrarization I think is the $¡ay

you'd and peopre trustees of the time, feelin.g that they
were much more inteÌligentr o! much more in the know than
the people that they represented - and felt that they would

decide what v¡a.s best f or the peopre. The end resurt vras a
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Çommittee that went around to the different communities and

ristened to their beefs and gripes and whatever else, and

then came back and as a result put a poricy together which

in effect sets up some procedures if school cLosures or
movements of grades from one school to another or items of
major consequence are concerned.

I

those people

Ok - and so the feedback was solicited from

who were affected then?

R: Uh huh.

the view

time?

ok.

you've

I Has your view

just expressed

about who makes policy
- has that changed overthat

R: Oh no I don't think so.

I: You essentially arrived
was made by not only school

on the board feeling
board members but bythat policy

R: Oh ok. No, I guess it hasn't changed my

view hasn't changed. Before I went on the board, that's how

r fert poricy should be made. I guess I didn't feer that it
r.¡as being made that way at Lhe time that r went on the board

and I feel that it's more being made that way novr than when

I went on the board and I wourd like to see it change even

more in that direction.



I: The viewpoint that yor¡ have

policy and who's involved in policymaking

how you approach poticymaking?

I: Can you think of a specific
you do differently because of your view of
than you would say if you felt that you vrere

R: WeIJ., I suppose because if your point of
view is that you have to have participation by al_l_ groups

invol-ved in the system in order to make policy - then it,s a

longer and srower process than if you feer that you are the
only one that really knows enough and has enough information
at hand to make an intelligent decision about making policy
- which is a much quicker and ress I suppose cumbersome if
you like - way of coming at poricy. I guess there are those
di f ferences but, because that I feer that you have to
involve all parties concerned then - certainly I guess that
affects the way that I approach making policy.

Page 13.19

about who makes

does that af fect

exampl"e of what

who's involved

al-one in that?

R: Ok - yeah, I think I can. At the present time
in our division, \.re're rooking at reorganization of schoors
within the town of AÀAAAAAÀÀA,for exampre, and also in the
town of. BBBBBBBBBB where in the one situation v¡e have

presently a K to 8 and a 9 to rz in the same town and we

have an overcrowding situatíon because of school psycholo-
gists, dentar programs, you know those kinds of things
so we have to sort of determine if we wilr proceed or recom-
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mend a building program - and if we're going to recommend a

building program, orì which schoor and to what advantage.

so, we've set up a committee that consists of principars of
both schoors, âñ ordinary teacher out of each schoor, trus-
tees of the area, main office administration, and a couple
of parents from each school - and discussing arr the
different possibilities of how we can reorganize this to the
most benefit to the kids and to alrow us to make the best
use of the space availabre, and to establish where and what

kind of construction v¡e need. And we've come to the point
in that particurar matter that we haven't reached any

concl-usions as far as what we wourd recommend to the board,
but we're nov¡ going to go to the public and say "These are

the things we're looking at. .How do you view them? Let,s
hear it. Do you have any other suggestions?" Because after
we're done this process, then r,¡e're going to have to sit
down, we're going to have to come up with a recommendation

which wirr go to the board. Àt that point in time, whether

it's accepted or rejected or whatever, wê don't know. But

no!, is your opportunity to have an input so the kind of
thing I'm talking about affects when and how you go to the
pubríc. rf you don't subscribe to the kind of thinking and

involvement that r'm tarking about, then you make your you

decide weII, r think this is the best route. weflr move

this over here and buitd on here and that's the best
approach and then we go to the pubric 'Here's our recom-
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mendation, what do you thínk about it?" werr of course if
you get enough hue and cry, you may reconsider, but by the

same token, by that time the public says "WelI helJ., you

guys have made up your mind already. I,lhat's the use of us?"

- so nobody comes. It's entirely different.

T

that I mean

beginning to

Ok. How are policies made

what processes or procedures

end in the construction of a

specifically? By

are involved from

specific policy?

R: WeIl, I suppose it seems to me that you start
to establish a policy for a given situation when you see

that there is a situation or a group going to be introduced
into your system that is going to need some direction and

then I think you sort of have to do some research on the
pros and cons and numbers - whatever the case may be - and

once you've put that material together and sat down - and if
it's a group that by this time is already in prace or you

have those peopre around, then you involve them in seeing

hearing their viewpoints on what's going to be needed to
reach the ultimate in this particular program or situaLion
and then your committee Lhen comes up with a recommendation

to the board and it's either adopted or rejected by Èhe

board and of coursef in order to be poricy it has to be

adopted by the board. rf it's poricy that you're adding Lo

I suppose, I think it sort of has to be kind of the same

process that you look at what you've got and you look at the
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situation that you think may need to have 6ome direction,
and do the same thing from there - rook at past experience
look aL what you can see as far as future experiences or
numbers or whatever the thing may be and talk with the
people who are involved.

I: Ultimately you're making judgements then.

j udgement s .

rnatter how

I suppose

I suppose you

yeah... I would

yes - I suppose

ult imately have

agree.

you're making

to because no

R

I: What things or kinds of Èhings that you can

think of offhand that influence how policy is made? rs there
anything that sticks out in your mind as being particurarly
determing in how policy is made?

R: yeah - I think there are probably quite a

number of things that influence policy and I guess the pori-
cies you may rike to make and the policies that you may be

abre to afford sort of like might be two different things
so I guess there's a restrictng factor there - you know - do

you have the money to be able to imprement the kind of poli-
cies that you would like and I'm sure that there is a

number of times that you are restricted by that the other
thing of course is - which I think is a sort of major item
lots of times is time and ok, so this week for example

Monday, Tuesday, wednesday evenings I spent in Lhe board
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office Thursday evening I spent at home but I was involved
with a school matter Thursday Friday afternoon I'm coming

in here to attend a seminar that is invoLved r+ith board work

and again tomorrow - r've got stacks of paper at home you

know - paper seems to be very fruent in a schoor system it
seems to me and some of it that I've put there with the idea

that I 'm gonna - gee, I 'm gonna read that you know - f 've
never got it read yet - so, I think time is probably maybe

at times more restrictive than it shourd be, but it just
seems that you never guite get around to all the things that
maybe you would like to - so yeah, I think that's probably

quite an effect on some of the policy that you do draw.

on rt
opi ng

or

ir

I: Do you sense that you don't spend enough time

that you haven't got the time to spend on devel-
or what?

R: Well, I think in the sense that you - some of
both you either don't have enough time at the time that
you are developing it and often there's a situation where

you know - it seems that you've for whatever reason - you

need the policy yesterday instead of tomorrow you know.

The other thing is that yeah, I'm sure there are times

that you just don't spend enough time and so - although r

think that we generally make poricy that probabry pretty
reasonable and pretty affective and in the long run really
not that bad. I sometimes feeL that we maybe courd make
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to study it so...
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more time and that was avaiL-

I: Ok. How do you know when a policy needs to be

made or revised?

R: WeII, I suppose if you become aware of a situ-
ation that - in your system - isn't accomplishing what you

think that it should be accomplishing towards your urtimate
goar and - then I suppose then you have to rook at making

policy that herps to redirect that and oh I suppose - the

extreme I suppose is that where you have a situation where

you have armost a crisis on your hands and you can see that
it's screaming for policy direction, then you better get off
your fanny and make some decisions that's gonna put the

situation where it should be sort of.

I: Ok. These conclusions that you have and these

views that you have about the policymaking process - how

it's done - who's invorved arl of that - how do you arrive
at these conclusions?

Rs WeII that's kind of a toughie that one - I
think quite a bit - in fact a rot through experience - a lot
in being invorved with professionars probabry tike
teachers ' ex-teachers - peopre that have worked for teacher
organizations - involvement with just peopre quite a bit - I

think that has a pretty strong effect on how you come to
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determine what direction you think a particular group or

groups should be going - and ok, I think that one of the

there are quite often times I think that - mysel-f personalì.y

maybe feel maybe inadequate a bit to some degree because of

- sort of lack of education in the sense of holding up a

certificate or something like that eh? - but you know - I

think that - then again you think and - stop and think that

the experience that you've had in over your lifetime and

the people you've involved in and the things that you see

and the results that you See of them - makes you maybe not

so much less qualified than some of those people either so

I guess that's where you sort of develop the thoughts on

policy and how things should be done.

I: I wonder maybe if you could outline for me

your own mind what things characterize a good policy?

there certain attributes or elements of a good policy

what would they be?

1n

Àre

and

R: WeI1, good policy will be specific to the

point that it will give direction to the matter that you

want it to give direction to will be general enough that

it allows people with imagination and the abitity to expand

on a particular subject or matter, the room to do that

probably give direction as to the span of time in which you

want it accomplished if possible - as to maybe to some

degree as to the excellence that you want accomplished at

the end so.
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think

would

R: weIl, little or no direction I think. very

narrow - no room for those people with abilities to enlarge

on it for you - no room for them to function - no specifica-

tion as to how long you want this thing to last or if you

want it to go indefinitely or those kinds of things it's a

very narrow kind of a thing I think. To me that's poor

pol icy.

I: Ok. How have you arrived at these conclusions

about what's good and what's poor policy?

R: WeII, I suppose it's - there again, I think

iL's sort of a maLter of seeing what I would consider poor

policy in action and seeing or believing what a difference I

think that could be made by having good poLicy in action. I

think what I caII poor policy - where you are being so

narrow and allowing nobody room to move - that you're

restricting it so badly that you mighL as weII not have the

t,hing in the f irst place sort of thing - whereas if you have

good policy that sets out the main parameters that you want

- and then hire the right kind of people to work within

those and to use the i r abi Ii t ies to rnake that thing work,

then it seems to me that's when you're going to get the best

out of it, and that's when you're going to have the results

of good policy.



I: Ok.

policy as opposed

R: I'm

realIy, I can't at

Can you think of any

to a bad policy?

trying to think of specif ic

the moment.
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examples of a good

ones not

I: Ok, that's fine - Your view of what consti-

tutes good policy or what constitutes bad policy - does that

have any effect on how you approach policymaking?

R: Oh yeah, I think so - I tend to want to make

Sure we cover Or attempt to cover all aSpects Of r,¡hat we're

making policy for - and if our policy covers those aspects

rather than sort of think of a thing and say "WeIÌ, ok,

we'II make a policy for that" because sure as heck , if you

do that, you forgot five things that should have been dealt

with in that particular instance and then - so then you put

out policy like that and you have immediate reaction either

from teachers or parents or whatever the case - one of the

groups within your system because you didn't try to look at

alL the angles that that policy was going to affect - so

sure, I think it does.

I: So I gather from what you're saying that one

of the elements of a good policy is comprehensive coverage

of an issue.

R: Uh huh yes very much.



I: How do you evaluate a PoIicY?

if it's a good policy or a bad policy?
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How do you know

R: I suppose the way that I tend to evaluate a

policy is to try and make contact stith - particularly with

the people it affects the most that are most directly

involved with policy that we may make - as well as anybody

that the policy may affect - and, if you talk about it with

these people and say "How is this working? Is it alright?"

- and i f i t' s working reasonably good they' 11 say "Yeah

weII, you know, this is not quite the vtay I'd like to see it

and this isn't, but by and large the thought behind it and

the general direction and what's sort of intended by the

policy is good." To me that indicates that it's basically

good policy - but when you don't even have to go to consult

these groups to hear what they think about it - then that's

bad policy.

I: Ok. I wonder, have you had any particular

experiences aS a trustee that have really had an effect on

your view of what policy is and what policymaking is aII

about?

R: WelI I suppose - like I've had quite a

experíences since becoming a trustee - particularly in

situation that XXXXXXXXXX has been going through

particularly since I'm a trustee that comes from the

that is rebelling if you like I guess the biggest

few

the

and

area

thi ng
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that I see and il's I suppose sort of translated into policy

- arìd that is the lack of willingness or realizing that you

must consider all groups before you make policy - and that's

one that - I think that's a very important factor particu-

larIy in the situation that we've been in.

I: Ànd of course your experience has born this

out ?

R: Yeah. Absolutely.

I: Ok. This research that I'm doing is concerned

with how trustees think about policy and policymaking. It's

my feeling that the way a trustee thinks about policy and

policymaking could be influential in determining the kinds

of policy statements that are finally drawn up by the board.

How do you feel about that?

R: I think you're right. I think that's true

because if you - in my opinion at least - if you are open

and believe that you serve the public that elected you then

the policy that wilt result is policy that is open and

considers the factions involved and allows them to have

input. If you feel that you are a person that is elected

yes, but once elected are there to further your own ideas

and not those of the people that you represent, and that it

is your j9b to do it as quickly and with the least interfer-

ence if you Iike, oE participation by others as possible



then it 6eem6 to me that all you're going to

and restrictive and undesirable policy.
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get is narrow

Given that, do you think that the

is worthwhile?

I:

research that r

AIright.

'm doing

R:

better after I

WeII , I guess I'11 be

see what the end result
abLe to assess that

is I suppose but...

I:

rhar it might

WeIl, do you have a

be worthwhile?

suspic i on do you think

R: WeII, I suppose in sort of as I see trustee-

ship in Manitoba at the present time that - you know - if

the research that you're doing sort of thing if you come

out with "This is what I've found after surveying a number

of trustees in Manitoba, and this is the general consensus

or -you know - this is the way it appears to be being done"

- maybe that may cause some people to look at the job their

doing as a trustee and reassess the position or stance that

they've been taking and as a result - may help to make

better trustees of us. And I suppose if it accomplishes

thaL, then yeah, it's worthwhile.

I: WeI], what I've been after tonight is trying

to really gain some insight into your views on policy and

policymaking - do you feel that the questions that you've

answered have been appropriate to allow me to gain some of

that vision?



R: Yeah, I think that the You

answers lhat it, caused me to give I would hope

you to see how I'm functioning as a trustee and

my job as a trustee. Yeah, I would hope so.

that you'd

study and
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know - the

would allow

how I view

like to add which

which you feel I

I: Is there

you feel is imPortant

haven't covered?

moment.

anyth i ng

to the

R: Certainly not that I can think of at the

I : That's fair enough. In that

very much for your particiPation.
case I'd Iike to

I reaIly appre-than k

c iate

you

it.

R: You're very welcome.



I: In

il€, when you tal-k

TRANSCRIPT # 14

you own words, I wonder if You

about school divisions, what is
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could teII
pol icy?

R: PolicY is a form of - a

trustees to follow - or no we make the

guideline for the principals and staf f to

guideline for the

policy and it's a

foI Iow .

I: Ok what do you mean bY a guidel ine?

R: t^rel1, it gives directions to the administra-

tors to follow and then in turn, they pass it down to the

administrators of the school. If you have a policy, then

it's easier to follow - everybody would be going off in

dif f erent directions if we didn't have poticy - this $tay it

keeps everybody on track.

I: Ok. When you talk about a guideline are you

talking about it as a guideline 'per sê', or is it more

directive than that? I'm wondering is there some latitude

in this whole thing you say it's a guideline for the

administration how loosely can they interpret it - how

).oosely can they adhere to it?
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R: WelI, horr can I 'm trying to think - you've got

me on that - when I talk about guideline what I mean is that

we all have to have some - a route along which we run a

division - ok - if we didn't have a policy manual therefore,

we wouldn't be able to administrate schooLs in the proper

manner. The principals wouldn't know which direction to go

in certain issues and this vray it gives them direction and

it hetps us if v¡e are confronted by the public on different

issues - then we can go to the policy and say well, this is

the way it's set up and this is the way we have to follow it

- unl-ess , something - a real i ssue comes up and we f eel that

the policy does not - is maybe a little bit too strict or

whatever - and then we look at it and we change it if

there's a need for it.

I: But until that happens, it's rather directive

then ?

R: Yeah. Uh huh.

I: Ok. Can you give me an example of a policy?

R: Well , a policy is a means and ways of

tions to the way that we have to adhere Lo it. And,

that it's important that we do have it.

di rec -
I feel

1.T¡

or objectives

Is there a difference between policy and goals

of the division?
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R: Yeah, t,ltere is a dif f erence. Goals and objec-

tives in the division are our goal in XXXXXXXXXX is to

have a good quality of education vte haven't got a policy

I mean we've got policy built around that but we haven't got

a policy saying that vre have to you know

I3 But there is a link then?

R: Oh definitely there is a link yeah.

I: Would you say that policies try to approximate

goals?

R: Uh huh yes I would.

I: How have you come to hold your view about what

policy is?

R: I don't foLlow you on that one.

I: How have you arrived at these conclusions

about what policy is? Is this something you've always had?

Has it changed over time? Has your viewpoint developed?

R: Has policy changed?

I: Your viewpoint about PoIicy.

R: My viewpoint of policy changed? Yes. Yes.

I would say so. Not the overall policy but I know that some

of the policies that v¡e have in our manual - we have changed
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because we just didn't feel that they were - worriing had to

be changed or in some cases we changed quite a bit of the

policy say in bussing and schools review - v¡e did a lot of

changes in that. When v¡e first got on the board, w€ went

through our first sch.. we had to make quite a few

changes there.

I: Ok. You - I'm wondering if the way you think

about policy - when I asked you what it is - you had an idea

about what it þras - that way of visual-izing policy has

that changed at aII?

R: No, no it hasn't changed.

I: Wel1, that viewpoint that you hold

affect the way that you approach policymaking?

does that

R: Yes, I would say so.

I: In what way?

R: well, it helps me - it helps me to know have

like if something comes up, I know that I can go to the

policy and I know that I'm on track. If I didn't have the

policy then I would be floundering aLl over the place. But,

I'm glad I have the policy to look at and if - if I can't
get the answers out of the policy, then I'Il go and see the

administrator and get some direction from him - and then

he'Ll look at it and if he sees that maybe it just isn't



fitting, we'I] go back to the committee or

office and have it sent back to the education

whatever finance and facilities and }ook at

there are some changes that have to be made

come up vrith a recommendation for it.
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to the board

committee or

it. And if
then we will

You mentioned earlier that - a couple of

you're glad that you have it that you

is necessary is that correct?

R: Yes, I think it's necessary.

you be spec i f ic about v¡hy i t' s neces-

to have policy?

times

think

now

that

I: Ok.

- that

pol i cy

I : Ok. Can

sary? why do'you have

R: WeIl, we're dealing with so

school division Iike we're dealing from

want me to sây, or am I saying the wrong

many

is
things in the

that what you

thing?

I: No just how do you feel about iL?

R: We're dealing in so many areas - we're dealing

with the upkeep of schools - we're dealing with the bussing

of schools we're dealing with curriculum we're dealing

with children with learning disabilities all the way up to

the student that excels in education and we have to look at

these things and we have to make sure that and my feeling

is $¡e I feel I want to cover all these things in a proper

way so that we're dealing with them aII equally and to the

benefit of the student - taxpayer - and the whole division.



I : Ok. Can You gÍve

showing me the necessity of policy

- ok, can you give me an example to

sary?
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me a specific example

- you say it's necessary

show me that it's neces-

I: Ànd policy helps you do that?

R: And policy does help me do that yes.

R: Ok can I give you an example?

I : Sure.

R: Schools revi.ew can I use that as an examPle?

I: Whatever you like.

R: Ok. When I first got on the school board, w€

had to deal with a review - a schools'review - and I think

there was a lot of animosity in that one - so what v¡e did

we went back and looked at the policy and we made a few

changes like during that schools' -review, it had to be an

open vote like everybody had to show their hand ok no!¡,

when you have the public sitting out there and you're voting

on something such as a big issue like that on whether to

close the school or to keep it open and you've got residents

there you've got parents that sit on that committee - and

then you've got your superintendent and of course a trustee

and of course people can pick out and say nOh, you closed my

school." Like you live within the catchment area of that
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school and "You closed my school because I saw you put your

hand up.n So, we went back and looked at that policy and we

said "Ok, what vre should do is just have iL as a closed vote

- ballot. " Ànd we went through our second review and that
worked fine you just come out with numbers against or for,
and nobody really could pinpoint and say "Oh Mrs. Jones

you voted one way or the other. " We also made some changes

in that v¡as one of them - changes in the - I'm trying to

think no\.r number of - no we had the number of people

like v¡e had a principal, teacher, two residents and two

parents sit on that committee for that one school - say if
there was five schools - six schools - that's how many

people would sit on that one particular school - and then

for each and every other one. The other changes we made

trere I'm trying to think - there's a coupJ-e more oh yeah

- public coming in for committee meetings we just closed

off bhe public and then vre set up where we would have three

public meetings through the entire review. In one case one

school closed a year later and the second review - they

closed it it was a decision.of the committee to close it
that June so it didn't take that year now our minister

of education has - vre sent our policy to her and I think

she's following most of the guidelines of our policy - I

shouldn't say that but it's true. Anyways, she has put it
down it has to be a year and a half after or whatever

so, we have made a lot of changes there and v¡e're going
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through another review, and probably rnaybe some changes will

come up again - you know - like that's where you get feed-

back from the public - you know - and if we feel there's a

need then we'11 just go back to it and look at it again, and

if it warrants changing we'11 do so. Is that what you

wanted ? Does that answer your question?

I: Yeah, that's fine - I want whatever you feel

is appropriate. You've said that policy is necessary, and I

wonder - have you always felt this way or has that developed

over time or...?

R: When I got on the school board , I v¡as

presented with a policy and said "Here, this is like a

bib1e." I went through it I looked through it and I

thought ok, now this is this this is for - it's all areas

- r don't know what I'd do if I didn't have it. I'd be on

the phone all the time - I really would because you get

people calling you up and saying 'I would like this for

bussing. what is your policy?" I get my policy manual out

and I say "[.1e11 ok, f ine this is what it says." And I

read it of f to them and they say "l.lell, how come I've got a

student here..." like we just had this at our last board

meeting - a letter come from a parent whose daughter has to

walk to BBBBBBBBBB School we closed one of the schools and

we moved all Lhe junior high into xxXXxxXxXX from two junior

highs - and we're using that facility because we get over-
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crowded in the XXXXXXXXXX one because the kids aII have that

program and her mother sent a }etter to the board on

Tuesday - Iast Tuesday requesting that her daughter be

able to take the bus. WeIl, wê haven't got a bus going that

way where she can pick it up so what we did - we gave the

child bus tickets so that she can take the bus - and the

reason for that vras that this child had her hands frost-
bitten and I certainly wouldn't want to have that happen

again - I mean I know I've frozen my feet and any time it
gets cold I feel it again so - we make exceptions to the

policy but not atl the time - sometimes we get - v¡e can get

hung up on it where you give to one and you get somebody

else coming in and saying "We11, you know, we've got a

breakthrough here, I can try it and maybe I can get through

and get the same service." So, it's kind of touch and go

you know - if you go against policy you really have to think

it out and make sure that you're not going to get any people

coming back and requesting the same because one person got

ir.

I; You worry about precedent?

R: Yeah, right.

I : Ok. You talked about

couple of times - should policies then

the policy manual a

be written down?

R: You mean written down on paper?
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I: Yeah.

R: Oh yes.

I: AJ.ways?

R: Yes not verbaIIy.

I: Are there any occasions perhaps when policies

exist that aren't written down?

R: In our case in XXXXXXXXXX?

I: Uh huh.

R: No, I can't see it no. I t' s always been

written down.

I s there an

I : Ok. why

advantage to

are all your policies written down?

having them written dor+n?

R: WeIl, it makes it easier if they start trying

to figure out if they start making policies off the top of

your head and then you have to go .back a year or two years

back and say 'rWas it or wasn't it?" You've got to rely on

somebody who's got a good memory to say "Yes it $¡as we did

that or we didn't do that." So Yes, I think it's important

that it's written down.

I: If it's written down, is there any special way

it should be organízed?



R: What do you lnean bY organized?

I: WeIl, You've mentioned

in a manual or should it PerhaPs be

manual be organized categorically?

a manual

in minutes
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should it be

or should a

R: Oh yeah it is yeah yeah.

r: Ànd you feel that's how it should be?

R: Oh

and find whatever

can go to the index at the back

the re .

yeah - I

I need in

policy?

tion

viduals?

R: 9le do the trustees.

I: Strictly the trustees?

R: No, vre get some guidance from our administra-

on policy - wording and so on.

I: Ok, so there's some inPut there.

R! oh yeah, definitelY.

I: Is there any input from other groups or indi-

I: Ok. TeIl me who makes school division

R: Such as Parent groups

I: Sure anybody.

are you speaking of.?
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R: Oh yeah - we w j.l I if we gel. something that

comes up by an individual or by individuals - then I think

vre as trustees - it should be looked at - then we go back

and then $¡e have a look at that policy and go over it with a

fine tooth comb and say "Ok, where's the changes have to be

made?" And, if it warrants it as I said before, then we

wilL make that change to accomodate.

I: Do you solicit
into policy formation?

do you actively solicit input

R: I don't know that's hard to answer noI

don't think we do no.

If there isI: Ok.

'administrators or

input by groups like the

whatever, how much inputparent groups or

should these people have?

R3 How much input should they have?

I: Uh huh.

R: WelI, they probably know better how the policy

works than what v¡e do because that particular section of the

parents - say parent-council or whatever - they probably

give us more input and we can you know because they're

working with it and as I say we sort of go through it and

find out what they want and it if it's satisfactory - to

both sides then we'11 make thal adjustment.
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I: But you don't timit the amount of input then?

R: No, no.

I: Ok. What's the role of the individual trustee

in policymaking then?

R: WeI] everybody take the policy on bussing

everybody has their own views on it - say even as French

Immersion - the parent pays half, w€ pay half. We had one

school - CCCCCCCCCC School - which was our first French

Immersion school - and then it got to the point where it was

either going to push out the English track - so v¡e had to

find another school and most of the kids were coming from

the west end part of like Èhis area here and I'm sure

you sar.r it in the paper and I'm sure you read about it and

the whole bit and so we went looking at schools that

were coming down in enrollment and there are a few in

XXXXXXXXXX - we're really getting hit bad in this particular

area here - because there's no expansion because we've got

the river and whatever - we've got all those things against

us. So anyways, wê approached the one school and of

course they vrere against it. We went back and we said nOk.

We're not. . . " They accused us of not letting them have

input into this decision so we went back and looked at it

and said "Ok. These schools are low in enrollment and could

hold the French Immersion. Let's go and have a public

meet i ng . " - which h'e did. So that ' s one of the routes we
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took - ] i ke when you were saying publ ic input vte got sort

of pressed against the wall and said "Hey, hold it novr. You

jusb don't come up in the minutes of your next board meeting

and say that we're going to put French Immersion - we're

recommending that French Immersion go into this school. "

Hold on - some of them think that they ol{n the school - like

we all own the school - we all pay for it. Anyways, so we

got sort of - v¡e got smartened up to be honest with you on

that - now we have to have public input into things such as

this because it affects the children, it affects the

parents, and it affects the whole catchment area. So

anyv¡ays, w€ went in and it was such a big hullabaloo that r.te

said "Ok, f ine we' 11 back of f . " Then v¡e went looking

elsewhere and it turned up that we were able to house it in

one of the other schools and it worked fine. After that

they couldn't accuse us of not letting them have input

because we gave them all the details on enrollment and the

whole bit and staffing and let them - you know - we had

questions f rom the public and it worked f ine. So, vle're

really going more that route we're going more out to the

pubtic and meeting them and saying nWe}l, what do you

think?"

is to bring

mat i on?

I: So your role as a trustee

information out in the open

in policymaking then

and to gather infor-



R! Yeah

found out the hard

of when you become

-we're doing that yeah

lvay. But these things

a trustee you find out
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Iike I say, wê

you're not aware

as you go along.

I:
and the ï¡ay

makes policy

affect on how

Alright - has your view about who makes policy

that you've described it, it's the board that
but it solicits input - does that have an

you approach policymaking yourself?

R: Oh y€s, I would say so yes.

I3 In what way?

R: I.Ie've got another issue that's coming up - it
really hasn't got anything to do with policy - I can't even

put it in that category it hasnit anything to do with
policy, but it's something it's a move that we're going to
be doing in this division, and it's going to affect children
- ok - I personally - and other trustees want to know

exactly what the outcome of this is going to be what it's
going to if it's going to be a good move or a bad move

but really it hasn't got anything to do with policy but I

asked that a survey be done amongst these people the

parents - to have - to give input as to whether they think
this program should be continued or discontinued and

that's whaL's being done right now so I am sort of leaning

to the public for input if that's yeah, that,s how I

respond I just felt that I couldn't go to the board and

vote on it without having that information.
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I: So in other wordsr loul view of how policy is

made or should be made now affects your going out to the

community and making sure that this happens.

R: Yeah, yeah uh huh.

I: Ok. How are policies made? By that I mean

what woul,d be the steps from beginning to end in the forma-

tion of a specific policy? Where would it start and where

would it end?

R: Ok, policy would start if an issue came up

ok - it would go to the board - ok - and we would look at it

and - we'd take it to the board meeting and say "Ok, this

has come up and we feel that there's some need for po)-icy to

be looked at." Then it would be voted on and referred to

say education or finance and facilities or personnel if it's

got anything to do with staffing or anything like that.

Then, they would Iook at it come back to the board - and

say "Ok, this is the changes that we've made." And then, if

it isn't agreeable to one of the trustees, they would say'I

don't like the way that's worded or what. " and it goes

back again until it comes out of that committee that every-

thing is just copastatic on it and everybody is in agre-

eance, and then we pass it. That's basically how it goes.

I : Ok, the personnel committee or whatever

cornmittee, it sits with the rest of the board and when you



say

nto
it goes

look at

back

itu?

to them

SureIy

to look

they've

at it,
seen it
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what do you mean by

at the board table?

R: It wiII go ok, it'11 come out in our packets

they'11 look at it even before it goes to the board ok

so, like myself, if I'm not happy with the wording, then I
will bring it up at lhe board meeting and sây "I think this
needs looking at again, and there should be a change here

and a change there. " And if there isn't a good enough

explanation and they feel that yês, that's right, then they

go back and they make the changes and then it will come back

to the board again. So, in several cases, it's come back a

couple of times before it's even been passed.

I: Ok. What kinds of things influence how policy

is made?

R: What kinds of things? bussing of students is
one of them

I3 Not the kinds of things that policies are made

about, but what things influence how policies will be made?

For instance, I give an obvious example of financial
constraints - that would be one thing I'm sure I don't

want to put words into your mouth, but everybody has to

foIlow certain financial guidelines. Àre there other kinds

of things that affect policy?
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R¡ Well, yeah - those kind of things well times

are changing - every day something changes and like v¡e've

done a lot of policy changing in the two years that I've
been on the board - we've done an awful lot of that because

- there's a need for a change - ok, that policy might have

been sitting like that for three, four years, whatever - and

there is something comes up and there is a need that we

should l"ook at it and make that change - and we've done a

lot of it - we've done a great deal of it - and in facili-
ties and personnel and in - even when you're negotiating

with the teachers - you know - they'11 come up with a clause

and they'lI say "This is what we want" and so oo, and then

you go back and it's in policy - the way we've got it
written down but they want that change - then if th.ey get

that then v¡e have to make that change in our policy. So,

that comes up too also. Ànd buildings - basically - like
with the restraint - policy for energy saving - turning the

heat down at night and put it up in the morning and turn the

lights off - close off classrooms if they're not being used

- that's changing policy.

I : And that' s a result of f inanc iaI considera-

tions?

R: Yeah, uh huh.

I: What

to guide you but I

about I'1I give you

think of things Iike
two others I hate

political pressure
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actI Ehirrk of Lhings Iike

Àre these considerations

time shortness of

in naking policy?

up and we

commi ttee

Oh yeah

to change

meet.

R:

have

wiIl

vre might have

policy within
something that comes

a week and then that

I: And do you think that that will have an influ-

ence on the type of poticy that's made?

R: Yeah.

T.

made or needs

Ok. How do you know when a policy needs to be

to be revised?

R: How do I know?

I: Yeah.

R: public pressure! Mostly public pressure I

guess it is when I come to think of it now I would say

that when there's something brewing out there and it just

isn't sitting right with like the French Immersion eh?

you know like they come to us all the time about this

bussing - they're constantly pressing us to take the whole

cost of bussing - but with this 6 and 5 that's come out and

the counLry's in such a bad state, they've sort of backed

off a bit. But, because - you.know this program warrants

it, that you know it's a program that's being offered,

that they should have free bussing like anybody else - but,
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the English track does not get free bussíng they get

theirs paid half by the government like they've got it

built in - and we've sort of stuck to our guns on that one

and said - no way - Iike you want to send your child to the

French Immersion - that's your choice and so...

I

that you are

be revised?

Àre there any other roadsigns that tell you

in need of a nevr policy or that policy has to

R: Right now?

I : Just generally poI icy generally. You

mentioned unrest - you mentioned politica)- pressure - I'm

interpreting that as being a voice of dissatisfaction from

some group that's one way of knowing are there any other

roadsigns?

R: Oh yeah, I can see one I'd like to see go

through - and that's more resource at the elementary level

more not on a one to one basis but * my feeling is that we

have children at the lower grades - somehow they're coming

out of there out of elementary and they can't read prop-

erly and they canrt spel} properly and I just would like to

see a change in policy where we could offer more help to

those students - if that's what you are talking about I

personally would like to see a change in policy - more

resource or whatever it takes



I: So basicaltY what You're

know that a policY needs to be made

recognize a problem. Is that accurate?
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saying is that You

or changed when you

one area that I would

we' I1 get it.

these conclu-

R: Yeah - uh huh, That's

realIy like to see changed. HopefuIIy

I: How have You arrived at aI] of

sions about policymaking and the policymaking

it should be made - when it should be made

arrived at aLl of this?

process - how

how have you

R: How do I arrive it?

I ¡ How have you arrived at your view of it?

R: My view on it is I think policy is good I

think we need it - I think, Iike I said, I personally would

Iike to see a change in one area - I don't know if it'11

come about or if it'11 ever come about. Ànd changes in

policy in this day and age? - we're doing a lot of it - and

i think it's necessary - I think we have to meet the needs

of the people - vle have to meet the needs of the children

lre have to meet the needs of the parents - we have to meet

the needs of the staff and we also have to meet the needs of

the taxpayer right now. Ànd trying !o keep good programming

in our schools without putting too much tax burden on the

taxpayer it warrants a lot of changes I guess and one is

like this closing of schools is the only vray we could see
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saving money for the taxpayer when you've got 150 children

in one school that holds 300 and then you've got another

school that holds 400 and some and they've got 200, it

doesn't make Sense to keep both schools open - like energy

costs - gas - everything is going up - and people are in a

pinch and people are losing their jobs nowadays there are

people that are having a hard time even surviving. As I

sây, yeah, there's a tot of changes but , basically, that' s

the one I zero in on and that's giving more help to the

students at the elementary level. We've got a good educa-

tion System - we've got a good program but, somehow' most

kids coming out of junior high and high school - we miss

something - they've missed something - and I think it's up

to us to rectify that in some way or another - I don't know

what the answer is.

what are

terize a

?

I : Ok. Can you tell me what are the elements or

the characteristics or what kinds of things charac-

good policy? You know a policy is good if it is

R: I guess a good policy is my feeling on that

question is if it sits good with everybody yeah, with

everybody - not just the board members or the administration

but for the ones that that particular policy is made for.

I: The people that it affects?
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R: Right. And not always in some cases you

know in policy that you can lean more to the right because

in doing so, you might be affecting the other side. So you

really have to in some cases you have to sort of order

yourself in the middle but hopefully - and there are poli-

cies here, âs I say - French Immersion - they are dissat-
isfied with this and dissatisfied with that and t¡e try to

accomodate them the best r{ay we can - r{re have the other end

of the stick we have to look after...

I: So in other words, the best policy 1S One

that. . .

R: Pleases everybody.

I: But the reality is that it's very hard to

reach that.

R: Yeah - yeah.

I: Ok. Anything else that characterizes a good

policy? Is it possible, for instance, to have a policy that

is acceptable to everybody but yet still, for some reason,

is not a good policy?

R: Offhand I can't think of any but I'm trying
to. One of them that...

I: WeII, let's approach it from a different way

what characterizes a bad policy?



hrhen you I ve got

pol- icy, you' re

for it.

R: I,lhen

going to get a lot of

I: What kinds of things would give rise to this

dissention?

R: WelI, w€ had to change policy on tape

recorders, cameras, that type of stuff - we had to go back

and look at policy because we were getting harassed to the

point where everybody at the time of our schools' review

came into the board office with tape recorders and cameras

and was standing on chairs and flashing cameras.and taking

pictures all- over the place - so vte looked at i t and said

"Hey, just a minute Mike. We can't have this going on all

the time. Everybody's taping." Mind you, we were doing our

olrn taping too so that s¡e could pick up on what everybody

said. And when you're dealing with an issue in front of the

public and you know you're being taped, you're inclined to

hold back - whereas if those things are removed, then you

are more free to speak about the vray you really feel about

something. So, vre went and we changed that. Now that

policy, I thought vras good - where the public were rea1ly

uptight about it and said "Hey, just a minute we have the

right to do this we have the right to do that." But

anyways, that cooled down. But that was one - they weren't

a

there's di ssent i on

bad policy and
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ancl rrnhappy people

when you've got a bad

bad feelings out there
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tively, wê had to take that out.
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board to operate effec-

constitutes a

how have you

I:
good policy

reached these

Ok. Your conclusions about what

what constitutes a bad policy

c onc lus i ons?

I: Ok.

policy as opposed to

R: How did I reach them?

I Yeah.

R: By being involved in a situation
warranted- IikeI say- dissention

guess basically from the public.

I: So through experience then?

R: Yeah through experience.

Can you give me an

a bad policy?

where

f rom

the

thepol icy

publ ic

has

I

example of a good

R: Boy oh boy - a good policy I think in my own

mind - will meet the needs of a division. A bad policy will
go against t,he needs of a division but a good policy can

be bordering in between you know - the middle mark and

still be a good policy. There'1I be people that'II say 'You

know, that's not a good policy." But as I say you have

to draw the line somewhere - you really do and hope to God

that it works out. But then, like I maybe six months down
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again and

something will come

a change made if it
up that it

warrants it.
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can be looked at

in terms of what's

personallygood and

approach

I : The vray you think of po)- icy

what's bad, does that affect
policymaking?

how you

R: Uh huh. I have to be comfortable with it.

I: And

policy that wiIl be

you set out purposely then to develop

acceptable?

R: Uh huh. We all do yeah.

I: Do you find that compromising at times?

R: Oh yeah very much.

I: But that's alright?

R: Yeah.

I: How do you know when to

How do you know when you can't compromise

quit compromising?

any more?

R: Hmmm - when I can't compromise any more when

I personally don't feel comfortable with it, then I know

that - when I'm not comfortable with a policy I will state

that I don't like certain parts of it and - probably because

it's - I personally have been involved in an incident or

whatever and it just doesn't sit right with me - and



normally vre are all pretty vrell in the same

wavelength - Iike one trustee - I mean I'm not

things that other trustees aren't - v¡e're aII

one big group and we aI] have the same feelings

very well together v¡e see each other's needs

and we do compromise.

you can't

probably
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on the same

involved in

pretty well

and we work

as to policy

personally

not a good

1¡f.

Iive with it,
pol i cy?

R:

When it gets to be

then you feel that

that

it's

Yeah.

I:Ok.Howdoyouevaluatepolicy?Youhave

these ideas about what's good and what's bad - how do you

evaluate your policy to tell whether it's good or it's bad

before it goes out and causes an obvious kafuffle?

R:Evaluateit-ok,w€goinandwelookatit
we get all the pros and cons - v¡hy that policy was made up

that way - and vre study that - why can't this certain change

be made? - and get a}l the information on that and why we

think it should be changed - the merit that will come out of

it and our administration wiIl give us mostly all the

information on vthy it was made up - the reason for it

where he thinks probably the changes can be made and why

they can't be made and then we sort of just spend a good

half hour on it or maybe more it all depends on how big

the issue is and, v¡e come out with a decision.
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experiences as a

policy and poli-

R: Schools' review - I was the one that went in

and changed that policy on the voting. I just felt that it
wasn't right to have a show of hands in pubJ-ic and then have

to go back into your neighborhood and have your neighbors

say "Oh yeah, w€ hold it against you for closing the

school-." Àctually I sat in as a viewer on that schools'

review - I wasn't part of the committee and I could see what

was happening and so I was one of them - I was the one that

went back to the board to have them change it - and also to
having the public into the working committees - I just felt
that the comrnittees couldn't work effectively because they

had - not a l-ot of people but a few people there throwing

questions at them and throwing them off track and it was

just delaying the whol-e process. I also requested that we

look at it.

I: This research that I'm doing is concerned with

how trustees think about policy and policymaking - not

speci fic policies - but that term policy and policymaking

generalJ.y - I have a suspic ion that the way people think

about policy and policymaking could have an impact on the

kinds of policies that eventually aríse out of the board. I

wonder what your reaction is to that?
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. R: We have a committee rules and procedures

committee that go through the policy manual - ok they

examine the policy - and if they see somewhere in there that

a policy relates to an issue that is happening out there in

the public or an issue that is coming up, they will look at

it - but they are always studying the policy that's their
job as a committee - to go through it page by page by page

and they look at it and they say "Ok, we've got to look at

this one because it really does not lean to this day." It

might have been effective five years back or whatever, and

they will come back to the board and say "WeIl look, looking

at policy such and such, w€ feeÌ that it warrants some

change." So, they give us the policy - so they're always

studying it so reaIly I guess we sort of rely on them too.

They like - if I have a particular feeling about a certain
policy then I'11 say to them "Ok, kind of look at that one.'

and they'll say "Yeah" and they'II go back and look at it.

But, they really sort of - they kind of guide us on this

committee and like I say, they're constantly looking at

policy so it really takes some of the onus off of us

unless a particular situation arises and then we know that

r.re have to look at it.

I

and the way

not specific
do you think

: I wonder do you think that you as a trustee

that you think about policy and. policymaking

policies just the idea of policy generally

the Ì.ray you think about policy generally wiIl



have
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come out of

ultimately the

the board?
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kinds of policy statements

R: Yes, I do.

I: That's my suspicion and that's what I'm trying

to investigate. Do you think that that kind of research is

worthwhile - to investigate trustees'mindsets if you Iike

about policy and policymaking?

R: Yeah I think it's a good idea.

I Do you think that it wil-1 contribute to our

of pol icy?unde r standi ng

R Uh huh.

I: In what way?

R: WelI, maybe - well you're talking about policy

- do you think it's important that we have policy - maybe in

this day maybe something else - a replacement for it. I

don't know. Like I say, I rely on policy but maybe with

this study that you're doing, you might come up with some-

thing that's far superior to the policy - I don't know but

tor me right nov¡, I think the policy is I rely on policy.

I: Ok. WeII, the guestions that I've asked you -

you think that they are suitable for gathering the kind

information that I'm after which is to essentially gain

do

of



some sort of insight

policymaking?
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into how you think about policy and

R: Yeah, I would say so yeah.

I: Wou1d there be better kinds of questions that

I could ask?

R3 No, I think the questions were good. I think

that probably if I'd had more time to really zero in on them

I probably could have given you a better hour on them,

because I could have probably gone back and maybe thought of

a lot of things - sort of in the back of my mind but off

the top of my head - you know like if this had been done

in the first year on the board, I probably would have had

that set year and related more back to it because the policy

to me as a trustee was a new thing - ok - but nolr, it's

become a part of me as a trustee - if that answers the ques-

tion

I: Sure. WeIl, is there anything

that you feel might be important to

haven I t covered?

that

this

you'd Iike
study andto add

which I

R: WeIl - every division has a policy I know

that in some cases we have our policy ok - we'Il go back

to bussing - then we have another division that has their
policy on bussing vte might be charging for bussing the

other division won't be charging for bussing, they'1I be
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giving it free - that causes a lot of animosily out. there.

They feel that we're taking advantage of them when the other

board can afford to give it to them for nothing this kind

of stuff - sometimes in my mind I wish to God r{e alt
followed the same kind of pattern but v¡e don't - every divi-
sion makes up their ov¡n policies and being Iinked together

as we are - it can get a little bit touchy at times. So,

maybe if \.¡e had a policy that would cover the whoLe area of

DDDDDDDDDD - urban and suburban - urban and the country

schools and that - then probably we would maybe have less

problerns. i don't know I really don't - It's hard to say

but it's kind of hard when you're battling against one divi-
sion to the other.

I:

that you have

Ok. WelI, I want to thank you for the time

spent. I apprec iate it.

R: I don't know if frve been that helpful to you.

I : No, that's f ine I apprec iate i t.
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TRÀNSCRIPT # 15

I: The first question then in your view what is
pol icy?

R: Well, policy I suppose is the guidelines of

the board - we set policy - whether it has to do with bus

riding or buildings or how the custodians are to handle

their job or - right to I suppose the teachers and princi-
pals and superinLendent and - in my view the board sets the

policy and the staff working for the division are to carry
out that poJ-icy - so I suppose it's a v¡ay of setting direc-
tion.

I: Ok.

bility do you allow

guideline - how much flexi-
just a guideline?

When

then

you say

if it's

R: WeII, again I guess, there arg probably

several types of policy that would - an example woul-d be say

a direct policy of unloading buses. We have a policy in our

division of wherever possible and this is just an example

- buses will unload - not unload kids on our major highways

such as # x here by having kids cross the road. And we

have a bus doing this right now that comes down 5 miles,
drops the kids all off on the right hand side of the road
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going north t¡-¡rns around - comes baek ancl clr:ops ki<ls off
going.back south on the right hand side so kids will not

cut across the road say during slippery periods, fog

periods, early morning periods - that sort of thing. So we

try to stay away from the major highways - wherever

possible. Those kids then at night have to remain on the

bus an extra five minutes. So that is a policy that we set

down and a direct poJ-icy and it's adhered to - there's no

ands, ifs or buts. Other policy - say in general philosophy

or policy having to do r+ith education - it's sometimes a

littIe fuzzy - ok - the general guidei.ines are Iaid down

this is maybe something that we're striving for in the next

two or three years kind of thing and - I think - as far as

our administration goes - if they deliberately mislead or

are not following the policy, then we speak to them and say

"Why is this not being done?". And I suppose if they waver

too far from board policy or - for instance in the superin-

tendent's department - if they don't really agree with us,

then we also have an alternative of grading them on their
evaluation and - of course if the evaluation goes down low

enough, then there's always the possibility of replacing

them with someone that will foIlow our guidelines closer.

So i think there's direct policies and kind of fuzzy areas.

I: Alright - we'II probably get back to that

question too later - is there a relationship between poli-

cies and goals and objectives is policy different from

goals and objectives or is it rel-ated in any way?
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R: Oh I think it's related certainly another.

example is - we are now - part of our goals and objectives

say for the next coming couple of years is to beef up our

Core F rench program and - you know - to that extent we are

looking at a policy that witl help us do that - beefing up

the Core French another idea is on career development

we're doing something on that now to beef it up and with

guidance counsellors - with programs in the high schools to

give the career development a better punch - now in that

particular one it will become part of the guidelines and

possibly become part of the poticy in our policy handbook

stating that it's our intention in the next few years to

for instance have guidance counsellors in every high school'

AIso, we're looking at other career development plans that

are happening throughout the United States - maybe get some

ideas from them - So that's sort of the some of the

things that we talked about at the education commi"ttee and

they indeed end up in the policy handbook somewhere down the

road - but that's some of the direction we're taking.

I: Ok. It seems to me then, that policy for

is a tool for accornplishing or achieving specified goals

objectives that you have set out for yourselves?

you

and

R: Yes, I think so.

I : Ok. 91e11,

elaborated quite

come to hold this

I've asked you what PoIicY

well on that and t wonder

particular viewPoint?

is and

- howyou have

have you
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R¡ WelI, wê have a policy handbook that we go

through in - welI, throughout the year we make changes in

policy, but we now have established a procedure where we're

going to be going through the policy handbook every summer

during the summer holidays - updating it, changing it, and

again, some of the perhaps guidelines or moves that we make

within the division may indeed happen and then enter the

policy handbook Iater. That's a possibility if the updating

process - or in other specific instances like the bus thing

- that's right in there under the section of bus drivers,

and the routes that we want kids dropped of is there.

Another thing we did with buses last year v¡as - all our

buses drive with their tights on. That's just a cut and

dried thing that's entered into the policy handbook under

bus drivers, and they aII know it and these are the rules -

so, I suppose sometimes they're rules - sometimes they're

perhaps entered after the fact.

I

notion about

ok

wha t
since first becoming a trustee, has your

policy is changed at all?

R: I guess not really. I sort of see the board

as the board of governors and certainly most policies or

directions that the division's taking is in consultation

with the superintendent's department. We try to work as a

team. However, there are occasions when the board of trus-

tees strongly agree with something and perhaps the superin-



tendent doesn't, and it still goes into

gets done.

I: Your view of what PoIicY is

how you approach policymaking?
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policy and usually

does that affect

R: WeII, possibly - I think my view is shared

with a majority of the trustees that we are elected repre-

sentatives of each small ward, but in turn work for the

entire division - for the betterment of education and trying

to spend the almighty dollar the best way. But, I would

think that most trustees in our division share my view on

policy - I beLieve that sre set the overall guidelines and

direction along with the superintendent. He attends our

education policy meetings - and also the assistant superin-

tendent and the secretary-treasurer and anybody else that we

would like there - so, when we're hashing out - for instance

a change in policy v¡e bring that back to the whole body

of trustees and usually debate it very well - and it's

usually not done without a lot of thought - so I suppose my

original concept of how we make policy and carrying it out

and that sort of thing is shared by the majority of trus-

tees.

I: ok. do you thínk that policy

1S necessary r.n a

WeII, telI me

school division?

R: Oh I think so.
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I: Why?

R: Well, I think that if we didn't have things

written down, and if vre didn't make policies lo handle situ-

ations or have a policy for different situations, then I

think we would be a litt1e disorganized and I think you have

to treat everybody equally throughout the division so I

would see it as - if you didn't have any guidelines or any

policy I could see it as being run off the cuff and that

would be probabJ.y very disorganized - the division would

probably be for example, each bus driver would be doing

his own thing so perhaps a car just take this highway

out front here going down number X maybe - would not have

to stop for one bus because he's off the side of the road

with no lights blinking or stop sign out: and the next bus

down the road he's got his blinking stop sign out - kids

walk across the road and get hit etc. so I think we have

to - I think part of policy is to standardize procedures,

goals, aims, that sort of thing - in what we're doing

trying to be equal in each school.

sity
I: Ok. Has your opinion changed about the neces-

of policy over time?

R3 WeII, if anything, I suppose my first year as

a trustee I didn't think that the policy handbook was too

important, but I suppose now after three and a half years'

I've changed my opinion especialty being chait*un of the
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policy committee we maybe don't make a lot of changes but

some of the changes that we do make and vote upon and put

back into the - or add to the handbook are probably neces-

sary - and I suppose yes, my opinion has changed from the

role of the trustee not getting directly involved in some of

the decision making in the schools etc. to making a policy

and trying to see that it's carried out kind of thing. I

think that's where the trustees sit - as the board of gover-

nors - as the poticymakers and the watchdog kind of thing

make sure things are run properly.

I; Ok. The fact that You

necessary - does that have any bearing

policymaking?

feel that policy is

on how you approach

R: Probably - I along with the making of policy

of course is the passing of motions and I believe that in

order to get things done, and in order to make sure that

there's a folLow up, that a motion should be written and

voted upon and then if passed - that becomes law. And, of

course, some of them motions that do go through are then

entered into our policy book so - you know - there are some

meetings Lhat when we discuss things and we say "Ok, this is

the route that we're going to take." for example right now

t¡e're tooking at changing our students that t,ake courses

outside the division tightening that up. In the past

we've had students go outside the division and Lake courses
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that eould be offered within the clivision and that sort of

thing so we're tightening that up - that's going to enter

into the policy handbook and it's going to be cut and dried

it's been debated - it'1I be coming up next meeting - I

think a lot of times the best way to approach things is

through the motion system - through the trustees voting on

it then if it's passed that's the guideline there - and

I i ke I say, sone of that enters i nto pol icy so. . . I f

anything, my - just getting back to your question - my

opinion now is that - rather than leave things to chance or

say we're going to do this - or would you do that I like

to see it in a motion.

I: So you go after it?

R: Yeah.

I : Ok. Wel1, having motions

guidelines and all- those kinds

written down?

and c reat i ng poJ- i -

things - shouldcies and

these be

of

R: Most definteJ.y! The again all our motions

are handwritten by the mover and signed by the seconder and

they're handed in to the chairman and he in turn reads them

out and we vote upon them - from there it goes to the

secretary-treasurer - signed by the chairman and entered

into the wherever - ok - we get the proceedings back from

each meeting the motions that are passed etc. - but, by
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all mean6, I think motions, poli"y; aII these kinds of

things have to be written down because two or three years

down the road trustees change - they don't know what's

happened in the past what was the criteria or that sort of

thing so if they're written down there will be written

record - v¡e can go back and say "Ok, this motion was passed

in such and such a year and why are we not doing it today?"

I: would you advocate organizing this written

record in any particular way?

R: WelI, yeah - I think Lhe system that we've got

works fairly well. we have a policy handbook so if we v¡ere

to pass a motion or debate - for instance bus drivers that

would go under the bus drivers' section of our policy hand-

book addition to - or i f r.¡e change anything delete

that sort of thing - so - and we also have a written - type-

written copy of every meeting what vlas discussed rvhat

motions were passed the motions are numbered etc., so

most definitely I think that the record keeping system that

we've got is pretty adequate perhaps could be improved

but. . .

I:

exist without

I wonder if there's any occasion when policies

being writ,ten?

R:

sense policy
Probably - yeah

or the unvrr i tten

there's probably the

policy that - this
common-

is what
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did this in the division
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- so by past prececlent we

continuing to do it.

of

and

t"h i ng

vle t re

I: Do you see any advantages to this or disadvan-

tages to. . .

R: We1I, probably disadvantages - I strongly

believe that things should be spelled out - things should be

written down and records should be kept track - but there

are some areas I suppose that are grey areas or very touchy

areas * ok - and for that reason policy in the past has

never been written down and - you know - I suppose - should

be I think. I don't think that there are any areas in

education that we shouldn't be able to deal with but, there

are some areas that trustees in the past and stil-1 today

feel a little uncomfortable with so we sort of just go along

this is what we did in the past past precedent says

we'11 do it this h'ay...

I: So the advantage is not having to commit your-

selves to

R: Isuppose-yes
if it's down in writing then

the grey area

there's no area

where you can

to manoeuvre.

I: There's accountabiJ-ity then.

R3 Yes.

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?
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R: Wet.l , t.he poticy is made by the - I suppose in

the end run by the board of trustees through motions and

voted upon - so the majority if it, - we have nine trustees

on our board, so if it goes in five to four, it then becomes

law or policy of the board until such time as people maybe

decide to change it - so at the next meeting it could al-so

be wiped out by a five to four if people can - or trustees

can campaign but, originally, wiLh our division, w€ look at

changes in policy originally at the committee level - or if

a trustee or the superintendent or somebody in our sLaff has

an idea we'11 discuss - for instance and educational matters

will be discussed in the education meeting by - we have four

trustees on that - and the administration staft. - and then

brought to the trustees with an explanation of why v¡e would

want to change a certain poticy - a good example is - for

the last three years v¡e've been very hard on overnight

camping trips with our students, We - the board at the time

has felt that overnight camping trips are not necessary and

what v¡e've said is that - perhaps they're necessary, but

they will not take two school days - so if they want to go

on an overnight trip they have to go on a Friday and use a

Saturday etc. which the teachers don't like. The board has

stayed with that policy for the last three years and this
year, wê finally got it changed after some more discussion

etc. We happened to think that overnight trips can be a

very valuable learning experience - so we have finally



changed that now - you know - again it has to

the superintendent's department and then the

but, that's just an example - of we do change
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he rev í ewecì by

trustees etc.

policy and

I : But you're talking about input from the super-

intendent's department, then I gather that what you' re

saying is that the teachers' group have some input - you

said teachers didn't like it - I don't know if they had

input but certainly you heard their voice - so that it seems

to me that the making of policy is a joint venture with a

number of people - at least there's a number of people

invoLved in it. Is that accurate?

R: That's certainly accurate in that particular

case, and I suppose in many other cases - v¡e do have - we do

call the principals in from time to time from some of the

schools i f there' s a part icular po1 icy that' s going to

affect them - or they can come to us any time as a delega-

tion to school board meetings - and we've had that happen

another example is that we changed the policy last year on

the booking of school gyms, classrooms etc. to the hands of

the principals. Prior policy of the board was that the

bookings would be done through our office and we changed

that to make it more efficient and perhaps more available to

the public where they go to the school and fill out the form

- the principal signs it and it's carried out through each

individual school. We had a bit of flak from some of the
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prlncipals who dicln't want to take this burden on and we had

a delegation come to the school board about this - by a

couple of principals and we listened to them - explained

that v¡e wanted to streamline this particular booking proce-

dure and that vre understood that there would be a little

more work but that they could delegate some of tha! work to

their secretaries and this was board policy and we v¡ere

going to try it for a year. A year and a half later, we're

stitl into that particular style of booking and v¡e think

it's working very well. So, not always do the principals

agree with the changes etc. - sometimes they try to fight it

but again, the board is the boss kind of thing so if we

set down policy and sometimes it's in agreement vrith the

principals, sometimes it's not. Again, with the principals

they have monthJ"y meetings with the superintendent - so some

of the feedback of course that comes into policy is a team

effort with the principal initiating some changes talking

it over with the other principals a1on9 with the superinten-

dent - and perhaps the superintendent selling it to the

school division - the board.

this input

individuals
I: Ok. I just wondered

there any limit to the

policymaking? Is that

- with aII
input that

wide open?

coming in,

should have

is

1n

R: WelI,

direct input from the

we don't have very many delegations or

principals - that's through the super-
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intendent - I would say that there's probably no limit - v,e

Iike to ]ook at all avenues and different ideas, but I think

that there's also a fine line where we're not about to let

the principals do their own thing they do run their oh'n

ship to a certain extent but, under the guidelines. You

know, we can't have everybody running around doing their own

thing - you know - in whatever area - whether it's disci-

pline or standard of education or that sort of thing - I

think we try to operate as a division.

I: What's the role of the individual trustee then

in policymaking?

R: Well, out of a nine member board, all trustees

are equal and each has one vote - the individual trustee can

I suppose, depending on their area of interest' expertise

etc., certainly initiate.changes - Iobby if he can if he's

a strong enough lobbier or if he has a good enough idea of

say on changing policy - and he can get five votes - then

that could become law so, I suppose a disadvantage on some

boards or an advantage is that on every board you probably

have one or two pretty povrerful trustees that maybe have

been there for a while or maybe are sharper than the other

people education wise debating wise and they in turn

can sway or can determine a lot of direction. I don't think

that's necessarily bad as long as they're doing it for the

betterment of division and betterment of education - that's
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probably fine I suppose if anything in the boards across

the province that I have seen, that t,here are probably too

many weak trustees too many trustees that are not really
with it that don't have kids left in school they've been

a trustee for 2l years and probably are going to be a

trustee for another 2I years - and they're still thinking
back in the fifties and sixties - they're not thinking
1980r/1990 and where we are today. So, if anything, I'd say

generally across the province s¡e are - the trustee system is
probably not working to its most efficient level and that
has to do of course with the - getting right back to the

election system where people just either don't care or don't
want to run.

I: Has your view of who makes policy - has that
changed over time? Has it developed or altered?

R: Yeah - I guess as you learn the system - in my

first year it seemed very much to me Iike the superintendent

was the godfather of the division and whatever he said the

trustees just gave him the green stamp - or the majority of

them. However, after a year or so this particular super-

intendent got the green stamp - or he got relieved of his
duties through â9ê, ideas, etc Lhere vras enough trustees

could see the light so novr vre have a nev¡ superintendent

and I guess my first year was very very frustraLing. I felt
I had a lot of good ideas, however, none of them got past
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first- base. Now I feel that - I in part"icular and a few

other trustees have a lot more input and vre work as a team

as much as possible - so we do get along - our superinten-

dent does have some ideas - but again, he's not God or the

godfather - he doesn't have all- the answers and together we

hopefully are making some progress - I think in the last
year - year and a half - we have certainly made some prog-

ress in trying to better the education system in the entire
division.

T.

pol icy - does

personally?

The viewpoint

that affect
that you hold about who makes

how you approach policymaking

R: Yes - after three and a half years of being a

trustee I have l-earned to play the game quite welI. I know

how to talk to people, debate, line up support, lobby

which is very important. In my first year I just used to

attack and I turned everybody off and consequently a lot of

my motions I had problems getting seconders for or if l
got a seconder, they went down 7-2. Now, on discussing

policy I find that v¡e have to debate it very well at the

committee level - we have to have - usually have the

majority of the committee with us - not always the 100å, but

usually try to have the majority of the committee with us

if lre want to put it towards the rest of the trustees we

may do a little ).obbying to see if vre can get it into the



policy handbook so - yês, my personal opinion

making and how to get things done or how

changed has changed in the last three and a

certainly.
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about policy-

to get things

half years

I: How are policies made? By that I mean - can

you describe to me what happens from the very first step to
the very last step in the making of policy? How does it
come about? What are the procedures, processes that are

gone through?

R: Well, I guess depending on whether it's a

brand nev¡ policy or a change in an old policy to sort of the

off the cuff kind of thing - perhaps something happens in

the division and then we don't have a policy to cover that
so we maybe let that happen and handle it the best way we

can, but then we instigate a policy to cover it in the

future. The procedure usually having to do with whatever

area - if it has to do with buses for instance it would go

to the committee on transportation. If. it had to do with

buildings, it would go to the committee on buildings. And,

the same with education, the same with finance they would

make recommendations to the board and we do have an educa-

tion teacher Iiaison policy commiLtee. So, I think first it
would go through the proper committee for deliberation and

then back to the board and maybe back to a committee again

depending on the changes or seriousness or whatever. So, I
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see making policy - if v,te vtere to maþ.e a brand new policy on

an item - I see it as probably coming up as an idea

whoever instigates it superintendent, principal, trustee

or whoever - saying that we do need a policy for this - an

example would be let's say bus toading procedures at the

school we do have a set policy - and that has come about

through the years by probably reaIIy instigated when a

chitd got run over at one of our schools and killed a few

years ago. The bus loading procedure then was sort of

haphazard - the kid came running out under the front of the

bus to try and get around to the door - the bus driver

couldn't see the kid for the hood on the bus and ran over

the kid and killed him. So from then, of course I suppose

the trustees at that time guickly said "Our policy on

loading buses is pretty shabby, we'd better get it cleaned

up in a hurry." And, perhaps by looking at what other

school divisions do or by getting help from the province or

whatever, our bus driving procedure right now is pretty

tight. The principal's out there - there's teachers out

there the buses line up in certain way and they can't move

until they get the signal - so that's just an example.

I

policies are

gone through

processes ?

What kinds of things - you've outlined how

made - the processes the procedures that are

- r+hat kind of things would influence those
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R: l,lell, I suppose one of the important things in

our division and I can just give you a good example from

Iast year lras a French Immersion program that was going to

come into the division and we had a committee for French

Immersion who lobbied quite hard - who attended school meet-

ings as delegations etc. and they did want the program to

go into one particular area in the division. We deliberated

that - talked to people in the community talked to princi-

pals - talked to the. French Bureau - s¡e had our own public

meeting - and we decided as a board - not everyone in agree-

ment - but we did puL through a motion that we would offer

French Immersion at another school - a school where we had

room etc. Then we had a delegation from that particular

area come with signatures on a petition to lobby that they

didn't want it in their area because they were afraid the

English kids would be bussed out. So, we had a lot of fun

there and we ended up - it actually died a natural death

it may come up again this year, but the final result was

that the people that were signing their kids up for French

Immersion weren't that Serious about it because they didn't

want them bussed eight miles down the road to another school

they wanted them right at home. So, I suppose, depending

on the nature of the event or policy or whatever, there's a

lot of things that can influence it. Again, if it's you

know - it could mean say how strongly the superintendent

feels about something if he feels very very strongly that
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we should do something and he can perhaps persttade some

trustees to put the thing through - maybe enough trustees

five out of nine - again it could depend a lot on the

Iobbying of some trustees - if a trustee feels very strongly

about something perhaps he can lobby enough to draw support

for that particular motion and - once a motion goes through,

whether or not it's in the policy handbook, it's still law

the way I see it - until such a time as it's turned around

or defeated.

or when

I: How do you know when a policy needs to be made

an existing policy needs to be revised?

R: I guess the policy needs to be rnade part - we

Iook at probably different situations - a lot of times I

guess it happens as it comes up - for instance we don't a

certain situation comes up within the division and someone

will immediately ask what our poJ-icy is on that. We look it

up and we don't have a policy on that - let's make one. So,

I suppose, as situations come up or as people in the divi-

sion trustees, principals, superintendent, whatever

perhaps as they're reviewing the policy handbook we notice

dif f erent areas that are not covered and perhaps r.¡e should

have a policy on this that kind of thing. As far as the

changing goes, I guess again, as something comes up and we

do have a policy on it but it's not adequate or it should be

changed - I gave you an example a little earlier about over-
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night trips - the policy around the division for the last
three years - and we voted on it every year to try and

change it it always got defeated - Ieave it the vray it is
those kids are not going anywhere on two consecutive

school days - now they can so after some work, and the

superintendent happened to feel very strongLy about over-

night trips as being soundly educational etc. whereas the

other super intendent didn' t rea1ly - so there' s just one

example of change in policy another example I gave before

was about the buses wherever possible we have our buses on

major highways drop children off on the right hand side of

the road - and if that means keeping kids on for an extra

f ive to ten minutes f or better saf ety, then v¡e do it - so

that particular one v¡as changed and there's }ot of other

examples.

I: Ok. WeIl, all lhese ideas that you have about

the policymaking process how it's done and how it comes

about - have these ideas changed over time?

R: I would probably say developed over I've
only been a trustee for three and a half years - but I've
quickly learned - maybe not so quickly - but after the first
year I had a rude awakening that some of my ideas vrere prob-

ably very good ideas, but without any kind of support or any

kind of lobbying for them, they just didn't get anywhere

they were just voted down a lot of times just for the sake
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that "IIere's that young smart whippersnapper coming in with

another one of his brainwaves and we're going to defeat

him. " I'm sure there v¡as a little of that done - but so

y€s, my - in the three and a half years I have changed my

tactics let's say and I think that in our particular divi-

sion also - the making of policy and direction has changed

and Lhe major change there would be the change of the super-

intendent who is the chief executive officer and I think

when I worked one year with the otd superintendent under -

and he had seven or eight years in the division - under his

particular regime, he was relied on very heavily by the

trustees - the trustees in my opinion didn't do very much

thinking or policymaking - he came in with it - he's the one

that did the lobbying with the trustees to see if he had

enough support and if some of the trustees were against it,

he'd back off he was a very good potitical strategist and

knew how to stick handle. So, under his - and also I think

under his regime there was more of a Hitler type approach

where you know - r.¡e got to do it this way blah blah blah

and most of the time he had his own way. So really I Lhink

in my first year as a trustee and he was in for about seven

or eight years there was probably no need for a school

board you could have }et the superintendent run it because

he most of the time or 98% of the time got his ovtn way

anyway or would instigate ways of getting his o!¡n vray.

Today it's an entirely different story and I think the



probably in any division that the

the key personnel in policymaking

sort of thing.
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superintendent is probably

- policy changes - that

What are

ac te r ize

I: What are

the elements of

a good policy?

the attributes of a good policy?

a good policy? What elements char-

R: Elements that characterize a good policy

quaLities of a good policy would probably be a policy that

is well thought out - a policy that is clear and specific in

guidelines as this is how we want it done - so it's spelled

out very clear and specific - with a lot of thought behind

it and in the long run, policy that is going to benefit the

educational system whether it be in safety or whatever

areas but I don't think that we should just have a policy

for something because we don't have a policy for it kind of

thing - I think it can be debated, welÌ thought out, so

everybody can understand it perhaps some background to it
and perhaps some foresight saying that if v¡e do this kind of

policy if we follow this policy the end result down the

road is,going to be a better whatever so I suppose to the

betterment of the education system.

I: Àlright. What about the converse? What would

a bad po1 ícy?c on st i tute
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R: WeII, I guess just f"he opposite of what I

said. À bad policy would be one that is not very well

thought out one that people jump into without any thought

perhaps they're pressured and we need a policy to cover

thi s immediately and so vte 
îhip 

into it - one that has no

background preceding it and one that has no outlook to the

future. So, it would be just the opposite of the first one

I guess.

I: Ok.

about what makes a

How have you arrived at these conclusions

good policy - what makes a bad policy?

R: I guess through experience. I've seen some of

each and I think that rather than making hasty decisions or

hasty policy a board should - and I think there's also bad

policy or bad decisions made near the end of meetings as

opposed to the beginning of meetings - people get very tired

we have day meetings and some evenings but mostly day

meetings and people get very tired later on in the afternoon

- or for instance pressure - constant pressure from some

trustees or the superintendent until finally they wear down

the opposition and they say "WeII, I'm getting sick of this

thing let's vote on it and let's get rid of it. " So,

hasty decisions I think trustees are better to than make a

hasty decision are better to table the motion to a farther

meeting for more discussion - again some policies are made

through ignorance and lack of information - by just
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believing what one principal or the 6uperintendent or one

trustee is saying about a certain area weII they do it

this way in another division so vte should do it this way

but in reality 64 divisions in the province do it another

vray so, without checking into background etc. so - and

f've seen this where trustees do make some bad policy.

I: Àlright. Does Your view of the

good policy and the attributes of bad policy

any way affect how you approach policymaking?

attr ibutes of

- does that in

R: Oh certainly - yeah most certainly. I try

to approach it with first of all getting as much knowledge

about the subject as possible. And, if that takes two weeks

or a month or whatever then that's fine and I put many

motions on the floor to get more knowledge about a certain

area - so I think going into making policy with your eyes

wide open - . what is happening around the rest of the prov-

ince or the rest of Canada eLc. - being well informed and

certainly lrying to - wi|h the overall guideline of not just

making policy for the sake of making policy but to enhance

improve - that sort of t,hing try to improve whatever area

you are dealing with.

I: Ok. WeII, when you are making up a poJ-icy or

debating policy or gathering information when you finally

come up with a policy and before you implement it how do

you evaluate whether or not it's a good policy?
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R: WeJ l, wÊ cou:ld T sr-rppose jf it's a - T think

there are kind of easy commonsense motherhood types of poli-

cies where you can't go wrong - and tben there are other

ones that are maybe medium and some very sticky ones. I

suppose the very sticky ones again, you want to debate very

weI1, you want to have accurate information and hopefully

make the right decision - you can also of course cover your

butt by having a tr ial period - which $¡e did in the case of

the school gyms - \.re had a trial period of one year - we

happened to like the way it's going on - there are some

principals that still hate us for doing that however,

we're sticking to our guns - v¡e happen to think that this is

the best way to handle the situation - the public is happy

with it and more accessible to the gyms in the schools etc.

so we're continuing with that. So I suppose there's a bit
of a trial and error kind of thing in there - I see nothing

wrong with trying out a policy within a division - and if it
doesn't work I also see nothing wrong with changing it or

reversing it or erasing it. You know, I think you have to

be constantly ready for change and evaluation.

I: Ok. Às a trustee have you had any parLicular

experiences which have shaped your view or your views about

poticy and policymaking?

WelI yes

I think that

every meeLing is an experience and

the calibre of trustee throughoutyou agarn

R
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the province * and I rm just speaking generally - but it

happens on our board also is certainly an indicator of the

type of division you have the type of policy you have and

that sort of thing - so there's cert,ainly a - I think room

for improvement in the calibre of trustee I think just to

be an interested parent is nice but it would also be nice to
be an intersted parent and a professional. I thÍnk that's
one of the key problems with the trusLee system in the prov-

ince is that we don't attract enough good peopJ.e - we

attract perhaps enough concerned people, but the election
process the pay is very low the people just don't want

to be bothered - and we could certainly use more lawyers,

accountants, professional people as trustees - I think

that's probably one thing that we're really lacking in this
division and many other divisions - is attracting good

people to run and therefore - if you've got good people

perhaps you can make good decisions or better decisions and

just to add to that problem is that you are always dealing

with professionals when you are dealing with superinten-

dents, principals and teachers and the Manitoba Teachers'

Sociêty, the association of schooL superintendents etc.

always have the upper hand or mostly have the upper hand on

trustees so therefore they can indirectly or whatever -
manhandle the trustees in many cases and many times the

trustees don't even know they're being manhandled.
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I: WelI, this research is concerned with how

trustees think about policy and policymaking. It I s my

suspicion that the views that trustees hold about policy and

poJ.icymaking might have some kind of an influence on the

types of policy statements that eventually emanate from a

board. How do you respond to that idea?

R: I suppose that that is true. I think that

there are many trustees that seldom or ever look at the

policy handbook or think uoh helI, that's another policy

big deaI." I think that's true on our board - in some of

the trustees - there's not a lot of - I see policy and

written policies as a professional approach versus a common-

sense kind of amateurish approach - "WeIJ., we'11 handle that

problem when it comes up J_. " Don't worry about it
right - we're not going to spend a lot of time on this kind

of thing because it may never happen - that'sort of thing

however, I see a good policy handbook and things written

down in policy as a professional approach - as we do have

this - we do have a policy on this and it is covered and

it's well thought out and these are your guidelines princi-
pals, teachers and superintendents. So I think again, we

get back to the amateur type of deal with it when it comes

up or after the fact to the professional type of approach

where you're going to deal with it before it comes up.
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wouLd reflect
boa rd?

R Certa i nly oh certainly.

I: Ok. WelI, I wonder - do you think this
of research is worthwhile? This research that tries to
out what trustees think about policy and policymaking?

kind

find

R: Yes - I would have to say it's worthwhile - I

would be interested to know the resurts of your particular
project - I don't know who wouLd get a copy of it - Maybe

MÀsT or somebody could get a copy so that it would get back

to us but I think certainly it's something to look at
because the whore direction of education within a division
where we're pracing emphasis - that sort of thing has very

much to do with the guidelines and the policies of the divi-
sion and I suppose trustees are - one of their main jobs is
to set down guidelines and policy saying that this is the

\day we want to go within this division - otherwise, there's
probably rearly no need for trustees - the rocal autonomy

kind of thing is very big in most areas of the province and

there's a reason f or t,hat I guess it's a - you know iL's
been handed down throughout the years - this is the way we

run things - we want to elect somebody right for our area so

\.te have local input into what's happening.
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of research will
of that whole

was my next question. Do you think that

r've asked you are appropriate for trying
into say your particular view of what

R: I hope so. I'm not sure how - I think you're

doing something right across the province so you should get

a very good idea of a provincial kind of understanding about

what policy is about and some of the questions you've asked

in your question period here about what do you think about

making policy? - who makes policy? - that sort of thing I

think you should probably get a fai rIy good under-

standing. . .

I: That

the questions Lhat

to get an insight
policy is and...

R: Oh yeah - I think so You've - it seems to me

like you've covered the field pretty well and again, you're

only getting my opinion versus somebody else in AÀAÀÀÀÀAÀA

or whatever but I think you'11 find a fair amount of simi-

larity between - you know - some of my answers and somebody

else over in the other end of the province. Perhaps, if

anything there would be some trustees that don't think

policy is that important or never open their policy handbook

or never follow policy, Like I say, I think that's an

amateur type of approach or perhaps an approach that Lrus-

tees really don't know why they're trustees.
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Is there anything that you'd like to add

is important to this study and which I

R: WelI, ño - I think you're dealing with - I'm
not sure of the title of your paper but you seem to be

dealing specifically with policy - how is policy initiated
how is it - how do you get the idea about what you want to
do with policy - how you carry it out that sort of thing
so it seems to me that you're dealing specifically with the

making - running etc. of policy which is in my opinion prob-

ably the most important job of a school trustee is to
establishing poì-icy - perhaps also establishing long range

plans and goals which many of us many divisions I suppose

have problems with especially with this day of recession

how do you establish a long range policy or goal for your

division when money is in such short supply these days and

you know vre are in a recession and cutting back and that
sort of thing so that's a problem too. It's fine to set

goals and policy, but if you can't carry them out - you know

you have to be a litt1e careful there. No, I think your

questions cover - I can see very well what you're trying to
get at and you're covering it from different angles and some

of the ansh'ers are of course going to be repetitive.

I: Às were some of the questions.

R: Right.
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I : Ok . 91e11 thank yorr very much f or your t ime.

R: Ok good.
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Ok - Lhe first question then

pol icy?
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there is
of those

In your own

R: Policy those are the things that are written
down that direct our administration in which overall direc-
tion we want things to go - vrritten directions - they're not
specific in nature - we may have a poJ.icy that outrines that
vre want arr children in our division to have a general
education that doesn't precrude our administration from
pointing somebody in a vocationar direction - but, as an

overall poricy we want to see atr kids come out with pretty
good academics as opposed to straiEht vocational.

I: Ok so these are guidelines?

R: Guidelines yeah.

l.¿.

a fair degree

guidel ines.

I gather

latitude
Ànd

of

from what you said that
in the interpretation

R Uh yeah I'd say there is.
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I: Can you give me an example of a policy state-
ment then?

R: Ok - we just recently have been working on a

policy regarding program development for gifted students.

The policy guidelines state that rvithin the next two years

v¡e want a program set up within the division f or the gi f ted.

?he po] icy statement separates gi fted from bright - from

average - from slow rearner. The pol icy statement in
generaJ- sets out areas such as academic enrichment as

opposed to pushing the kid through at a faster pace - those

types of things - policy.

I: Ok - is there any connection or distinction
between policies and goals and objectives?

R: Yeah we've just gotten into goal setting
rong term planning. we haven't had any specific written
down long term plan. we're going to be getting together

with our administrative people along with a facilitator to
sit down and sort out exactly what direction we want the

school division to go in. we want to set up - like a five
year pran with a means of evaluation etc. - and that vray the

policy can be adjusted where it has to be to suit the long

term goals.

I: Ok - you've

two years you want a gifted
you say that that's policy?

given me an example of

program in the division.
within

WouId
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R: That is a policy and a goal. One of the

things that came up when vre started working on this program

for the gifted was that we took a rook and said "werl, we

know we're going in this direction for the gifted - do we

rearry know what direction we're going in in arr the other
programming areas?u Things rike are we rearly happy that
there's no examinations? or is this just something that
just happened because nobody ever thought about itz so, our
policy is maybe running off in different directions - that's
why we wanted to set an overall goa1.

poJ. icy

I:

is it
Ok - and you say you're going to adjust your

correct. . .

R: We may have to adjust our policy
again maybe v¡e won't. This long term goal setting
a review of policy sort of innate in the process.

and

wi 1l

then

have

I: So what

should centre on goals

you're saying is that policy though

- is this accurate?

I:

point of what

R: Uh huh.

WeII,

pol icy

why do you hold this particular
is?

vlew-

R: Parl of it I guess is my experience as a

trustee. when I first came on to the board - out of the
seven trustees, there vrere two or three who sort of thought
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they should have a hand in running - say the curriculum

the board should set curriculum as opposed to the adminis-

tration making recommendations on the curriculum or making

decisions on the curriculum and as a trustee, I really
didn't feel qualified personally to make decisions on lhe

curriculum - and if you have a policy that generally states

"Decisions on curriculum wiIl be made by the administration

- reviewed by the board to see if they fit into their
overall pol icy" - i t seems to me a much better v¡ay to run

things. As a school trustee, I don't want to be involved in
the day to day administration of the school. I would tike
to see an overall poJ-icy that alL people in the division are

aware of and adhere to. But, I don't want to get into
making a decision for t.his school and a decision for that

school so the policy has to be there as far as I'm

concerned. But, it was part of experience in dealing with

other trustees who had no idea that - their job well my

whole job as a trustee as far as I'm concerned is to set a

policy and set guidelines - it's noL to get in there and do

the administration - i don't want to get into a classroom

and teach.

you bring

than the

about?

I: You say it was part of your experience did

with you some notions that policy vras more general

specific meddling into administration that you talk
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my boss

decision
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R¡ Yeah from my own experienc.e in administra*

Like to know what **********'s policy is then I
decisions that further that policy. I don't want

in AAÀAAAAAÀÀ coming down and meddling in every

that I make in my office.

I: Ok. Does your view of the nature of policy
affect the way you personally approach policymaking?

R: Yeah it does. I like to have input from the

people that policy is going to affect. you can't make a

policy btindly - you have to have some input from the peopre

who are expected to enforce this poricy. rf you set out a

particular poricy and it's compretery unworkabre - there's
no sense setting policy. I'm not saying that I arways agree

with the input buL, I like to open a dialogue.

I : So you pursue that. . .

R: Àctively!

I: Ok.

a school division?
Do you think thaL policy is necessary in

R: Oh - very definitely. I think your overall
poricy affects the whore tone of your schoor division. It
affects who you hire who makes your administrative deci-
sions - the kind of administration you're going to have. It
affects to some degree the people who run as a trustee. We
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think they have any overall
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where I really don't

or if they do - people

are running around in

division
pol icy

- people

I: So you see policy asa binding kind of thing?

R: Yeah it gives you a focal point.

I : Ok. Can you give

policy is necessary?

me an example of where a

R: I'11 say in your various collective agreements

that you have. There's usually a number of clauses in there

saying "Such and such a leave shall be granted or may be

granted." We'11 take the mays first. We have a policy that
states alL leaves shall be applied for - first of all you

apply to your principal on a specified form. The principal
passes these on to the superintendent. The superintendent

comes to the board with these with his recommendation and

that's our policy - those particular leaves will be granted

or not granted. It's very rarely that we don't follow our

superintendent's recommendation. I can't think of a time in
the last two years that his recommendation hasn't been

followed. But, âs a board, w€ decided that the person who

knows best whether or not this leave should be granted is
the superintendent - so our policy is to have the superin-

tendent be the last word on whether or not a leave witl be

granted.
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I: And that solves problems for you doee it?

R! Yeah, it solves a lot of problems.

I What would happen if you didn't have it?

R: The previous poticy - we used to have teachers
show up at board meetings and ask for leaves and the
people on the board had no idea whether this leave would be

convenient for the particular school or that it would be

convenient at that time and a rot of people on the board
weren't all that famiriar with the collective agreement and

didn't really know whether this person v¡as or h,as not enti-
tled and it just did not work well.

r: Has your opinion about the necessity of poricy
changed over time?

R: Not really.
idea and I went in because

already on the board that
policy in certain areas.

I : Well,

policy does that
policymaking?

thought

of the

went in with that kind of an

was aware of some other people

some problems with a lack of

I

I

had

your opinion then about the necessity of
influence how you personally approach

R: I would - I haven't really given it that much

but I guess it does. policymakers have to be aware

reasons why they are making a policy number one
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what is the purpose of this par:t i cul ar policy? who I s it
going to affect? - and I try and make other new board

members ar.rare of the reason f or pol icy. I guess thi s would

be more of a procedure than a policy but every board meeting

you get a checklist of cheques that have been written. we

had one trustee who said "Gee, what I want is before every

meeting, I want all these cheques broken down, and I want to
know exactly what vras purchased with each cheque. r want a

list of this to make sure that the division is spending its
money correctly." so it was pointed out to this person that
the policy was that this was the way the checkrist was

presented at the meet ing. I f you had a spec i f ic quest ion

about a specific cheque, certainly you could ask it and at
that point the secretary-treasurer would get detairs. Ànd,

it was pointed out to him the reason for this policy
because it was so time consuming and unnecessary because the

secretary-treasurer wasn't al-lowed by law to purchase

anything thaL wasn't a budgeted item to begin with - and

once t.his overarl policy is understood, then they're much

happier with it.

I: Ok. Should policies be written down?

R: Definitely.

I: Why do you say that?
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R: werl' if I as a chairman of a board have a
particurar policy that's my policy and it's verbaL and it's
understood by all the peopre that are there now - that may

be well and fine. But if I get run over by a truck tomorrow
my poricy may arso be run over by that truck and other

peopre may have a different interpretation of that poricy
and if there's nothing in writing - that poricy isn't avail-
abLe for all the people that it affects.

I:

nuity's sake?

So, it should be written down just for conti-

R: wel1, for continuity's sake - for the sake of
being easily understood - if there's something in policy
that is vague if it's written down, somebody wil] ask for
a crarification that can be incorporated into your poricy.

I: well, that,s the

exist that aren't written down?

aren' t wr i tten down?

should part.
Can policies

Do policies

exist that

R: yeah. They can. I can see as a trustee that
two K-9 schoors and there's sort of different poricies

are there - and they're not written down, There's sort of a

different educationar phiJ.osophy in the two schools because
of the difference in the administration.

r! why wourd these poricies not be written down?
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R; Possibly because some of the policies in the
two schools are a bit at odds with our overarl philosophy

and itts something that we have been working at to bring
everybody sort of along one track, but it's a very sl_or+

process. rt's sornething r find very difficult to put into
words. For exampJ-e, one principal - his policy is you only
grant leave to someone if they are there on bended knee and

can rearly demonstrate that this is a need to not a rike
to. The other principal - his policy is more ok, if you

want it fine. He doesn't ask any guestíons at alr - and

i t af f ects the r¡ay peopre rel-ate to each other in the
different schoors. But, the overarr poricy is that you

knowr lour request for leave be put in writing etc. etc.
one school sort of enforces this rigidly - the other schooJ

says "oh yeah, put it on a scrap of paper and I,11 get it in
to somebody. "

I: Is there some advantage to not writing down

policies in this case?

R:

hidden agendas.

Yeah, people are sort of protecting their

I: Ok. who is it that makes school_ division
pol icy?

R: WeIl, I can only speak for our division - I
have some impressions of some other divisions but nothing I
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can speak to. In our division basicarry, ít's gone back and

forth over the last five and six ten years. For a whire
trustees $rere really realry invorved in making policy to the
excrusion of the administrative peopre. And then for a

while, the administration took over compretery to the exclu-
sion of the trustees and ran their ovrn show. Now I would
like to say and r can say with some degree of certainty
iL's a joint effort between the trustees and the administra-
tion. we've been working rearry werr as a team making
pol icy.

I

the

Ok, does it stop there?

administration or are

just the trus-
other people

Is it
the retees and

i nvolved?

R: WelI, when I say administration, I'm sort of
incruding teaching staf f . when we - werl we dec.ided to go

into computers - decided we'd rike to investigate going into
computers and the whole staff was involved in that, not just
the administration and the trustees, but teaching staff as

well had input into that.

I: Ok. So you have teaching staff and the admin-

g roups ?istration any other

R: The local parents in the community don't
to have very much involvement in poricy. sometimes I
like we're acting in a comprete vacuum. we never

seem

feel

have
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anybody show up at school board meetings - never. We have

the odd delegation band parents may come in - or if you

mention - word gets around that you're going to do anything

with sex education you have the Baptists and those groups

but other than that, wê never have any input from the commu-

nity. Itr s difficult - even when you actively solicit
involvement from the community - to get anyone involved. We

haven't had any crisis type situations. I guess that's why.

I : WelI, of those groups that you do have

involved in the process, or who do take an active part in

making policy, to what extent should their input extend?

R: I'm not too sure that I know like is there a

weight. . .

I: IS

I s there a

there a limit to the amount

weighting to their opinions

of. i nput they

that kind ofhave ?

thing?

R: From my perspective there is. As a trustee I

see myself and my fellow board members as making the final
decision. Input say when we were talking about what kind

of a poricy we were going to have towards computer education

- the input from our staff came from a strictly educational
point of view what they felt they could do educationalry
with computers. we arso had some input from our administra-
tion as to what use they could put computers to in running
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division affairs. And then, the Lrustees tried to look al:

it with an overart picture of the merits of as opposed to
the cost of cost benefit type decision. Ànd, trustees as
being representatives from the community, I think their
decisions are carry a little more weight. somebody has to
make the final decision and that's where it is.

I: But at no time though do you impede input?

R: No.

hear from alI.

We try not to impede input. We'd like to

ï : Ok. you may

already but what is the role
the policymaking process?

the years?

have answered this question

of the individual trustee in

over

R: The rore of the individuar trustee is to
gather as much information as they as an individual can and
to give the benefit of their knowledge on any particular
part of the poricy, and then to act as a group - hopefurry
to reach consensus. you don't arways reach a consensus and
at that point we go back to majority ru1es.

I: Has your view of who makes policy changed

where

i nto

R: I

have got

pol icy.

I

think I - it has changed only to the point
a littLe better idea of who has the inpuL

I^lhen I f i rst got onto the board, f 'm notthe
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too sure where I thought I was going to get all my informa-

tion from. when I first got on the board I think I thought

I knew a lot more than i did and after a year on the board

you realize - gee there's a lot of things that I don't know

about and I'm going to have to get some information on it.
To that extent it's changed.

I : Ok. WeII, youF view of who's involved in
poJ-icymâking - who's actuarry involved in the process - does

that affect how you personally approach policymaking?

R: Not reaÌ1y

I'm a little more ready to

- other than the fact that maybe

listen to people.

ï: How

- what processes

step one to step

exactly are policies made? By that I mean

or procedures are gone through? whát's

the last in the formation of a policy?

R: WeIl f i rst of aIl, you have to have a reason to
have a policy. usuarJ.y there's a particular area where

decisions have to be made by someone. so then you figure
out who should be making this decision and why. you gather
your information - curl it and sort it out and priorize
and at that point you try to get in writing what should be

done.

T:

of evaluation

When you say priorize, do I detect an element

at that point?
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R: yeah. yeu have to. That sort of goes without
saying. our particular policy manuar covers arl sorts of
subjects from how the custodiar staff operates to what our
policy is on academic f ierd trips. Ì^re never used to have a

poricy on academic fierd trips untir it started to be one

schoor was going here and one schoor vras going there and

budget funds started to be an item. so then in order to be

fair bo everybody, v¡e did up a policy saying that at the
start of the year every schoor puts in where they want to go

that year. The budget is set for x nurnber of dorlars for
academic fierd trips. The schools get their share propor-
tionately, depending on the number of students and ages, and

then they get their share. rf they need to raise additional
money that's the individuar school_'s responsibility. But
that poricy came about because there s¡as a specific probrem

that wasn't being answered. It was individual crasses or
schoors would come in on an 'ad hoc' basis. There was no

planning done.

tion
po1 icy

wr i tten

R¡ Well, I like
Policies affecting di fferent
grouped in specific parts of

to a ques-

that's how

should be

a policy manual.

the division are

Policy affecting

I: I.IhaL kinds - I'm going to skip back

you mentioned policy manual do you feel
should be organized - you said that it

the idea of

people in

the manuaL.
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school closing policy regarding whether kids are allowed

to transfer from one schooÌ to another - who makes the deci-

sions as to transferring a chiId. I mentioned there's a

policy regarding how the custodians operate - policies
regarding where trustees will travel to - how our adminis-

trators will traveÌ - and it's all fairly well organized in

spec i f ic sect ions so i f anybody in the divi s ion asks a

guestion about the division, generally there's something in

the policy manual that addresses that. So, nobody's left
wonder i ng .

I: What kinds of things have an influence on how

policy is made?

R: There are many things...

I: Ok, what are those with the most impact?

R: How policy is going to affect people! That's

one of the things that impacts on policy. Budgetary

restrictions impact on policy. Personalities to a certain
extent impact on policies.

but

and

I: I think I can understand the budgetary ones

could you detail a little more about the personalities
how that impacts on policy?

I think as a board member,

specific policy, I try in

i f f 'm work ing on

keep in mind theformulat i ng

R

a



particular
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management

we looked

supervi sor

po1 icy.
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personality of our superintendent - what kind of

's going Èo be comfortable administering his

style. The same thing with our custodians when

at that kind of policy we looked at our facilities
- his personality and how it would impact on

I: So you have people, budgets, personalities

anything else?

R: Nothing I can think of off hand. Maybe I'II
come back to that.

I: How do you know when a policy needs to be made

or needs to be revised?

R: WeII, you know when a policy has to be made if
you're continuously faced with a particular problem. I f

eight or nine times during the year you have somebody coming

to the board or to your superintendent saying "What do I do

in this situation?" then you know you need some kind of a

policy so people aren't like wondering. And you know they

need revision sort of in the same r{ay when people come and

question like "Why is this the policy?'r We have a periodic

review of our policy manual - once a year for sure the

policy manual is reviewed completely. We send out a memo to

aII our division empJ.oyees saying "Have you taken a look at

your policy manual lately? Wou1d you do so in the next
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see as being
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to the board

necessary? nany revisions that you

I: I wonder if you could

policy that suddenly you knew it had

be made.

give me an example of a

to be revised or had to

R: WelI, our policy on the policy manual. We had

a board/principal meeting and it \.ras brought to our atten-
tion a couple of years ago that the principals were feeling
a little bit left out of the policy. They said every once

in a while somebody would send down a new page to them

saying that this was now our policy. They came to us and

said "Where's our input? When do v¡e get to sit down and

talk about policy?" That's where the poticy of having a

once a year revision that went out in writing and people

were invited to come to a policy review meeting. That's how

that policy evolved.

I: How have you arrived at these conclusions

about the policymaking process - you know you've told me

who's involved you've told me how it's done how have you

arrived at this?

R: Through living with policy I guess. Started

off with sort of a bare bones policy manual when I started

on the board. I'd been on the board for about a year and I

had some questions about some of the policies - and at that



point, some other people had some questions

cies as well and at that point we made

ef f ort to get unr.rritten policy down on paper

fashion.
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about the poli-

a concentrated

in an organized

ba re

j ob-

I: So essent.ialJ-y you've grown with this policy.

R: Yeah - like I say, w€ started off with a

bones structure. Ànd, I guess I work with policies
wise. I just expected there to be a policy.

I: Ok. Does

affect the

this viewpoint of how policy is
way you approach policymaking?made, does that

R: Yeah. Àt one point I thought "WeIl 9êê , vre

shourd have a poJ.icy that says whatever. we should have a
policy that says we extend the school year by a month.,,

But, that's not reasonable. You have to get input from the

people that it affects. You can't just impose something on

someone and say "This is the way it shall be for now and

forever." People who don't have any input into anything

they're not very witring to rive with a poticy or enforce

that policy.

butes or

terize a

I: ÀIright, In your mind,

elements of a good policy
good policy?

what are the attri-
things that charac-
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R: Number one that the policy directs itself to a

specific issue - that the policy is easily understood - it's

not vague. People who have to implement the policy have had

some input into the making of it.

I: Maybe another way of viewing this
at the other side and try to suggest elements

constitute a bad or a weak poJ-icy.

is to look

that would

R: Ok. A weak policy is something that the

policy is there and no-one real-Iy understands it - or knows

why Ís this policy there. Bad policy tends to confuse an

issue more than clarify it. Bad policy tries to cover - be

all things to all people - policy can't be that. Where

there's a hol-e in your policy there has to be some sort of

process that's there to either formulate a new policy or to

revi se i t so that i t ansv¡ers people' s needs.

I: I wonder if you could give me an example of

good versus bad policy?

R: At one point we had a poJ-icy that spelled out

very specifically to the last IittIe degree, exactly when a

principal could close a school. If the temperature fe1I

below X number of degrees, if there's X number of feet of

snoh' or if the plumbing didn't work or and the policy

tried to be too specific and there was always an occasion

that arose that wasn't specifically written there. Sornebody
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at one point said nVIeIl, sure the temperature is only twenty

below, but with the wind chill factor..." so finally we took

a long look at that policy and saíd ste had an overall

policy that said "No, the schools were never going to be

closed no matter what the temperature." - or whatever - the

school would always be open and it vtas up to the indi-

vidual principal to make arrangements in his school so that

if there vlas eight kids out there who didn't realize that

the sçhoo1 was closed and came to school anyvray, there would

be somebody there to look after those kids. And the prin-

cipal - the policy said - it. was the principal's responsi-

bility to make arrangements. That policy was workable - the

other one wasn' t .

I: So workability then is a factor in good

po1 icy?

R: Yeah.

I: How have You come

what constitutes a good PolicY

policy?

these conclusions

what constitutes
to

and

about

a bad

R: By tiving with some really bad policies, and

seeing the results of reaIly bad policies.

I: Which are?
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R! They don't work! If you've got a really
policy, people spend most of their time and efforts

to circumvent it rather than trying to make it work.

I: Your view of the attributes

the characteristics of poor policy

effect on how you approach policymaking?

of

does

good policy and

that have an

R: Yeah, it does. Perhaps I've learned through

experience not to make a policy too rigid. There has to be

some room for manoeuverability in the policy.

I: That refers back to your notion of a guideline

at the beginning...

R: Yeah - I don't mind a rule being bent.

Sometimes they have to bend rules to make things work.

I: How do you evaluate a policy now that you've

gone through the policymaking process? When you come up

with a policy, how do you evaLuate whether it's a good

policy or a bad policy?

R: Ok, I'11 use a specific example our policy

on academic field trips the first year we formulated the

policy at the end of the year vte called together those

people that it affect,ed - our phys. ed. people and princi-

pals and said "Àre you happier with things this way than

before when you showed up one at a time to ask for funds?"
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Ànd the last guy there found out the.re wasn't any funding

there at all. we spent that budget. And they said arl in
all they liked the policy better but they had some sugges-

tions as to v¡ays that the policy could be improved. A

couple of the suggestions were when they were setting out

budgets - could we put it into poricy that when we set out

the budget for a particurar trip, that arl expenses vrere to
be included and not just the cost of transporting pupirs.
so, $¡e enlarged the poricy a bit to make sure that everybody

understood that when you asked for funds, you asked for
overal-1 f unds, not just f or transportation. pol-icy was in
for another year - let's see, it's going into its third year

this year - and at the time we sent our memo around saying

are there any revisions in policy - that poricy $¡as reft as

it was and it's workabre right now. Three years down the

road it may not be.

I: So basically, you evaluate policy by seeing

how well it works?

R: Yeah.

I: I wonder is there any evaluative mechanism

prior to putting it into prace once you have hammered it
out and come up with a policy statement and before you pass

it on to your administration ...
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as such doesn't

had a bit. of a

run.

I: AIright.
ences as a trustee that

and policymaking?

Have

have

you had any

shaped your

part icular exper i-
views about policy

R: Oh yeah. My first year on the board we had a

chairman who liked to make decisions all by himself and he

found the rest of the board was a real hindrance. He wanted

to run the whole show period. He would do things like go to
the administration and say "Ok, what I want you to do is
this." and things would come back to the board that had been

done and the board didn't know anything about it. I t
started to come back that "The chairman told me to do this
and the chairman told me to do that." And he usually did
this in areas where there v¡as no clear cut policy. part of

the reason for the policy v¡as to curb trustees from getting
in there. We spent a very nasty year at that. The board

would make a decision say regarding negotiations saying

"This is how negotiations shall be conducted. These are the

l imi ts that you have. " and instead of working with the

negotiating committee, he'd be off making private deals

which sometimes worked and sometimes didn't. Nasty experi-
ence s !
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in your mindl¡¿.

the necessity

Ànd those essentiaJ.ly engrained

of policy and good policy?

R: Yeah. Right.

I : WeIl, this research is concerned with how

trustees think about policy and poricymaking - not in the

concrete sense but somewhat in the abstract - not content
specific - and I feer that the way that trustees think about

poricy and policymaking might be influentiar in determining
the kinds of poJ.icy statements that issue from the board. r

just wonder what your reaction is to that idea.

R: Yeah - that's very true. The association of
school trustees got rearly involved in the 6 and 5 and indi-
vidual boards sort of leaped on the band wagon and said "oh
yes - 6 and 5!" and didn't realize how that particurar kind
of a policy was going to impact on their specific division.
It's fine to say that you're going to hord alr your budget

increase down to 6 %, but, then you have to rearize that in
order to hold to 6 z, well God, you're going to have to do

with four ress teachers - or whatever. To me, holding the

rine to 6 and 5 is damned poor poricy. rf you're going to
enf orce i t r igidly - as an over.arr guideJ. ine - to say "yeah,
we're going to try and do this." - fine. But it can,t be so

rigid that you're going to wholesale get out there and chop

programs and say nI.lell this year we won't have phys. ed. -
v¡e can't afford it."
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vision of whatI:

policy is has

You're suggesting that people's

an effect on what comes out...

R: Yeah - for a board

motion that says "WeIl, our poticy

budget will increase by no more than

very dangerous thing to say and I

don't understand what they're saying

to go back and pass a

this year is that our

6 2." I think that's a

think perhaps trustees

when they do that.

I: Ok. Do you think this kind of research is
worthwhi Ie?

R: Yes, I wish before I had gotten on the board I

had a better idea of what types of policy that I as a

trustee would be expected to have a voice in. Who else had

a voice in policymaking? I find a lot of trustees running

for the position of school trustee, having no idea of what

they're going to do if they get there. I said before, now

my idea of a school trustee is someone who makes policy, not

someone who administers po).icy. There's a big difference
between making it and administering it. I don't think the

average brand nev¡ trustee realizes that.

I: Do you see this research as

could possibly help clarify that?

something that

R: Yeah i think so.
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that I 've asked You have been

and get some kind of an insight

Iike, about PoIicY and PoIicy-
questions have been aPProPriate

R: Yeah. I would say so.

I: IS there anything You'd like to add

and which you think is imPortantcovered

which I

to thishaven't

study?

R: One of the t,hings that I as a trustee would

like to know - I'd Iike to get administrators viewpoints in

policymaking and how they view their roles and the trustees'

roles

I: Ok. WeIl I'd like to thank you for your time

and answers.

R: No problem.
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TRANSCRIPT # 17

I: Ok, the first question that I have for you

in your own mind, can you tell me what is policy?

R: Policies are, I suppose, the rules that are

set for the standards of education and how education is

going to be delivered within our own district. PoIicy is
der ived f rom dec i s ions that are made at the board level .

It's not carved in stone - iL can be changed - boards are

flexible.

I: The boards are flexible but I hear you say not

the policy itself.

R: Yeah - that's correct. I 'm saying that
policy, once it's laid down, is there to be obeyed or to be

followed but if a policy is incorrect then obviously a board

should be flexible enough if it's proven that the policy

is incorrect - they're there to change it.

I3 Ok. Can you give me a typical example of a

policy statement?

R: Po1icy statement - the first one that comes to

àina is what came in our school district two years ago - a
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policy of no smoking. We were told it would be impossible

to supervise it vras still brought in by the board. No

student vtas allowed to smoke on the school property

particularly in the carpark actually the carparks and it

has proved to be somewhat successfu]. Our ovrn policy lays

down after - if you get caught smoking the first time you

get suspended for three days the second time for five days

- I think it's fourteen days for a third offense.

I I wonder

desires or

objectives

i s pol icy

is there any

etc. ?

different from

linkage between

goals,

pol icyobjectives or

and goals and

R: Very tenuous links sometimes between policy

and goals - sometimes the policies that you make are you

make because you feel that they are correct for the system'

but the goals that you would have in the system would be to

keep - possibly aII the students within the system for the

maximum amount of time - such as that that I've just related

within the school. The goals must be to give the students

the best possible education - a very trite thing, but that's

the way you woul-d say it. But our policy that vre've laid

down says that if Lhey smoke, we're going to throw them out

for three days they're going to }ose three days education

so there is - although you would bope that your policy

always does contribute towards your goal - it's not a very

very - not necessarily leading the same way.
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do you hold this particular view

R: From my own experrence I have no other

I: You've come to realize this then?

R: Yeah.

Your point of view hasn't changed then since

a trustee?

way. . .

I:

f irst becoming

R:

since becoming

Oh my point of view has changed tremendously

a trustee.

I: In what way? How did you view policy before-

hand?

R: I suppose I didn't - well after Ieaving school

and a secondary education which is totally different in
********** to what it is here I had no real idea at all
about what policy was or how you could lay it down, or what

effects making certain policies would have. So, when you go

into a school as one of the trustees for the first time,

you've got certain things on your mind I'm going to

achieve this I'm going to do that - this is right this
is wrong - it's not until you actually get yourself immersed

into the trusteeship that you realize that there is nothing

so black and white as you ever thought it was in the first
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you know, you might say "This is right.n until some-

you actually through experience learn of the ramifi-
of doing certain things then you realize you can't

follow black and white.

I

and

ok

what

so in
it is

that

has

sense would

become more

you say your vlew

real-isLic - moreof policy

reasonable

R: Yeah I would.

I: Ok.

R: School boards are - have become a lot more

political since I joined the school board. I don't think I

was political at ,alr to start with, but now you'qe sometimes

prepared to make trades - in a teacher-board liaison meeting

sometimes you're prepared to bend a little bit to get some-

thing eLse you know - you do this all the time. I^Iith the

main objective to be - not for personal gain but to do

what is best finaJ.ly for the schoor district and not just
the school district but the pupils in this district.

I: Would you say

into the area of policymaking

that this bargaining impinges

at times?

R: Sometimes yeah.

mi ght ?

I: Could you think of an example of where it
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R: Very recently a big item in our school

district has become - the board passed a motion - not too

many weeks ago that all professional development days would

come under the strict control of the superintendent. Our

own branch of the MTS and the *** felt that this \.¡as a big

slur on them. They feel that they should have controf of at

least one - two - if not three they can't quite decide

what they need but at least two days you know. Now, in

Iiaison - v¡e're not a whole board - but as a committee we

sort of - we aÌso wanted as a board to get more supervision

of our students in the high school in the lunch room. Now I

was prepared to offer the carrot of a little bit - that we

might be able to get a bit more controL back to the *** if

the teachers were prepared themselves to assist the board in

giving the control of the lunch room 9¡ithout any promises

you know - that is a typical sort of bargaining that we

would do - you know - **x negotiations are bargaining.

I: So it goes right into policymaking then?

R: Into it yeah.

- does that

making?

I: Your view of the nature of policy what it is

affect the h'ay you personally approach policy-

R: I don't think so no.

Do you think policy is necessary?
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R: yeah. Policy has to be laid down because you

have to have guidelines for people to work by. There has to

be a certain amount of organization in any business or

anything you do, there has to be a certain guideline laid

down - without policy there's chaos! But you have to be

careful that you're not - that you are amenable to change

policy if it's proved - it has to be practical - and what's

policy for one year may not aJ"ways be policy for five years

Iater - it may not be correct - it's a policy Yês, but it

may not be correct - it may need ammending. Policies have

to be looked at all the time and aS necessary, ammended.

I: Can You give me an examPle of

has been necessary? When you say you need

would happen if you didn't have policy?

where a policy

policy - what

R: WeIl, this may not be a very good example, but

take sabbaticals - there's certain poticy laid down as to

who may and who may not have sabbaticals. Now, sabbaticals

seem to be extremely popular because it gives the teacher a

year off to increase their knowledge studies or whatever

they want to do but if the policy wasnrt laid down as to

who would get preference, then again, it would be wide open

to certain - you know - at least vre say novr that sabbaticaLs

will be given to those people who have been with the

district the longest who need them - we still have Some

who don't have their first degree you know - so those would
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be the people who get their sabbaticals first. It's not

really a very good example and in fact I - very simple poli-

cies are policies laid down that - in XXXXXXXXXX, if the

wind chitl factor gets over - I think it's 2000 - recess

will be inside. Now if that policy is not followed by a

principal, then as a school board, wê can say "Why didn't
you follow it? why didn't you check in with the weather

office?" - because the complaints that will come in from the

parents - their little Johnny was outside and froze himself

silly - you know what it's like those are not exactly what

I would call great examples of policy but they are necessary

for the working of a school district. The smooth working

and also to give the confidence of the parents that put

their kids in our district. hle are responsible for them and

you know - that's

T.I.

notions of the

Has your opinion changed

necessity of policy that

with respect to the

you novr hold?

R: I t.hink yeah -yes they have.

I: In what way?

R: Well simply because now I can see both sides

of an argument whereas as a parent - with my kids in the

district beforehand - I only got to see one side you might

get to see the second side which was the principal or the

individual teacher's - but now I'm looking from a much
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broader perspective. I not only get to see one principal's

views, I get to see six principals'views - so as a parent I

would only have seen the teacher's who was in contact vtith

my own children or the principal that was in contact with my

oh'n children. Now I see and hear everybody's'

of policy

t rustee?

I: Do you feel more strongly about the necessity

nor{ than before - when you first started out as a

R: I would think it's about Èhe same.

I: This belief that you have now about the neces-

sity of policy and how important it is to have policy for

the effective running of the division - does that affect how

you then approach policymaking at the board level person-

a1ly?

R: Yeah, I suppose it has to because if you think

that a policy has to be fair - you have to in order to make

that decision prove to yourseLf as best as you can that

you're making the correct decision in setting down a certain

policy. Às trustees, sometimes you have to be it' doesn't

matter how much trust you have in your administration - they

migh| give you their views but I feel that sometimes we

have to go out and seek other peopler s views before we'II

say yeS, that's correct. So it makes you more - it makes

you careful as to how you make your decisions'
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Ok. WeIl, you've talked about policy a bit

haven't really mentioned this so I may be

into your mouth - i don't want to so correct

but I'm wondering if policies should be written

R: Oh I think policies should be written.

I: Why?

R: Because I believe that there

of referring to policy. lt has

has to be an

to be in blackorderly way

and white.

I: So you're saying that it would leave too much

open to interpretation then?

R: That's correct yeah.

I: Faults of memory and that kind of weakness?

to have

student,

R: If a policy manual is laid down - a person has

something to refer to whether it be a teacher, a

principal, superintendent or trustee!

I3 Ok. Talking about policy in the reality sense

of the word and maybe somewhat abstractly does policy

exist that isn't written down? Can policy exist even if it

is not written down?

R: Yes, it can exist.
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I: Can you think of an example?

R: No, I can't think of an example but I suppose

i.n our district we do have very extensive - and if - we have

tended to and there other - there v¡as a very large policy

manual prior to this board coming to office and - I can't

think of too many things where you can say thab it's left up

to individual interpretation. It might be - actually a

poticy itself can leave a certain amount of leeway - but I

canIt think of anything where you can say "WeII, this can be

done either way." - unless it's something within curricuLum

or something like that but actually as far as the board

decisions are rnade, I think we do put it down into policy.

I: Ok. well, You said that you'd like to see an

orderly way of referring to policy - if it's written down

I gather then that you are in favor of a manual or of some

form of organization of Policies.

R: That's correct.

I: Do you have any particular design or any ideas

about how it should be organized?

R! There's a manual that we 90 by - vte have our

own district manual - it can get somewhat cumbersome - it

seems to be good I don't know if you l'¡ant to go into the

technicalities of the looseleaf binder or - sections and

the principals also have their own manual - the teachers

have their ov¡n manual . . .
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that it's one that's
it indexed and cross-

R: Yeah - that's right - and

changed so are manual-s updated - together

of the district etc.

I

organization

as poJ.icies are

with the by-laws

Ok, and you would be in favor of that kind of

then ?

R: Yes, I do really. I haven't had any experi-

ence with a district wíthout that type of thing, but ours

works so well - and I use it personally quite a bit - espe-

cially as a new trustee and even as - I don't think the

first year I used it as much as in the second and - because

now I know where to look - you know - the first year as a

trustee you're splattered with paper coming from every

direction and people trying to give you information in some

way it gets foggy with the other ...

I: Ok. Who makes school division policy?

R: The board makes school division policy. I say

Èhat with a certain amount of reservation, because if you're

not careful administration can make it and just get it
end.orsed by the board. That happens to a great extent and

I'm not sure that it doesn't happen in our district a little
bi r.
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in the process besides the board?
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should have into poticynaking?
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making school board policy

there other people involved

any kind of restric-
individuals

R: Yeah - we have - recommendations normally
wourd come from the superintendent but they - recommenda-

tions wourd come, but the actual start on making that policy
or changing that policy courd quite easily have come from

the grass roots - where they feer that changes in policy or

that maybe a diff"r"n, policy - sometimes the poricies are

made straight from the board. It's been our particurar
board's habit that at least once a year we meet by ourserves
without any administration or anyone else present - and I
think quite a bit of policy has come out of those meetings

simply because v¡e haven't had the administration there and

we've talked it out and gotten something going.

I: Alright - I'm assuming that you look favorably
upon this input from various areas - either the administra-
tion or the grass roots lever or whatever other concerned

group might be involved. Is t,his true?

R: Yeah it's definitely true.

groups or
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R: Because of time constraints as trustees I

think we have to put a certain amount of - and also because

you can get the certain power groups, pr€ssure groups or

whatever you like to call them - could try to make big

changes - and as a trustee you have to weigh up these

different things and see if in your own mind - I have no

problems at aIl with receiving deputations - talking to

teachers - talking to everybody that wants to talk to us

from - you know - parents and students as well - because I

think it's important. But, the other final onus on making

policy is on the board - that's what you're there for
that's why you're elected - and you know, you can't dismiss

that responsibiLity by saying that policies can be made by

somebody else.

I : Wel-l , if the board - and I view

corporate sense - makes the policy, what's the

individual trustee in the policymaking process?

that

role

1n

of

the

the

R: WeIl, you can only speak personally - it has

to be borne in mind that none of us - not on this particurar
board are professionals in or have been in the teaching

haven't been in the teaching profession prior to coming on

to the board - so bearing that in mind and knowing the

restraints or the limitations that we have, then I feel that
vre have to get as much information from different parties as

we can. tle all have to be a$rare of our individual limita-
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tions and knowledge and we have to get as much input as we

possibly can about the people - we have to weigh it up as

werÌ about where that input is coming from and the reasons

that they want to give it to you.

I: So essentially your rol-e is a

an evaluative rol-e of the information

judgemental role

that's coming toand

you?

your

- ir

R: That's correct, but also

oÌ{n personal phi losophy into i t , and

slrays you.

you've got to put

it does you know

an

ifexample of

you like?

I : Àlr ight. I wonder i f you can give me

a policy that's been made by several inputs

R: Not offhand it wiIl probably come later!

I : That's alright.
policy - has that changed from

as a trustee?

Has your view of who

the time that you first
makes

began

R: It has to a certain extent although when I

stood f or elect ion there Ìvas a pubt ic meet ing which was

mainly tended to be attended by teachers and r suppose that
was the first idea r ever had that there was a feering in
our district that poticy was made by the superintendent's
department and not by the trustees. That was the first
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warning I had and - I wouldn't say it's changed that much.

At that time I was made alert to it. There is a danger that

if a trustee doesn't - is not, aware of the different people

that are trying to put policy in front of you - I wouldn't

say i t's changed that much no.

T.r¡

makes policy

making?

viewpoint that

affect the way

you hold about who

you approach policy-
Does

does

Lhe

that

R: No. The policymaking still has to be the one

main criteria - the selfish reason that most trustees run

if it can be called selfish is to try and better the

education for the students - mostly - v¡e have children in

the system and if you don't like what's going on previously,
perhaps you go in thinking you'11 do a better job.

l: Àlright - how are policies made? By that I

mean what are the processes or procedures involved in the

formulation of a policy? What are the steps from beginning

to end in the derivation of a particular policy statement?

R: Once again, I can only speak for what I know

in our district. It can come from several different ways.

It could be an individual board member or the board as a

whole could be approached from a teacher, by a sLudent, by a

parent who feels that something or other should be changed,

or something that should be put down or something should
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be regurated. Normarly it wourd go to the board - the board

wourd then go to the superintendent's department or adminis-

tration - ask them to come back with their recommendations

as to whaL can be done - recently we've been using MÀST

quite a lot to try and compare ourselves with other
districts so that sre don't go off on too much of a - and it
then comes back to the board and it's placed there for a - a

decision is made.

I¡ From that decision then, the policy statement

is issued?

R: Is issued. NormaJ-Iy

come with a draft policy and it will
ammendments will be made and it wil]
time and then approved.

our superintendent wiIl
then go to the board

come back for a second

there's a

may be a

I: Alright. So if I can recap this,
problem or point of instigation if you like - it
problem, it may be a question

R: It could just be an idea.

I: An idea alright that is referred to the

board somehow - transmitted to the board maybe through

administration rnaybe the board members directly

R:

who would then

Maybe

bring

it's directed to a single board member

it up.
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to pursue

department

R: Yeah - normally it would go through to

straight to our administration - either the superintendent's

department or the secretary-treasurer's department.

I: Ok - they outline a variety of possibilities -
it comes back to the board with a recommendation amongst

those possibilities?

R: That's correct yeah.

I: At

possibilities or

tha t
just

point, does the board evaluate all the

the recommendations?

R: All- the possibilities. I would say that

normally we would go on past that in the first place. We

would say this is what we want. We want a policy that lays

down this, this, and this. Now te11 us - is it feasible and

then give us the policy as it should be written down. The

usual wording etc., that's your job you word it for us

but come back and teIl us of any ramifications or any prob-

lems by laying this down - nov¡ if it does affect teachers

if it does affect a certain group within the district - it's
possible that the board might approach them and say "WeIl,

this is what we're thinking of doing." I think it's very

important that vre do this. Sometimes we fall down on that
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and we ray the policy down and we don't approach them, but

that's normally how it's done. Then it comes back to us

again this time - the policy we want is there but yre want

to just make sure that it's written as we want to say we

have a look at it a second time and then we pass it.

I: So it's a check?

R: That's correct.

I: Ok. What kinds of things influence policy?
You mentioned earl-ier time, you mentioned being a political
animal as a trustee - .are those two particuJ.arry important

factors that influence the making of poricy and are there
other s ?

R: l,lel1, I wouldn't say that time is so much in

the making of policy except as to how a board person goes

into the poricy. Time is there for the superintendent's
department. It's part of their job to find time to do it
to do the research Lhat we require or the secretary-
treasurer's department or whichever part we decide to place

it with of the administration. Realry and trury r know we

can get awfurry technical - but r stirl ray down that it's
whatever the trustees feel is for the schoor district best

for Lhe schoor district. That has to be the totar and top
criteria - and that may not necessarily farl in rine with
what other trustees in other districts feel is best for
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that' s whatMan i toba .

affects it
be espec ially in

that's what controls

IT

most

has to

- and

ours

it most.

I: Ok

of the

- so realIy it's basically the personal

trustees?perspective

R: That's correct - yeah - as to what they feel

is best - this may be a thing certainly somewhat insular

because of where we are, but I have enough confidence in

myself and in my other trustees that is the main reason.

I can't think of any policy that's been made where you'd say

"Àh ah - maybe that would mean for a certain or that really
isn't going to. . . " There have been policies laid down that

I've disagreed with - but as a corporate body one sits there

you have to back it.

I: How do you

be revi sed?

policy needs to be made

any signposts along the

know

Are

when a

thereor needs to

way ?

R: I suppose a breach of policy - because a

certain policy that's made and then somebody says nWeIl,this

person shouldn't have done that because it's not policy is
made. " and you say "l{hy shouldn't they do it?" and they'lI
say "9.1e11, it's not in the policy. " Ànd policy might have

been perfectì.y good - Iike I said earlier five years ago,

but things might have changed somewhat or if a problem is
showing up in the schools such as the no smoking policy
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etc. t - I suppose yeah - a dozen different ways - it can

be brought to your attention. Sometimes you can an event

can happen in a school and you think - well I never gave it
a thought beforehand. Another poricy - in xxxxxxxxxx now at

long last we have a harf decent television service with a

cable service so v¡e have a channel which is a community

channel. It's been brought to our attention that the commu-

nity channel has now been coming into our schoors and

firming everything withput getting permission from anybody

realry just walk in and film. Now one of our trustees who

works for the media brought it to our attention that there

could be a copyright policy - you know, a copyright problem

that's being breached and so, policy was laid down and

or is in fact in the making - and again vre went back to our

superintendent's department and said "Let,s go and see what

other districts are doing. what's ÀAAAAAÀÀAA and BBBBBBBBBB

and cccccccccc doing where they have communiLy channels?

How do they get over this problem?" We didn't want to make

them put a policy in that would stop by any means the commu-

nity channel coming in - v¡e just wanted to protect
ourselves. Po1icy sometimes has to be I suppose like in

Lhat case - just has to be brought up to date because things
are changing all the time

I: And so when things aren't working smoothly,

you start looking at policy?that's when

R: That's that' s correct.



I: How have you arrived at al} of

policymaking process how it's
it and how it takes place?
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these conclu-

made and whosions about

is involved

the

1n

R: Simp1y by personally

That's the only way.

learning experience.

I: Alright. Ànd the viewpoint that you hold now

about policymaking - does that affect how you approach poli-
cymaking personally?

R: Yeah.

I: In what sense?

R: WeIl, the sense is the fact is that one has to

understand that in making a policy it's very easy for some-

body to sit up in a high chair and say "This will be policy"

- and unless they undersland the fuII effects of that policy
- everybody that's going to be under thaÈ policy or trying
to make that policy work - unless they understand what those

ramificiations are - then you've got no business in making

the policy in Lhe first place. I can say that all the

students will wear a school uniform and probably get three

.other trustees just a hypothetically - I mean I'd hate to
do it but I could make a policy totally unworkable - and I

could aLso say a student that doesn't $rear a school uniform

will get thrown out of school - absolutely unworkable

unfair to tell our administration that they have to admin-
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ister that policy - unfair to the teachers that have to terl
those kids they have to go home unfair to the kids
shouLd get thrown out as a trust,ee for doing it so I have

to understand. I have to go into the schools personally I
have !o understand what it's like in xxxxxxxxxx - the
majority of the kids wear jeans - that the kids come - a rot
of them come from a poor background in as far as resources
go and as far as - and you certainry could not in our system

ray that sort of policy down - and you have to be - when

you're making a policy you have to make certain - as far as

is humanry possibre - that you are aware of the results of
that policy and how it's going to affect - and that there
are no negative things for the students themserves.

your

good

I: I wonder if you could outline
own words - what are the attributes or
policy - what is it that characterizes a

for me then in
elements of a

good policy?

R: Policy has

a certain result and it
of the system

I ¡ When

fact the betterment

to be workable. Policy has to have

has to work towards the betterment

you say a certain result do you mean in
of the system or do...

R: Yeah

lay down and it has

cause more problems

laid down.

- it has to achieve the desire that you

to be done in such a way that it doesn't

than existed prior to the policy being
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teristics of a good policy?
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high on your l-ist of charac-

R: Oh it has to be!

I: Are there any others that come to mind?

R: Of fhand no.

I: Ok - how about if we look at it from the other

end - what kinds of things characterize a bad policy?

Obviously something that's unworkable.

R: I suppose a bad poJ-icy would be a policy

again like I say the way - the results - although they mighrt

achieve what's desired in the first place - may cause later
on more problems than existed in the first place - and the

example that I gave of the school uniform possibility is
quite a good example where after six months we might have

a really smart looking school, but we'd also have it half
empty at the same time and we'd probably have the majority

of parents up in arms - it would be it's a ridiculous sort

of scenario to pick up but that would be an extremely bad

policy - but it might be in some people's eyes, âD excellent
goal to have - to have all our kids lined up like they used

to be in *******.

I: I don't want to put words in your mouth here

but I'm getting a strong sense that acceptability by the
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ofapeople concerned is
good policy.

R: Well acceptability and I wouldn't say Èhat

it necessarily has to be acceptable by aII concerned, but I

think it's necessary that even if it's not agreed upon by

those - you have to be able to give good reason as to why

you want that policy.

I: Failing acceptability it must be understand-

able?

R: That's correct - not only understandable, but

you have to as a trustee, have to be able to go down to that
particular group and say "Ok, you may not agree with it but

this is the reason why vre have done it. Like it or not,

this is how it's going to be. We have taken all of your

points of view into consideration, but $¡e're going ahead

with it anyway.n

I: Àlright. Can you

good policy as opposed to a bad

given me an example in the school

me an example of a good policy?

gr.ve me any

pol icy? I

uniform one

examples of a

think you've

can you give

R: WeIl I suppose you could go back !o a very

simple policy stating that students leaving the school will
walk on the sidewalks. Now, to me, that's a very sensible

policy - they w'on't walk across the road. What other ones

can I think of off hand?
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I: WeIl that meets your criteria that one

right? - it's a reasonable thing - it's understandable

it's probably acceptable and it accomplishes a specific end.

R: That' s correct. I don't know i f you had

your policy manual in front of you you could probably

justify lots of the changes that v¡e made, but just off the

top of my head, I can't think of them.

I: Ok. How have you arrived at the conclusions

that you have about what constitutes a good policy - what

constitutes a bad policy?

R: Well- - as to what constitutes a good policy v¡e

all work in an organ ízaLional type of system and so vre all

know what policies are and what they can be. If somebody

Iays down a bad policy - you know - you can make a policy

and you can enforce a policy but the people that you

enforce it on even if they're working just obeying the

policy - they may not make it. You have to be able to tell

teachers this is the .policy and this is the way v¡e want it

done and why - and the majority being reasonable people wilI

follow it on. If you enforce a policy on them, they may

obey the rules because they want to keep their jobs but they

won't necessarily make it work for you. So, I suppose, I

can do the same thing in my organization - a policy may be

Iaid down - quite frequently I suppose I bend the policy

quite a bit in my ovrn personal life but I do know what

effects policy has on myself.
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I: So really it's a personal view that has shaped

your. . .

R: That's right
in school districts, we're

dealing in human beings and

teachers - it's a very labor

dealing with people you have

as well as bearing in mind that
not dealing in objects, we' re

we're dealing with students and

intensive thing and once you're

to be humane.

I: How do you evaluate policy - you know _ when

you are forming poricy - are there any guiderines that you

use obviously you are going to check them against the
criteria that you have estabrished now as being good poticy
- is there any other v¡ay that you have of knowing that it's
a good policy?

R: werl, r don't think that you'd necessarily
know you would hope it was going to be a good poricy
anyway, you would just try in your ovrn mind to work out if
thi s pol icy' s in ef fect, what wi lL happen?

I: hlhat are the implications?

R: That's right, if it's
there - which is better to have it
should there be something different?

there and i f
or not to have

it,'s
ir?

not

OÍ,

I: So you do some littIe mental scenarios then?

R: Most certainJ.y.
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Have you had any particular experiences

have shaped your views about policy?as a trustee

R: No not really no.

I : Ok. Well, this research that I 'm doing is

concerned with how trustees think about policy and policy-
making in the sort of abstract sense. It's my feeling that

the $¡ay trustees think about policy and policymaking might

we]l have an influence and a bearing on the kinds of policy

statements that emanate from a particular board. I'm just

wondering what your reaction is to that premise?

R: Yeah, I suppose you have to look at each

person individually. You have to look at where the person

is sitting on the board Iike I say, the majority of people

sit on the boards because of a genuine wanting to make a

better school system - a better world for their students.

There's a tremendous amount of pressures that go into this
poJ.icymaking and that can come from the sides such as polit-
ical and aII the rest of it. Where does the thought come

from in the first place or where - it's very hard to say. I

think you're correct to a certain extent if an individual
you say *I think this is a good idea." But, when y?u get

into a group of seven, you have to be able to listen to what

the others think - you have to be prepared to change your

mind because somebody's put a very good reason as to why

that's not working: you have to be prepared and able to put

your ovrn views and maybe change other people's minds.
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I: You're describing almost a bargaining process

here. . .

I']I

to be

R: Not necessarily bargaining

change mine if you change yours - I'm
prepared to accept that you may not be

I'm not saying

saying you have

right.

I: Ok what you're saying perhaps then is that
there is this personal perspective that peopre bring to it
but that perhaps some of the rough corners get rounded off
there's a transition that takes prace sometimes and some-

t imes not .

R: That's right yeah.

I : Ok. Do you think that
is worthwhile - looking into the way

policy and policymaking?

R:

tion to comment

thi s kind

t rustees

of research

think about

I don't really know if I'm in the right posi-
on that.

I: Can you see any value to it?

R: Yeah because the more of that sort of thing
thaL is researched, then maybe the more understanding as to
how our system can be made to work better. I'm not

suggesting that it can be researched the way that you know

there's always a danger orson werres you'rl be abre to
research it so werl that you'lI be abre to put the ideas



into our heads but I think it's a good

don't have that much experience into
coming from a very sort of un-education

can't comment.

that you

and that
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exercise. I really
that sort of thing

background, I really

I: That's ok I'm really just looking for your

feelings kind of thing. The kinds of questions that I've
asked you - f've been attempting to gain some insight if you

like into your own mind set about policy and policymaking

do you think that the questions that I've asked are suitabre
to that task? I^rill they give me an insigh,t into what you

think about policy?

R: Yeah - I think they witl. I think - obviously
you've homed in on policy which isn't necessarily the

biggest thing that's in a school trustee,s mind - it isn,t
our major - it's part of it - it isn't necessarily - you've

also given me actually - possibly going back to your

previous question - maybe have made me think more about

making policy so again, there has to be something - yeah,

I would say it is I tend to be one of those people who get

asked a question nov¡ - then I think about it for an hour

not only can I give a good ansvler rater on but it makes me

think about it and leads on to something else.

I: WeIl, is there anything that you'd like to add

think I haven't, perhaps covered in the questions

might be of significance to this study?
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R: Not really no.

I: WeIl, I'd like to thank you for the time that
you've given me

R: WelI, I hope I've been of some contribution.




